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ABSTRACT 

This thesis utilized a Delphi survey method to obtain the perspective of seasoned 

Incident Commanders (ICs), as they reflected on their experience responding to 

surge incidents. Surge events are defined as complex and chaotic emergencies 

that require resources well beyond normal operating capacity. These surge 

events are rare and of such a magnitude that the Incident Commander is 

confronted with a unique situation that often exceeds his/her experience and 

ability to improvise and adapt to changing conditions. 

 This thesis combines the pertinent literature on decision making, 

situational awareness, collaboration and geospatial technology with the lens of 

experience provided by the Delphi panel. First, this research identifies and 

prioritizes 18 signals that an incident is becoming nonroutine, unfamiliar and 

chaotic. Second, it provides an inventory of strategic options that an Incident 

Commander can consider when faced with the chaos that often accompanies a 

surge event. Finally, this material was synthesized into a quick action guide as a 

reference source that can inform Incident Commanders, as they face the 

dynamic and unpredictable environment of surge events. The knowledge 

obtained through this research is offered with the desire to enhance the ability of 

Incident Commanders to make effective decisions when lives are most at risk.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

As an emergency incident develops, command structures are formulated 

to direct resources. During routine events, experience, intuition, patterns and 

cues are utilized to make strategic decisions. When formulating an operational 

plan during routine events, the majority of Incident Commanders (ICs) use 

perception, comprehension and projection to identify the potential ramifications of 

the unstable situation. Surge events are defined as complex and chaotic 

emergency incidents that require resources well beyond normal operating 

capacity. These surge events are rare, and of such a magnitude, that the Incident 

Commander is confronted with a unique situation that often exceeds his/her 

experience and ability to improvise and adapt to changing conditions. 

This thesis utilizes a Delphi survey methodology to obtain the perspective 

of experienced Incident Commanders to determine the signals that an incident is 

becoming nonroutine and unfamiliar, inventory decision-making methods during 

unfamiliar events and identify strategies that have the potential to enhance 

decision making. This thesis identifies best practices and inventories strategic 

options that can assist Incident Commanders, as they are faced with fast-moving, 

unpredictable and ever-changing crisis situations. The knowledge obtained 

through this research is offered with a desire to enhance the ability of Incident 

Commanders to make effective decisions when lives are most at risk. 

Decision making during emergency operations relies on both situational 

and personal factors. On the personal level, experience, patterns and cues form 

the basis for decision making. Situational factors include the extent of situational 

awareness, resource availability, command capability and the capacity for 

collaboration. In this context, the seasoned Chief Fire Officer (CFO), who has 

demonstrated exceptional knowledge, skill and ability when faced with  routine 

situations, can transition to a novice when faced with unfamiliar incidents that 

often exist in the chaotic context. This project identified 18 themes that signal the 

transition from the routine toward the unfamiliar. These themes can inform ICs 



 xviii 

that an incident is becoming emergent and produce an anticipatory strategy that 

has the potential to harness this higher level of situational awareness and 

produce and more effective response effort. 

A variety of strategies to deal with the unexpected exist. This thesis 

created an inventory of possible strategies that can broaden the preparatory and 

response based options of ICs. The Delphi survey process indicated that 

responders have a high receptivity to adopting concepts that they have not 

previously utilized.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

As an emergency incident develops, command structures formulate to 

effectively and efficiently direct resources. During events that responders deal 

with on a regular basis, experience, patterns and cues are utilized to make 

strategic decisions that will produce an appropriate response capability, thus, 

minimizing the impact of the event and the cost of response. When formulating 

an operational plan during routine events, the majority of Incident Commanders 

function as experts and use perception, comprehension and projection to identify 

the potential ramifications of the unstable situation.1  In the absence of familiar 

patterns and cues, experienced Chief Fire Officers (CFOs) employ analysis to 

recognize that something is wrong and transition toward defensive options that 

emphasize operational sustainability and safety.2 

Experts3 use experience to sift through available information, disregard 

irrelevant information and focus on the key data points that matter. Gladwell 

notes that this process is assisted by the unconscious mind through both rapid 

cognition and intuitive repulsion.4  Rapid cognition is the ability to rapidly 

recognize patterns and cues inherent to ones experience while intuitive repulsion 

is the ability to quickly recognize that something is not right. Using these 

concepts, experience is a valuable tool that can provide context to a situation. 

                                            
1 Roberta Calderwood, Beth W. Crandall, and Gary A. Klein, Expert and Novice Fire Ground 

Command Decisions (Yellow Springs, OH: Klein Associates, Inc., 1987). 
2 Gary A. Klein, "A Recognition-Primed Decision (RPD) Model of Rapid Decision-making," in 

Decision-making in Action: Models and Methods, ed. Gary A. Klein (Norwood, NJ: Ablex Pub., 
1993), 139. 

3 Expert–for the purpose of this thesis, an expert is defined as a experienced fire officer who 
has a comprehensive and authoritative knowledge, ability and skill within the realm of emergency 
response and incident command. These professionals think and reflect on past experience as a 
basis for decision-making. 

4 Malcolm Gladwell, Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking. New York: Little, Brown 
and Company, 2005, 8, 119. 
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Surge events are defined as complex and chaotic emergency incidents 

that require resources well beyond normal operating capacity. Examples of surge 

events include: accidents involving a large number of patients; the release of 

significant quantities of hazardous materials; incidents involving exponential fire 

spread; natural disasters and terrorism-related events. In these novel situations, 

the event progresses beyond the normal operating capacity of the host 

community and expands into a multi-agency response that typically 

encompasses the use of three levels of mutual aid as listed below: 

• Tier One - Mutual aid from neighboring communities that is utilized 
on a frequent basis; 

• Tier Two - Regional mutual aid from adjacent areas; 

• Tier Three - Activation of formal statewide mobilization plans. 

These surge events are rare and are of such magnitude that the Incident 

Commander is confronted with a unique situation that often exceeds his/her 

experience and ability to improvise and adapt to changing conditions. The 

absence of patterns and cues creates an unfamiliar operational environment and 

challenges the knowledge, skill and ability of the IC.5  This uncertainty produces 

a high stress operational environment marked by incomplete information, the 

presence of significant external influences, such as the media, time pressure, 

and life safety concerns. Although these events are unique, there are certain 

signals and strategic options that are common and are identified to help the IC 

optimize a strategy to address the wicked problems created by these asymmetric 

events. 

Disorder, confusion and numerous high priority decision points that 

demand the ICs immediate attention often mark the transitional period from the 

routine to the unfamiliar. Secondary to the transition from a complex to a chaotic 

situation, all but the most experienced and adaptive fire service leaders have the 

potential to become overwhelmed and they often revert to applying familiar 
                                            

5 Klein, Recognition-Primed, 139. 
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tactics to unfamiliar situations. These rare events produce a high consequence 

condition that often signals a significant deterioration in decision making. 

Thankfully, large-scale disasters occur relatively infrequently.  

Local public safety leaders are tasked with managing these infrequent 

situations; yet, they often lack a sufficient level of experience that could guide 

effective decision making. When faced with unexpected situations, novices tend 

to react to the unfamiliar while an expert would think and reflect upon experience 

as a guide to effective decision making.6  Typically, a novice makes reactionary 

decisions based upon values, upbringing and the evaluation of strategic options 

that return to the familiar. These reactive actions may not be appropriate to the 

situation. Driving a car can serve as a comparative example. As a driver 

develops skill and experience, he/she transitions from a reactive posture of a 

novice to an anticipatory posture of defensive driving. However, even a seasoned 

driver would once again be a novice, if he/she were thrust into the driver’s seat of 

a racecar. 

As an example of an Incident Commander’s struggle to identify the 

unfamiliar, on June 18, 2007, a rapidly growing fire consumed a furniture store in 

Charleston, South Carolina. During this event, first arriving crews entered the 

structure for the purpose of rescue and fire suppression. As the IC arrived on the 

scene, he did not identify the unfamiliar and recognize that the fuel load7 in the 

structure offered a potential for disaster. Missing this sign of danger, routine 

operations continued and tragedy quickly ensued as a fast moving fire propelled 

by the fuel load of stored furniture killed nine of the first arriving firefighters. In 

this situation, the Incident Commander, who was clearly an expert fire officer, 

became a novice when dealing with an unfamiliar situation that posed an 

immediate danger to firefighters operating within the structure.  

                                            
6 Calderwood, Crandall, and Klein, Expert and Novice Fire Ground Command Decisions. 
7 Fuel load— the total amount of combustible material in the defined space surrounding a 

fire. A high fuel load will produce rapid combustion, intense fire spread, and high heat and smoke 
production. 
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There may be ways to help Incident Commanders operate more 

effectively and efficiently in unfamiliar situations. The development of 

collaborative teams provides an opportunity to build upon collective wisdom, 

develop enhanced situational awareness and dissect the problem at hand.8  

Barriers often exist to the development and rapid deployment of these teams 

based on social aspects ranging from organizational culture to groupthink and 

tribalism. Developing collaborative solutions remains both a social and technical 

challenge that has eluded resolution in many jurisdictions. 

A review of pertinent literature reveals that a wide variety of factors 

influence the period of transition from the routine to the unfamiliar and contribute 

to the overall success of response efforts, and ultimately to the maximization of 

public value. These factors can include; social identity, personality, relationships, 

independence, collaboration, previous experience, skill level, communication 

capability, technology, situational awareness, and organizational culture. This 

thesis examines the symptoms, patterns and cues that mark the transition from 

the complex context toward the danger of the chaotic and unfamiliar. This 

research is directed toward the development of innovative strategic options to 

enhance the depth and adaptive nature of incident command structures in the 

face of chaotic and uncertain situations. 

In an effort to investigate this topic properly, respected practitioners were 

engaged to identify the signs of impending transition and examine potential 

change in decision-making strategies as leaders face the unfamiliar. Through this 

process, critical success factors were identified, and opportunities considered for 

application of these concepts to enhance decision making during the 

transformative period of incident escalation. 

                                            
8 Abdo Nahmod, "The Collaborative Capacity of the NYPD, FDNY, and EMS in New York 

City: A Focus on the First Line Officer" (Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security 
and Defense), Naval Postgraduate School). 
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B. PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 

The purpose of this study is to improve the understanding of decision-

making processes during the initial response to surge incidents and to assist 

Incident Commanders in the rapid identification of surge events that often 

transition toward the chaotic context. This study explores the challenges of 

decision making during the fast paced, confusing and ever-changing environment 

of surge incidents. Experienced CFOs were surveyed in an effort to identify 

signals that an event is becoming nonroutine and unfamiliar and to identify best 

practices for decision making during these fluid and often overwhelming 

situations. The data gathered through this study identifies strategies to enhance 

decision making during the initial operational period of these rare but potentially 

dangerous crises.  

Through a three-tiered process of probing the knowledge and experiences 

of survey participants, this research describes the signals that an event is 

becoming unfamiliar and identifies strategic options for enhancing decision-

making methodologies and capacity. Identifying the signals that an event is 

escalating toward the unfamiliar provides the opportunity for Incident 

Commanders to gain an added level of intuitive thinking. These identified best 

practices offer an IC strategies to increase operational performance and avoid 

potentially tragic outcomes. 

C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHOLOGY 

The goal of this research is to provide Incident Commanders with tools 

that can assist them in enhancing decision making during the initial operational 

period of surge events. 

The two primary research questions are:  

1. As emergency incidents expand toward the chaotic context, 
what symptoms, patterns and cues exist to indicate that a 
different method of decision making is necessary? 
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2. What strategies can be utilized to enhance decision making 
during the initial response to chaotic surge incidents?   

This study uses a Delphi survey to elicit responses from CFOs who are 

either graduates of the National Fire Academies (NFA) Executive Fire Officer 

Program (EFOP) or participants in the Massachusetts Fire Incident Reporting 

System (MFIRS). The Delphi survey included both quantitative and qualitative 

questions. Quantitative questions sought the identification of statistical 

information and rated the importance of signals and the frequency of command 

staff assignments. Qualitative questions included requests to identify important 

signals, inventoried adaptive strategies and consider options to manage 

information. Survey data was analyzed and summarized to address each of the 

research questions listed above. Details on the methodology employed follow in 

subsequent chapters. 

D. ORGANIZATION OF THIS THESIS 

Chapter I of this thesis introduces the research topic and provides the 

reader with context. Chapter II presents a literature review of decision making 

during crises, situational awareness, and collaboration. Chapter III provides a 

comparative analysis of incident management procedures between the United 

States and Germany. Chapters IV through VI detail the methodology and results 

of the three-tiered Delphi Survey collected from a sample of CFOs. Chapter VII 

presents thesis findings, recommendations to enhancing decision making, and 

identifies questions for future research. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A methodical review of literature was conducted from September 2011 

through August 2012 to retrieve the available information and identify gaps 

pertinent to the adaptive capacity of command decision making during the initial 

operational period of disaster response. This search revealed two primary areas 

of relevant research including leadership/decision making and situational 

awareness. The use of geographic imagery and the development of collaboration 

were determined to be peripheral areas of research. 

A. COMMAND DECISION MAKING 

Command decisions in the high-risk, time sensitive environment of 

emergency response are required by the need for immediate action.  First 

responders often confront the challenge of responding to novel incidents with a 

lack of both exposure and experience.9  Exposure consists of having a presence 

at events of similar magnitude, while experience is the knowledge and skill 

acquired in a profession through observation and mentoring. Lacking a solid 

foundation of both exposure and experience, Incident Commanders can easily 

fall back on personal belief, morals, values and upbringing as a source of 

reactive decision making when managing the response to disasters.10  As 

effective decision making is a learned domain, decisions need to emanate from a 

wealth of both experience and judgment. 

In 1987, Gary Klein, a well-known expert on fireground command decision 

making, developed a descriptive model of the naturalistic decision-making 

process. This research identified that many command decisions are reflective of 

                                            
9 Neil R. Hintze, "First Responder Problem Solving and Decision-making in Today's 

Asymmetrical Environment" (Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and 
Defense), Naval Postgraduate School), . 
http://edocs.nps.edu/npspubs/scholarly/theses/2008/Mar/08Mar_Hintze.pdf. P V. 

10 Robert T. Mahoney, "Deciding Who Lives: Considered Risk Casualty Decisions in 
Homeland Security" (Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), Naval 
Postgraduate School), 166. 
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the Incident Commander’s previous experience.11 As an example, a capable and 

experienced commander referencing his/her previous field experience may order 

the evacuation of an entire city block based on a similar experience where a 

collapse resulted in injuries to bystanders when only the buildings adjacent to the 

fire were evacuated. In this example, the commander employed the lens of 

his/her experience to make a safer decision. 

Klien’s work is complimented by Gladwell’s concept of thin slicing where 

the unconscious mind finds patterns in situations based on a comparison of very 

narrow slices of experience.12  Thin slicing utilizes rapid cognition to zero in on 

what really matters and utilizes intuitive repulsion to know instinctively that 

something is not right.13  Gasaway argues that intuition is a vital component of 

decision making, especially when the decision maker is under stress, such as 

during combat operations. Intuition produces decisions much quicker, as it relies 

on the Incident Commander’s experience without having to analyze every aspect 

of the problem. Emotional memory is derived from one’s experiences and may 

guide the decider through what ICs often attribute to a “gut feeling”. In these 

instances, commanders instinctively know what to do, although they may not 

quite know why.14   

Intuition is not fool proof, as it is closely related to pattern recognition and 

can lead to the wrong decision. Sometimes this recognition leads to the wrong 

conclusion and often occurs when the event is unfamiliar and beyond the 

experience of the commander.15  Gasaway further notes that significant parallels 

                                            
11 Calderwood, Crandall and.Klein, Expert and Novice Fire Ground Command Decisions, iii. 
12 Gladwell, Blink, 47. 
13 Ibid., 119. 
14 Richard B. Gasaway. "Making Intuitive Decisions Under Stress: Understanding Fireground 

Incident Command Decision-Making." International Fire Service Journal of Leadership and 
Management 1, no. 1 (2007): 11. 

15 Gasaway. Making Intuitive Decisions, 15. 
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exist between decision-making methodology on the battlefield and during the 

response to unpredictable emergency incidents.16 

This foundational research outlines the differences that exist between 

experienced commanders, known as experts, and relatively inexperienced 

commanders known as novices. In an emergency setting, veteran responders 

use the benefit of experience to face unfamiliar situations and focus on 

addressing complex situational aspects. In contrast, the novice has limited 

experience and typically focuses on utility, concurrent evaluation, implementation 

and timing when facing the unfamiliar. Experts also have the capability to 

construct innovative options using mental imagery in a research study they were 

twice as likely to consider future contingencies in the context of their decision 

making.17 This research provides a strong case for the value of experience and 

suggests that support systems, such as geospatial information tools, incident 

management teams (IMTs), and reconnaissance efforts can provide a more 

accurate situational assessment.18  

Experience changes the nature of a person’s first impressions, helps the 

expert sift through the situation, and throws out the irrelevant while zeroing in on 

what really matters.19  Experts utilize learned behavior and training to interpret 

and decode a situation. Gladwell identifies that experience is the foundation for 

the snap judgments that are critical to the spontaneity required as first 

responders address emergencies.20  

Considering the time pressure inherent to effectively managing an 

emergency, generating, and then considering several potentially viable options is 

precluded. In fact, the time taken to consider multiple alternatives may allow the 

                                            
16 Gasaway. Making Intuitive Decisions, 9. 
17 Calderwood, Crandall and Klein, Expert and Novice Fire Ground Command Decisions P 

iii. 
18 Ibid.  
19 Gladwell, Blink, 142. 
20 Ibid.  
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emergency to expand producing unacceptable losses prior to the selection of an 

appropriate course of action. Gasaway notes that conditions of an unstable, fast 

moving incident rarely improve when the Incident Commander procrastinates on 

time-sensitive decisions.21 Klein indicates that less than 20 percent of decisions 

of the fireground involve the concurrent evaluation of multiple potential courses of 

action.22 Deliberation that does occur focuses on the nature of the problem itself 

and places a strong emphasis on the need for a high level of situational analysis 

as a prerequisite to operational success. 

As artists, experts use the foundation of experience to evaluate patterns, 

observe cues and create the adaptive capacity23 to consider complex and 

uncertain decision points. To illustrate this point, a novice often breaks down a 

single decision point for an expert into several time-consuming decision points. 

As an example, a fire officer may be well versed and considered to be an expert 

when dealing with a residential structure fire but be relatively inexperienced and 

considered to be a novice when commanding the response to a release of 

sulfuric acid.  

The concept of naturalistic decision making was further expanded in 1993, 

as Klein developed the Recognition Primed Decision-making Model (RPD). This 

model identifies that reflection on prior experience as a means to identify patterns 

in emergency response avoids some of the limitations of analytical strategies and 

provides the ability to make rapid decisions in complex field situations. Traditional 

decision-making models utilized in nonemergency situations have the advantage 

of time to develop and consider a host of viable alternatives. Considering the 

time pressure inherent to emergency response, RPD indicates that fireground 

                                            
21 Gasaway, Making Intuitive Decisions, 9. 
22 Calderwood, Crandall and Klein, Expert and Novice Fire Ground Command Decisions, v. 
23 Adaptive capacity is the capacity of a system to adapt, if the environment where the 

system exists is changing. 
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decisions do not fit into a typical decision tree and identifies that choice points 

rely on the leader’s ability to recognize and appropriately classify a situation.24 

RPD appears to be a productive strategy that uses the lens of experience 

to generate, evaluate, and then rapidly implement the course of action most likely 

to be successful. Emergency response does not provide the luxury of time to find 

the optimal course of action. Instead, the concept of satisficing, which facilitates 

the selection of a good workable option as opposed to the optimal option, is 

employed. Expert commanders utilize mental simulation to determine if the 

option selected through satisficing will work, as it is applied to the situation at 

hand. This strategy requires the prerequisite of comparative experience to 

provide a perspective that facilitates the rapid commitment and action needed 

during emergencies. Although RPD provides a model for action, novices often 

revert to more time consuming, analytical actions as they lack the relevant 

experience required to utilize RPD.25 

RPD has become a time-tested foundational model that explains the 

principles of decision making in emergency response settings.26  RPD 

differentiates the capabilities of novices and experts and notes that training in 

situation recognition could improve performance. RPD stands as a strong aspect 

of understanding decision making in emergencies, but it is not a comprehensive 

answer to the research questions posed, as it fails to consider the propensity for 

unstable incidents to expand into the chaotic context.  

The Cynefin Framework identifies that decision making in emergency 

response situations primarily exists in the unordered complex domain where 

unpredictability and flux are common.27 This framework is the first to consider 

and classify the magnitude of emergency events and suggests that events can 

                                            
24 Klein, A Recognition, 139. 
25 Ibid., 145. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Snowden and Boone, A Leader's Framework for Decision-making: A Leader's Framework 

for Decision-making, 68–76. 
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transition from the complex context into the chaotic complex. This model 

provides leaders with the ability to see things from new viewpoints, assimilate 

concepts, and, based on the active operational context, pursue different decision-

making strategies.28  The Cynefin Framework is a system typology developed by 

David Snowden in 1999. This framework classifies situations into five domains 

including; simple, complicated, complex, chaotic, and disorder (see Figure 1). 

The Cynefin Framework indicates that emergency incidents typically exist in the 

complex context where a leader would need to probe the situation, sense the 

problem, and the respond. In this situation, patterns that lead to resolution 

emerge as a guide to decision making. This domain of the model would 

challenge a novice, but according to RPD, be manageable for an expert decision 

maker. 

In rare instances, such as during the initial response to the surge events 

associated with acts of terrorism or natural disasters, situations become chaotic. 

During these abnormal situations that transition into the chaotic context, no 

patterns exist, and the leader needs to first act to establish order and then 

convert the situation into the complex context where patterns emerge.29  The 

transformation from the complex to the chaotic context indicates that a different 

approach is needed in these situations, but Snowden’s research does not reflect 

on how relative experience affects the transformational capability of the 

individual. 

 

                                            
28 Snowden and Boone, A Leader's Framework for Decision-making: A Leader's Framework 

for Decision-making, 1. 
29 Ibid,. 3. 
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Figure 1.   Cynefin Framework Diagram (From Snowden 1999) 

In his article on the 2009 crash of Air France Flight 447, Wise presents an 

example of both the need for experience to address chaotic events and indicates 

how an expert can regress to a novice when confronted with a novel situation. As 

flight 447 flew over the Atlantic Ocean, an experienced co-pilot, who would be an 

expert under normal conditions, misperceived a complex and unfamiliar situation. 

At one point, the co-pilot exclaims “I don’t understand what is happening.” This 

misperception, which was based on a lack of both training and relative 

experience, caused the situation to become chaotic.30 

                                            
30 Jeff Wise, "What Really Happened Aboard Air France 447." Popular Mechanics 

(December 6, 2011). 7.  
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The intense psychological pressure of this novel event shut down the part 

of the brain that is responsible for creative and innovative thought.31  This 

caused the co-pilot to react and return to the familiar. Regressing to familiar 

actions that were inappropriate in this situation ultimately contributed to the 

crash. 

Building upon aspects of the material referenced above, Diaz examined 

how decisions are made in rare, “novel” environments, such as in a terrorist 

attack where first responders have little or no familiarity with the situation, as they 

lack the frame of reference provided by experience.32  During these events, 

commanders employ sense making to decode the unbelievable or unfamiliar. 

Lacking both experience and key pieces of situational information, decision 

makers are often reluctant to act. This paralysis produces response delays that 

detract from operational effectiveness. In these situations, even the most 

experienced Incident Commanders can easily be overwhelmed and experience 

stress. A common aspect of stress is information overload. As the human brain 

limits information flow based on overload, less than optimal decisions can be 

produced by the brain’s protective action that may limit the cognitive knowledge 

of essential situational information.33 

Diaz presents ten common factors that affect the quality of decision 

making during the response to novel situations. These factors can serve to 

enhance or deteriorate the quality of decision making in the chaotic environment. 

These include; control of the situation (or lack thereof), control of arousal, 

openness to the environment, having an active role in the decision-making 

process, the ability to imagine the outcome through mental simulation, collective 

problem solving ability, perspective, information, and comfort working in an 

                                            
31 Jeff Wise, "What Really Happened Aboard Air France 447." Popular Mechanics 

(December 6, 2011). 7.  
32 Sara K. Diaz, "Where Do I Start? Decision-making in Complex Novel Environments" 

(Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Defense and Security), Naval Postgraduate 
School). 3. 

33 Ibid., 10. 
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unknown situation.34  Diaz recommends following principles to serve as a guide 

for leaders, as they approach these critical situations: 

1. Work in a manner not to exceed memory capacity 
 

2. Monitor and regulate emotion 
 

3. Consider the memory capacity of subordinates.  

Synthesizing the findings of Klein and Snowden, when an emergency 

exists in the chaotic context of the Cynefin Framework, insufficient patterns and 

cues exist to apply RPD. In chaotic situations, an effective leader needs to 

generate widespread cohesive action that expands their domain of influence and 

leverage.35 The concept of Meta-leadership capability considers the ability of the 

leader, the situation, designated authority and the ability to engender 

collaboration through influencing both superiors and other organizations.36 

Meta-leaders are those individuals whose scope of thinking, influence and 

accomplishment extends far beyond their formal or expected bounds of authority. 

These individuals have the unique capacity to generate widespread cohesive 

action that expands their domain of influence and leverage.37  Crises allow 

extraordinary meta-leaders to emerge. Marked by strength of character and keen 

analytic skill, these unique leaders have the ability to lead, follow and 

productively engage others. These qualities forge an impact and level of 

collaboration not otherwise attained.38 

 

 

                                            
34 Diaz, Where Do I Start 11. 
35 Leonard J. Marcus et al., The Five Dimensions of Meta-Leadership (Cambridge, MA: 

National Preparedness Leadership Initiative, Harvard School of Public Health, 2007). 2. 
36 Ibid., 2, 28. 
37 Ibid., 2.  
38 Marcus et al., The Five Dimensions. 24. 
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Three aspects of decision making during emergency response are 

discussed within this portion of the literature review. These research concepts 

are cumulative in that they complement and build upon each other. These 

models are: 

1. Recognition primed decision making (RPD), as developed by Klein 

2. Thin slicing and intuitive repulsion by Gladwell 

3. The Cynefin Framework for decision making by Snowden 

4. The role of meta-leadership that influence decision making during 
novel situations by Marcus. 

Although each aspect provides insight, all four models rely on the 

experience of experts for the effective management of the initial phase of 

emergency response. The need to develop novices into experts through both 

exposure and experiential training and mentoring is not addressed, nor is the 

concept that a person may be an expert in one situation and transform into a 

novice when facing the unfamiliar chaotic situation. As it is difficult to prepare for 

tragic situations that have not yet been envisioned, consideration should be given 

to developing tools that can enhance decision making in unfamiliar environments 

for both novel and expert decision makers, who will face both complex and 

chaotic emergency situations. 

B. AGILITY AND DISCIPLINE 

In contrast with the models presented, Harrald indicates that expertise is 

not a singular solution; instead, a balance of both agility and discipline are 

required to successfully mitigate emergency incidents. Discipline includes 

structure, doctrine, and process. Agility includes the ability to innovate through 

the National Incident Management System (NIMS), which is typically a closed 

and rigid system.39 

                                            
39 John R., Harrald, Jospeh Barbera, Irmak Renda-Tanali, Damon Coppola, and Gregory L. 

Shaw. Observing and Documenting the Inter-Organizational Response to the September 11th 
Attack on the Pentagon. Washington, DC: The George Washington University, Institute for Crisis, 
Disaster and Risk Management, 2002. 261. 
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Extreme events produce unforeseen problems and conditions requiring 

adaption, improvisation, and creativity to deliver services under extreme 

conditions. In these rare cases, discipline that includes structure, doctrine, and 

process must be balanced by creativity, improvisation and adaptability. In these 

novel situations, there is a tradeoff between the command and control necessary 

for mobilization, and the need to ensure broad coordination and communication. 

When facing extreme events, response must begin without a complete 

situation or needs assessment. During this initial period, it should be expected 

that a detailed, credible common operating picture may not be available for 

twenty-four to forty-eight hours.40  Often, the initial response is conducted by 

resources in the area reacting to the immediate needs of the situation, while 

external resources are mobilized to address the situation comprehensively.41 

C. SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 

Obtaining timely and accurate information about a situation is essential to 

making the best possible decisions, as first responders engage in crisis events. 

Each of the decision-making sources cited outline the necessity of developing 

situation-based information as a precursor to effective decision making. 

Therefore, situational awareness appears to be a direct link to operational 

success. 

Decision making in high-stress emergency response environments is 

subject to time pressure, significant uncertainty, and life safety concerns, and 

these factors require that an effective IC develop a high level of situational 

awareness.42  Emergency situations are fast paced, confusing and evolving, 

                                            
40 John R., Harrald, Jospeh Barbera, Irmak Renda-Tanali, Damon Coppola, and Gregory L. 

Shaw. Observing and Documenting the Inter-Organizational Response to the September 11th 
Attack on the Pentagon. Washington, DC: The George Washington University, Institute for Crisis, 
Disaster and Risk Management, 2002. 261. 

41 Ibid., 257. 
42 U.S. Department of Commerce. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 

Situation Awareness and Decision-making in a Warning Environment (Washington, DC: National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 7. 
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which creates the demand for certainty and leads to a demand for information, 

but in the early chaos of an events, this information may often be incorrect and 

misleading. Seldom, if ever, will information obtained during the initial response 

to surge incidents be accurate43. Gasaway notes that the Incident Commander 

needs to piece together a semblance of what is actually happening as the 

incident evolves.44 

Situational awareness is the art of understanding your surroundings while 

developing three levels of environmental awareness. These levels are 

perception, comprehension, and projection.45  Perception is the ability to evaluate 

the crisis. Comprehension builds upon perception and forms when the leader 

understands the possibilities and ramifications associated with an event. 

Projection is the ability to predict the path of the event and then order a response 

that complements both present and future incident conditions.46  Hintze indicates 

that proper evaluation of a situation is key to forming a perception. Perception 

stands as a cornerstone of understanding, but perception is often limited by poor 

information flow and the human tendency to filter information and find information 

to support our pre-existing conclusions.47 

Gasaway notes that a challenge to good situational analysis is the 

complexity of systems during an emergency response. As an incident develops, 

the complexity of systems increases, which in turn increases the mental workload 

of the Incident Commander. In these cases, the mental workload required to 

achieve a given level of situational analysis is immense, and when human 

capability is exceeded, situational analysis will suffer.48 

                                            
43 Gasaway, Making Intuitive Decisions, 9. 
44 Ibid., 10. 
45 Hintze, First Responder Problem Solving, 18. 
46 Ibid., 18. 
47 U.S. Department of Commerce. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 

Situation Awareness and Decision-making in a Warning Environment. 40. 
48 Gasaway, Making Intuitive Decisions, 13. 
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Once a leader understands the situation, he/she can then begin to identify 

the patterns and cues identified within Klein’s research on RPD to mitigate the 

situation. Pfiefer claims that gathering situational awareness empowers the 

Incident Commander to make sense of a situation and anticipate shifting 

conditions.49  This concept is recognized in the research of both Klein and Diaz. 

In essence, situational awareness is developing a big picture or macro view of an 

event. McNealy provides a battlefield perspective, by observing that situational 

awareness is “the continuous extraction of information, integration of this 

information with previous knowledge to form a coherent mental picture in 

directing future perception and anticipating future events.” 50  

Often the level of information during a crisis event is overwhelming. Diaz 

states that this quantity of information, common to emergencies, needs to be 

filtered to reduce overload of memory capacity.51  Salience of data needs to be 

considered as information is evaluated. One concern is the human tendency of 

misplaced salience, which occurs when an absence of data is assumed to 

indicate that a phenomenon does not exist.52  Flexibility in emergency response 

decision making depends on identifying cues and understanding the context of 

an event. The absence of patterns and cues reflects back to the value of 

experience identified within the Naturalistic Decision-making Model. Leveraging 

experience, a commander can utilize the absence of familiar patterns and cues 

called “broke pattern matching” to identify the absence of the familiar and sense 

danger.53 

                                            
49 Joseph W. Pfeifer, "Command Resiliency: An Adaptive Response Strategy for Complex 

Incidents" (Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), Naval 
Postgraduate School). 15. 

50 John M. McNealy, "Best Practices to Develop Situational Awareness in Dynamic Small 
Group Military Settings" (Master of Science in Library Science, University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill). 10. 

51 Diaz, Where Do I Start, 5. 
52 U.S. Department of Commerce. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 

Situation Awareness and Decision-making in a Warning Environment (Washington, DC: National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2006). 17. 

53 Pfeifer, Command Resiliency, 18. 
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Another common finding is that situational awareness should not be 

constrained by organizational boundaries. Stovepipe situational awareness 

develops when information is held in organizational silos and not shared between 

agencies. This lack of information sharing reflects organizational culture, bias, 

previous history, inter-organizational conflict or interoperability limitations. In his 

thesis, Pfiefer provides an example of how information held by the NYPD on 9/11 

contributed to catastrophic consequences.54  In this case, information was 

retained within the stovepipe of a single organization based on history and 

conflict. 

The concept of novices and experts exists within the realm of situational 

analysis. Hintze claims that a novice reacts; often taking either too much time to 

determine the best course of action or selecting inappropriate actions. In the 

alternative, experts think and reflect on past experience.55  As a result, experts 

are better able to process information. Experience allows experts to develop 

comparative models while a novice allows the complexity of the problem to be a 

distraction. Experts have a high capability of framing the problem and looking for 

pattern matches.56 

Charles Burkell, Director of the National Fire Academy, Executive Fire 

Officer Program, said “in the absence of experience, fire service organizations 

need to include time pressure, shifting conditions, and information gaps in 

training exercises as a way to build proficiency in lieu of having been there and 

done that.”57  Building on the statement from Burkell, Hintze claims that the 

concept of experts and novices identifies the need for simulation-based training 

                                            
54 Pfeifer, Command Resiliency, 16. Pfeifer claims that on 9/11 signs of imminent collapse of 

the North Tower of the World Trade Center were observed by NYPD helicopters. This information 
was transmitted to NYPD Emergency Service Units (ESU) personnel resulting in an urgent 
evacuation of the building. These observations were not shared with fire department commanders 
and an orderly evacuation of fire department personnel resulted in the loss of personnel. 

55 Hintze, First Responder Problem Solving, 21. 
56 Ibid.  
57 Ibid., 28. 
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and mentoring as tool that can help a novice build proficiency.58  As the incident 

expands, the ability for a single Incident Commander to collect and process all of 

the information essential to developing a high level of situation awareness can 

easily produce the sensory overload referenced by Diaz. 

D. COLLABORATION 

Decision making in complex environments requires both a high level of 

situational knowledge, information sharing, and collaboration. Collaborative 

capacity is the collective ability of a networked team to collect, synthesize and 

prioritize information essential to managing events within the unordered context 

of the Cynefin Model. During emergency response situations, hastily formed 

networks often develop in an effort to address problems beyond the scope of a 

single organization.59  The ability to form and leverage collaborative networks 

reflect both organizational culture and social identity. Networks are built on trust, 

respect, dependability, relationships, and previously formed inter-organizational 

association.60 

The need for collaboration increases as the complexity of decision making 

and task interdependence increase. The foundation of collaboration is openness, 

shared purpose, commitment to a common goal, and establishing bi-directional 

pathways of communication.61 

Partnerships, including multi-agency and public-private coalitions are a 

growing reality and an adaptive way to face the growing complexity of emerging 

                                            
58 Hintze, First Responder Problem Solving, 89. 
59 Donald P. Moynihan, Leveraging Collaborative Networks in Infrequent Emergency 

Situations (Washington, DC: IBM Center for the Business of Government, 2005). 4. 
60 Nahmod Abdo, The Collaborative Capacity of the NYPD, FDNY, and EMS in New York 

City: A Focus on the First Line Officer. 39. 
61 Susan P. Hocevar, Gail F. Thomas, and Erik Jansen, "Building Collaborative Capacity: An 

Innovative Strategy for Homeland Security Preparedness," in Advances in Interdisciplinary 
Studies of Work Teams, eds. Michael M. Beyerlein, Susan T. Beyerlein and Frances A. Kennedy, 
Vol. 12, Emerald Group Publishing Limited, 2006), 255–274. 3, 6. 
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threats.62  Public managers frequently find themselves operating in multi-

organizational environments as a means to solve problems that cannot be solved 

by a single organization.63  In these collaborative environments, conflict should 

be expected. During the response to asymmetric incidents, the conflict inherent 

to collaboration needs to be managed and exploited as a means to produce 

innovative solutions.64 

The impact of chaotic incidents often spreads over traditional boundaries; 

when this occurs, a shared responsibility between involved agencies develops. 

The presence of multiple actors produces an environment of shared risk that 

serves as a springboard toward innovation. Chaotic events often lead to a 

greater density of communication and crisis-based cohesion. This cohesion 

serves to suspend conflict in the interest of meeting shared urgent needs. These 

linkages can promote trust that may lead to new collaborative initiatives. As 

relationships develop, social capital accumulates in increased respect, trust 

information exchange, and mutual understanding contribute to collaborative 

capacity and creates a unique window of opportunity.65 Reciprocal trust is 

developed through a sense of mutual respect, which is built by experience over 

time. Effective collaborators focus on the shared vision of the team and the 

concept of “we” as opposed to the self-serving interest of “I.”66 

Hocevar, Thomas, and Jansen claim that the personal aspects of 

collaboration should not be underestimated. Often collaboration is attained 

through a personal touch, handshake and a smile.67  Focusing on relationships, 

the literature agrees that interdependence creates a shared purpose and the 
                                            

62 Robert Klitgaard and Gregory F. Treverton, Assessing Partnerships: New Forms of 
Collaboration (Washington, DC: IBM Endowment for The Business of Government, 2003). 

63 Rosemary O’Leary and Lisa B. Bingham, A Manager’s Guide to Resolving Conflicts in 
Collaborative Networks (Washington, DC: IBM Center for the Business of Government,2007). 

64 Jeff Weiss and Jonathan Hughes, “Want Collaboration? Accept-and Actively Manage-
Conflict," Harvard Business Review 83, no. 3 (March 2005), 93–101.  

65 Hocevar et al.,  Building Collaborative Capacity, 14. 
66 Nahmod, The Collaborative Capacity, 17. 
67 Hocevar et al.,  Building Collaborative Capacity, 17. 
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determination of a joint mission. Working as a team creates an environment that 

supports intelligent improvisation, which may lead to new strategic options and 

solutions.  

As an example of the power of relationships and trust, a significant portion 

of the response to the Pentagon disaster on September 11, 2001 was attributed 

to the willingness of the Arlington Fire Department to make the effort to 

communicate with other agencies prior to the incident and support joint 

preplanning activities.68  During the response to this disaster, the command 

structure continued to build emergent relationships and foster a collaborative and 

flexible organizational structure. This adaptability set the stage for the 

development of an improvised and creative response that addressed unfamiliar 

problems. This open and inclusive response leveraged nontraditional external 

resources and personnel in the interest of producing the best possible level of 

coordination.69 

Group communication and information sharing remains a problem 

identified within the literature. Often the environment of emergency response 

requires the connection of several decentralized actors.70  Technology provides 

a potential mechanism to connect decentralized actors and allow collaboration 

necessary to take advantage of collective intelligence and complementary skill.71 

E. GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGY 

Crisis events are highly dynamic and are unpredictable in terms of time 

and resource needs.72  Geo-collaborative technology integrates geographic 

information systems with resource management databases to produce interactive 

                                            
68 Harrald, Inter-Organizational Response, 19. 
69 Harrald, Inter-Organizational Response, 20. 
70 Guoray Cai, “Extending Distributed GIS to Support Geo-Collaborative Crisis 

Management,” Annals of GIS 11, no. 1 (June 2005), 4–14.  
71 Ibid., 3 

.72 Guoray Cai et al., "Human-GIS Interaction Issues in Crisis Response,” International 
Journal of Risk Assessment and Management 6, no. 4/5/6 (2006), 388–407.   
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technology that can support decision making. This technology serves as a tool to 

promote shared situational analysis, build a common vision, filter information, 

and facilitate effective decision making in the emergency response environment.  

The development of interactive technologies associated with Web 2.0, 

creates the opportunity for remote collaboration and real time three-dimensional 

emergency response applications in micro-spatial environments.73  Mobile 

computing is an aid for command and communication that can provide decision 

support by promoting the consistency of interaction.74  As too much information 

is just as harmful as too little information, geospatial technologies can vastly 

increase both information flow and situational analysis.75 Mobile computing can 

serve as tremendous aid for both command and communication; this technology 

is designed to promote the consistency of interaction.76 

Caution needs to be exercised; as technology can unleash vast quantities 

of information. There is little doubt that too much information can be just as 

harmful as too little information.77  Often issues involving technology are not 

technical but involve business processes and adaptive aspects of how humans 

interact with these capabilities. Currently many geographic information systems 

(GIS) can add definition and perception to a problem. Often this technology is 

hard to use and fails to address immediacy and the other special needs of crisis 

managers who often work in teams that share information, knowledge and 

judgment while making decisions under stress.78  Researchers note that the use 

of technology in collaborative crisis environments has not been fully explored. 

                                            
73 Mei-Po Kwan and Jiyeong Lee, "Emergency Response After 9/11: The Potential of Real-

Time 3D GIS for Quick Emergency Response in Micro-Spatial Environments," Computers, 
Environment and Urban Systems 29, no. 2 (2005), 93–113.   

74 Bradley J. Betts et al., Improving Situational Awareness for First Responders Via Mobile 
Computing (Moffett Field, CA: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Ames Research 
Center,2005). 

75 Ibid. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Ibid. 
78 Cai et al., Human-GIS Interaction Issues in Crisis Response, 388–407. 
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Cai, an expert on geospatial technology, summarizes that challenges with 

GIS include immediacy, availability, and sharing of information. GIS offers great 

potential, as much of the data underpinning critical decisions is geospatial in 

nature.79  Managers need robust tools to integrate information about fast 

developing situations that occur in a geospatial context. 

Visual display of information encourages broad participation, as maps 

encode spatial relationships and enable shared understanding. Maps can be 

objects of collaboration and support both dialogue and common work.80 

GIS is not typically designed to represent dynamic phenomena and little 

research has been completed in this area, despite the consequences of making 

critical decisions with less than complete information.81  GIS offers a synthesized 

model for improved decision making to minimize disasters. Geographic 

information systems organize data into layers that can be integrated, or removed, 

based on the specific needs of the user(s). These layers provide an efficient tool 

to filter information and dissect problems. However, the availability of GIS based 

education and access to Geocollaborative technology remain barriers to the wide 

spread adoption of this technology. Future research needs to focus on human 

adoption, education, and the integration of existing data. This is a particularly 

important research need, as a lack of integration can cause emergency 

managers to quickly revert to the use of paper maps.  

Geocollaborative crisis management, the ability to used geographic job 

aids to assist in the management of emergencies is in its infancy, and it faces the 

challenges of both role definition and the lack of existing models. Currently GIS 

does not support a wide variety of crisis management applications that allow 

input from several remote locations. The increasing need for mobile solutions is 

driven by the need to develop a common operating picture through shared 
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81 John Radke et al., Challenges for GIS in Emergency Preparedness and Response 
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intelligence. Computer supported cooperative work suggests that GIS is poised 

to provide the benefit of a collaboratively developed information platform. This 

platform has the potential to enhance operational effectiveness, as it reduces the 

need to share data on an individual basis.82  Web 2.0 applications are positioned 

to meet many of the collaborative needs defined above. 

F. CONCLUSION 

A consistent theme and a surprising level of concurrence exists 

throughout the body of research pertaining to the importance of situational 

analysis. Reviewing the literature, the five common themes listed below 

emerged: 

1. Situational awareness is directly related to the quality of 
communication flow. 

2. The ability to filter information to form a coherent mental picture is 
essential. 

3. Situational awareness and collaborative information sharing are 
fundamental to developing a shared understanding of the mission 
or problem. 

4. Using imagery or graphical display to summarize information is an 
opportunity to improve situational awareness. 

5. Experienced fire officers who are considered to be experts in their 
field may become novices when faced with the chaotic, complex 
and unfamiliar surge incident. 

Literature in the area of command decision making links to information 

flow, situational awareness, collaboration, and the utilization of technology. The 

literature pertaining to the scope of this research has broad agreement on the 

importance of situational awareness, collaboration, and the use of technology to 

aid in decision making. Research within the area of command decision making 

has produced complimentary models that build upon previous contributions.  
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Although research on command decision making has produced valuable results 

that have shaped advancements in this specialized discipline, the depth of 

research could be expanded.  

A review of the literature reveals that four research gaps exist, and the 

opportunity to focus on transitional aspects of command remains underexplored. 

The areas of opportunity are listed below: 

1. Evaluation of interdisciplinary approaches to management of 
resources during chaotic events in an effort to develop 
multidiscipline best practices. 

2. Identification of the social aspects that impact command decision 
making. 

3. Research on the transition of incidents from complex to chaotic 
contexts. 

4. Research concerning the potential for individuals to transition from 
being experts when facing complex, but previously experienced 
events, to novices when facing chaotic and unimagined events.   
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III. CONSIDERING THE GERMAN PERSPECTIVE TO INCIDENT 
MANAGEMENT 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this research is to assist Incident Commanders and 

enhance decision making. This thesis is centered on the need to consider 

adaptive decision-making methodologies beyond the structure of NIMS 

particularly in situations of high complexity and uncertainty. As such, including a 

comparative analysis with an alternative IMS offers the potential to identify best 

practices and sow the seeds of innovation.  

This chapter presents a comparative analysis between NIMS, which is the 

command system utilized in the United States, and regulation DV 100, also 

known as Dienstvorschrift 100 entitled Leadership and Command in Emergency 

Operations that was authorized by the German Board of Firefighting Affairs.83  

Based on a combination of history, culture, and experience, Germany and the 

United States use different methods to approach incident management. Although 

both Germany and the United States utilize incident command to structure 

operations, significant differences in the application of this principle exist. 

Comparatively, Germany consists of 137,847 square miles while the 

United States consists of 3,717,813 square miles. Germany has 81,799,600 

residents while the United States hosts a population of 311,591,917. When 

considering the impact on a comparative analysis of fire services, land area and 

population clearly matter. Based on this analysis, Germany has approximately 

1/30th of the relative land area and 25 percent of the relative population to 

protect.  

The Federalist principles that form the backbone of the United States 

governance system ensure that the responsibility to provide public safety 

                                            
83 Fuhrung und Leitung im Einsatz - Fuhrungssytem. "Leadership and Command in 

Emergency Operations." DV 100. 12 20, 2007. 43. 
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predominantly rests with each local political subdivision.84  As a result, American 

Fire Service agencies operate by political subdivisions and have little 

involvement with their respective parent states. Presently, more than 30,625 fire 

departments85 exist within the United States, and this compares to 102 fire 

departments that exist within Germany.86   

The German Fire Service was born in a wartime culture and formed 

through the necessity to confront the threat of fire on a national level. This 

suggests that a more militaristic and centralized approach to providing fire 

services exists within Germany. This conclusion is supported by the responsibility 

to provide public safety residing with each German State. 

Staffing for fire protection for both countries follows a similar model 

utilizing a mix of career and volunteer personnel. Volunteer firefighters make up 

80 percent87 of personnel in Germany and 72 percent of the fire service in the 

United States.88 Germany has ingrained a culture of volunteerism into its 

citizens, and certain volunteer activities can offer an alternative to military 

service.89  This produces a strong pool of volunteers and reflects a high level of 

nationalism. Although volunteer firefighters are part of the fabric of America, 

volunteerism has decreased and many agencies struggle to find sufficient 

personnel.  

The role of the fire service varies between the United States and 

Germany. In the United States, the role of the fire service has expanded to meet 

the needs of each individual community. As an example, 59 percent of fire 
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service agencies in the United States provide Emergency Medical Services.90 In 

Germany, although there is inter-agency cooperation, the provision of medical 

care is considered a separate discipline. Contrary to the experience of the United 

States, Germany has a strong relationship of public and private (NGOs) as the 

majority of disaster relief is accomplished by these organizations.  

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the incident 

management methods utilized by each country in the hope that best practices 

can be identified and potentially implemented.91  It also offers a view of the 

internal workings of two diverse fire service cultures. In addition to the knowledge 

that can be extracted through this analysis, this analysis was utilized to inform 

the development of questions for the Round Three Delphi survey which is 

presented in Chapter VI. 

B. INCIDENT MANAGEMENT 

The control of emergency situations uses an incident command system to 

organize response. Crisis policies have developed on the unique experience of 
                                            

90 National Fire Protection Association, U.S. Fire Department Profile,  26. 
91 Governance, law and policy differ between the United States and Germany. The United 

States is a federal constitutional republic, in which the President of the United States (the head of 
state and head of government), Congress, and judiciary share powers reserved to the national 
government, and the federal government shares sovereignty with the state governments.The 
federal entity created by the U.S. Constitution is the dominant feature of the American 
governmental system. However, most people are also subject to a state government, and all are 
subject to various units of local government. The latter include counties, municipalities, and 
special districts.This multiplicity of jurisdictions reflects the country's history. The federal 
government was created by the states, which as colonies were established separately and 
governed themselves independently of the others. Units of local government were created by the 
colonies to efficiently carry out various state functions. As the country expanded, it admitted new 
states modeled on the existing ones. 

Germany is a federal parliamentary republic, based on representative democracy. The 
Chancellor is the head of government, while the President of Germany is the head of state, which 
is a ceremonial role with substantial reserve powers. Executive power is vested in the Federal 
Cabinet (Bundesregierung), and federal legislative power is vested in the Bundestag (the 
parliament of Germany) and the Bundesrat (the representative body of the Länder, Germany's 
regional states). The political system is laid out in the 1949 constitution, the Grundgesetz (Basic 
Law), which remained in effect with minor amendments after 1990's German reunification. The 
constitution emphasizes the protection of individual liberty in an extensive catalogue of human 
rights and divides powers both between the federal and state levels and between the legislative, 
executive, and judicial branches. 
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each country and the emergence of different threats that can be identified to 

explain policy divergence.92 As an example, Germany’s crisis policy reflects the 

experience of enduring the wrath of two world wars that occurred on German soil 

within the last century. Although the United States has been immune from the 

consequences of large-scale war, we have endured the emergence of the 

challenges associated with the impact of the attacks that occurred on September 

11, 2001. 

Disasters consist of situations that are large scale, costly, unexpected, 

and disruptive. Often these crises can be of such magnitude that even the most 

robust organizations are challenged or overwhelmed. During these situations, the 

challenge is focused on system integration at the user interface level.93 

In the United States, the National Incident Management System (NIMS) 

was adopted as the single multidisciplinary system to provide a coordinated and 

centralized system of direction during times of crisis.94  Although many agencies 

were reluctant to adopt this concept, and shortcomings exist in adaptability, the 

use of this system has become a standard protocol for U.S. fire services.95  In 

practice, NIMS is a command and control system that operates effectively when 

homogenous organizations with similar goals are integrated into a single 

organization. This homogenous orientation has produced a closed system where 

the local Incident Commander typically maintains operational control and 

facilitates decision making.96   
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In Germany, regulation DV 100 also known as Dienstvorschrift 100 

entitled Leadership and Command in Emergency Operations was authorized by 

the Board of Firefighting Affairs.97  This regulation, developed in accordance with 

the German Federal Constitution, places the responsibility for emergency 

response on the 16 German States and defines the command and control 

system that is utilized within Germany. DV100 was implemented in 1999 and was 

then adopted by other national organizations, such as the Federal Agency for 

Technical Relief (German Red Cross). It has evolved into the single system 

utilized in Germany for the purposes of incident control. 

The goal of both the German and United States command and control 

system is to act swiftly and appropriately to generate uniformity and consistency 

and implement complex and technical measures during emergency situations. A 

comparison of the 26 page DV 100 and the 170 page United States National 

Incident Management System (NIMS) reveals several remarkable similarities and 

some stark differences.  

In Germany, Regulation DV 100 established the staff system and 

identified six unique functions. NIMS identified four staff functions, which are 

significantly different from those presented within DV100. Despite these 

differences, both use an organized approach first developed by Napoleon, based 

on specified staff functions within command and control systems.98    

A comparative analysis of these systems indicates that there are several 

common issues and challenges that are faced collectively by both DV100 and 

NIMS. These common challenges include the ability to maintain the motivation, 

competence and confidence of personnel given the relatively infrequent 

occurrence of large-scale disasters.99  Often this produces a lack of capability, as 

                                            
97 Fuhrung und Leitung im Einsatz - Fuhrungssytem. "Leadership and Command in 

Emergency Operations." DV 100. 12 20, 2007. 43. 
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personnel are unfamiliar and uncomfortable with these critical roles. The need for 

collaboration and technical information sharing systems or job aids is a challenge 

that has been reported by users of both NIMS and DV100. This suggests a need 

for technology and job aides that can improve sustainability, and interaction.100 

Another commonality is that both systems evolved from fire service roots 

to an all hazards platform. NIMS and DV 100 are staff function based and rely on 

motivated staff as a key to success. Neither system seeks to micromanage 

operations and both allow tactical crews with the operational flexibility necessary 

to achieve mission goals. Other similarities include the recognition of the value of 

social relationships to assist in collaboration and the need to involve senior 

elected officials in disaster response.101 

In contrast to the similarities noted above, DV 100 offers a strikingly 

humanistic approach that concentrates on the value of personnel, relationships, 

confidence, and the impact of “command attitude.”102  Although NIMS provides 

structure as detailed below, the German Command Chart extends beyond 

structure to address both process and means. DV 100 looks beyond the structure 

of command and control and focuses on both strategy or processes (defined as 

process (procedures) in Figure 2) and tactics (presented as means (equipment)). 

In contrast, the NIMS model solely emphasizes structure and the subsidiary 

functions of Operations, Planning and Finance. These differences are illustrated 

in Figures 2 and 3.103 
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Figure 2.   German Command Chart (From DV 100)  

 

Figure 3.   NIMS Based Command Chart (NIMS) 

The humanistic approach of DV 100 also emphasizes the influence of 

leadership and the need to employ a situational style that promotes collaboration, 

confidence and motivation.104   DV 100 is also different from NIMS in that it 

indicates that the process of incident control is a circular system that emphasizes 

the need for information and situational analysis as a precursor to effective 

decision making.105  This circular mission process is detailed within Figure 4. 

Although an IC using NIMS will employ situational analysis to make sense of a 

situation, NIMS subordinates the value of information in favor of the command 

and control structure. The inherent  focus of DV 100 on the importance of 
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situational analysis is one of the larger differences observed by people who are 

familiar with the use of both of these command systems.106 

 

Figure 4.   German Circular Mission Process (From DV 100) 

American IC often relies of the use of experience and the early  

recognition of patterns and cues as a guide to action. DV 100 answers that the 

use of experience is a mistake, as it promotes reliance on the past and leaves 

the Incident Commander with few options when unfamilar situations emerge.107 

In America, command most often falls to the local agency or a unified 

group of involved agencies. This fails to recognize the need for the automatic 

deployment of incident support. Germany utilizes a three-person command team 

called a “zug” to provide the first line of command support.108  This concept 

provides support to the local IC and links a command team to the resources of a 

command centre. The organization of a “zug” is presented in Figure 5. DV 100 

recognizes the need for both on-site and off-site support. Reflecting a more 

nationalistic focus, command teams are prestructured into teams of three to nine 
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personnel that automatically respond as incidents escalate.109  American ICS 

lacks both the recognition of the need for this level of command support and 

automation of this process. 

 

 

Figure 5.   German Command Team Structure to control a company “Zug” (From 
DV 100) 

Although both systems rely on staff functions as the basis of command 

and control, these staff functions differ dramatically between the United States 

and Germany. In the United States, staff functions include Operations, Planning, 

Logistics and Finance. These positions are augmented by Command Liaisons, 

Safety Officers, and Public Information Officers. The German approach includes 

six staff functions that include; personnel and administration, information 

gathering and assessment, operations, logistics, media and press, and 

communications and transmission. DV 100 also demonstrates the inclusion of 

experts and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), such as representatives of 

agencies involved in the incident. The staff functions outlined in DV 100 are 

detailed in Figure 6. When compared to NIMS, DV 100 provides three unique 
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staff functions that are not contained within NIMS. As an example of these 

divergent staff functions, the NIMS based finance section is not included in the 

German system, and the staff function of personnel and administration is not 

included within the scope of NIMS. Another difference highlighted by the staff 

functions contained within DV 100 is the importance of information gathering and 

assessment, and a focus on personnel and communications; neither of these are 

included as staff functions within NIMS.110  These three areas of divergence 

illustrate potential opportunities that the United States could utilize to enhance 

command operations. 

 

Figure 6.   German Command Staff Functions (From DV 100) 

DV100 creates an environment open to innovation and encourages the 

involvement of experts and nongovernment agency partnerships. As an example 

of the strong public/private partnership, German NGOs, such as the Workers 

Samaritan Association, are responsible for aspects of disaster relief. In addition, 

the German command and control philosophy places a strong emphasis on both 

training and qualification. Often a bachelor’s degree is required and 24 months of 
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training promote operational competence.111  This level of required educational 

qualification is not often seen in the United States. This German focus on 

education carries through to the training expectations of command staff, as 

personnel are developed to be specialists within defined roles. 

The potential value that could be extracted by exporting some principles of 

DV 100 can best be found through examining the observations of experts that 

are familiar with both systems. In an effort to obtain a comparative perspective 

and provide evidence that these principles in both systems could create 

operational value, former New Hampshire State Fire Marshal and International 

Fire Service Consultant Don Bliss was contacted. Marshal Bliss has done 

extensive work with the German Fire Service and has served as a Fire Chief in 

several New England Communities. This cumulative experience provides a 

unique perspective that validates several points outlined within this analysis. In 

an interview on June 4, 2012, Marshal Bliss indicated that he believed the United 

States could benefit from implementing many of the principles contained in DV 

100.  

Specifically, Marshal Bliss noted,  

Operations produced through the use of DV100 tend to create more 
consistent and precise practices than are typical under incident 
command within the United States. The German system utilizes a 
military model that emphasizes education; advancement is based 
on training provided in a officer candidate school, and in many 
cases an officer would be well trained but may not have previously 
been a firefighter.112   

Advancement based strictly on education is contrary to the fire service 

culture that exists within the United States. Marshal Bliss also noted that “NIMS  
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based systems can be compromised as the Incident Commander is often tasked 

with performing multiple functions that include requesting the resources 

necessary for the response.”113 

The comparative analysis detailed in the previous narrative, and within 

Table 1, provides an overview of divergence. These differences should be 

analyzed and evaluated to determine best practices, and the potential value of 

exporting these practices. Specifically, Germany could benefit from increased 

information sharing while the United States could benefit from moving past the 

rigidity of NIMS to a system more open to partnerships and a humanistic 

approach. Table 1 illustrates aspects of the two incident control methodologies: 

Table 1.   Delphi Observations Improvising and Adapting ICS 
Country United States Germany 
Command System National Incident Management 

System (NIMS) 
Dienstvorschrift 100 

Challenges Frequency of Use  
Confidence of command staff to 
fill high stress roles during surge 
events. 

Frequency of Use  
Confidence of command staff to fill 
high stress roles during surge 
events. 

Collaboration Emphasis on Incident 
Commander 

Emphasis on support and 
collaboration 

Humanistic 
Approach 

Structural Emphasis Emphasis on personnel 
Command Attitude 
Confidence and motivation 
Situational Style 

Experience Based 
Decision making 

Emphasis on patterns and cues Viewed as a negative trap that if 
utilized can create paralysis in 
abnormal situations   

Staff Focus Operations 
Logistics 
Finance 

Information analysis 
Personnel 
Communications 

NGO Partnerships Afterthought not viewed as a 
primary role 

Open to experts and NGOs 
NGOs perform 80 percent of disaster 
relief work 
 

Country United States Germany 
Training Sporadic and moderate in 

duration 
Bachelors required 
24 months for competence 
Specialization in staff functions 

Role Definition Expansive, 
Generalist 

Compartmentalized 
Specialist 
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Incident control challenges both countries, and Germany could learn from 

the United States in terms of increasing information sharing between role 

divergent agencies, and recognizing that experience does have some value 

when facing the challenges of emergency response. As noted previously, 

Germany and the United States are divergent within governance, law and policy 

related to incident control. Divergence in crisis policy and incident control 

philosophy is a product of the evolution, threat experience and culture inherent to 

each country. Considering the German approach, the United States has the 

opportunity to move past the structure and rigidity presently in place. This 

comparative analysis is important to the IC in that it provides exposure to 

concepts integrated into a foreign IMS system. The ten ideas listed below are 

concepts that have been extracted from DV 100 and then submitted to the Delphi 

panel as a Round Three question that evaluated the potential value of integrating 

these concepts into NIMS: 

1. Development of partnerships with nontraditional 
organizations, such as NGOs and including both private 
corporations and clubs. As an example, partnerships with 
private corporations such as Home Depot or Walmart can 
provide supplies needed during the response to surge 
events; 

2. Development of a communications and transmission staff 
function; 

3. Development of a personnel and administration staff 
function; 

4. Development of an information gathering and assessment 
staff function; 

5. Development of computer-based command checklists; 

6. Move the command post to a fixed, off-site facility; 

7. Provide less structure and allow more creativity; 

8. Promote the automated response of incident support teams; 
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9. Development of situational analysis teams (dedicated 
personnel that focus on gathering and verifying information 
for the IC); 

10. Development of regional support teams. 

C. CONCLUSION 

This comparative analysis is utilized to distill ten concepts from DV 100 

that may enhance NIMS, if adopted in the United States. These ideas were 

utilized to inform the development of questions in the Round Three Delphi 

survey, which is presented in Chapter V. One theme consistently observed 

during this research process was the dedication of personnel and focus on 

mission that existed within each Country. 

The implementation of these concepts should be a subject of further 

research. Although these unique aspects of DV100 have the potential to inspire 

increased collaboration and greater effectiveness during the response to 

nonroutine surge events, additional evaluation is required to establish how these 

concepts would integrate within the NIMS IMS system. Consideration should be 

given to what second and third order effects would develop should these 

practices be introduced as a component of American NIMS.  

The majority of the potential innovations derived from DV 100 would have 

to be developed and integrated into operations on a regional level. This is a 

particularly difficult task as the federalist principles of American governance place 

authority at the local level. Regional collaborative groups typically consist of 

informal professional associations that link multiple jurisdictions. Ultimately, these 

regional groups promote shared goals that emerge through a consensus 

process.  

The political environment of these regional entities produce an 

environment where personalities, social relationships, and the need for 

consensus dominate over more formal organizational power structures that exist 

on the local level. Although informal, these regional fire service associations are 
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brought together by the emergence of shared values and the desire to create a 

synergy in which the group can accomplish more through collaboration than a 

single agency could accomplish on its own. As members of these groups often 

work together during emergency response, a shared interdependence is created. 

Thus, regional associations may already demonstrate some of the more 

humanistically-based approaches that are key aspects of the foundation of DV 

100. 

As change is often a difficult process, strategic implementation will need to 

focus on collaboration. The literature presented in Chapter II agrees that 

interdependence creates a shared purpose and the determination of a joint 

mission. Working as a team creates an environment that supports intelligent 

improvisation, which may lead to the development of new strategic options and 

solutions necessary to mitigate nonroutine surge events.  
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IV. METHODS AND RESULTS—DELPHI ROUND ONE SURVEY 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this thesis is to provide tangible guidance that can help 

Incident Commanders optimize decision making during the initial hours of the 

response to surge incidents.114 This chapter describes the research method 

utilized to gather and analyze data for the two research questions that listed 

below:  

1. As emergency incidents expand toward the chaotic context, 
what symptoms, patterns and cues exist to indicate that a different method 
of decision making is necessary? 

2. What strategies can be utilized to enhance decision making 
during the initial response to chaotic surge incidents?   

The literature review indicates that as surge incidents become 

unpredictable, unfamiliar and chaotic, Incident Commanders can become 

overwhelmed. During these asymmetric events, signals predict the 

transformation into the chaotic context of the Cynefin Framework115. As events 

transition, decision-making methodologies, beyond the closed system of incident 

command, need to be considered in an effort to produce optimal results.  

The literature review presented in Chapter II is used to inform questions 

that were incorporated into a three-round Delphi survey that was distributed to 

National Fire Academy (NFA), Executive Fire Officer Program (EFOP) Graduates 

or CFOs that participate in the Massachusetts Fire Incident Reporting System 

(MFIRS). Based on the prerequisites defined above, survey participants are  

 

 
                                            

114 Surge events can be defined as emergency incidents that require resources well beyond 
normal operating capacity. Examples of surge events include: accidents involving a large number 
of patients; the release of significant quantities of hazardous materials; incidents involving 
exponential fire spread; natural disasters and terrorism related events.  

115 Snowden, A Leaders Framework, 68–76. 
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considered subject matter experts. The responses to the first round of the Delphi 

survey are analyzed and coded for themes that are delineated and interpreted in 

this chapter. 

B. DELPHI METHOD 

The Delphi survey method was developed by Rand Corporation in the 

1950s as a tool for knowledge building.116  The Delphi technique is a systematic, 

interactive forecasting method that facilitates a panel of geographically dispersed 

experts to support judgmental and heuristic decision making when a lack of 

agreement or an incomplete state of knowledge exists.117  Based on the principle 

that forecasts from a structured group of experts, they are more accurate than 

data obtained from unstructured groups or individuals.  

A Delphi survey process harnesses the subject matter expertise of 

selected participants to deal systematically with a complex problem or task.118 

This method is selected based on the opportunity to work with expert fire service 

leaders to identify tangible solutions to a complex problem faced exclusively by 

emergency response practitioners. This technique provided the benefits of 

anonymity, iteration, controlled feedback, and statistical aggregation. 

During a Delphi process, a first round survey is formulated and distributed. 

After the first round survey is closed, the response is summarized and utilized to 

construct the second round survey. This process is repeated during subsequent 

rounds and provides participants the opportunity to reflect on the comprehensive 

feedback of the whole group.119  The Delphi process consists of two distinct 

phases. The first phase is the exploration stage where the subject is fully  

 

                                            
116 Michael Adler and Erio Ziglio. Gazing into the Oracle: The Delphi Method and its 

Application to Social Policy and Public Health. London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 1996. 5. 
117 Harold A. Linstone and Murray Turoff. The Delphi Method: Techniques and Applications. 

Vol. 18. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Pub. 1976. 
118 Ibid. 
119 Adler, Gazing into the Oracle, 9. 
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discussed. The second phase is the evaluation stage, which is used to gather 

expert thoughts and perceptions on various ways to address the issues under 

investigation.120 

C. DEMOGRAPHICS AND SELECTION CRITERIA 

Candidates selected were seasoned, and CFOs (between the age of 35 

and 65) that have demonstrated experience in the response to surge incidents. 

The initial selection of participants is based on completion of the National Fire 

Academies EFOP or participation in the MFIRS. These professionals are 

regarded as experienced experts within the field of emergency response.  

It should be noted that candidates needed to be members of the American 

Fire Service but were not constrained from participation by a specific agency 

affiliation. The majority of the participants were located within New England. 

However, in an effort to provide balance, three participants were specifically 

recruited from other regions of the Country. All survey respondents were polled 

only on technical input on research questions. All questions addressed areas of 

expertise not opinion. 

The survey was sent to a group of 32 CFOs, as defined above. The 

respondents were polled using an online survey tool. Initially phone calls were 

placed to potential participants, if these professionals agreed to participate in the 

survey process, an introductory email was sent on May 6, 2012, to provide 

context, assign a coded control number and confirm agreement to participate in 

the process. On May 7, 2012, the confirmation email was followed by the actual 

link to the First Round Survey and the request to complete it within two weeks. 

The confirmation email is found in Appendix B. The response rate was initially 

moderate, so two reminder emails were sent over the final week of the survey 

period. The survey was closed on May 22, 2012, two weeks after being 

distributed. Thirty of the thirty-two potential participants (94 percent) responded. 

                                            
120 Adler, Gazing into the Oracle, 9. 
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D. DELPHI SURVEY ROUND ONE:  INSTRUMENTATION 

Questions for Round One of the Delphi survey were formulated based on 

both on the themes identified within the literature review, as presented in Chapter 

II. As the survey was drafted, it was piloted tested with several experienced 

CFOs from outside of the sample to clarify the intent and wording of the 

questions in the survey. The pilot process resulted in light editing of the questions 

in the survey. The first round questions were framed to identify signals that 

indicate that an emergency situation is moving beyond the expected and 

becoming unpredictable, unfamiliar, or chaotic.  

The first round consisted of ten quantitative and qualitative questions. This 

included three demographic question and seven questions that addressed the 

two broad categories of: (1) identification of signals, (2) adaption of decision-

making methodologies. Qualitative questions allowed the respondents to provide 

specific examples of their perceptions, observations and strategic adaptations to 

surge events. Six questions focused on the identification of the signals of incident 

transformation. The final two questions addressed the need for strategic adaption 

of decision-making processes based on the presence and or absence of the 

signals identified by the respondents. 

The survey was implemented using Survey Monkey, an online survey tool. 

The questions that were asked in Round One can be found in Appendix C. 

Example of a demographic question and an open-ended question are contained 

in Table 2. The first two questions were administrative, reiterating agreement to 

participate in the survey and asking for the entry of the participant’s coded control 

number. The third and fourth questions queried the level of experience of the 

participants. The fifth question asked what position within the Incident Command 

System (ICS) that participants typically fill. Seven open-ended questions 

followed. The sixth question asked for the signals that an emergency incident is 

moving beyond the expected and becoming unpredictable, unfamiliar and 

chaotic. The seventh asked participants to identify benchmarks associated with 

incident transformation, as detailed above. The next two questions asked 
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respondents to use their experience to identify signals that an incident was in the 

process of transition toward the nonroutine. The next two questions asked 

participants about the absence of signals. The final question addressed whether 

and how respondents alter decision-making strategies as an incident becomes 

unfamiliar and unpredictable. 

Table 2.   Delphi Survey Round One Sample Questions 

 
Demographic and Qualitative Question Examples from the Round 

One Survey 

 

Demographic 

 
3. How many years of fire service experience do you have? 
 

o Less than 15 years 
o 15–19 years 
o 20–24 years 
o 25–29 years 
o 30–34 years 

o 35 or more years 

 

 

Qualitative 

 
1. What are the signals that an emergency situation is moving 

beyond the expected and becoming unpredictable, unfamiliar 
or chaotic? 
 
Please list out the factors or signals that you have observed or 
experienced and provide as much information as possible. 

 
 

Following the principles of the Delphi method, the results were analyzed 

and an overview was provided to the respondents, and some of the findings were 

summarized and used to inform the development of Round Two questions. The 

results of Round One are presented and discussed below. 

E. DELPHI SURVEY ROUND ONE:  RESULTS 

This section presents each question from Round One and the results 

obtained. The Round One Survey was focused on identifying signals that indicate  
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that an emergency situation is moving beyond the expected and becoming 

unpredictable, unfamiliar or chaotic. Data were summarized based on themes 

identified in participant responses. 

F. SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHICS 

1. Years of Fire Service Experience  

Participants were asked to identify their fire service experience. Choices 

presented were: less than 15 years, 15–19 years, 20–24 years, 25–29 years, 30–

34 years and 35 or more years. All of the respondents indicated that they had 15 

or more years of service. Overall, 63.4 percent of participants had 30 or more 

years of fire service experience. The statistical breakdown is detailed in Table 3. 

Table 3.   Round One Sample -- Years of Fire Service 

Years of Service Response Percentage 
Response Count 

15–19 Years 3.3% 1 

20–24 years 16.7% 5 

25–29 years 16.7% 5 

30–34 years 36.7% 11 

35 or more than years 26.7% 8 

Number of respondents = 30 

2. Years of Experience as a Command Officer 

Participants were asked to select the range of command experience 

appropriate to their length of service. Choices presented were: less than less 

than 5 years, 5–9 years, 10–14 years, 15–19 years, 20–24 years and 25 or more 

years. Overall, 87 percent of respondents have a minimum of 10 years of 

command experience, and 57 percent have over 15 years of command 

experience. The breakdown is detailed in Table 4. 
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Table 4.   Round One Sample – Years of Command Experience 

Years of Service Response Percentage Response Count 

Less than 5 years 3.3% 1 

5–9 years 10.0% 3 

10–14 years 30.0% 9 

15–19 years 
26.7% 8 

20–24 years 13.3% 4 

25 or more than years 16.7% 5 

Number of respondents = 30 

3. Command Position Most Frequently Held 

Participants were asked to identify what position within the incident 

command system they typically fill. Choices presented were: Incident 

Commander, Operations Section Chief, Safety Officer, Planning Section Chief, 

Logistics Section Chief, and “other.” Ninety percent of respondents indicated that 

they typically serve in the role of Incident Commander (IC). One participant 

selected “other” and indicated that he typically functions as a Branch Manager or 

agency representative. The statistical breakdown is detailed in Table 5. 

Table 5.   Round One Sample – Most Frequent Command Position 

Position Typically Filled Response Percentage Response Count 

Incident Commander 90.0% 27 

Operations Section Chief 3.3% 1 

Safety Officer 3.3% 1 

Planning Section Chief 0% 0 

Logistics Section Chief 0% 0 

Other position 3.3% 1 

Number of respondents = 30 
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G. SIGNS, SYMPTOMS AND IDENTIFICATION OF CHAOTIC INCIDENTS 

Questions Six and Seven asked respondents to identify signals and 

benchmarks that an event was becoming unpredictable, unfamiliar, and chaotic. 

Based on the similarity of these two questions, the analysis of responses was 

consolidated. The two questions are listed below: 

6. What are the signals that an emergency situation is moving 
beyond the expected and becoming unpredictable, unfamiliar 
or chaotic?  

7. ICS often uses benchmarks to determine incident progression 
or mitigation. As an incident unfolds, the situation can become 
chaotic, what benchmarks tell you that you have reached this 
point? 

These questions sought to develop an inventory of signals and 

benchmarks that respondents have experienced during their careers. 

Participants were asked to identify signals and benchmarks that an emergency is 

moving beyond the expected and becoming unpredictable, unfamiliar or chaotic. 

One hundred percent of respondents answered Questions Six and 97.6 percent 

of respondents answered Question Seven.  

Analysis of the responses to these open-ended questions focused on the 

identification of common themes. . As the data were analyzed, I noted that some 

of the responses referenced the specifics of the emergency situation. Other 

responses referred to aspects of the command structure. The final response 

category focused on aspects that pertained directly to first responders. As the 

response data were analyzed, 18 themes emerged across both Questions Six 

and Seven. Themes were sorted by frequency with the most frequent response 

selected listed at the top of the table. Results are presented in Table 6. 
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Table 6.   Thematic Responses Identifying Signals of Incident Transformation 

 
Themes of Signals and Benchmarks 

 
Frequency of 

Response 
 

Insufficient resources 26 
Strained command structure (lack of structure, unable to manage 
roles) 

19 

Lack of progress (situation escalates, unable to complete 
assignments) 

19 

Overwhelmed (anxiety, confusion) 15 
Lack of sufficient information (situational analysis) 14 
Safety compromise (loss of accountability, mayday call, victim or 
firefighter injury) 

12 

Managed by incident (reactive nature emerges, abandon SOPs 
and or preplans) 

11 

Problems with situation reports (increased or decreased volume 
observations don’t match reports, inadequate content) 

11 

Loss of responder composure (paralysis, frustration and or 
errors) 

10 

Communications strain / breakdown 9 
Unfamiliar / unexpected occurrences (odd requests, lack of 
similar experience, smoke conditions, structural compromise) 

9 

Time expectations exceeded 8 
Multiple decision points/priorities (multiple operational 
site/incidents) 

8 

Need to redeploy resources (defensive posture) 6 
Lack of teamwork (freelancing) 5 
Command inundated with information (external concerns) 4 
Sense of urgency (intuition, voice modulation) 3 
Complex operations/structure 1 
Number of respondents = 30 

 
The variety of participant responses provide insight into how experienced 

command officers form the perception that events are becoming nonroutine. This 

information is important, as RPD indicates that decisions are made based  
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upon patterns and cues as a precursor to decision making.121   Providing this 

information to ICs can expand their inventory of cues using RPD. Five themes 

occurred most frequently:.  

• Insufficient resources 

• Strained command structure including the inability to manage roles 

• Lack of progress in incident stabilization  

• Overwhelmed personnel marked by anxiety or confusion within the 
command staff 

• Lack of sufficient information and situational awareness 

The most common theme presented was that the lack of sufficient 

resources. This is not surprising given the scope of response required for surge 

events, as it is not feasible to have sufficient resources available to address 

these very rare situations. This means that resources are not immediately 

available to match the size and scope of the emergency event.  

First response agencies across America are geared to confront the typical 

volume and scope of incidents that frequently occur within the organization’s 

respective jurisdiction. When surge events occur, response extends beyond the 

capability of a single agency. In these cases, communities rely on mutual aid 

from adjacent communities. Surge events typically exhaust local mutual aid and 

require a longer response of distal resources that may not be immediately 

available. The four quotes below provide a variety of thoughts on this theme: 

Based on an assessment of the situation being faced, it is 
determined that the number of resources at the scene or already 
en-route will not be sufficient to manage the situation.  

The most common benchmark for reaching the "chaotic" point in an 
event from my experience is when the request or need for 
resources exceeds the available resources. Decisions have to be 
made at both the command level and at the tactical level as to what 

                                            
121 Klein, Recognition-Primed, 139. 
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missions we can and will respond to and which missions we 
cannot. My observations of this includes the 911 center advising 
that requests for services are being stacked up and triaged, and or 
loss of utilities to key infrastructure, and declarations of a ‘local 
state of emergency.’ 

Time is against you. Primary resources are near depletion. 

What is concerning is when the "normal" chaos becomes 
something other than that, some of those benchmarks would be: 
Exhausting all local and regional resources, additional assistance 
will need to come from further away and will be operating 
completely out of their "normal' area and that may create some 
operational issues. 

The command structure provides the basis for organization of incident 

objectives. Frequent indicators that an incident is escalating toward the 

unexpected include both a strained command structure and personnel that are 

overwhelmed. Responses indicated that as a surge incident escalates, a lack of 

adequate command staff can produce an environment in which the Incident 

Commander is unable to manage or process the multiple decision points that 

require immediate attention.  As first responding crews arrive on the scene of an 

overwhelming event, pursing tactical goals at the expense of creating a 

command structure adversely affects the development of a coordinated plan to 

mitigate the situation. The following four quotes illustrate this point: 

The Incident Commander is unable to manage all of the functions 
and begins to expand and delegate roles. The signals are that the 
Incident Commander of designated staff are becoming 
overwhelmed. 

Loss of control, lack of reports and updates, insufficient resource 
tracking and tasks assigned. 

Commanders will abandon efforts to coordinate overall operations 
and ignore the development of operations that are not in sync. 

When personnel lose their control to remain in the command 
structure, such as radio traffic becoming uncontrollable, units self-
deploying, or the IC losing contact with a unit or multiple units. 
There are also times when a lot of mutual aid is called and the  
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command structure has not been setup to handle it, this is indicated 
when the IC becomes barraged by mutual aid officers making 
suggestions on the operation. 

Lack of progress in mitigating an incident represents another common 

situation that occurs during the evolution of surge incidents. Analysis of the data 

indicates that failure to make expected progress serves as a frequent warning 

sign that the event may be more serious than anticipated based on initial 

observation. The following two quotes illustrate this point: 

The incident is escalating much more rapidly than initial responders 
can take control or mitigation action. 

An inability for various assigned/deployed resources to complete 
their assignments/missions within normal accepted time frames. No 
discernible progress on incident control/mitigation within several 
short, normally reasonable operational progress periods, i.e., 15 
minutes, 30 minutes, 60 minutes, etc. An ongoing need to quickly 
deploy resources that you do not have available to critical incident 
tasks/assignments. A belief that you will be playing "catch up" for 
an extended period of time and conversely an inability to "get 
ahead" of the incident. 

Command personnel are often overwhelmed by the magnitude and 

complexity of these rare and unfamiliar situations. Responses indicate that when 

personnel are overwhelmed, decision making can be compromised by the 

inability to process information. Although 15 respondents noted that they 

interpreted personnel being overwhelmed as a clear signal that the incident was 

becoming unpredictable and chaotic, no specific comments provided tangible 

examples of this phenomenon. 

The lack of situational awareness may mask the scope and intensity of the 

situation that responders are facing. Information pertaining to an event forms the 

foundation of action and the basis to make informed decisions. The lack of 

sufficient information inhibits the ability to fully assess a situation and was 

perceived by many respondents to be the key situation-based signal that events 

are moving toward the nonroutine. The following three quotes illustrate the 

importance of this point: 
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Accurate information assessment is difficult to obtain. 

Unable to get a “complete picture” of the problem. i.e., a lack of 
information as to what exactly has happened or is happening. No 
clear picture as to how much worse the incident will get. 

Commanders will delay making decisions awaiting more 
information 

Questions Eight and Nine further explore respondent’s experiences in an 

effort to identify signals that an event that an event is falling out of the ordinary. 

Based on the similarity of these two questions, the analysis of responses was 

consolidated. The two questions are listed below: 

8. Think about your experience responding to a routine single-
family residential structure fire. Imagine that the situation is 
showing signs of becoming nonroutine (falling out of the 
ordinary). What are the signals that alert you to this transition. 

9. Pick a situation that you experienced where a routine event 
surged into a complex or nonroutine situation. What were the 
signs of this transformation? 

Question Eight asked participants to use their experience responding to a 

single-family residential structure fire to identify signals that this incident was 

becoming nonroutine in the areas of fireground activity, incident progression and 

personal decision making. Question Nine asked a related question. In addition, 

respondents were encouraged to identify signals that did not fall within the 

categories of fire-ground/emergency scene activity, incident progression and 

personal decision making. Two participants skipped Question Eight and two 

participants skipped Question Nine. One hundred percent of the participants that 

answered Question Eight provided inputs into each of the three categories 

identified and 67.9 percent provided signals they felt were outside of the three 

categories. Ninety-four point six percent of participants that answered Question 

Nine provided input into each of the three categories identified and 64.3 percent 

provided input that did not conform to one of the three categories.  
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Thematic labels were developed to code responses for both Questions 

Eight and Nine. Data presented is sorted to show the most frequent themes at 

the top of the table. A breakdown of this analysis is detailed in Table 7: 
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Table 7.   Responses Identifying Signs of Incident Transformation 
Emergency Scene Activity Incident Progression Personal Decision making 

Lack of progress (situation 
escalates, unable to complete 
assignments) 

Lack of progress (situation 
escalates, unable to 
complete assignments) 

Command inundated with 
information (external concerns) 

Overwhelmed (anxiety, 
confusion) 

Time expectations 
exceeded 

Lack of sufficient information 
(situational analysis) 

Problems with situation reports 
(increased or decreased volume 
observations don’t match 
reports, inadequate content) 

Overwhelmed (anxiety, 
confusion) 

Overwhelmed (anxiety, 
confusion) 

Insufficient resources  Insufficient resources  Multiple decision points/priorities 
(multiple operational 
site/incidents) 

Sense of urgency (intuition, 
voice modulation) 

Unfamiliar / unexpected 
occurrences (odd 
requests, lack of similar 
experience, smoke 
conditions, structural 
compromise) 

Sense of urgency (intuition, 
voice modulation) 

Unfamiliar / unexpected 
occurrences (odd requests, lack 
of similar experience, smoke 
conditions, structural 
compromise) 

Strained command 
structure (lack of structure, 
unable to manage roles) 

Communications strain / 
breakdown 

Safety compromise (loss of 
accountability, mayday call, 
victim or firefighter injury) 

Command inundated with 
information (external 
concerns) 

Complex operations/structure  

Managed by incident (reactive 
nature emerges, abandon SOPs 
and or preplans) 

Multiple decision 
points/priorities (multiple 
operational site/incidents) 

Managed by incident (reactive 
nature emerges, abandon SOPs 
and or preplans) 

Lack of teamwork (freelancing)  Need to redeploy resources 
(defensive posture) 

Multiple decision points/priorities 
(multiple operational 
site/incidents) 

 High risk decisions (risk based 
analysis) 

Complex operations/structure   Unfamiliar / unexpected 
occurrences (odd requests, lack 
of similar experience, smoke 
conditions, structural 
compromise) 

  Lack of progress (situation 
escalates, unable to complete 
assignments) 

  Strained command structure 
(lack of structure, unable to 
manage roles) 

Number of respondents = 28 
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The variety of participant responses provide insight into how experienced 

command officers utilize experience to form the perception that events are 

becoming nonroutine. Several themes have been listed in multiple categories. 

This overlap indicates that a signal theme can apply to multiple aspects of 

emergency response. As an example, the theme entitled lack of sufficient 

resources was noted in all three categories. This indicates that a lack of sufficient 

resources impacts fireground/emergency scene activity, incident progression and 

personal decision making. The observations of participants are detailed within 

each category. The most frequently selected overlapping themes are listed 

below: 

• Lack of progress (situation escalates, unable to complete 
assignments) 

• Overwhelmed (anxiety, confusion) 

• Insufficient resources 

• Unfamiliar / unexpected occurrences (odd requests, lack of similar 
experience, smoke conditions, structural compromise) 

• Multiple decision points/priorities (multiple operational 
site/incidents) 

All five of these themes were also noted in the analysis of Questions Six 

and Seven. This indicates a developing consistency in term of the themes 

presented in this thesis. 

1. Fireground / Emergency Scene Activity   

The initial response to surge events places insufficient resources against 

an expansive, unfamiliar and unexpected situation. Often the lack of similar 

experience creates the potential for the IC to be surprised by unfamiliar and or 

unexpected occurrences. This environment often overwhelms responders as 

they try to avoid being managed by the incident and produce a pattern of 

response actions that allow them to get ahead of the progression of the situation.  
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In these situations, crews operating on the incident scene and command 

personnel often become frustrated by the lack of progress they achieve in 

mitigating the incident. These chaotic events serve as a breeding ground for 

confusion, as there is often a lack of complete and correct information. Incidents 

of this magnitude require the IC to face multiple, often opposing, decision points 

and priorities. This frequently occurs when a situation creates multiple incident or 

operating sites. As an example, the over pressurization of a natural gas line has 

the potential to produce fires and leaks at several locations. These challenges 

can produce an environment in which a lack of direction leads to crews 

functioning as individual units rather than as a coordinated team. Pertinent 

responses that illustrate a lack of progress as a signal of a surge event are listed 

below: 

No progress is being made and ICS starts to unravel. Safety is 
being compromised. 
 
Situation reports from various areas of the incident indicate a 
deterioration of the situation. 
 
People are overwhelmed and have difficulty making correct 
decisions toward mitigation, this decreases the safety of personnel. 
 
Confusion in strategies and tactics, offensive and defensive actions 
occurring simultaneously. 
 
Initial units arriving on scene have difficulty in getting even initial 
tasks completed effectively. 

2. Incident Progression 

As surge incidents occur infrequently, the prior experience of first 

responders is easily exceeded, and members of the command staff are often 

surprised with the complexity of these unfamiliar situations. Facing the 

unexpected creates a level of both anxiety and uncertainty as personnel struggle 

to determine the best actions to confront these unfamiliar situations. During 

routine events, conditions are expected to improve over time as tactics result in 
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the mitigation of the situation. Surge events are typically marked by operations 

that extend over abnormal periods of time without improvement in conditions. 

Marked by a lack of progress, these incidents produce a complex operating 

environment that can easily overwhelm command staff. The lack of sufficient 

resources, coupled with the complexity of what is often a chaotic situation, leads 

responders to take substantial risk; this can result in a loss of personnel 

accountability and safety on the incident scene. Illustrative responses are listed 

below: 

Percentage of involvement increasing rather than decreasing. 
 
The incident continuing to grow beyond our prior experiences. 
 
Lack of progress controlling the incident, having to triage and ration 
our response. 
 
As time progressed, the problem is not being solved. Chain of 
command asking for additional resources. 
 
Personnel have uncertainty of what is going on. 
 
Living in an area not prone to flooding, the 100 year storm took 
everyone by surprise. 

3. Personal Decision Making 

Emergency situations are subject to uncertainty and time pressure and 

often produce an environment in which multiple decision points require 

immediate attention. Surge events amplify these pressures and in the absence of 

familiar patterns and cues can elicit a reactive command structure that is basing 

decisions on inappropriate experiences. Two themes dominate participant 

responses within the category of personal decision making. First, a lack of 

situational awareness serves as a significant theme, as first responders may not 

be able to easily evaluate the entire situation based on either a lack of 

information or an abundance of information that cannot be quickly evaluated. 

Second, personnel are often overwhelmed by the scope and magnitude of the 
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event. These unique situations suggest the presence of unfamiliar or unexpected 

occurrences including odd requests. Pertinent responses are listed below: 
 

Risk based analysis shows signs that are outside the norm. 
 
Overwhelming amount of information being delivered in short time 
period. 
 
Personnel are requesting many actions to occur and need 
additional resources. 
 
Delays in decision making because of being overwhelmed with 
requests from subordinates, lack of accurate information, or rapidly 
evolving events. 
 
Feeling a need to move more quickly with a sense of urgency. This 
can be a problem in my experience because I believe that slower 
more deliberate and well thought out steps are much more 
effective. 
 
Odd requests. 
 
Fully reactive and not ahead of current operations. 
 
The sense that I don’t have the complete picture of what is going 
on. 
 
The inability to see the big picture at the start of the incident made 
decision making difficult. We needed additional command staff to 
feed information to the Incident Commander. 
 
Persons with knowledge of the dangers of the situation were 
moving clear of the area. 

4. Other Signals 

Questions Eight and Nine allowed respondents to provide a list of signals 

that are not confined to the three categories listed above. Personal intuition was 

presented as an intangible signal that an event is becoming nonroutine. 

However, the capability, capacity and reaction of the command staff was the 

primary focus of the responses within this category. Reactions to these 

infrequent events include anxiety, stress, fatigue and the need to pause to collect 
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thoughts. This suggests that stress management and coping skills are critical 

success factors when facing the intensity of surge events. Illustrative responses 

are listed below: 

Staff getting stressed, fatigued and taking actions beyond SOP's. 
 
An anxiety level is evident in the voices on the radio 
communications. 
 
Plans and resources are not effectively resolving the issue at hand. 
 
Gut Feeling, uneasy about the situation, dry mouth. 
 
Having to take a breath to collect my thoughts and become 
grounded. 
 
Too many tasks, not enough personnel. 

H. THE ABSENCE OF SIGNALS 

1. Expected Signals That Were Not Present 

Participants were asked to reflect on the situation envisioned in Question 

Nine and identify the absence of expected signals. Two participants skipped this 

question. Forty-six point four percent of respondents indicated that they had 

expected to see signals that were absent. Seven respondents provided clarifying 

responses. Four of these respondents identified that the lack of exterior signs of 

fire spread, including the smoke generation, was the expected signal most 

frequently absent as situations escalate. The three other responses described 

the absence of critical communications and lack of engagement of operational 

personnel. Examples of responses that indicated expected signals that did not 

appear include the following: 

I expected someone else to communicate that conditions were 
becoming untenable, or that they needed more resources. 
No exterior signs of fire or pressurized smoke. 
 
In this incident there was an acid plume. One expects a plume to 
be a green cloud that is clearly defined and obvious. In this case, 
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the plume was large and dangerous but appeared to be normal 
steam, or a fog or cloud like mist. It almost looked like a normal 
situation. 

2. Reaction to the Absence of Signals 

Participants were asked to reflect on Question Ten and identify their 

reaction to the absence of expected signals. Seventeen respondents skipped this 

question, and thirteen respondents provided open-ended input and the themes 

as outlined in Table 8.  

Table 8.    Reaction to the Absence of Expected Signals 

Reaction to the absence of expected signals Frequency of 

response 

Fell back to a safer strategy 3 

Requested additional resources 3 

Accepted recommendations of others (fire service 
personnel or outside experts) 

2 

Altered tactics 1 

Created a staging area to control resources 1 

Number of respondents = 13 

 
Responses to this question included several actions designed to provide 

operational safety and prudent tactics. Responses focused on the need to 

regroup or reorganize to adapt to the demanding conditions presented by the 

incident. The development of a staging area provides the IC with both a central 

resource pool and the time to think about the best strategic options. Collaboration 

with other members and subject matter experts were presented as options 

relative to how to deal with the absence of expected signals. Examples of 

responses that indicated changes in strategic action include the following:  

Created a staging location and instructed all units that any 
response will be deployed through the Staging Officer. 
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I accepted the recommendation of the Interior Operations Officer. 
 
Operations ordered more ventilation which eventually revealed the 
fire. 
 
The gas company representative was my subject matter expert. I 
felt quite uneasy to not take the steps that I wanted to take but I 
had to trust that his experience in this matter far exceeded any 
experience that I had. 

I. DECISION-MAKING METHODOLOGY 

1. Altered Decision making as Incidents Become Unpredictable 

Participants were asked if they utilize different decision-making strategies 

as an incident becomes unfamiliar and unpredictable. One participant skipped 

this question. Seventy-two point four percent of respondents indicated that they 

do alter their decision-making strategies as incidents escalate. Those who 

responded cited eight different strategies that they would employ. These 

strategies are outlined from highest to lowest frequency of response. A 

breakdown of this analysis is detailed in Table 9: 

Table 9.   Changes in Decision-making Strategies 
 

Altered Decision-making Strategies 

Frequency of 

response 

Collaboration – opinions and experts 6 

Assign personnel to coordinate – additional command resources 4 

Self preservation/defensive strategy 4 

Seek assistance from those with experience 4 

Bring in additional command resources – senior staff – mutual 
aid chiefs 

3 

Verify information from more than one source 3 

Continually reevaluate the situation and potential courses of 
action  

2 

Maintain risk vs. gain strategic approach 1 

Number of respondents = 29 
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Although the majority of Incident Commanders indicated that they would 

alter their decision-making methodology, 27.6 percent of respondents indicated 

that they would not alter their decision making. Affirmative responses indicated 

that they would pursue adaptive strategies and consider increasing collaborative 

efforts, and information verification.  As events evolve, the lack of sufficient 

command staff is logistical problem, as it takes time to assemble appropriate 

personnel. Participants indicated that command resources would be increased, 

and the support of CFOs from mutual aid communities would be utilized as an 

adaptive tool.  

Examples of responses include the following: 

I try and seek out people that have a specialty in this area. 
 
I would look to experts to assist me in making decisions. 
 
Attempted to verify information from more than one source. 
 
I look to other officers to assist in evaluating and interpreting the 
incident. 
 
I use the help and support of mutual aid chiefs who have 
responded to the incident. 
 
I call upon additional command resources for assistance and 
expand the number of personnel assigned to the command post. 

Surge events are often high-stake situations where the lives of both 

civilians and first responders are at risk. Considering the strategic approach of 

measuring risk against gain, several responses projected a conservative 

approach in which resources would reformulate into a safer defensive position. 

Reflecting a change toward the theme of collaboration, several respondents 

indicated that they would add command staff and seek assistance from those 

with either expertise or experience.  

Examples of responses include the following: 
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I changed from the tactical strategy of trying to suppress the fire to 
the strategic view of self-preservation (protecting my firefighters 
from danger). 
 
If I believe the incident is not acting as I would predict, I step back , 
use a defensive strategy and reevaluate the situation. 
My approach to decision making is much more conservative and a 
more thought out process. 
 
 I think that it is important to keep reassessing the situation. 
Stepping back and getting additional input on what is going on. 
 
I try to maintain a risk vs. gain approach based on the resources 
available. 

J. CONCLUSION 

Demonstrating a pattern of consistency, three of the top five themes 

presented through the analysis of Questions Eight and Nine are within the top 

five themes presented in the analysis of Questions Six and Seven. These three 

signals of chaos include; lack of progress in incident stabilization, overwhelmed, 

and insufficient resources. This level of consistency presents a compelling case 

for the importance of these signals. Two other themes noted in the analysis of all 

four questions included the presence of both multiple time sensitive decision 

points and the presence of unfamiliar or unexpected occurrences. 

Four additional signals demonstrated a strong rate of response. Many 

respondents viewed the presence of a high level of situational awareness as a 

precursor to effective decision making. The lack of sufficient information during 

chaotic situations was routinely identified as a signal that emergency situations 

were exceeding the routine. This trend and the need for a continuous stream of 

reliable information was demonstrated across multiple questions. Surge events 

exceed normal operations and produce unfamiliar and unexpected occurrences. 

This lack of the familiar is often manifested by odd requests, a recognition of a 

lack of similar experience or by physical conditions on the incident scene. 

Another trend was the indication that surge events are marked by a strained 
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command structure as commanders face the need to rapidly address multiple 

decision points or manage operations at multiple locations. 

The majority of respondents indicated that they would alter their decision-

making methods when they observed the signals associated with the transition 

toward the nonroutine or chaotic. The primary adjustments were to increase the 

level of collaboration and add resources to the command structure in an effort to 

enhance the command and control of operations. As life safety is the primary 

concern of the American Fire Service, transition toward more conservative or 

defensive strategies that removed personnel from substation risk was common. 

Finally, respondents indicate the need to continually evaluate the situation and 

employ a strategy that balances risk and gain. 

The identification of signals described above, or in some cases the 

absence of expected signals, are indicators that an incident is becoming 

emergent. Providing an inventory of these signals to ICs provides the fireground 

commander with a new resource that can enhance decision making by allowing 

the IC to anticipate incident transition. As the majority of respondents indicated 

that they would alter their decision making as an incident becomes unfamiliar and 

chaotic, the identification of signals that matter is critical to developing an 

anticipatory as opposed to a reactive response strategy. Gladwell states that the 

unconscious mind finds patterns in situations based on very narrow slices of 

experience.122  Through the identification of signals that matter, this thesis 

informs ICs with the thin slices of experience that can enhance decision making, 

as they face unfamiliar surge events. 

                                            
122 Gladwell, Blink, 47. 
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V. METHODS AND RESULTS—DELPHI ROUND TWO SURVEY 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS AND SELECTION CRITERIA 

The survey was sent to the same panel of 32 experts that agreed to 

participate in the Round One Delphi Survey. The respondents were once again 

polled using Survey Monkey, an online survey tool. On June 15, 2012, the link to 

the Second Round Survey was sent to participants who were asked to complete 

the survey within two weeks. The response rate was initially moderate; a 

reminder email was sent during the final week of the survey period. The survey 

was closed on June 29, 2012, two weeks after being distributed. Twenty of the 

thirty-two potential participants (63 percent) responded. 

B. DELPHI SURVEY ROUND TWO:  INSTRUMENTATION 

Questions for Round Two of the Delphi survey were formulated based on 

the themes identified within the literature review as presented in Chapter II, and 

the results of the Round One Survey detailed in Chapter IV. The Round Two 

Survey Draft was pilot tested with several experienced CFOs from outside of the 

sample to clarify the intent and wording of the questions in the survey. The pilot 

process resulted in light editing of the questions in the survey. The second round 

questions were framed to rank the relative importance of signals identified in 

round one and identify concepts that would improve strategic decision making 

during the initial response to surge incidents.  

The second round consisted of quantitative and qualitative questions that 

addressed two broad categories: (1) identification of strategic options to enhance 

decision making in surge events, and (2) identification of adaptive behaviors and 

creative ways in which improvisation will improve the effectiveness of response 

efforts. The survey was implemented using Survey Monkey, an online survey 

tool. The questions that were asked in Round Two can be found in Appendix C. 

One example of one rating and one open-ended question is contained in Table  
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10. The first two questions were administrative reiterating agreement to 

participate in the survey and asking for the entry of the participant’s coded control 

number. .  

Questions Three through Five were open-ended queries about the 

strategies the respondents use to compensate during the initial period of surge 

incident response. Question Six was a qualitative question that asked 

respondents to produce a narrative that identified strategies to filter the 

overwhelming amount of information that is frequently directed at the IC. The 

next two questions were quantitative questions that asked respondents to rate 

the relative importance of the eighteen signals that were identified in Round One 

and then choose their top five. The final two questions asked whether NIMS is an 

optimal response model, followed by a qualitative description of how NIMS could 

be enhanced. The results of Round Two are presented and discussed in Table 

10. 
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Table 10.   Delphi Survey Round Two Sample Questions 

 
Quantitative and Qualitative Question Examples from 

the Round Two Survey 

 

Quantitative 

 

7. As a reminder during the first survey, you 
were asked to identify signals that an event is 
becoming unpredictable, unfamiliar or chaotic. 
Analysis of the responses to round one 
identified 18 themes by consolidating similar 
responses. As an example, responses 
including stress on the Incident Commander, 
anxiety, confusion, and dry mouth were 
consolidated into the theme of “overwhelmed.” 
 
The following listing summarizes the response 
from the group of participants and identifies 18 
themes, which are listed from highest to lowest 
in terms of response frequency. Please rate 
each of the items below in terms of how 
important the signal would be to you in terms of 
indicating a situation is becoming unpredictable 
or chaotic. [Rating scale 1 = not important to 6 
= extremely important] 

 
 

 

Qualitative 

 
9. Given the previously identified signals that a 
situation is becoming unpredictable, unfamiliar 
or chaotic, what decision aids would enable 
improved confidence and capabilities in 
responding to that situation? Decision aids can 
include tools for information gathering, 
situational analysis, decision-making 
processes, etc. You can draw on best practice 
experience or think about the time(s) you have 
said “if only we had…” it would have helped 
us.” These may be innovations that don’t yet 
exist. 
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C. DELPHI SURVEY ROUND TWO:  RESULTS 

This section presents each question from Round Two and the results 

obtained. The Round Two Survey focused on the identification of strategies and 

behaviors that can enhance response efforts during the initial response to surge 

incidents. Qualitative responses  were analyzed to identify themes and then all 

responses were categorized according to those themes.  

D. STRATEGIES TO ENHANCE RESPONSE 

1. Strategies to Get Ahead of the Event and Address a Lack of 
Resources 

Questions Three and Five asked respondents to identify adaptive 

strategies used in the face of surge events. Based on the similarity of these two 

questions, the analysis of responses was consolidated. The two questions are 

listed below: 

3. Surge events require more resources than are readily 
available. When encountering surge events such as a Mass 
Casualty Incident (MCI) what strategies do you employ to get 
ahead of the event? 

5. Often during chaotic events, the first few hours of response 
lack the required resource capability, how do you 
compensate? 

These questions sought to develop an inventory of strategies that 

respondents have utilized when faced with an emergent surge event. Participants 

were asked to identify strategies that have helped them address the lack of 

readily available resources and indicate how they get ahead of expanding surge 

events. One hundred percent of respondents answered both questions. . As the 

response data were analyzed, 14 themes emerged across responses for both 

Questions Three and Five. Themes were sorted by frequency with the most 

frequent response selected listed at the top of the table. Results are presented in 

Table 11: 
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Table 11.   Strategic Options When Faced with Limited Resources 
Strategies to Address Limited Resources Availability 

and Get Ahead of Surge Events 
Frequency of 

response 
Preplan, anticipation of probable events; activation of plans 12 
Prioritize actions toward immediate needs (deployment of 
limited resources, focus on achievable goals) 

12 

Call for additional resources early (more than needed) 9 
Expand ICS Structure, delegate responsibilities, empower 
personnel 

7 

Break the incident into manageable segments; adjust the 
length of operational periods 

4 

Construct options (multiple game plans) 3 
Constantly seek updated situational awareness 3 
Focus on macro view 3 
Integration of external agencies—nontraditional es 2 
Develop communications structure to match the incident 2 
Relationship based response of local chief officers – 
informal support 

1 

Confer with Colleagues 1 
Remain calm – influence on others 1 
Time checks from dispatch center 1 

Number of respondents = 20 

The variety of responses provides an overview of how command officers 

pursue strategies to manage the challenges associated with unfamiliar and often 

chaotic incidents. Each of these concepts is a tool that can be employed to deal 

with the unique aspects of the mitigation of surge events. This inventory provides 

command officers with several strategies to consider as they confront 

asymmetric events. Analysis of both of these questions found three key themes, 

which include preplanning or anticipating probable events, prioritizing the 

deployment of limited resources and calling for assistance early.  

Preplanning was identified as the primary factor to mitigate limited 

resource availability. Plans were viewed as providing a degree of guidance while 

the Incident Commander navigates the uncharted waters of a asymmetric 

response. Prioritizing resources and calling for assistance early in an event are 

common operating practices for the fire service, yet these concepts take on a 

higher level of importance as commanders are confronted with the intensity and 

magnitude of surge incidents. The three quotes below provide a variety of 

thoughts on this theme: 
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Preplanning for surge events allows you to access additional 
resources in a coordinated and organized manner – this allows you 
to focus on the situation at hand. 

The key strategy is preplanning and having a plan in place for the 
event that occurs so infrequently. We often refer to it as the 3rd level 
of resources and having a plan in place and making sure that it is 
activated in a timely manner is critical to the eventual outcome of 
the incident. 

Try to anticipate what types of events can create potential problem 
for your community. In our case we have in excess of 60 train 
crossings a day. Should a derailment occur, we have the potential 
to have several hundred casualties. It is paramount to know where 
available resources are and where they are coming from. 

Prioritizing resources and calling for assistance early in an event are 

interrelated themes that are common operating practices for the fire service. 

These themes take a higher level of importance as commanders are confronted 

with the escalating resource needs of surge incidents. The three quotes below 

provide a variety of thoughts on these two themes: 

As a fire officer you must prioritize the response and commit those 
resources and personnel to portions of the incident that have been 
identified as the highest need. This situation can be very frustrating 
and in many situations, you have to strategize based on your 
known asset availability 

Request more resources than you think you will need. It’s always 
easier to have the resources responding early than to not have 
enough and experience delays due to response times. 

Front load resources for large/potentially complex events into the 
initial response. Call for additional resources at the first hint of the 
need for escalation based on the type of call, complexity of the 
incident, number of personnel needed to complete required tasks, 
duration of operational periods and the physical requirements of 
personnel. Be prudent but utilize the thought that it’s better to be 
looking at them than waiting for them. 

2. Regional Strategies to Complement the Initial Response 

Participants were asked what regional strategies have been developed in 

their area to complement the initial response. One hundred percent of 
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respondents answered this question. The respondents cited nine different 

regional strategies that they would employ. These strategies are outlined from 

highest to lowest frequency of response. A breakdown of this analysis is detailed 

in Table 12. 

Table 12.   Regional Strategies to Improve Response 

Regional Strategies to complement 
the initial response 

Frequency of 
response 

Regional / state mutual aid plans 22 
Call for additional resources early 5 
Relationship based response of local 
chief officers – informal support 

5 

Delegate responsibilities/ Assign ICS 
roles 

3 

County/area mutual aid center–Single 
point of contact 

2 

Integration of external agencies–
nontraditional roles 

2 

Activate Incident Management Team 
(IMT) 

1 

Activate state rehab and command 
and communications resources 

1 

Scenario based training 1 
Number of respondents = 20 

The activation of regional and state level mutual aid plans was selected 

four times as often as any other theme. The extensive use of mutual aid 

represents the plan most often employed during times of crisis. Survey 

participants concurred that experience demonstrated that as surge events 

expanded, insufficient resources are often a central challenge and look to the 

presence of well thought out and updated mutual-aid plans to be the foundation 

of developing a sufficient response.  

As incidents escalate, the IC is often overwhelmed with information and 

lacks the mental capacity and knowledge to organize a higher level of response 

that will produce resources from well beyond the commander’s normal operating 

area. In these time-sensitive, high-consequence situations, commanders may not 
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have the ability to organize necessary resource requests. As an example, a 

recent response to a mill fire that occurred on July 27, 2012 in Charlton, 

Massachusetts required the response of more than 25 communities during the 

first operational period of this event. Considering the magnitude of this situation, 

the IC rapidly activated second and third tier response plans, which activated the 

response of this high concentration of resources. Activation of these second and 

third tier plans automated response of resources and provided an organized 

solution to the challenge of matching resource volume to the scope of the event. 

The two quotations below demonstrate the importance of these plans: 

Regional strategies as far as resources have been worked into our 
response plan. 

My metro region has a fantastic mutual aid and automatic aid 
response plan that is often utilized. A lot of planning has taken 
place to cover any event with manpower and equipment as quickly 
as possible with a single call for assistance. 

Another theme of note is the relationship-based response of local CFOs. 

Respondents indicated that the response of CFOs from the local area often form 

the backbone of the first available level of support. The two quotations below 

indicate that in many jurisdictions this informal and often relationship-based 

response has become a normal operating expectation. 

The automatic response of Chief Officers for command and control 
of resources from multiple jurisdictions, assistance with scene 
management, and safety are critical. 

Mutual aid relationships include the response of Chief Officers to 
assist with incident management functions. 

E. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

1. Strategies to Avoid Becoming Overwhelmed by Incident 
Related Information 

Participants were asked to reflect on how they manage the overwhelming 

level of information that is often directed at the IC during the response to 

significant events. One hundred percent of respondents answered this question. 
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The respondents cited eleven different strategies that they would employ. These 

strategies are outlined from highest to lowest frequency of response. A 

breakdown of this analysis is detailed in Table 13: 

Table 13.   Strategies to Manage and Filter Information Flow 

Strategies to manage and filter 
information flow 

Frequency of 
response 

Expand ICS Structure, delegate 
responsibilities, empower personnel 

9 

Utilize an aide, liaison, scribe, 
communications specialist 

8 

Write down plans, checklists 5 
Break incident into manageable 
segments 

3 

Relationship based response of local 
chief officers–informal support 

3 

Security, isolation of command post 1 
Conduct regular internal briefing 
session 

1 

Ensure competence of key personnel  1 
Radio communications discipline 1 
Confirm credibility of information 1 
Assign public information officer–
conduct press briefings away from 
the command post 

1 

                  Number of respondents = 20 
   

The previous survey round identified that the IC can often be overloaded 

by incident related information. Although some of this information is valuable, 

much of the information directed toward the IC is irrelevant or unverified. Three 

primary strategies emerged to sort, filter and manage information during 

emergency operations emerged. These themes include expanding the ICS 

structure, utilizing and aide or liaison, and documentation through job aids. The 

four quotes provide a variety of thoughts on the central theme of expanding the 

ICS Structure: 
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If you utilize an expanding system that builds out positions within 
the ICS system and have competent people filling those key 
positions, you will give yourself the greatest opportunity of success. 

Build out the ICS structure to delegate different areas of 
responsibility to others. 

Having an Operations Officer directly at the heart of the situation is 
critical. In addition, calling in additional resources sooner than later 
allows for more positions within the ICS sphere to be filled thus 
reducing the information overload and allowing the IC to establish a 
tactical plan. 

I try to expand the incident command structure to the level 
necessary to maintain a span of control of five. This is sometimes 
very difficult during the initial phase of an incident. Having close 
working relationships with area chiefs allows for a more rapid 
expansion of the command structure. 

The utilization of a liaison or aide presented as a very popular strategy. 

Assigning a second person to work with the Incident Commander reflects 

principles that are automated in other incident management structures. As an 

example, the German IMS system automates the response of a three-person 

incident management support team to both routine and nonroutine incidents. The 

presence of an aide or liaison serves as a safety net that extends the capability 

of the IC. The two quotations listed below demonstrate the value of this concept: 

I am fortunate to have an aide; his help in the command post is 
immeasurable and provides a synergistic relationship. Although he 
is not a command officer, our open lines of communication allow 
him to be a second set of eyes and ears in the CP. He shadows my 
tactical worksheet as a safety net that enables us to track (and not 
lose) all resources. Additionally, he monitors and operates other 
radio channels so that I can focus on the tactical channel assigned 
to the incident. I don’t have to move my attention from the scene to 
communications to provide update or call for assistance. 

I assign a liaison to assist me with the filtering of information and 
keep the face-to-face contact to a minimum while I am developing a 
strategy..  
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F. RANKING THE IMPORTANCE OF SIGNALS INDICATING AN 
EMERGENT EVENT  

Questions Seven and Eight asked respondents to reflect on the 18 themes 

that an emergency is moving beyond the expected and becoming unpredictable, 

unfamiliar or chaotic. One respondent skipped both questions. The two questions 

are listed below: 

7. As a reminder, during the first survey you were asked to 
identify signals that an event is becoming unpredictable, 
unfamiliar or chaotic. Analysis of the responses to round one 
identified 18 themes by consolidating similar responses. As an 
example, responses including stress on the Incident 
Commander, anxiety, confusion, and dry mouth were 
consolidated into the theme of overwhelmed. 
 
The following listing summarizes the response from the group 
of participants and identifies 18 themes, which are listed from 
highest to lowest in terms of response frequency. Please rate 
each of the items below in terms of how important the signal 
would be to you in terms of indicating a situation is becoming 
unpredictable or chaotic. [Rating scale 1 = not important to 6 = 
extremely important]  

8. From the list above, please utilize your experience to pick the 
five signals that you feel are most important.  

Question Seven asked participants rate the relative importance of each 

signal on a six-point Likert Scale that used responses ranging from not important 

(1) to extremely important (6). Question Eight asked respondents to select the 

top five signals that they felt were the most important. The themes developed 

during the analysis of Round One were utilized as a basis for these two 

questions.  

Analysis of these data resulted in the formation of two tables. The first 

table ranks the 18 signals using the mean score as basis for evaluation. Based 

on an evaluation of the data, the top nine signals were considered to be very 

important, while the bottom nine signals were identified by the respondents as 

somewhat important since all but one are greater than three and one half 
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(midpoint of the scale). As all of the top five signals identified by Question Eight 

are found within the group of very important signals, a high level of consistency is 

noted between the two questions. None of the 18 themes listed were considered 

to be unimportant. Data presented has been sorted to show the most frequent 

themes at the top of each table. A breakdown of this analysis is detailed Table 

14. 

Table 14.   Importance of Signs of Incident Transformation 

Signs of Incident Transformation Mean 
Score 

Safety compromise (loss of accountability, mayday, 
victim/firefighter injury) 

 
5.7 

Lack of progress (situation escalates, unable to 
complete assignments) 

5.4 

Strained command structure (lack of structure, 
unable to manage roles) 

5.2 

Communications strain/breakdown (interoperability, 
radio system overload) 

5.2 

Lack of sufficient information (situational analysis) 5.1 
High risk decisions (risk based analysis) 5.0 
Insufficient resources (loss of span of control) 4.8 
Lack of teamwork (freelancing) 4.8 
Overwhelmed (anxiety or confusion) 4.8 
Unfamiliar / unexpected occurrences (odd requests, 
lack of similar experience, reporting volume not 
matching) 

4.6 

Managed by the incident (reactive nature emerges) 4.5 
Command inundated with information (external 
concerns, requests for information) 

4.4 

Multiple decision points/priorities (multiple 
operational sites/incidents) 

4.4 

Loss of responder composure (paralysis, frustration, 
errors) 

4.3 

Complex operations/structure (need to collaborate) 4.2 
Need to redeploy resources (defensive posture) 3.9 
Sense of urgency (intuition, voice modulation) 3.8 
Time expectations exceeded 3.4 

           Number of Respondents = 19 
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The compromise of safe operations has been a theme that has 

reverberated through both survey rounds. This indicates the importance of safety 

as a foundation that facilitates forward progress in the mitigation of emergency 

incidents. Strained command structure, communication compromise, and the 

lack of situation awareness have all been a reoccurring focus of respondents. 

Question Eight asked respondents to rank the five most important signals 

of incident transformation. The theme of safety compromise was selected as the 

top signal with the concurrence of nine respondents. (47.4 percent). A wide 

distribution of responses was noted in the remaining four prioritized rankings, 

indicating a wide variety of opinion relative to the importance of these signals. 

Each of the 18 signals was selected by at least one respondent as being among 

the top five signals. Analysis of this data indicates a concurrence that the top 

nine signals identified in Table 14 have a high level of importance. A breakdown 

of this analysis is detailed Table 15: 

Table 15.   Ranking the Top Five Signals of Incident Transformation 

Ranking the Top Five Signals Ranking Percenta
ge score 

Safety compromise (loss of accountability, 
mayday, victim/firefighter injury) 

1  
47.4%  (9) 

Lack of sufficient information (situational 
analysis) 

2 21.1%  (4) 

Strained command structure (lack of 
structure, unable to manage roles) 

3 21.1%  (4) 

Lack of progress (situation escalates, unable 
to complete assignments) 

4 15.8%  (3) 

Insufficient resources (loss of span of control) 5 15.8%  (3) 
        Number of respondents = 19 
 The consistency presented between the responses to these separate 

questions indicates there is a high degree of concurrence relative to the top 

signals that commanders should consider as they face surge events. This 

question further defines the inventory of signals created by the Delphi panel in 

Round One. 
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G. DECISION AIDS 

1. Decision Aid and Tool to Build Confidence and Capacity 

Table 16.   Somewhat Important Themes Identifying Signs of Incident 
Transformation

Decision Aids to Increase Confidence and 
Capability 

Frequency of 
response 

Video based aerial reconnaissance (drone, helicopter) 4 
Sensor based computerized accountability 4 
Automatic Incident Management Team (IMT) response 4 
Training programs and exercises 3 
Video conferencing capability with experienced 
personnel or subject matter experts 

2 

Sensor based interior monitoring of temperature, 
thermal imagery 

2 

Computerized checklists and preplan data 2 
Internet access on the incident scene 1 
Relationship based response of local chief officers – 
informal support 

1 

Number of respondents = 19 
 
Participants were asked to identify decision aids and tools that would 

improve the IC’s confidence and expand response capabilities. Nineteen (95 

percent) percent of survey participants answered the question. One respondent 

skipped this question. The respondents cited nine different concepts that they 

would employ. Sixty-six percent of the response involves the expanded use of 

technology, while the other 34 percent focus on organizational policy, training 

and relationship based support. These ideas are outlined from highest to lowest 

frequency of response. A breakdown of this analysis is detailed in Table 16. 

Responses to this question demonstrate that ICs seek to enhance the 

level of information they can access. Specifically the use of aerial 

reconnaissance offers a macro perspective of evolving conditions that is often 

elusive on the incident scene. Using sensors embedded with crews operating in 

remote areas provides a micro perspective of the conditions and serves as a 

mechanism to evaluate conditions in an area of operation and a means to 

enhance the safety of operating personnel. The third notable theme refers to the 

expansion of the ICS system and automated response of resources, such as the 
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response of area CFOs. A variety of quotes that demonstrate the need for 

increased reliable incident based information is contained below: 

Resources such as aerial recon can be extremely effective. The 
Tampa Florida Police Department puts a helicopter in the air that 
streams live video and provides other information based resources 
to the IC on any second alarm or greater fire. 

Increased and more accurate information from within and around 
the incident. Better audio, video or data relative to the incident can 
help an experienced command staff to make informed decisions. 

I personally respond best to visual cues, so it is important for me to 
have visual inputs when making decisions. 

We need to have better real time incident mapping to give the IC a 
virtual birds eye view on a large screen such as the window panels 
displays that are in some hotel lobbies. 

H. INCIDENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM EVALUATION 

1. NIMS as an Optimal Model 

Participants were asked to indicate if NIMS is an optimal model for making 

decisions during unpredictable and unfamiliar events. Nineteen (95 percent) 

survey participants answered the question. One respondent skipped this 

question. Fifty-seven point nine percent of respondents indicated that NIMS was 

the optimal incident management system model, while 42.1 percent indicated 

that it was not the optimal model. Respondents were afforded the opportunity to 

comment on the reasons behind their respective answer. All nineteen 

respondents (100 percent) provided a narrative to substantiate their response. 

Analysis of the response to the qualitative portion of this question focused on the 

identification of common themes. These themes are outlined from highest to 

lowest frequency of response in Table 17–18: 
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Table 17.   Comments that NIMS is the Optimal IMS Model  

 
Comments that NIMS is the Optimal IMS 

Model  
 

 
Frequency of 

Response 

Standard tool–proper framework 4 
Scalable and provides structure 3 
Helps break incident into manageable 
segments 

1 

Ensures both control and information flow 1 
Other systems are not more effective 1 

 

Table 18.   Comments that NIMS is Not the Optimal IMS Model 

 
Comments that NIMS is not the Optimal 

IMS Model 
 

 
Frequency of 

Response 

Not a flexible system 3 
Use instinct in unfamiliar situations 2 
Not applicable in smaller communities 2 
Not optimal in rapidly expanding incidents 1 
Things need to be tweaked for each 
department/situation 

1 

  Number of respondents = 19 

Responses indicate that there is wide disagreement relative to NIMS 

being the optimal model for and IMS System. The following include a variety of 

comments that illustrate both sides of this debate: 

2. Responses Supporting NIMS ICS as the Optimal Model 

NIMS ICS gives us a proper framework to handle all situations big 
and small. 

If properly expanded NIMS ICS should be able to support any 
event. 

The use of ICS at every event is important. The use of this system 
at larger and unpredictable events is needed in order to have 
proper control and a good flow of information. 
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NIMS addresses key factors of organizational and human 
limitations. Other models may be imaginative, but are not likely to 
be truly more effective. 

3. Responses Suggesting That NIMS ICS is not the Optimal 
Model 

NIMS is a great foundational guide but I don’t think it can be used in 
some situations that become too big too quickly. 

While I do believe in NIMS as a model, and would have answered 
that it was the optimal framework, I chose that NIMS was not the 
optimal model because I feel we are often expected to blindly follow 
the system without regard to the individual circumstances. 

I think NIMS is a fantastic resource when you have the staff 
necessary to implement the system. 

In smaller communities, it may not be possible for resources to 
assemble quick enough for command to establish an appropriate 
structure to mitigate the chaotic situation. 

4. Improvisation to Adapt NIMS 

Participants were asked to identify strategies that they have utilized to 

make ICS more effective, as they have faced the challenges of responding to 

surge incidents. Nineteen (95 percent) of the survey participants answered the 

question. One respondent skipped this question. Fifty-two percent of the 

respondents indicated that they have improvised or adapted ICS to be more 

effective and 47.4 percent indicated that they have not altered the structure of 

ICS. In addition to answering the quantitative question, seven respondents 

provided a narrative detailing how they have improvised NIMS. A table was 

constructed to capture pertinent themes that substantiate their respective open-

ended responses. The respondents cited three different concepts that they have 

utilized to adapt ICS. These themes are outlined from highest to lowest 

frequency of response in Table 19. 
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Table 19.   Observations Improvising and Adapting ICS 

Strategies to improvise and adapt 
NIMS 

Frequency of 
response 

Assign personnel to multiple 
command roles 

4 

Deferred assuming command as the 
first unit arrives 

2 

Setup nontraditional groups (natural 
resources, environmental) 

1 

         Number of respondents = 7 

Two significant concepts for altering NIMS were presented by the seven 

survey respondents that provided a narrative relative to how they have altered 

NIMS. First, consistent with the themes of both insufficient resources and an 

initial lack of command staff, assigning personnel to multiple roles was the most 

popular adaptive strategy. Second, deferring the assumption of command was 

also presented as a tactical option when a lack of resources exist on the incident 

scene. Typically, command is assumed upon the arrival of the first emergency 

response unit. The concept of deferring the assumption of command means that  

first arriving responders would concentrate on incident control tactics. Command 

would be formally assumed at a later time concurrent with the arrival of 

secondary responding units. Although this concept is contrary to the principles of 

NIMS that emphasis the value of initiating strategic actions as soon as personnel 

arrive on the incident scene, this strategy was consistent with an adaptive 

measure to overcome the initial lack of resources that threads through much of 

this thesis. Two quotations below indicate the strategy to assign personnel to 

multiple command roles or positions during the initial phase of surge events. 

I have had people assume multiple command roles when there 
should have been one person assigned to each role. 
A MCI may require a Medical Officer and an Operations Officer 

I. CONCLUSION 

Building on the foundation of knowledge accumulated in Round One, 

several consistent themes are beginning to emerge. The goal of Round Two was 
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to validate and prioritize the results from Round One pertaining to the rating of 

signals that indicate an incident is becoming emergent and to develop useful 

information pertaining to both the coordination of response and information 

management strategies. A high level of agreement was demonstrated as the 18 

themes identified in Round One were classified by respondent’s opinion of 

importance in one question and then ranked to identify the top five themes. This 

classification can serve to inform Incident Commanders and provide perspective 

on the importance of these signals. The top five signals identified by the Delphi 

panel are listed below: 

• Safety compromise (loss of accountability, mayday, 
victim/firefighter injury) 

• Lack of sufficient information (situational analysis) 

• Strained command structure (lack of structure, unable to manage 
roles) 

• Lack of progress (situation escalates, unable to complete 
assignments) 

• Insufficient resources (loss of span of control) 
Permeating the entire survey round, responses emerged suggesting that 

the mitigation and coordination demands of surge incidents often exceed the 

initial command and control capacity of the responders. Several responses note 

that resources beyond those thought to be needed should be immediately 

requested in an effort to match resources to the scope of the event. During the 

initial operational period, ICs often lack a sufficient number of qualified personnel 

to fill command roles and expand the ICS system. The most common solution to 

this shortfall is the informal and often relationship-based response of CFOs from 

the immediate area. Although the use of more formalized resources was also 

discussed, this informal, networked response offers the most rapid infusion of 

expertise that can form a cohesive command team. 

Resource acquisition during surge incidents is often accomplished through 

preplanning for a specific event or through more generalized response plans that 

are designed for a wide variety of surge incidents. Several respondents 
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commented on the need to utilize second  (regional) and third (state) tier mutual 

aid plans as a prerequisite to success. These plans provide a level of 

organization that would not be possible for an IC to develop in the heat of battle. 

This chapter provides the IC with a series of ideas that can enhance the 

ability to cope with surge events. Respondents provided and ranked a variety of 

strategic ideas that have produced successful results as experienced ICs have 

faced the demands of surge events. Although some of these concepts are 

familiar to the majority of respondents, a number of these coping strategies, such 

as the idea to assign a communications specialist known as Communications 

Leader (COML), were not well known. The importance of this chapter is that it 

provides a toolbox of strategic options. This thesis has provided the opportunity 

for 32 experienced fire officers to build consensus and share new ideas, best 

practices, and innovations. Hintze claims that the concept of experts and novices 

identifies the need for mentoring as a tool that can help the novice build 

proficiency.123  Although many blogs and Internet resources exist, the American 

Fire Service lacks an effective way to routinely share the experience of others. 

Addressing this need could extend the value of this thesis. 

The results accrued through the analysis of Round Two were utilized to 

inform Round Three Questions. Round Three Questions focus on the 

identification of concepts that contribute to value and/or the effectiveness of 

operations, determining the frequency that various command strategies are 

utilized, and gauging the receptivity to implementation of IMS components from 

other models. This progressive approach to the development of this research 

process will identify the most promising strategic options based on the emerging 

consensus of the Delphi panel. 

                                            
123 Hintze, First Responder Problem Solving, 89. 
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VI. METHODS AND RESULTS—DELPHI ROUND THREE 
SURVEY 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS AND SELECTION CRITERIA 

The survey was sent to the same panel of 32 experts that agreed to 

participate in the Round One Delphi Survey. The respondents were once again 

polled using Survey Monkey, an online survey tool.  On July 28, 2012, the link to 

the Third Round Survey was sent to participants who were asked to complete the 

survey within two weeks. The response rate was initially moderate, a reminder 

email was sent during the final week of the survey period. The survey was closed 

on August 5, 2012, two weeks after being distributed. Twenty-one of the thirty-

two potential participants (66 percent) responded. 

B. DELPHI SURVEY ROUND THREE:  INSTRUMENTATION 

During this research project, questions for Round Three of the Delphi 

survey were formulated based on the themes identified within the literature 

review as presented in Chapter II, and the results of the previous two survey 

rounds detailed within Chapters IV and V. As the survey was drafted, it was 

piloted tested with several experienced Chief Fire Officers from outside of the 

sample to clarify the intent and wording of the questions in the survey. The pilot 

process resulted in light editing of the questions in the survey.  

The third round consisted of quantitative and qualitative questions that 

addressed the three broad categories: (1) Concepts that contribute to value 

and/or the effectiveness of operations, (2) Frequency that identified command 

methods and strategies utilized, (3) Receptivity to implementation of IMS 

components from other models.  

The questions asked in Round Three can be found in Appendix C. One 

example of one rating and one open-ended question are contained in Table 18. 

The first two questions were administrative. The remainder of the survey 

consisted of three quantitative and five qualitative questions.  
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Question Three was an open-ended query on ideas to make mutual-aid 

more effective. Questions Four and Six were quantitative questions that asked 

participants to rate the frequency of use of 18 methodologies to assist in the 

management of surge events identified in Round Two respondents were also 

asked to indicate the likelihood of future adoption, if they had never used these 

methods previously. Question Five was an open ended query that asked 

participants to identify how the response of additional CFOs from the area could 

be strengthened. Question Six was an open-ended query that asked respondents 

to identify methods to filter the overwhelming amount of information that is often 

directed at the IC. Question Seven was a quantitative question that asked 

participants to classify the priority for investment in the development of decision 

aids identified in Round Two. Question Eight was an open-ended query that 

asked participants to provide other ideas relative to the development of decision 

aids that are useful during the response to surge events. Chapter III provides a 

compares NIMS to the German IMS system known as DV 100. This comparative 

analysis identified several differences in these two IMS systems that informed the 

development of Question Nine. This quantitative question queried respondents 

about their willingness to adopt methodologies identified through the review of 

the German IMS (DV 100). The final question was an open-ended query that 

asked respondents to provide any creative or innovative ideas that would 

enhance the ability to cope with unfamiliar incidents. 
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Table 20.   Delphi Survey Round Three Sample Questions 

 
Quantitative and Qualitative Question Examples from the 

Round Three Survey 

 

Quantitative 

 

9. During the second round Delphi survey, 
approximately 45 percent of respondents indicated 
that the National Incident Management System 
(NIMS) is not an optimal model for making decisions 
during unpredictable and unfamiliar events. A 
review of the German Regulation DV 100 (the 
German equivalent to NIMS) identified several 
potential concepts. Would you support modifying 
NIMS with these practices? 

Ten practices were listed in this question and 
respondents were asked indicate if they would 
support modifying NIMS with these practices by 
answering yes or no. 

 
 

Qualitative 

 
5. Other than the use of mutual aid plans, the 
second round Delphi survey suggested that one of 
the next most important capabilities is the informal 
response of area Chief Officers. The following 
quotes are taken from round two survey responses. 
 
“The automatic response of area Chief Officers 
provide assistance with scene management, safety, 
and the control of resources from multiple 
jurisdictions.” 
 
“Mutual aid relationships include the response of 
Chief Officers to assist with incident management 
functions. This can be informal, with chiefs 
responding with their companies as part of the 
mutual aid response.” 
 
How could the value of the informal response of 
area Chief Officers detailed above be strengthened? 
 

 
Following the principles of the Delphi method, the results were analyzed, 

coded and mapped. The results of Round Three are presented and discussed 

below. 
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C. DELPHI SURVEY ROUND THREE:  RESULTS 

This section presents each question from Round Three, and the results 

obtained. The Round Three Survey was focused on four broad categories:  (1) 

identifying the frequency of use of incident command strategies identified in the 

previous two survey rounds, (2) Determining the priority for funding of concepts 

that would enhance decision making and (3) considering the potential of adoption 

of IMS principles from other models and (4) developing an inventory of other 

creative and innovative ideas to enhance decision making and cope with 

unfamiliar situations. Qualitative responses were analyzed to identify themes and 

then all responses were categorized according to those themes.  

D. EFFECTIVENESS OF MUTUAL AID 

1. Improving the Second and Third Tier of Mutual Aid Response 

Participants were asked to reflect on what could make the existing second  

(regional) and third (state) tier mutual aid plans more effective. One hundred 

percent of respondents answered this question. The narrative responses were 

analyzed and eleven themes emerged. These ideas are outlined from highest to 

lowest frequency of response. A breakdown of this analysis is detailed in Table 

21: 

Table 21.   Ideas to Improve Second and Third Tier Mutual Aid Response 

Ideas to Improve the Effectiveness 
of Second and Third Tier Mutual 

Aid Response 

Frequency of 
Response 

Increase training opportunities 10 
Increase the number of simulations 
conducted 

9 

Build awareness of mutual aid plans 4 
Review and update mutual aid plans 3 
Provide interagency training 
opportunities 
 
 
 

3 
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Ideas to Improve the Effectiveness 
of Second and Third Tier Mutual 
Aid Responses 

Frequency of 
Response 

Automate response 2 
Preplan communications 2 
Develop a enhanced regional focus 2 
Eliminate competing plans 1 
Provide statewide situation and 
resource status reporting 

1 

Develop a resource inventory system 1 
       Number of respondents = 21 

 

Respondents indicated broad agreement pertaining to the use of and need 

for second and third tier mutual aid plans. A number of comments indicated 

concern over the infrequent use of these plans and the lack of training and 

updates. To improve the effectiveness of these plans, respondents indicated 

there should be more training and exercises, marketing efforts to build 

awareness and increase use, and periodic review and update of these plans. 

Two quotations illustrating the need for training and exercises are listed below:  

I find that these plans, while great on paper, are not utilized often 
and therefore we are not afforded the opportunity to find the flaws. 
We need to either train in the use of the plans more often or ease 
the rules associated with the third tier of mutual aid. 

One of the major problems with the infrequency of the major event 
is that we do not practice very often for them. 

Four respondents indicated there was a need to build awareness of the 

plans within a broader fire service audience. One narrative mentioned that there 

should be a more intensive effort to create buy-in through a more participative 

development process. Another indicated that awareness of the operational 

aspects of the second  and third tier response plans need to extend beyond the 

rank of CFO. The two quotes listed below focus on this the need for expanding 

awareness: 

Effectiveness of mutual aid plans is defined by awareness of the 
plan and familiarity with the plan. 
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There needs to be training at the community level about the 
resources that are available and the way the system works. 

E. COMMAND STRATEGIES 

1. Frequency of Use and Potential Adoption of Strategies Utilized 
During Routine Command Operations 

Respondents were asked to indicate the frequency they use various 

strategies that were identified by concepts within the literature review and 

information provided through the first two Delphi survey rounds to enhance 

command capacity. If respondents selected they never use the specific strategic 

option listed, they were asked if they would consider future adoption of this 

concept. One hundred percent of respondents answered this question. The 

column shaded in grey captures the percent of respondents that indicated they 

had never utilized the strategy listed, but they would consider adoption of this 

idea in the future. A breakdown of this analysis is detailed in Table 22: 

Table 22.   Frequency of Use and the Potential of Adoption of Strategies to 
Enhance Command Capacity during Routine Command Operations 

  
Never 

 
Seldom 

 
Sometimes 

 
At all 
Significant 
incidents 

 
Would 
Consider 
Adoption 
in the 
Future 
 

Assign a Liaison 
Officer 

19% 33% 19% 29% 19% 

Assign a Safety Officer  5% 9% 86% 5% 
Develop a Unified 
Command Structure 

 5% 38% 57%  

Utilize Command Staff 
or Additional Chief 
Officers from the Local 
Area 

5%  30% 65% 5% 

Appoint a Deputy 
Incident Commander 

33% 33% 9% 19% 24% 

Appoint a Deputy 
Operations Officer 

33% 19% 24% 19% 29% 

Assign personnel to 
the Logistics Section 

16% 26% 26% 32% 16% 

Assign personnel to 28% 24% 24% 24% 14% 
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the Planning section 
Assign personnel to 
the Finance Section 

38% 29% 19% 14% 14% 
 
 

Request more 
resources than the 
initial assessment 
indicates 

 29% 42% 29%  

Break the incident into 
manageable segments 

5% 5% 38% 52% 5% 

Constantly seek 
updated situational 
awareness 

 5% 9% 86%  

Confer with 
experienced colleagues 
that are not on the 
incident scene 

19% 24% 38% 19% 14% 

Construct options 
(multiple game plans) 
 

5% 29% 47% 19%  

Integrate 
nongovernmental 
personnel (e.g., local 
experts, private sector 
resources 

5% 45% 30% 20%  

Adjust the length of 
operational periods 

14% 33% 39% 14% 5% 

Automate notification 
of elapsed time 
through your dispatch 
center 

29% 19% 14% 38% 24% 

    Number of respondents = 21 

 
It is interesting to note that all 17 ideas enjoy a wide range of use. 

Concepts that were the most frequently utilized include the following:  

• Assignment of a Safety Officer;  

• Constantly seeking updated situational awareness;  

• Utilizing command staff or additional CFOs from the local area;  

• Development of a unified command structure;  

• Break the incident into manageable pieces.  
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Respondents that answered “never” were asked if they would consider 

adoption in the aftermath of this survey process. Ideas that respondents 

indicated they would most frequently consider for future adoption include the 

following:  

• Assignment of a Deputy Operations Officer;  

• Assigning a Deputy Incident Commander;  

• Automation of elapsed time notification; 

• Assignment of a Liaison Officer.  

Many of the respondents indicated that they would consider adopting one 

or more of these concepts. Providing commanders with new concepts and ideas 

is one of the main goals of this thesis. 

2. Strengthening the Value of Informal Response 

Responses during the first two rounds of the Delphi survey process 

indicated that the informal response of local chief officers was a valuable tool in 

managing surge incidents. Participants were asked to reflect on how the value of 

the informal response of area chief officers could be strengthened. One hundred 

percent of respondents answered this question. The responses were analyzed 

and eleven themes were identified. These ideas are outlined from highest to 

lowest frequency of responses in Table 23: 
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Table 23.   Ideas to Enhance the Value of the Informal Response of CFOs 

Ideas to Enhance the Value of 
Informal CFO Response 

Frequency of 
response 

Formalize response plan 8 
Provide regional planning and training 7 
Automate response 5 
Require participants to opt in 2 
Provide role specific training 2 
Provide access to experts 2 
Create a field operations guide (FOG) 2 
Expand personal relationship 1 
Identify roles and expectations 1 
More experience to build skill 1 
Create written backup documentation 1 

 Number of respondents = 21 
 
Based on the responses to the previous questions, obtaining informal 

support from local CFOs is a strategy employed by the vast majority of 

participants. Consistent with previous questions, the need to formalize this 

support mechanism through regional planning, and an expanded scope of 

training remains an open opportunity. This informal support methodology is 

typically developed through personal relationships and networking. The highest 

response indicated that support network generated by the response of local 

CFOs should be both formalized and automated. The following three quotations 

relate to the need to formalize incident support response: 

Formalize plans and activations, create position specific personnel 
with alternate team members to provide consistent response. 

Move to a more structured IMT approach. 

Make this a formal specific level of response that has multiple 
layers to fill command roles with experienced personnel. 
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Another theme is the need to automate the activation of the system and 

response of Chief Officers within the immediate area. Although automation is 

linked to formalization, it involves separate actions, these distinct comments were 

captured within several narratives. 

To strengthen their response it needs to be added to running cards 
that would automatically activate response. 

Command staff should be considered as part of the complement of 
additional resources that are added to a response. 

3. Frequency of Use and Potential Adoption of Command 
Methodologies During the Response to Surge Events 

Respondents were asked to indicate the frequency they use various 

command methodologies during the response to surge events. These 

methodologies were identified by concepts within the literature review and 

information provided through the first two Delphi survey rounds. If respondents 

selected they never use the specific strategic option listed, they were asked if 

they would consider future adoption of this concept. The column shaded in grey 

captures the percent of respondents that indicated they had never utilized the 

strategy listed, but they would consider adoption of this idea in the future. One 

hundred percent of respondents answered this question. A breakdown of this 

analysis is detailed in Table 24. 
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Table 24.   Identification Frequency of Use and the Potential of Adoption 
Command Methodologies during the Response to Surge Events 

  
Never 

 
Seldom 

 
Sometimes 

 
At all 
Significant 
incidents 

 
Would 
Consider 
Adoption 
in the 
Future 
 

Expand ICS 
structure, 
delegate 
responsibilities, 
empower 
personnel 

 10% 10% 80%  

Utilize an aide 5% 14% 38% 43%  
Assign a liaison  44% 25% 31%  
Assign a scribe 10% 38% 28% 24% 10% 
Assign a 
communications 
specialist (COMM 
L) 

24% 33% 14% 29% 5% 

Write down plans, 
complete 
checklists 

5% 24% 33% 38% 5% 

Break the 
incident into 
manageable 
segments 

 14% 43% 43%  

Encourage the 
relationship 
based response 
of local chief 
officers – 
informal support 

10% 10% 33% 47% 5% 

Implement 
security at the 
command post 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

43% 14% 24% 14% 33% 
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Never 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Seldom 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Sometimes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
At all 
Significant 
incidents 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Would 
Consider 
Adoption 
in the 
Future 
 

Move the 
command post 
away from the 
incident scene 

10% 29% 43% 14% 5% 

Conduct regular 
internal briefing 
sessions 

 14% 43% 43%  

Limit radio traffic 
to critical 
communications 

10% 24% 33% 33% 5% 

Verify the 
credibility of 
information 

10% 14% 38% 38% 10% 

Assign a Public 
Information 
officer (PIO) 

 14% 43% 43%  

Conduct press 
briefings away 
from the 
command post 

10% 10% 37% 43% 5% 

 Number of respondents = 21 
 

It is interesting to note that all 15 concepts presented enjoy a wide range 

of use. Ideas that respondents indicated they would most frequently consider for 

future adoption include the following:  

• Expand ICS structure, delegate responsibilities, 

• Encourage the relationship-based response of local chief officers – 
informal support 

• Conduct press briefings away from the command post 
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• Conduct regular internal briefing sessions  

Respondents that answered never were asked if they would consider 

adoption in the aftermath of this survey process. Many of the respondents 

indicated they would consider adopting one or more of these concepts. Ideas that 

respondents indicated they would most frequently consider for future adoption 

include the following: 

• Implement security at the command post 

• Assign a scribe 

• Verify the credibility of information 

F. CONCEPTS TO ENHANCE DECISION MAKING 

1. Ranking the Priority of Investment in Decision Aids 

Responses during Round Two of the Delphi survey process identified 

several ideas for the development of decision aids that would assist commanders 

with decision making. Participants were asked to rank the priority of investment in 

the eight concepts listed in the three tables below. One hundred percent of 

respondents answered this question. These ideas were outlined from highest to 

lowest based on frequency. A breakdown of this analysis is detailed in Tables 

25–27: 
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Table 25.   Top Priority Investments 

Top Priority Items Average rating Percentage 
and number of 

responses 
indicating this 

investment 
was a top 

priority  
1. Training programs and 

exercises 
2.7 76% (16) 

2. Automatic Incident 
Management Team (IMT) 
response 

2.6 62% (13) 

3. Computerized check lists and 
preplan data 

2.5 62% (13) 

4. Enhanced accountability 
systems that indicate 
personnel position and 
elevation using sensors 

2.5 65.% (13) 

 

Table 26.   Medium Priority Investments 

Medium Priority Items Average rating  Percentage 
and number of 

responses 
indicating this 

investment 
was a medium 

priority  
1. Internet access on the incident 

scene 
2.2 50% (10) 

2. Sensor based interior 
monitoring of temperature and 
thermal imagery  

2.0 55% (11) 
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Table 27.   Low Priority Investments 

Low Priority Items Average rating Percentage 
and number of 

responses 
indicating this 

investment 
was a low 

priority  
1. Video conferencing capability 

with experienced personnel or 
subject matter experts 

1.7 45% (9) 

2. Video based aerial 
reconnaissance 

1.4 70% (14) 

 Number of respondents = 21 
 
The information in the tables is further distilled to provide an overall view 

of this quantitative rating process. This information is detailed in Figure 7: 

 

Figure 7.   Decision Aid Investment Rating Chart (Produced by the author based 
on Round Three responses) 
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The second round of the Delphi process asked participants to identify 

potential decision aids that would enhance decision making. In Round Three, this 

list was then imported into a rating scale in which respondents had to choose the 

investment priority. A comparison between this question and the Round Two 

question on the identification of decision aids found a disparity in that items 

shifted dramatically when the focus of the question shifted from value associated 

with the concept to investment priority. As an example, video based aerial 

reconnaissance was viewed as the most valuable decision aid to inform 

situational awareness. However, this became a low priority when the question 

was reframed to consider investment. Some of this change in response might be 

associated with the fact that development of unfamiliar technologies could be 

perceived as cost prohibitive. As a second example, development of training 

programs and exercises was a mid-level priority in terms of value in Round Two, 

yet when the framework of investment was imposed, training and exercises 

became the top investment priority. Some of this change might be associated 

with respondent familiarity with training and exercise programs, as well as the 

benefit of being able to easily identify the actual cost of this methodology. 

2. Ideas on Decision Aids 

Although the Round Two survey asked respondents to identify decision 

aids, this segment of the Round Three survey provided an additional opportunity 

to further expand responses at the close of this survey process. Nine (43 

percent) participants answered this question and twelve (57 percent) skipped this 

question. Four themes were identified that focused on different ideas that have 

the potential to strengthen response efforts. These ideas are outlined from 

highest to lowest frequency of response. A breakdown of this analysis is detailed 

in Table 28. 
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Table 28.   Ideas for Decision Aids 

Ideas for Decision Aids Frequency of 
response 

Development of field operations 
guides (FOG) and backup 
documentation 

4 

Access to experts 2 
Increased tabletop exercises 2 
Increased networking 
opportunities 

1 

 Number of respondents = 9 
 
Although the need for training and exercises remains a constant theme, 

the development of a quick reference document that summarizes operational 

policies was the most frequent response. This type of document is known as a 

Field Operations Guide (FOG). Several comments noted the propensity for 

technology to fail when it is needed most and the development of a FOG was 

viewed as instructive backup in the event of technological failure. Another theme 

is the respondent’s desire to involve experts in the decision-making process. This 

represents an open and inclusive attitude to incorporate nontraditional personnel 

into the command team. Three pertinent comments associated with these two 

themes are listed below: 

Pocket guides are also helpful. During a prolonged incident you 
don’t need to worry about running out of battery power on a 
handheld device if you have the information in a printed pocket 
guide as a backup! 

There is a concern for high tech not working because of infrequent 
use. 

Access to experts. If I am dealing with a flood situation, I want to 
speak with a dam engineer. 

G. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS: GERMAN VERSES U.S. IMS 

1. Potential Adoption of German IMS Principles 

During the development of this thesis, a comparative analysis was done 

comparing NIMS and the German IMS system known as DV 100.  This analysis 
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is further presented within Chapter III. The comparative findings informed the 

development of this area of research. Based on this analysis, several aspects of 

DV 100 were evaluated on the potential for these concepts to be imported into 

NIMS. Ten ideas, which are discussed in Chapter III, were presented for 

participants to indicate if they would support modifying NIMS with the concepts 

listed in Table 29. One hundred percent of respondents answered this question. 

These ideas are outlined from highest to lowest frequency of affirmative 

response. Analysis of these data indicates that the vast majority of respondents 

are open to considering ideas that may improve the effectiveness and efficiency 

of NIMS. A breakdown of this analysis is detailed in Table 29. 

Table 29.   Adoption of Comparative Concepts  
Would you Support Modifying NIMS with German 

Concepts 
 

Yes 
 

No 
Development of situational analysis teams (dedicated 
personnel that focus on gathering an verifying 
information for the Incident Commander) 

100%  

Development of regional support teams 100%  
Develop a communications and transmission staff 
function 

95% 5% 

Develop and information gathering and assessment staff 
function 

95% 5% 

Automate response of incident support teams 86% 14% 
Develop a personnel an administration staff function 85% 15% 
Develop computer based command checklists 81% 19% 
Develop Partnerships with nontraditional organizations 
such as private corporations or clubs 

76% 24% 

Move the command post to a fixed off site facility 38% 62% 
Provide less structure and allow more creativity 20% 80% 

 Number of respondents = 21 

A review of the data presented in the question indicates that respondents 

are open to the adoption of eight out of the ten concepts listed. This indicates the 

majority of respondents are open to the introduction of new ideas, and they 

believe that most of the concepts listed could enhance NIMS. Adoption of the 

concepts positively selected by the respondents would alter NIMS in the following 

ways: 
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• Place an enhanced focus on the importance of information to 
decision making during emergency response with designated 
analysis teams; 

• Automate the response of support teams; 

• Alter staff functions to create separate functions for 
communications and information assessment; 

• Create nontraditional partnerships with NGOs and other 
infrequently utilized agencies; 

• Increase the use of automated decision aids. 

Respondents indicated these concepts have the potential to enhance 

American ICS. The respondent’s willingness to adopt these concepts serves as 

an indicator that ICs have identified the need for change, innovation and 

improvisation when dealing with the response to surge incidents. Extreme events 

produce unforeseen problems and conditions requiring adaption, improvisation 

and creativity to deliver services under extreme conditions. In these rare cases, 

discipline that includes structure, doctrine and process must be balanced the 

creativity, improvisation and adaptability.124  In these novel situations, there is a 

tradeoff between the command and control necessary for mobilization and the 

need to ensure broad coordination and communication. 

If these concepts were adopted NIMS would be reshaped into a more 

agile system. A new focus would be placed on the value of information and the 

need for increased internal and external communications. The response of 

support teams would be automated and incorporate both local and regional 

personnel. Uniform decision aids would be deployed, along with the training 

necessary to properly use these tools. Command operations would become more 

open to the inclusion of nontraditional partners and NGOs. Disturbing the 

                                            
124 John R. Harrald, Jospeh Barbera, Irmak Renda-Tanali, Damon Coppola, and Gregory L. 

Shaw. Observing and Documenting the Inter-Organizational Response to the September 11th 
Attack on the Pentagon. Washington, DC: The George Washington University, Institute for Crisis, 
Disaster and Risk Management, 2002, 261. 
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command ecosystem through the implementation of these concepts would 

produce both benefits and concerns, which are listed below: 

2. Potential Benefits of Adoption 

• A consistent set of decision aids and tools would be provided to 
responders; 

• Training would become more intense and formalized; 

• The Depth of command resources would be increased; 

• The quality of information analysis would be improved; 

• Formalized support teams that regularly work together would be 
created; 

• Communications would become a specialty. 

3. Potential Concerns of Adoption 

• As many of these efforts would require regional response, some 
autonomy would be relinquished at the local level; 

• Training time and intensity would dramatically increase; 

• The cost of providing this level of training and the availability of 
response resources and decision aids would be significant. 

H. INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY 

1. Ideas to Enhance the Ability to Cope with Unfamiliar Situations 

Although the previous survey rounds asked respondents to identify their 

ideas for coping with unfamiliar events, this final segment of the Round Three 

survey provided an additional opportunity to reflect on the entire process and 

provide additional creative insight into concepts and ideas that could enhance 

decision making during the initial response to surge incidents. Sixteen (76 

percent) participants answered this question and five (24 percent) participants 

skipped this question. The respondents cited nine concepts that focused on 
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improving the Incident Commander’s ability to cope with unfamiliar situations. 

These ideas are outlined from highest to lowest frequency of response. A 

breakdown of this analysis is detailed in Table 30: 

Table 30.   Creative Ideas to Cope with Unfamiliar Events 

Creative Ideas to Cope with 
Unfamiliar Events 

Frequency of 
response 

Training in nontraditional problem 
solving methods 

5 

Increased training and exercises 4 
Structured review of lessons learned 
from surge incidents 

4 

Create support teams 4 
Assign an aide to command positions 2 
Computerized job aides 1 
Bottom up ICS focus 1 
Build expanded relationships 1 
Create mobile dispatch operations to 
reduce radio traffic 

1 

 Number of respondents = 16 
 

Responses indicate a continuing focus on training. However, the training 

requested is nontraditional in that it has little to do with the fire services and is 

more about the development of new problem solving techniques. As an example, 

the application of business or military problem solving models could prove to add 

value and expand the methods available to responders. Respondents indicated 

that additional consideration should be given to the value of information garnered 

from those that have experienced the unique aspects of surge incidents. As an 

example, a class pertaining to ambulance mobilization that was delivered in July 

2012, by the author, utilized the radio traffic from the Century Theater Shooting in 

Aurora, Colorado as means to present the value of the experience gained by 

others who have experienced the unique nature of surge incidents. The 

development of additional support resources such as the creation of formalized 

support teams was another popular concept that indicates respondents believe  
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that the current level of support resources is insufficient when compared to the 

response needs produced by surge events. The following two quotes illustrate 

these points: 

Our problem solving techniques are based on our training and 
knowledge at surge events. I believe that we need to educate 
ourselves and learn to solve problems using nontraditional 
methods. 

We need to develop leadership skills through training but not just 
through fire service training. We need to include other fields and 
open our minds. 

I. CONCLUSION 

A review of the analysis of Round Three of the Delphi process indicates 

that increased emphasis needs to be placed on the dominant themes of: 

increased training, building awareness, and exercising strategic plans. It is these 

second and third tier mutual aid plans that were repeatedly identified as the 

foundation of success when addressing the response demands associated with 

surge events. Adaptive and creative concepts for coping with surge events have 

emerged through personal innovation, networked relationships and informal 

support activities. Many of these methods have developed based on lessons 

learned from the experience of the response to chaotic surge incidents. The 

collective experience of the Delphi panel has provided unique insight often 

developed during the response to expanding surge incidents.  

This thesis provides an inventory of ideas for commanders to consider. 

Informing commanders with a new level of options remains a primary goal of this 

thesis. Several respondents indicated that they would consider many of the 

concepts presented that they have never utilized. As the majority of respondents 

indicated that they were open to the adoption of concepts that would enhance 

operational effectiveness, this suggests that sharing this information can provide 

commanders with a toolbox of additional options to consider as they face 

nonroutine events. 
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Formalizing and automating support response was a theme that reiterated 

through several questions. Respondents saw a clear need to increase the depth 

of support response using both experienced Chiefs from nearby regions and 

specific experts outside of traditional response groups. Throughout the survey 

process, the need for enhanced situational awareness was presented, 

respondents support the concept of making the development of situational 

awareness a new assignment or staff function within the incident management 

system. 

Although NIMS provides operational structure, respondents endorsed the 

adoption of several concepts extracted from the German IMS system known as 

DV 100. Respondents were also open to the integration of new technologies and 

leveraging nontraditional resources, such as contact with experts as essential 

components of success when facing incidents that have progressed into the 

chaotic context. Despite the wide level of support for the adoption of technology, 

the need to provide a written guide and operational documentation as a backup 

was also expressed. 

Several responses indicated that the fire service should be exposed to 

training on nontraditional problem solving techniques from other disciplines. An 

example of this concept would be to review the strategies employed by FedEx in 

moving packages and then considering the application of these techniques to 

resource deployment in the fire service. This survey presented several innovative 

and creative ideas that have the potential to assist commanders, as they 

approach the dangers of the unfamiliar. An integrative review of the findings and 

recommendations is presented in Chapter VII. 
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VII. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress, and 
working together is success. 

—Henry Ford 

A. INTRODUCTION 

As an emergency incident develops, command structures are formulated 

to direct resources. During routine events, experience, intuition, patterns and 

cues are utilized to make strategic decisions. When formulating an operational 

plan during routine events, the majority of Incident Commanders function as 

experts and use perception, comprehension and projection to identify the 

potential ramifications of the unstable situation. Surge events are defined as 

emergency incidents that require resources well beyond normal operating 

capacity and become complex and chaotic. Examples of surge events include: 

accidents involving a large number of patients; the release of significant 

quantities of hazardous materials; incidents involving exponential fire spread; 

natural disasters and terrorism related events. Thankfully, disasters of this 

magnitude are rare but can be of such a magnitude that the Incident Commander 

is confronted with a unique situation that often exceeds the commander’s 

experience and ability to improvise and adapt to changing conditions. 

This thesis utilizes a Delphi survey methodology to obtain the perspective 

of experienced Incident Commanders to identify the signals that an incident is 

becoming nonroutine and unfamiliar, inventory decision-making methods during 

unfamiliar events, and identify strategies that have the potential to enhance 

decision making. This thesis identifies best practices and inventories strategic 

options that can assist Incident Commanders, as they are faced with fast moving, 

unpredictable and ever-changing crises. The knowledge obtained through this 

research will enhance the ability of Incident Commanders to make effective 

decisions when lives are most at risk. 
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This thesis addresses the research questions: “As emergency incidents 

expand toward the chaotic context, what symptoms, patterns and cues exist to 

indicate that a different method of decision making is necessary?” and “What 

strategies can be utilized to enhance decision making during the initial response 

to chaotic surge incidents?”  Secondary questions guiding the research include: 

• How are decisions made during the initial response to asymmetric 
incidents? 

• As emergency incidents expand toward the chaotic context, what 
signals indicate that an event is becoming nonroutine, unfamiliar 
and chaotic and which of these signals is the most important? 

• What strategies can be utilized to enhance decision making during 
the initial response to chaotic surge incidents? 

• How important is information management and situational 
awareness during the response to surge events? 

• What decision aids can enhance confidence and capacity on the 
incident scene? 

• How can NIMS be adjusted to be more effective? 

• How can second and third tier mutual aid be improved? 

• How can the value of informal support networks be strengthened? 

• What comparative command practices should be considered for 
adoption in the United States? 

• What innovative and creative ideas to enhance decision making 
during the initial response to surge events should be considered? 

This study used a Delphi survey to illicit responses from CFOs who are 

either graduates of the National Fire Academies (NFA) Executive Fire Officer 

Program (EFOP) or participants in the Massachusetts Fire Incident Reporting 

System (MFIRS). The Delphi survey included both quantitative and qualitative 

questions. Quantitative questions sought the identification of statistical 

information and rated of the importance of signals and the frequency of 

command staff assignments. Qualitative questions included requests to identify 
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important signals, inventoried adaptive strategies and considered options to 

manage information. Data has been analyzed and summarized to address each 

of the research questions listed above.  

This chapter presents the Delphi survey results, relates these results to 

the background and context of the problem and literature on decision making 

during emergent events, and proposes recommendations. This study began by 

reviewing the background of command decision making at asymmetric incidents 

and reviewing the literature on decision-making methodologies, collaboration, 

and geospatial technologies. This analysis informed the development of survey 

questions.  

A three round Delphi survey was created and distributed to 32 CFOs, as 

described in Chapter VI. The first round questions were framed to identify signals 

that indicate that an emergency is moving beyond the expected and becoming 

unpredictable, unfamiliar or chaotic and to identify the adaptive decision-making 

methodologies used in these situations. The second round of the Delphi survey 

was informed by the results of the first. It concentrated on ranking the relative 

importance of signals identified in round one and listing concepts that would 

improve strategic decision making during the initial response to surge incidents. 

The third round of the Delphi survey, built on the results of the first two rounds. It 

consisted of questions that addressed three broad categories including the 

identification of concepts that contribute to value and/or the effectiveness of 

operations, identifying the frequency that identified themes are utilized, and 

gauging the receptivity to implementation of IMS components from other models.  

The research question findings are presented below, followed by short 

and long-term recommendations for action and directions for future research in 

the area of command decision- making. 

The major findings from this study were: 

• Decision making during emergency operations relies on both 
situational and personal factors. On the personal level, experience, 
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patterns and cues form the basis for decisions. Situational factors 
include the extent of situational awareness, resource availability, 
command capability and the capacity for collaboration. In this 
context the seasoned expert in routine situations can transition to a 
novice when faced with unfamiliar incidents that often exist in the 
chaotic context. 

• This project identified 18 themes that signal the transition from the 
routine toward the unfamiliar. Examples of dominant themes 
include: compromised safety on the incident scene, a lack of 
sufficient information or situational awareness, strained command 
structure, lack of progress controlling the situation and a lack of 
sufficient resources to match the scope and magnitude of the 
incident. The presence of these themes can inform ICs that an 
incident is becoming emergent. This knowledge can produce an 
anticipatory strategy that has the potential harness a higher level of 
situational awareness and produce a more effective response 
effort. 

• A variety of strategies to deal with the unexpected exist within the 
complex adaptive IMS system. This thesis created an inventory of 
possible strategies that can broaden the preparatory and response 
based options of ICs. The Delphi survey process indicated that 
responders have a high receptivity to adopting concepts that they 
have not previously utilized.  

• Surge events present unanticipated conditions and problems 
requiring creativity, collaboration and innovation while demanding 
the rapid delivery of services under adverse conditions. 

• There is a tradeoff between command and control required for 
mobilization and then collaboration, coordination and 
communication necessary to craft an appropriate response to surge 
incidents. 

B. RESEARCH QUESTION FINDINGS 

This section provides the findings of the study’s research questions. A 

secondary question that developed through the review of literature is presented 

first, followed by findings to the overarching research questions “As emergency 
incidents expand toward the chaotic context, what symptoms, patterns and 
cues exist to indicate that a different method of decision making is 
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necessary?” And “What strategies can be utilized to enhance decision 
making during the initial response to chaotic surge incidents?” 

• How are decisions made during the initial response to asymmetric 
incidents? 

The high-risk, time-sensitive environment of emergency response requires 

commanders to take immediate action. Typically, commanders use a naturalistic 

decision-making process that harnesses the lens of previous experience as a 

foundation for action. 125 As an incident evolves, experienced experts use the 

concept of rapid cognition to filter extraneous information and zoom in on aspects 

of the situation that really matter.126 Recognition Primed Decision-making (RPD) 

allows the expert to identify the presence or absence of familiar patterns and 

cues and then use this comparative information as a foundation for action.  

The literature shows that novel events often exist within the chaotic 

context of the Cynefin Framework. 127  First responders confront the challenge of 

responding to unique and often unfamiliar events with a lack of both exposure 

and experience. 128  In the absence of experience, the expert who is well versed 

in dealing with the routine can transform into a novice when dealing with the 

unexpected. Novices tend to react and often revert to the comfort of applying 

familiar strategies to unfamiliar events. This principle was demonstrated within 

the research as respondents identified symptoms relating to their inability to use 

expertise to manage these unique situations. Examples of these symptoms 

include: the presence of a strained command structure, personnel that are 

                                            
125 Roberta Calderwood, , Beth W. Crandall, and Gary A. Klein. Expert and Novice Fire 

Ground Command Decisions. Yellow Springs, OH.  
126 Malcolm Gladwell, Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking. New York: Little, 

Brown and Company, 2005. 147. 
127 David J. Snowden and Mary E. Boone, "A Leader's Framework for Decision-making: A 

Leader's Framework for Decision-making." Harvard Business Review 85, no. 11 (November, 
2007): 68–76.  

128 Neil R. Hintze, "First Responder Problem Solving and Decision-making in Today's 
Asymmetrical Environment." Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and 
Defense), Naval Postgraduate School, 2008, V. 
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overwhelmed, lack of sufficient information, commanders that are managed by 

the incident, loss of responder composure, and a deterioration in teamwork. 

An extreme event can produce unforeseen problems and conditions that 

require the application of creativity, improvisation and adaptability. As the intense 

psychological pressure of the response to novel events often shuts down the part 

of the brain responsible for creative and innovative thought, commanders must 

balance the structure and rigidity of NIMS with the agility needed to adapt and 

collaborate when facing the unexpected.129  

• As emergency incidents expand toward the chaotic context, what 
signals indicate that an event is becoming nonroutine, unfamiliar 
and chaotic and which of these signals is the most important? 

This study sought to identify signals that an incident is or has transitioned 

toward the nonroutine. Delphi panel participants were asked to identify the 

signals that an emergency is moving beyond the expected and becoming 

unpredictable, unfamiliar or chaotic. The survey process identified 18 themes that 

ranked as either very important or somewhat important. These themes are listed 

below: 

• Safety compromise (loss of accountability, mayday, 
victim/firefighter injury) 

• Lack of progress (situation escalates, unable to complete 
assignments) 

• Strained command structure (lack of structure, unable to manage 
roles) 

• Communications strain/breakdown (interoperability, radio system 
overload) 

• Lack of sufficient information (situational analysis) 

• High risk decisions (risk based analysis) 

                                            
129 Jeff Weiss and Jonathan Hughes, "Want Collaboration? Accept-and Actively Manage-

Conflict." Harvard Business Review 83, no. 3 (March, 2005): 93–101.  
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• Insufficient resources (loss of span of control) 

• Lack of teamwork (freelancing) 

• Overwhelmed (anxiety or confusion) 

• Unfamiliar / unexpected occurrences (odd requests, lack of similar 
experience, reporting volume not matching) 

• Managed by the incident (reactive nature emerges) 

• Command inundated with information (external concerns, requests 
for information) 

• Multiple decision points/priorities (multiple operational 
sites/incidents) 

• Loss of responder composure (paralysis, frustration, errors) 

• Complex operations/structure (need to collaborate) 

• Need to redeploy resources (defensive posture) 

• Sense of urgency (intuition, voice modulation) 

• Time expectations exceeded 

The survey process further refined this consensus-based inventory of 

signals to identify the five most important themes. The five most important 

signals include; safety compromise, the lack of sufficient information or 

situational awareness, strained command structure, lack of progress mitigating 

the incident, and insufficient resources. These signals provide a series of 

indicators that can inform Incident Commanders when an incident is becoming 

emergent. Additional research should be conducted to further explore the 

concept of signal recognition, as this inventory is not presented as an exhaustive 

list.  

The absence of expected signals was another concept explored through 

this research. Respondents identified that the absence of three expected signals 

would indicate the emergence of an unfamiliar situation. These missing signals 
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include the absence of expected incident progression, a lack of critical 

communications, and the lack of engagement of crews indicating that personnel 

do not know what actions they should take. 

A lack of knowledge and recognition of the importance of these signals 

can lead to disaster. The Delphi process indicates that ICs share only a minimal 

level of knowledge pertaining to these signals. Providing ICs with an inventory of 

these signals provides a point of reference and a level of knowledge that may 

enhance decision making during the response to surge events. 

• What strategies can be utilized to enhance decision making during 
the initial response to chaotic surge incidents? 

The literature indicates that creativity; adaption and improvisation are 

essential aspects of success when confronting novel surge events.130  Decision 

making in complex environments requires a high level of situational knowledge, 

information sharing and collaboration. Collaborative capacity is the collective 

ability of a networked team to collect, synthesize and prioritize information 

essential to managing events within the unordered context of the Cynefin 

Framework.131  Partnerships, including multi-agency and public-private 

coalitions, are a growing reality and an adaptive way to face the growing 

complexity of emergent threats.132  

When facing unfamiliar and unpredictable incidents, the majority of survey 

respondents indicated they would alter their decision-making strategies. Altered 

strategies included increasing collaboration by seeking the opinion of experts or 

those with experience, assigning additional personnel to coordinate activity as  
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command functions expand, moving toward a defensive strategy that ensures the 

safety of responders, verifying information, and maintaining a risk vs. gain 

approach. 

This thesis developed an inventory of possible strategies that can be 

employed to confront asymmetric situations. Informing commanders of these 

concepts provides a range of tools that can be considered as incidents become 

chaotic or nonroutine. Specifically, strategies that should be considered to match 

the scope and magnitude of chaotic events include the following: 

• Preplan, anticipation of probable events; activation of plans 

• Prioritize actions toward immediate needs (deployment of limited 
resources, focus on achievable goals) 

• Call for additional resources early (more than needed) 

• Expand ICS Structure, delegate responsibilities, empower 
personnel 

• Break the incident into manageable segments; adjust the length of 
operational periods 

• Construct options (multiple game plans) 

• Constantly seek updated situational awareness 

• Focus on macro view 

• Integrate external agencies—nontraditional roles 

• Develop communications structure to match the incident 

• Use informal support of local chief officers  

• Confer with colleagues 

• Remain calm—influence on others 

• Establish time checks from dispatch center 
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Other tactical actions include consideration of actions that will enhance 

operational capacity or reduce distraction and interference on the incident scene. 

These ideas include the assignment of an aide to assist the IC, developing 

written plans and checklists to track activity, moving the command post away 

from the incident site, conducting regular briefing sessions for first responders, 

limiting radio traffic, verifying the credibility of information, and assigning a Public 

Information Officer (PIO) to manage press briefings away from the command 

post. Respondents indicated a high level of potential adoption of strategic options 

they had not previous considered. These command methods provide an arsenal 

of strategies that can be considered as commanders face the unfamiliar. 

Although this strategic inventory can provide the IC with a series of tools to 

consider, these are not a singular solution as a high level of knowledge, skill and 

ability is essential to match the these options to the scope and magnitude of the 

asymmetric incident.  

The research process revealed the most immediate assistance in 

confronting surge events resides on the regional level or second tier of the 

mutual aid system. The regional level is composed of informal interagency 

associations that often self-organize to optimize services. Given the informal 

nature of these associations, programmatic action is based on a series of 

situational and personal factors. As personal factors include personalities and 

relationships, the absence of consensus can produce a substantive barrier that 

can stifle change. Regional solutions are attractive based on proximity, resource 

depth and the propensity for command officers to self-organize through regional 

associations. Regional assets include the ability to access resources through 

mutual-aid plans, the relationship-based response of local CFOs to support 

command, and the integration of external agencies. Simulation-based training, 

and training on the implementation of response plans, was discussed as a critical 

success factor that complements operations at the regional level. 

• How important is information management and situational 
awareness during the response to surge events 
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Decision making in the high stress environment of emergency response is 

subject to time pressure, significant uncertainty, and life safety concerns. 

Considering these factors, a high level of situational awareness is directly linked 

to operational success.133 Situational awareness is the art of understanding your 

surroundings while developing perception, comprehension and projection. 

Situational awareness empowers the IC to make sense of a situation and 

anticipate shifting conditions.134 Multiple agencies are frequently involved in the 

response to complex incidents, a potentially dangerous consequence is that 

critical information is “Stovepiped” or constrained by organizational boundaries 

based on organizational culture and a lack of collaboration.135  

Often, the level of information directed toward the IC during a crisis is 

overwhelming. Survey respondents were asked how they filter and manage the 

vast amount of information inherent to emergency operations. These information 

management concepts have the potential to expand the options considered by 

commanders, as they face emergent incidents. These ideas are listed below: 

• Expand ICS Structure, delegate responsibilities, empower 
personnel 

• Utilize an aide, liaison, scribe, communications specialist 

• Document plans, checklists 

• Break incident into manageable segments 

• Use informal support of local chief officers  

• Security, isolation of command post 
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135 Ibid., 16. 
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• Conduct regular internal briefing sessions 

• Confirm credibility of information 

• Assign public information officer – conduct press briefings away 
from the command post 

• What decision aids can enhance confidence and capacity on the 
incident scene? 

Chaotic events tend to increase the level of communication and enhance 

cohesion based on shared interdependence. Decision aids can enhance the 

development of a high level of situational analysis by organizing data, building a 

common vision, and filtering information to promote effective decision making. 

Respondents were asked to identify decision aids that would enhance both the 

confidence and capacity of decision making during asymmetric events. The 

development of aerial reconnaissance was the top selection, as this technology 

offers a macro perspective of evolving conditions that are often elusive on the 

incident scene. Using sensors embedded with crews operating in remote areas 

provides a micro perspective of the conditions and serves as a mechanism to 

evaluate conditions in an area of operation and a means to enhance the safety of 

operating personnel. These technologies have the potential to enhance 

operations and enhance decision making as incidents expand into the chaotic 

context. 

The development of job aids can enhance decision making provided that 

common expectations have been set through training. Presently most fire service 

organizations use a number of different and often incompatible job aids. To be 

effective in a multiagency/multidiscipline response consistent job aids need to be 

employed as the foundation of a higher level of shared knowledge. 

The value of job aids was tempered by perceived cost relative to 

perceived benefit. This cost benefit criteria dramatically changed the results and 

pushed the top priority for the development of job aids away from costly 

nontraditional technologies such as aerial reconnaissance. When considering the 
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priority of investment, respondents ranked training, automated response of 

support personnel, computerized checklists, and systems that track the location 

of firefighters as top investment priorities. Other ideas for decision aids include 

the development of written guides as a backup in case of the technological 

failure, access to experts, increased exercises, and increased networking 

opportunities. 

• How can NIMS be adjusted to be more effective? 

Harrald indicates that expertise is not a singular solution, as a balance of 

both agility and discipline are required to successfully mitigate emergency 

incidents. Agility includes the ability to innovate through NIMS, which is typically 

considered to be a closed and rigid system.136 Surge events produce unforeseen 

problems and conditions requiring adaption, improvisation and creativity to 

deliver effective services under extreme conditions. 

A slight majority of survey respondents felt that NIMS is an optimal IMS 

model, while others felt it could be improved. Proponents indicated that NIMS is a 

standard tool that is utilized across America, and this standardization generates a 

common level of knowledge and comprehension when dealing with agencies that 

rarely work together. Others felt that NIMS is a scalable system that provides 

structure, and they believe that NIMS breaks the incident into manageable pieces 

while ensuring resource control and information flow. However, just under half of 

the respondents that felt NIMS is not the optimal model viewed NIMS as a rigid 

system that is not well suited for all incidents. 

NIMS is the universal IMS system utilized in the U.S. Although changes to 

NIMS can produce agility, caution needs to be exercised to avoid the 

development of divergent systems. Emphasis should be placed on the optimizing 
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response at the regional level and then introducing best practices into NIMS to 

promote broad adoption of these best practices. 

• How can second and third tier mutual aid be improved? 

The crux of developing a response that matches the scope and intensity of 

surge events lies within the ability to engage the resources organized through 

second (regional) and third (state) tier mutual-aid plans. The literature indicates 

that this interdependence creates a shared purpose and the determination of a 

joint mission. Survey respondents provided a series of responses relative to how 

best to improve the effectiveness of these mutual-aid plans. Concepts identified 

focused on increasing training and simulations, building awareness of existing 

plans, and providing a resource and inventory status system. Respondents 

indicated that a system deficit is the relative infrequency of use. The automation 

of response was a dominant research theme that would enhance operational 

capability by increasing familiarity with second and third tier systems based on a 

higher level of utilization.  

The Federalist principles prevalent within the U.S. provide a strong level of 

local autonomy. Automation reduces some of that autonomy and introduces 

regional response assets. Responders need to focus on supporting the local IC 

and be careful not to produce a threatening environment by taking actions that 

would disturb the local IC. 

• How can the value of informal support networks be strengthened? 

Survey responses consistently demonstrated that an informal and often 

relationship-based support from local CFOs was a critical aspect of developing 

an effective response to surge events. Based on proximity, this second level of 

command resources is the most immediate support that is available. Social 

aspects, such as the power of relationships and personalities, should not be 

underestimated as the foundation of collaboration. Hocevar et al. noted that the 

personal aspects of collaboration are often attained through a personal touch, a 
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handshake and a smile.137  The literature indicates that the ability to leverage 

collaboration is built on trust, respect, dependability, and previous relationships. 

Interdependence often leads to the formation of emergent teams. A collaborative 

approach creates an environment that supports intelligent improvisation, which 

may lead to new strategic options and solutions.138 

Respondents provided insight into the best methods to enhance the value 

of the informal response of CFOs. This guidance includes formalizing response 

plans to include the automated activation of a support team of local CFOs, 

allowing participants to opt in rather than being forced to respond or accept 

assistance, providing role specific training, creating documentation relative to 

expectations, and developing opportunities to broaden networking relationships. 

Informal support was viewed by the Delphi panel as the backbone of 

success during the first operational period of surge events. The relationships 

formed through informal support networks are fragile. Therefore, responders 

need to focus on customer service as they work for the local IC. The value of 

relationships should not be underestimated as a single negative experience can 

produce regional ramifications.  

• What comparative command practices should be considered for 
adoption in the United States? 

Often, the opportunity for productive change comes from beyond our own 

lens of experience. This study considered the perspective and practices utilized 

within the German IMS system DV 100.139  This comparative evaluation 

unearthed ten concepts that have the potential to alter NIMS in an effort to 

enhance effectiveness and efficiency. Respondents indicated a high level of 
                                            

137 Susan P. Hocevar,  Gail F. Thomas, and Erik Jansen, "Building Collaborative Capacity: 
An Innovative Strategy for Homeland Security Preparedness." In Advances in Interdisciplinary 
Studies of Work Teams, edited by Michael M. Beyerlein, Susan T. Beyerlein and Frances A. 
Kennedy. Vol. 12, 255-274: Emerald Group Publishing Limited, 2006.  

138 John R. Harrald, Agility and Discipline, 261. 
139 Fuhrung und Leitung im Einsatz – Fuhrungssytem, "Leadership and Command in 

Emergency Operations." DV 100. 12 20, 2007. 43. 
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interest in adopting eight of the ten concepts presented. Practices to consider 

include reorganizing staff functions to better match the needs of an event, 

focusing on the importance of situational awareness, development of support 

teams, development of technology to assist in command functions, creation of 

nontraditional partnerships, and the automation of the response of support 

resources. 

These concepts have the potential to enhance response efforts and 

produce a more agile IMS. The agility produced needs to be slowly developed 

and balanced with the discipline and structure of NIMS. Aspects of comparative 

analysis produce opportunities that can become liabilities if not properly 

implemented. 

• What innovative and creative ideas to enhance decision making 
during the initial response to surge events should be considered? 

Innovation and creativity leads to the adaptive ability to solve unfamiliar 

problems. Respondents presented two new ideas. First, providing training to 

commanders in the art of nontraditional problem solving received the highest 

level of respondent interest. This suggests a willingness to look to other 

disciplines for ideas that could be applied on the emergency scene.  

As an example, FedEx is a leader in the logistics of moving packages in a 

timely and efficient manner. One strategy employed by FedEx is the use of hubs 

where packages are gathered and then sorted for bulk delivery. This business 

practice optimizes efficiency and may have applications in the management of 

large volumes of patients in need of medical transport to appropriate facilities that 

often occurs during the response to Mass Casualty Incidents (MCIs).  

Venturing beyond traditional learning venues can provide new 

perspective. These ideas need to be carefully considered as a change can often 

produce second and third level effects. Reflecting on the example above, using 

FedEx’s logistical expertise should not be pursued, if the secondary effect of 

decreased patient care would result. 
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Second, developing and publishing a review of lessons learned at novel 

events could continue the inventory of knowledge initiated by this thesis. This 

strategy provides commanders with an inventory of strategic options that could 

prove helpful, as they face the unfamiliar landscape of asymmetric incidents. 

C. IMPLEMENTATION OF INCIDENT CONTROL STRATEGIES 

Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the past or 
present are certain to miss the future. 

–President John F. Kennedy 

Leaders are architects, assimilators, and facilitators of strategic change. 

Implementation occurs when an individual or group puts an innovation to use. 

This involves a process that considers collaboration, consensus and culture and 

then utilizes networked relationships to make a decision relative to the best path. 

Implementation is the overt behavior that puts ideas into practice.140 

This thesis identifies several ideas that if broadly adopted could enhance 

decision making during the first operational period of surge events. These ideas 

are disruptive, as they represent substantive change; and as such, the approach 

to implementation is a critical success factor that constitutes the difference 

between considering a theory and producing tangible results. As an example, the 

Delphi panel agreed that aerial reconnaissance was a job aide that could 

enhance situational awareness. If this concept was implemented without both 

consensus and appropriate training, it could be viewed as a threat to autonomy 

that would create a reaction that would impede adoption. 

The unique aspects of the nature of informal associations that are the key 

to successful consideration and adoption of change make the approach to 

implementation a critical success factor. Regional associations have developed 

as a tool for synergy and adaption to the ever-changing environment of the public 

                                            
140 Everett Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations. New York, New York: Free Press, 2003. 
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sector. As commanders self-organize on a regional level, these associations form 

the backbone of fire service collaboration in the United States. 

Complex systems are comprised of groups of adaptive agents whose 

interactions result in complex nonlinear dynamics, the results of which produce 

emergent phenomena.141 The hallmark of these complex adaptive systems is 

emergence and the informal cultural power to lead change. 

Meadows indicates that we live in a world of complex interconnected 

systems.142  Evolving collaboration through regional entities stands as an 

example of the interconnected nature of the American Fire Service. Change 

involves an attempt to alter the current way of thinking and acting by the 

organization’s membership; this enables groups to take advantage of 

opportunities to cope with environmental threats. Management by Values (MBV) 

is a strategic leadership tool that can help redesign organizational culture and 

prepare them for the future 143 Shared beliefs and values provide an important 

key to understanding and facilitating human conduct in groups. Values are 

structures of thought that encompass complex ideas about the reality desired by 

people. Values have the capacity to transcend perception of what exists and 

conceptualize a positive vision of the future. The conception of a positive future 

serves as the foundation of change.144 

Everett Rogers developed the innovation life cycle that starts with the 

impetus for change being disruption. As the environment is disrupted, 

innovations are considered and adopted, as outlined in Figure 8. Once adopted, 

                                            
141 J. Brownlee, "Complex Adaptive Systems." Complex Intelligent Systems Laboratory, 

Centre for Information Technology Research, Faculty of Information Communication Technology, 
Swinburne University of Technology: Melbourne, Australia (2007).  

142 Donella H. Meadows, and Diana Wright, Thinking in Systems: A Primer, edited by . 
Translated by , edited by . White River Junction, Vt.: Chelsea Green Pub., 2008.  

143 S. L. Dolan and S. Garcia, "Managing by Values: Cultural Redesign for Strategic 
Organizational Change at the Dawn of the Twenty-First Century." Journal of Management 
Development 21, no. 2 (2002): 101–117. 

144 Dolan, Managing by Values, 101–117. 
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these changes eventually become routinized and slowly blend into the tradition 

and culture of the organization. This cycle is detailed below: 

 

Figure 8.   Everett Rogers Innovation Life Cycle (From Everett Roger Diffusion of 
Innovations 2003) 

As organizations struggle to make sense of changing internal and external 

environments culture is a key factor in identifying the obstacles to implementing 

innovation. Organizational culture is associated with collective cognition and 

shared beliefs; these are reflected in the traditions, habits, stories, and symbols 

of the group.145   

These shared beliefs encourage consistency in organizational behavior 

and produces a predictable resistance to change demonstrated in Figure 9. 

Adoption of change is a process of managing risk.146   Change moves people 

and organizations beyond the comfort of the status quo into the realm of the 

unknown, this disruption is unsettling and causes personal reactions that range 

from enthusiasm to combativeness. Management of these reactions and 

knowledge of the process of innovation adoption is essential to the successful 

implementation of strategic change. Everett Rogers developed the adoption 

                                            
145 Henry Mintzberg, Bruce W. Ahlstrand, and Joseph Lampel, Strategy Safari: A Guided 

Tour through the Wilds of Strategic Management, edited by . Translated by edited byNew York: 
Free Press, 1998.  

146 Evertt Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations. New York, New York: Free Press, 2003. 
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curve in 1995. This curve explains how change progresses slowly at first through 

the actions of innovators. Social influence then contributes to a wider adoption 

that gains momentum as others move toward adoption. Despite this domino 

effect, some laggards continue to resist as they cling to the status quo of the 

past. This process has been outlined in Figure 9:  

 

Figure 9.   Everett Rogers 1995 Adoption Curve (From Everett Rogers Diffusion 
of Innovations, 2003) 

Managers need to address the cultural context as a mechanism to 

produce and sustain strategic change.147  If culture defaults to the status quo, 

this bias can blind managers to changing external conditions, as they tend to 

stick with beliefs that have worked in the past.148  

Consensus is another key aspect of implementation; collective agreement 

enables one to cope with uncertainty and rapid change.149  Consensus building 

is a way to search for feasible strategies for dealing with conflict. Stakeholders 

with a variety of interests often come together to dialogue about policy issues or 

common concerns. Collaboration can break logjams and incorporate many 

interests producing mutual gain and the potential of higher levels of 

performance.150  

                                            
147 G. Johnson, "Managing Strategic Change—Strategy, Culture and Action." Long Range 

Planning 25, no. 1 (1992): 28-36.  
148 Mintzberg, et al., Strategy Safari. 
149 Judith Eleanor Innes and David E. Booher, Planning with Complexity: An Introduction to 

Collaborative Rationality for Public Policy, edited by . Translated by , edited by . Milton Park, 
Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY: Routledge, 2010. 

150 Ibid.  
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Consensus building has emerged as an important method of deliberation 

that has produced agreements, innovations, social policy, and intellectual capital 

among previously warring stakeholders.151  Consensus building and other forms 

of collaborative planning can help to resolve social and political fragmentation, 

shared power and conflicting values. Collaboration is not only about producing 

agreement but also about experimentation.152  Consensus can establish new or 

stronger personal and professional relationships and build trust that facilitates 

joint communication and problem solving. Through an atmosphere of trust, 

Consensus can lead to a higher level of learning and creativity.  

Implementation is a complex and evolving process that changes as the 

organization overcomes challenges. Through the shared experience of building 

consensus, facts are explored and a shared reality is created. This shared reality 

becomes the basis for action and ultimately leads toward implementation. 

This thesis has drawn on the wisdom of experienced ICs to identify 

innovations and best practices that, if adopted, more broadly would enhance the 

effectiveness of operations during the first operational period of surge events. 

Implementation of these concepts is the key to making a substantive difference 

on the incident scene. As change is often a difficult and transformative process, 

consideration needs to be given to how to move the ideas generated through this 

research into action. Emergency response is a complex and interconnected 

system that links intra and interdisciplinary response agencies with NGOs to 

optimize response efforts and maximize public value. This complex environment 

requires that innovation be paced to match the tolerance of these interconnected 

relationships. 

The Delphi panel identified regional associations as the workhorse of 

change that could disrupt the environment and ultimately influence the practices 
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associated with NIMS. As an example, many of the survey respondents indicated 

that the informal support offered by local CFOs is the first line of command 

support available. The majority of Delphi participants reached consensus that this 

level of support should be formalized and automated. As this support is often 

relationship-based, change must be based on regional consensus. Rushing into 

this process or ignoring the need for collaboration would create an innovative 

disruption destine for failure. Considering the adoption process and the need to 

strategize the implementation of the concepts identified in this thesis is the 

cornerstone of adoption. 

D. ITEMS FOR ACTION / IMPLEMENTATION AND CHALLENGES 

The response to complex and chaotic events remains a difficult task. The 

purpose of this thesis was to provide ideas that can be utilized by ICs as the face 

the challenges of response to asymmetric surge events. The action items 

identified below were developed from the research findings. 

1. Short-term Proposals and Considerations 

Enhancing decision making during the first operational period of surge 

events is centered on the optimization of local and regional resources that are in 

proximity to be rapidly deployed. This observation creates an opportunity for 

action that can produce tangible results through strengthening collaborative 

efforts. Augmenting a commander’s strategic inventory has the potential to create 

a vision of a shared approach to the unique problems created by surge incidents. 

Specifically, the following actions should be considered at the regional 

level: 

• Develop an educational component that summarizes the findings of 
this study to be presented at regional meetings of CFOs as a 
means to generate discussion; 

• Provide CFOs with an inventory of the strategic concepts presented 
within this thesis; 
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• Identify the action items that are easily accomplished as a means to 
create forward momentum; 

• Appoint a focus group to make recommendations for action; 

• Pursue actions based on a consensus process; 

• Utilize short-term success as a springboard to continue to develop 
strategies that enhance decision making during the first operational 
period of surge events. 

2. Long-term Proposals and Considerations 

In the long term, regional response concepts should be augmented by a 

greater effort to annunciate lessons learned from the response to surge events 

and project best practices through state and national level training opportunities. 

Additional actions should focus on the update of NIMS and continued 

development of interagency coordination systems. Specific recommendations 

follow: 

• Identify examples of best practices in developing response 
resilience; 

• Provide commanders with a periodic training opportunity that 
focuses on the challenges and stressors associated with command; 

• Publish information that outline lessons learned; 

• Develop a monthly column in a respected fire service periodical that 
focuses on broadening one’s lens of experience based on lessons 
learned from disaster response; 

• Work with the USFA to develop interactive simulations that focus 
on strategic command decision making; 

• Develop nontraditional problem solving training that can be applied 
to public safety operations; 

• Revise NIMS to include the flexibility to embrace creativity, 
innovation and improvisation during the response to nonroutine 
situations. 
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Moving theory into practice is a challenging and methodical process that 

needs to be guided by leadership. Meta-leaders are those individuals whose 

scope of thinking, influence, and accomplishment extends far beyond their formal 

or expected bounds of authority. The following quote highlights the need for 

leaders to inspire others: 

If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more 
and become more, you are a leader. 

—John Quincy Adams 

These individuals have the unique capacity to generate widespread 

cohesive action that expands their domain of influence and leverage.153  The 

critical interdependence of crisis situations allows extraordinary meta-leaders to 

emerge. Marked by strength of character and keen analytic skill, these unique 

leaders have the ability to lead, follow and productively engage others. These 

qualities forge an impact and level of collaboration not otherwise attained.154  

Many of these qualities were demonstrated by the quality of information collected 

from the experienced leaders that participated in the Delphi survey process. 

Although each participant brought a unique perspective to the research, the 

development of consensus is a reflection of the leadership perspectives and 

capabilities of the respondents. 

E. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Future research efforts have the opportunity to expand the inventory of 

potential command strategies and focus on integration of this knowledge into the 

training of commanders. Through these efforts, adaptive decision making, 

improved situational awareness, and collaborative capacity can be expanded and 

then harnessed as the foundation of problem solving during the response to 

emergent incidents. The literature reveals that four research gaps exist and the 

                                            
153 Leonard J. Marcus et al., The Five Dimensions of Meta-Leadership (Cambridge, MA: 

National Preparedness Leadership Initiative, Harvard School of Public Health,[2007]). 2. 
154 Ibid., 24. 
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opportunity to focus on transitional aspects of command remains vastly 

underexplored. The areas of opportunity are listed below: 

1. Evaluation of interdisciplinary approaches to management of 
resources during chaotic events in an effort to develop 
multidiscipline best practices. 

 
2. Identification of the social aspects that impact command decision 

making. 
 
3. Research on the transition of incidents from complex to chaotic 

contexts. 
 
4. Research concerning the potential for individuals to transition from 

experts to novices when facing chaotic and unimagined events.   
 

Additional research opportunities also exist in evaluating the impact of 

social identity on emergency response and command decision making. Further 

research could explore barriers to implementation, and the development of 

interagency coordination strategies when groups do not have the opportunities to 

form a relationship prior to being immersed in an event. This thesis also 

unearthed the presence of significant stress placed on commanders during the 

response to asymmetric events. Although significant research exists on the topic 

of posttraumatic stress disorder, little research considers the unique aspects of 

the stress placed on Incident Commanders during these critical events. 

F. CONCLUSION 

Response to unfamiliar surge events is a complex process that requires 

the cooperation of stakeholders. Enhancing decision making during the initial 

response to surge events will require the collaboration of multiple agencies and 

an adaptive approach to decision making by ICs. Response operations are a 

complex adaptive system that requires creativity thinking, collaboration, 

improvisation, and leadership. This thesis examines the methodology of 

command decision making and provides ideas that can enhance the knowledge, 

skill and ability of ICs.  
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Facing unfamiliar surge events challenges even the most experienced 

commanders. These incidents place a unique level of responsibility and stress on 

the IC. In these critical situations, where high-risk decisions abound, identifying 

the signals that an incidents becoming emergent and providing an inventory of 

strategic options creates the tools necessary to enhance decision making. 

Communication of best practices remains a challenge, as this thesis 

demonstrates that even among seasoned experts a variety of exceptional ideas 

have been produced through the Delphi process. In absence of this process, 

many of these ideas would remain contained within a small group of 

respondents. 

The recommendations of this thesis are focused on strategies that would 

enhance decision making during the first operational period of surge events. 

These ideas need to be considered through a stakeholder driven process. 

Recommendations include a series of strategically paced initiatives that 

encompass the following:  

• Strengthen the training of ICs; 

• Inform ICs of signals of chaotic incident transition;  

• Provide an inventory of strategic options; 

• Formalize incident support activities; 

• Automate the response of support teams;  

• Enhance nontraditional collaboration; 

• Provide a stronger emphasis on the value of situational analysis; 

• Provide education in nontraditional problem solving methods; 

• Development of a quick action guide for ICs to utilize during the 
initial response to surge events.  
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Adoption of these ideas and innovations would challenge the status quo 

and provide a framework for consensus-based change. Specifically, 

implementation of the recommendations listed above has the potential to 

produce the following results: 

• Documents the need for on-going command education; 

• Enhances the knowledge base and decision-making framework of 
ICs; 

• Provides a focus on the benefit of learning from the experience of 
other commanders; 

• Informs ICS of the signals of chaotic incident transition; 

• Provides a series of knowledge based resources built through the 
consensus of the Delphi panel; 

• Enhances the level of incident support provided during the first 
operational period of surge events; 

• Formalizes and automates support activities. 

Through the information provided by this research process, the goal of this 

thesis has been reached. Decision making during the initial response to surge 

events will continue to challenge ICs with chaotic situations marked by time 

pressure, the need for immediate action and a great degree of uncertainty. As 

commanders engage the chaos prevalent in the heat of battle, the knowledge 

collected through this thesis can provide a foundation for leading more effective 

and efficient response efforts. 
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APPENDIX A. QUICK ACTON FIELD OPERATIONS GUIDE 

NORTHAMPTON FIRE DEPARTMENT 
 

 
UNFAMILIAR EVENT QUICK ACTION GUIDE 

 
Signs of Chaotic Incident Transformation 
 

 
Condition has 

been 
observed 

 

 
Signs of Incident Transformation 

 Safety compromise (loss of accountability, mayday, 
victim/firefighter injury) 

 Lack of progress (situation escalates, unable to complete 
assignments) 

 Strained command structure (lack of structure, unable to 
manage roles) 

 Communications strain/breakdown (interoperability, radio 
system overload) 

 Lack of sufficient information (situational analysis) 
 High risk decisions (risk based analysis) 
 Insufficient resources (loss of span of control) 
 Lack of teamwork (freelancing) 
 Overwhelmed (anxiety or confusion) 
 Unfamiliar / unexpected occurrences (odd requests, lack of 

similar experience, reporting volume not matching) 
 Managed by the incident (reactive nature emerges) 
 Command inundated with information (external concerns, 

requests for information) 
 Multiple decision points/priorities (multiple operational 

sites/incidents) 
 Loss of responder composure (paralysis, frustration, errors) 
 Complex operations/structure (need to collaborate) 
 Need to redeploy resources (defensive posture) 
 Sense of urgency (intuition, voice modulation) 
 Time expectations exceeded 
Shading indicates signal rated as Urgent 
Shading indicates signal rated as extremely important 
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Strategic Options to Consider 
 

 
Ideas That 
have been 
utilized at 

this incident 
 

 
Command Strategies to Consider 

 Expand ICS structure, delegate responsibilities, empower 
personnel 

 Utilize an aide 
 Assign a scribe 
 Assign a Liaison Officer 
 Assign a Safety Officer 
 Assign a Public Information officer (PIO) 
 Assign a communications specialist (COMM L) 
 Write down plans, complete checklists 
 Develop a Unified Command Structure 
 Utilize Command Staff or Additional Chief Officers from the 

Local Area 
 Appoint a Deputy Incident Commander 
 Appoint a Deputy Operations Officer 
 Assign personnel to the Logistics Section 
 Assign personnel to the Planning section 
 Assign personnel to the Finance Section 
 Request more resources than the initial assessment indicates 
 Break the incident into manageable segments 
 Constantly seek updated situational awareness 
 Confer with experienced colleagues that are not on the incident 

scene 
 Construct options (multiple game plans) 
 Integrate nongovernmental personnel (e.g, local experts, 

private sector resources 
 Adjust the length of operational periods 
 Automate notification of elapsed time through your dispatch 

center 
 Implement security at the command post 
 Move the command post away from the incident scene 
 Conduct regular internal briefing sessions 
 Limit radio traffic to critical communications 
 Verify the credibility of information 
 Assign a Public Information officer (PIO) 
 Conduct press briefings away from the command post 
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Creative Ideas to Cope with Unfamiliar Surge Events 
 

 

 
Ideas That 
have Been 

utilized at this 
incident 

 

 
Creative Ideas to Cope with Unfamiliar Events 

 Training in nontraditional problem solving methods 
 Increased training and exercises 
 Structured review of lessons learned from surge 

incidents 
 Create support teams 
 Assign an aide to command positions 
 Computerized job aides 
 Bottom up ICS focus 
 Build expanded relationships 
 Create mobile dispatch operations to reduce radio 

traffic 
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APPENDIX B.  CONFIRMATION EMAIL 
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APPENDIX C. DELPHI SURVEYS ONE THROUGH THREE 
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Tht• tU~y wl•t t~ka a_bOU\ 30 miflutes af)'ourblne. o.-,ty lwilt r.ao;e aCC'e'Ss to )OUt ravr; data tnd!Vid\riJ retults."'tttle-•.ggregatl!ld and r~tported tn a 
w.y U'l~l ~If •llow jQltr )n<tMdoat responses ~o remaio coofidEI'ltlat •nd -anm}mous 

I hope you ltw Will"'ljlo pJtltc;pate ~ •o. pleue ...,bnuo 1>1111 1M 011-li,. ...-...y b- Tho ltll pagoll ""'Ulled b~ 1M tiJVill Pos.tg,.duate 
Scnoor.- boJ«< for all rtWJrch, ~ d~ your pr<Ooctl<>ns 111 patltciJ)Jtll19 1ft llwl <Cudy. l-d Ofll)<ocioled n you could C>OCIIOieCO !Ills 
t4JrYtl'f ..;.~~on th• no., weelc lri dose~ en 1.1.1~-D. ~12. Rem.,..hr. you ..,. nod the rand ... ty UOIO~ed tdenlllintion numbe<ll>l!Lwas 

PfO-Aifet...., ,,... CG'\ftrnuttoQ «n'all tl\at 1-senl to yoJ DO Ma~ e. 2012 .. 

Tl>onk 1"" In odvonc.. 

Bnon Duggon 

N.,_,.l PoctQI'JdUat• ~t.UIII!"l 

NCJ!t>lmplon Fire Dopanmenl 

28 C.rlon Dri\4 
NCI1h-amptofl, MA 0106Q.-2373 

Olf•- (413)687·1030 

bpduggon@nos.edu 
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Informed Consent Form 

Introduction: You ate in'llited to participate in a research study entitled "Enhancing Decision-making during Initial Operations at Surge Incidents: 

Procedures: The thesis questions are ·As em ergency incidents expand toward the chaotic context, what symptoms, patterns and cues exisllo 

indicate 'fttlen routine events are transitioning to non-routine?• and 'Wlat strategies can be utilized to enhance decision-making during the i nitial 

response to chaotic surge incidenlsT 

Risks: The potent ial risks of participating in this study are no greater than those encountered in everyday life. 

Benefits: Anticipated benefits from thi s etudy include improved decision-making during the first oper3lion31 period o f emergency response, 3S w ell 

as identifying which methodologies are the most effective wflen facing surge events. In addrtion. this reseMch wm assist incident commanders in 

the identification o f surge events that exist within the chaotic context. 

Ccmpens.ation: No tangble compensation <Mil be given. A. copy of the completed thesis will be available through the Ho meland Securit y Digital 

Library or through lhe author. 

Coofident ialrty and Privacy Act: Any personal information that is obtained through this study wi!l be kept confidential to the full extent permitted by 

law. Records will be maintained solely by the researcher at his o ffice. No one efse will have access to them. In the presentation of research 

findings, respondents will not be identi fied in any way so as to violate anonymity or confidentialit y. However, it is possible that the researcher may 

be required to d iw!ge informat ion obtained i n the course of this research to the subject chain of command o r other legal body. 

Voluntary nature o f this study: Participation i n this study is strictly vcfuntary, and if consent to participate is given; i t can be withdrawn at anytime 

without prejudice . 

Points of Contact: If there are any q ue'Stions or comments regarding this project, or if a research related injury is received, the Researcher Brian 

Duggan should be conta cted at (413) 587·1039, bduggan@nps.edu. Any other questions or concerns may be addressed to the Principal 

Investigator, Dr. SUsan Hocevar at (831)656--2249, shocevar@nps.edu or the Naval Postgraduate Schooi iRB Chairman. Captain John Schmidt at 

(831) 65E)..3876, j kschmid@nps.edu. 

Sta tem ent of Consent :! have read the information provided above. I h ave been given the opportunity to ask questions and all the questions that I 

have ast:ed have been answered to my satisfaction. By cootinuing with the survey, I am aSJeeing to participate in this study. I understand that by 

agreeing to participate in this research. I do not w aive any of my legal right~. 

1. I agree to participate in this study. I understand that by agreeing to particpate and 

clicking "yes" I do not waive any of my legal rights. 

Q ves 
QNo 
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Survey Context 

PloaM "'~ ...... , ...... ,. ·~d lhlnlt aoooltne followinD ~roor··~"""""'•o .... dtd ,., ...... --·~-, ... -.,,.,.and .... eld"" lho 
quntto .. lhr. wiD folloW. 

At an u.ergency tncidenr d~opt, command $b'VUlJres are formfJIJI~O &a effec:liV-y and effidentiy diJM~TeSOUrDK. Dunng ev"''' that 
rlfPon4tn deal witt\ oq a n!g:Utar ba.st~ ~penence p~ems -alld C\.1~ .,,. utlf!ud to make 141-.ttglc d'lottlanf lh•~ wll prodUce appro;~riate 
r•fPon.M CW.P'»bflll)l, Ulu$ r:nill!'f!lzfl"'.f the itnpad,s ofthl! evept and (he co!ol or fltSJ)on~ S11.V• ...,.,\• •• • u.lfne\t •• ""wgeney tfiCiden:~s l.tfat ltt<~~~1 

r•qu~r• rasourcu well be~d namtal qperaUng cepactty, Eurnplu of wroe eYWttslnclua•. lc:ctcl.,._s TnYOMno a taro• nll"'bef or pMleot-Si the 
r~tlle of tl~"'fi"nc QU1ntibe5 of ha~ardou5 material~ inadercs lll'\OIVII'\J e)lponentlal fire .tpreacf~ natu.l'll diUfitltfs.and terrOttitrl related events 
Tkteo C\lrge event• Pro"'" ~ut can bo of $4,!d'l .-. .rn•gn!IUde tl\at the. ine~denc oomm•nd• fa oonft'<lnlod w•l\ • unlquo lituatian ti\111 lltOYI6de 

hlolher t~PWII!t• 
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Random Control Number 

ln"'Y -•~tltll! ...,tltmldy<"Vro011iciDolloalo lt!i.-...,..,.y- you -•-oNI<Ia r>ndomiYo"'"""" _g,.,...bor Yowwlf b•mecHo 
..Vwlhil number illlho .. .,. ol eadl ollholhree ,...,..~ ""'"d"-11 rou 4odl know what ~au number It ploau rotor to tho oonlirmolion e-maillhill l 
ant 10 )OU 011 Maya. 20,2 lh the eventthat 1ou Adl tocilte your number pluse contact me us.ng th• oontae11nfom1aUol' beW and I 'Mil 

pf\Mot11"- Nimber for you· 

Broon Dugga~ 
Nwal PHtQtldU;)tt stuttent 

No1hompton PI,. Deportm""t 

?e c'""' Oll\e 
NCilhomnl•n. MA AI081>23T~ 

O!hoo: (413)587·10)9 

bpCIIJQQIJ!'l@f'IO$re'dll 

* 2. Please eqter your assigned coded control nllmber In the box: below: 
A•"lgned Coded COflirol 

Numb,. 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Section I - General Information 

3. How many years offire service experience do you have 

0 less than 15 years 

0 15-19years 

0 20.24 years 

0 25-29 years 

0 30-34 years 

0 35 or mOfe years 

4 . How many years of experience as a command officer do you have? 

0 less than 5 years 

0 5·9years 

0 10.14 years 

0 15-19years 

0 20.24yoorG 

0 2S or more years 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Section I - General Information 

5. Working within the incident command system, what position do you most frequently fill? 

Please select only one of the following choices 

0 Incident COfT'lmander 

0 Operations Section Chief 

0 Safety Officer 

0 Planning Section Chief 

0 logistics Section Chief 

0 Other Command Posit ion (please list in the box below) 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------
Section II -Signs, Symptoms and Identification of t;;haotic Incidents 

6. What a~ the signals that a emergency situation is moving beyond the expected and 

becoming unpredictable, unh!miliar or chaotic? 

Please list out the factors or signals tftat you ftave observed or experienced and provide 

as much information as possible. 

7. ICS often uses benchmarks to determine incident progression or mitigation. As an 

incident unfolds, the situation can become chaotic, what benchmarks tell you that you 

have reac:fled this point? 

Please list these bench marta; and describe your observations. 
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Section II - Signs, Symptoms and ldentifieation of Chaotic Incidents 

a. Think about your experfenc,e responding to a routine single family resldentiaisb'Ucture 

fire. Imagine that the situation is showing~igns of becoming nonof'Outine (faDing out of the 
ordinary). What are the signals that alert you to this transition. 

9. Plclla situation that you experienced where a routine event surged rnto a co.._plelC or 
non routine situation. Wllat were the signs of this transformation? 
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Section II -Signs, Symptoms and Identification of t;;haotic Incidents 

10. Thinking about the situation that you utilized In question 9, were there any signals that 
you e)(pected to see that were not present? 

Q v ... 

ON• 

J 
11. If you answered Yes to Questioa 10, how did you lnterpret and react to the absence of 
these expected signals? 

[ 
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Survey Closure 

Thfnk'v.ou toreomclfltlno the t~ r~tnl oft"e--iil.lcve1 ProeM.$ The.wc:ond CJ:!Urttt will b•drveloo•tl bued on lh• W ltciiY• f'ttsru.w~e tl} tl'tt'rlrtl 
round and 'Mil be$ent out lnthened·.sev:eral weeks. 

SNn Duggan 
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Introductory E-mail 

To 0..,. SUrvey Palllcipanl• 

f,..,. S..lltl ~gga11, - Postgtadoale Student 
011 .. Jun• us. 2012 

SUbject Round Two Oelpht .SUrvey 

Tl\1nk you f01 re-spond'lng to Cheo round one ,urve)l.ti'lf colfectao" of r!'Jiontes lltere both ~ch and U'loughlf\11 M.ny oft he qu!'f~OI\J: 1n tl\is a.trve~. 

bullell UPOf\ ttle foeJf'!datiof'l Qlyoor re5p0(1se to th@ m.Jnd one survey. 

Th~~o,.;rvey cont1lns round two of my lhes'i1 researdt on enllanang dedltlonofftalc'in.g du.,llg rnltlal oper.tlon1 11 s;urge eyentt. Your pet$pet;ti\res are 
lmponanl. l'hlt i• not • typlcol "st;rtlstlcol" SU""'Y· Yoor tnowted.9e t• C<ltlt111 to ldenh~lng olgno or cl\oollclncldenl• ond methodologies lhat can 
helo us atl on the Incident scene-.. 

Tl'\t JUrvef W1J tat<• about :)OfflU\Lltes ofyourume, OnlY l Willfta\oe accus tO your raw<l'at• lndN'tfUII rasv••s 'f¥11J be•ggrtoated '<~nd repo1ted In a 

w~ lt1al Will allow your indi\4Ciull re.sponses to remain confidtfll!al Jnd al'\oo.ymous:. 

'nope you •'• wlUing lop•rllap•te. ff .so. plea..,e oontlnue, wfttl ttl• on•line &41ney below i he fh•t pegel.t r.qul1od b1 the tJ•wl Poft9rJG'U•tf: 
Sc:nool1s re¥tew bo-.r'd fof ah rnrarcl't. It de-sctlbn ,. o\.lr p~~ection, If" palfll)lpa.Ung Tn tna ·~udy. I Wot~ld 'lpC)(eQ~Ie tt If you CQllld complele this 

1\JM~ Withl'l Hla "It)~ 'Wee!(". I Will diOse il on JUne. 29, 201"2, 

Thank y01.1 ln advance. 

e..,. ~ggon 
N"""l P<>olif'lldUlllt student 
Ncrila1!191on fire Oepanmenl 
20~0n .. 

NortN1"'91on, I,!A 0101»7.173 

c .... c•IJI 5al-7&•o 

bpduggM0f19o,edU 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Informed Consent Form 

Introduction: You ate in'llited to participate in a research study entitled "Enhancing Decision-making during Initial Operations at Surge Incidents: 

Procedures: The thesis questions are ·As emergency incidents expand toward the chaotic context, what symptoms, patterns and cues exisllo 

indicate that a d ifferent method of decision-making is necessary?~ and Wlat strategies can be utilized to enhance decision-m aking during the 

initial response to chaotic surge incidentsT 

Risks: The potential risks of participating in this study are no greater than those encountered in everyday life . 

Benefits: Anticipated benefits from thi s etudy include improved decision-making during the first oper3lion31 period o f emergency response, 3S well 

as identifying which methodologies are the most effective wflen facing surge events. In addrtion. this reseMch wm assist incident commanders in 

the identification o f surge events that exi st within the chaotic context. 

Ccmpens.ation: No tangbl e compensation <Mil be given. A. copy of the completed thesis will be available through the Homeland Securi t y Digital 

Library or through lhe author. 

Coofident ialrty and Privacy Act: Any personal information that is obtained through this study wi!l be kept confidential to the full extent permitted by 

law. Records will be maintained solely by the researcher at hi s o ffice. No one efse will have access to them. In the presentation of r esearch 

findings, respondents will not be identi fied in any way so as to violate anonymity or confidentiali t y. However, it is possible that the researcher may 

be required to d iw !ge information obtained i n the course of this research to the subject chain of command or other legal body. 

Voluntary nature o f this study: Participation i n this study is strictly vcfunta ry, and i f consent to participate is given; i t can be withdrawn at anytime 

without prejudice. 

Points of Contact: If there are any que'Stions or comments regarding this p roject, or i f a research related injury is received, the Researcher Brian 

Duggan should be conta cted at (413) 56~7610, bduggan@nps.edu. Any other questions or concerns may be addressed to the Principal 

Investigator, Dr. SUsan Hocevar at (831)656-2249, shocevar@nps.edu or the Naval Postgraduate Schooi iRB Chairman. Captain John Schmidt at 

(831) 656-3876, j kschmid@nps.edu. 

Statement of Consent :! have read the information provided above. I h ave been given the opportunity to ask questions and all the questions that I 

have ast:ed have been answered to my satisfaction. By cootinuing with the survey, I am aSJeeing to participate in thi s study. I understand that by 

agreeing to participate in this research. I do not waive any of my legal right~. 

1. I agree to participate in this study. I understand that by agreeing to particpate and 

clicking "yes" I do not waive any of my legal rights. 

Q ves 
QNo 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Survey Context 

P~se take • 1t;w '"omlf'ill 1.1\d thirik about the ra~~ s.a~~oe, ~ i!l o~dM to 2,..,.. )OU soon• OMe!'llt tnb"Mallllft • nd oanJeJd 0'1 the 
qutshOI\S lhWl wiU loll.,.., 

A• an emergency tncidenr d~opt, eommand stn.Jcwrt:s are formfJIJteo ~ effece.v•y and efficientty lflreca resouroes-. OUnng evtniS &hat 
riJPQnCf~ deal ~lh oq a regula~ basi:s, eJC$Jet'lence. pa~em.s and cues a re utilized tom•Jc• _.,.eglo deol.lil:Ot! that will prod1.1oe. 'VPfOP!lafe 
r•iponw ~p-.billlj', t.Ous r;nini'f!lzfn_f the itnpacts ofthl! eY!!fll and (he co!lll or resj)on~ ~11'" romu.I-IUne • n op~UOO"il plat'! du('fng routrne 

evlt'ls. the "'~oriiJ oUI'tOldent OOf'ltl'l'fancSers functiCI'las elCpr-ns an41 llM percept{on., com.prtllenalon and prq)octlon to rdenUfy 1)1e p011.ml., 
rt.mific.tions of the unfJilble iituatlon 

tn lt\1 a~cet'lce.of fim'illar pat(l!fos ·and al@s, e)li;lerts em~OJ .ar'\:alysk torecogni.Ze U\lt something 11 wron.g 1ncJ tr.ntlttort toward dej~sNe 
oper-~1101'\1' ~hJI emp~•lte ope.{UUof'!aJ sustalnab!lltyand gfeJ~ Sutg~ e~nl• ate defined" em•r"e.11c)' tncldentt lhlll~1 reqUire resouroes Well 

btt~C'!fld nnrmt.J Ofl"l*lin? capaeilY Ew.m~M af .suroe ~~ents in.eh•d•· acnldtH'Il.t Involving • !Moe nurtlbl!tr Qf pll!f-.nt•: thl!t '•INS& " ' $(Q"lfieant 

quJnlltfts of huar4ous maternsts: fnQdents uWolvlno tXpooentliJI fire spre3dj natural dlsastera1nd terrorln ref1l1d eventJ. Thew surge e\lenls are 
r1re • nd of MJch ~ mJgnltude that the rncfdenl commandM ls confronted with a uruqu• .situation thlll oft an txcaedt hftJhef exptftence ~nCS ability 
1~ lrnprovi•• J!'ld ad~·pl to ~anglng cof\ditJons-. 

' "" ffrtlf'UfV'f.Y that you cornp_lt:tted ((DU!1d one:} pro:J'uced 1& l tteri;'IM Ulat a wlua\lo11 w n ~»•CWJ• I 'lW Unpi"KI$bfe , u~r•o611arllr ct~aotlc. 'The;se 

s.~•ls u develop.cl through rotJnd one will be a bas..s for a pcrtlon of thft surv•Y 
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Coded Control Number 

ln"'y -••lilt-' ...,tit.,ldY<ouro011icil>ol10ftl!l lt!l.-...,..,.y-""" -•-o-'• r>ndomiYo"'"""" _g,.,...bor Yowwlf b•me~Ho 
..,.wlhol number altho siOll oleadl of tnelhree ......,~ ""'"d"-11 rou dodl know what ~au number It ploau rotor to tho oonlirmotlon e-maillllall 
1ent 10 )OU On May a. 2CU2 lh the evenhhat 1ou Adl tocilte your number pluse contact me us.ng th• oontae11nfom1aUo" beW and I 'Mil 

pt\Mat11"' number for you· 

Broon C.ggo~ 

NIMII Poolgnduote stufel\l 

No1homplon Plrw Deportment 

?e c'""' Oil\<! 
N<"1harnnlnn, MA ntOet>23T~ 

Cell: (~13) 6113-7S10 

bpG\.IQQa!'l@f'ID~ epu 

* 2. Please enter your assigned coded control nllmber In the box: below: 
A•~&igned Cod4d COflirol 

Nu01b,. 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------
~ction t • Surge Even~ Management 

3. Surge events require more resources than are readily av.llable. When encountering 
surge even1s such as a Mass Casualty Incident (MCI) what strategies do you employ to get 

ahead of the event? 

4. During large events, what regional strategies have been developed In your area to 
compliment the initial response? 

5. Often during chaotic events, the first few hours of response lack the required resource 

capability, how do you compensate? 
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Section II ·Information Management 

6. During large, unfamiliar events Ute level of information dlrected toward the Incident 

commander is often overwhelming. How do you manage and filter this Information flow? 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Section Ill - Signals of the Unfamiliar 

7 . As a reminder during the first survey, you were asked to identify signals that an event is 

becoming unpredictable,unfamiliar or chaotic. Analysis of the responses to round one 

identified 18 themes by consolidating similar responses. As an example, responses 

including stress on the incident commander, anxiety, confusion, and dry mouth were 

consolidated into the theme of overwhelmed. 

The following listing summarizes the response from the group of partic ipants and 

identifies 18 themes which are listed from highest to lowest in terms of response 

frequency. Please rate each of the items below in terms of how important the signal would 

be to you in terms of indicating a situation is becoming unpredictable or chaotic. 

Not Important 
Extremely 

Important 

Lack of sufficient 0 0 0 0 0 0 
information (situ ational 

analyois) 

Overwhelmed ( amciet y, 

confusion) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

lack of Progress (Situation 

escalates, unable to 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

complete assignments) 

Strained command structure 

(lack of structure. unable to 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

manage roles) 

Communications 0 0 0 0 0 0 
strainlbreakdo.vn 

( ilteroperability, radio 

system <1tlerload) 

Safety Ccmprornise (loss o f 0 0 0 0 0 0 
accountability, Mayday, 

Victim, F irefighter injury) 

Insufficient resources (loss of 

span of control) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Command Inundated with 0 0 0 0 0 0 
information (external 

ooncems. reque'Sis for 

information) 

Unfamiliar 1 unexpected 0 0 0 0 0 0 
occurrences (odd requests. 

lack of similar experience. 

reporting volum e not 

matching e>q>ectations. 

reports don1 match 

observations, structural 

compromise) 

Time expeclalions 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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HCeeded 

lAndo~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ccrnpcnurc (paf'al1'8fs 

""""'""" ""'") 

SenM of urgency ~intull+on , 

wtce modul1t1on1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

t.:•cd t.o rsd.ptoj RtSOU!"C;tS 

CdefWI""e pOSW~) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Multtp~ dec.tston 0 0 0 0 0 0 
po!ntt/pnort;ies (multiple 

opera110naf sdeAnadenc:') 

Mo , eg•d b,y i,.,c\deot 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hncl!ve na1ur• em•rges 
.1bondon SOP3" Of PropiOJn!J) 

l.ack ot teamWOfk 

(freei.Jne~ngi 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

HQI> n.~ d-IDO$ Vis~ 

bor.cd on~p$) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Complex 0 0 0 0 0 0 
openutonlkcruct\n (need 
to collabotal &) 

a. From the list above, please utilize your experience to pick the five signals that you feel 
are most important. 

Fourt,_ mttSI lmpOTtant 

~gnof 

Rtlh most 1mpoN:nt 5tgnaf 
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Section IV - Tool!• and Analysis 

9. Given the previousty identified signals that a sltuaUoa is becoming unpredictable, 
unfamiliar or chaotic, what decision aids would enable improved Ci)nfidence and 

capabilities in responding to that situation? Decisioa aids can Include tools for information 
gathering, situational analysis, decision-making processes, ate. You can draw on best 

practice experience or think about the time(s) you have said "if only we llad ...... " it would 

have helped us." These may be innovations that don't yet exist. 

Please Jist your response beloW: 

10.1s tile National Incident Management System (NIMS ICS) an optimal model for making 

decisions during unpredictable and unfamiliar events? 

Q v" 
ONe 

J 
11. Have you improvised or adapted ICS to bec,ome more effective as you have faced the 

challenges of respondl.ng to unique incidents? 

Q v" 
Q No 
If JOI.t an.iWued yn~ plrase explatn and prcMde exam pi~. II yoo .answ-e.-ed no plana !ndlcal• why 

J 
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Introductory E-mail 

l o 014oft• S.WV.y Portlop•nl• 

Fr<lm. lltl"" Duggon. Na""l Po<tQn<f•ate SIVdmt 

o•-..ru~ 22. 2012 

Subjod Round Th•ee Dolph I S•rwy 

flrst, 1._1k!ld ~~~·tO lhank you forpartlc!patin_g irt tfle nrst twQ (l;Undsof Ull& o.t(pt!i J\lrJej pi'OC.W1 The qVJit'f Of l'tltCJOn"esto dat• have-eXCeeded 

m)l•lll'•d•tl_,s l•ppt1!1Cl•le\he supp~ that you have gi\olen ..,. •nd braJ_gt,t lo th• va,lldltf OflhiJ proceH, 

This survey cont3h'ts the- third and flnill round of my theslt researc:h 9f1 enhJnCling dedlion-m•ktl.il dUtlng lnttlal operations at stnge event5. VOtJr 

P•rtpectrv.t tte Important Thi~ is- flot a ~pical ~alistiCJI"sorvey. YoUr knowledoe Ia orii!C'I\ to ldtntlfyif\0 tlon• of ch1oCic inOidltllt antJ 

melhodofodie thll C'all f'letP Us all On the incide:l)t scerte 

The .._.rvty witJ take about 25 minutes of your lime. Only I will have access to your rtw data. lndiYJd\111 re.,U'i wfll be aggregated and reported in a 

way thai w.ll allow your indl~dual resportHS to remain confidmU;al i nd ""onymous. 

I hope. yotJ •{a Willi!'lg to par11trp•te. tJ so, pl~ase contlnlie <M~ ttl ~~? D!'l41!'le .wr,ey btfOW The ftrsl PI.QI ~~ requtred l)j 11'1• Na\11:' Posl_graduata 

SC'!OOI1t ti!~IW board for -aU tesf!ar'ch. It desCOPbH tour pr~ont V' patt!.clpatTnq fn I"• tt,lJd)' I 'NOUicll •f)C)~aJe •l If )'OU COUld co.mDiele this 

IUN\eYwtthln ~· n~we.-. I Will elow i~on Au_gu&i;S, 20tl. 

Bf'IM Dt.togan 
N- Poo(graduo!t Sl•dorll 
NGrth-.mptort Fire o.ptvtmetrt 

111 c.""' Ort,. 
N01"ampto.n, MA 0106().7373 

c•• <•131 5&-7510 

bpdugganOMs.e«J 
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Brian Duggan - Delphi Round Three 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Informed Consent Form 

Introduction: You ate in'llited to participate in a research study entitled "Enhancing Decision-making during Initial Operations at Surge Incidents: 

Procedures: The thesis questions are ·As emergency incidents expand toward the chaotic context, what symptoms, patterns and cues exisllo 

indicate that a d ifferent method of decision-making is necessary?~ and Wlat strategies can be utilized to enhance decision-m aking during the 

initial response to chaotic surge incidentsT 

Risks: The potential risks of participating in this study are no greater than those encountered in everyday life . 

Benefits: Anticipated benefits from thi s etudy include improved decision-making during the first oper3lion31 period o f emergency response, 3S well 

as identifying which methodologies are the most effective wflen facing surge events. In addrtion. this reseMch wm assist incident commanders in 

the identification o f surge events that exi st within the chaotic context. 

Ccmpens.ation: No tangbl e compensation <Mil be given. A. copy of the completed thesis will be available through the Homeland Securi t y Digital 

Library or through lhe author. 

Coofident ialrty and Privacy Act: Any personal information that is obtained through this study wi!l be kept confidential to the full extent permitted by 

law. Records will be maintained solely by the researcher at hi s o ffice. No one efse will have access to them. In the presentation of r esearch 

findings, respondents will not be identi fied in any way so as to violate anonymity or confidentiali t y. However, it is possible that the researcher may 

be required to d iw !ge information obtained i n the course of this research to the subject chain of command or other legal body. 

Voluntary nature o f this study: Participation i n this study is strictly vcfunta ry, and i f consent to participate is given; i t can be withdrawn at anytime 

without prejudice. 

Points of Contact: If there are any que'Stions or comments regarding this p roject, or i f a research related injury is received, the Researcher Brian 

Duggan should be conta cted at (413) 587·1039, bduggan@nps.edu. Any other questions or concerns may be addressed to the Principal 

Investigator, Dr. SUsan Hocevar at (831)656--2249, shocevar@nps.edu or the Naval Postgraduate Schooi iRB Chairman. Captain John Schmidt at 

(831) 65E)..3876, j kschmid@nps.edu. 

Statement of Consent :! have read the information provided above. I h ave been given the opportunity to ask questions and all the questions that I 

have ast:ed have been answered to my satisfaction. By cootinuing with the survey, I am aSJeeing to participate in thi s study. I understand that by 

agreeing to participate in this research. I do not waive any of my legal right~. 

1. I agree to participate in this study. I understand that by agreeing to particpate and 

clicking "yes" I do not waive any of my legal rights. 

Q ves 
QNo 
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Bnan Duggan - Delphi Round Three 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Survey Context 

P~se ta~• • ft:w '"omlf'i'' a.l\d INnk about the r~~ ~ri1Qf'~Dt1 whk:b i!l oRIYtdM to ~tw )OU Mfftl OMertl '"~anon •nd oantel(t 0'1lhe 
qutshOI\S lhWl wiD loll.,.,, 

As an emergency tncidenr d~opc., eommand 'S:tnJ<WrU are formfJIJte# ~ effec~~v-y and eMclef\Hy lflre<:a ,_sourDK, Qunng events !hat 

riJPQnCf~ deal ~lh oq -a regulaf basis, eJCpl!!!f'ence. pa"ems ~d cue-s ars utllired to nt•Jc• .,...;!c deol.lil:Ot! U'll~ ~II prodi.IOf. -.ppropf"'afe 

r•iponN QP"»biliU', t.tuJ$ rnifli'fl1zfrt.f the i'tnl)acts ofthl! I!Yt!flt and (he co~ ar ••sPon~ ~1e" romu.l••une • n op~H~"il plaf'! durfng rou~rne 

evtf'ls. the "'ljoritY effl'tOldent oot"'tl'l'fancrers functiCI'l._s elCp~ns an41 UH pwcept{on., comprtllentlon and p~)ecUon to rdenUfy Q1e pot~fll 
nt.mffic.tions of the un!tlilble iiituaUon, In the absence of famllltr paitems 1.nd t:UM, !Mpertt employ Wlalyti•to recogn~• thlt loCIMelhlng is wrong 
~JJnd lr•"tltion IOW1ird deSon~lve operations tl'llll em,phulze operationat su"amobtlity •nd ur_, &urQoe •wnt•otro cielnoct •• orno1:9•ncyinQiiien1~ 

that c,el requre-rt'SOllrc::K well be~o.nd normal operaUn.g capacJly. e:xampJes o1 .Suro• f!Yet'll.t' tnolude. 'ICC!dent.tlnvol"'"g -a terge oumber d 
pltiet'II:S tile tele3se or significant quantib'es ol hantdoo.s milerU1ii<S:; irtcidanls lnoJrotvtno lt)Q)Oflef\tlal fire $prnd: 1\<ll\JrJI <'luster• ·at1d ter'rol'{sm 
related ~"'" Th'"t sotDtt evenlt are rare *"d of <uc:h a m3Uf)ltude.ltt"l th.e: ipodenl oorumender lt eanfronltd wdl\ a ~rnfqu• -Qtuallan lh&l oftM 
exceeds hiiii'Mtf experience and ability to 1mprovlse and .adapt to ct'lang•nSJ condtHon•. 
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Bnan Duggan - Delph1 Round Three 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Coded Control Number 

ln'IIY _.,,.,lu..ltonftt'I!OdY<"'owtici!>•llOftlo lf>l.--y-you-oaos~oNt<l• r>ndomiYo..,tnled _g..,...bor Yowwlf b•metHo 
lfftrlhol ""mber altho .. .,. of eadl of tile three ,...,..y ""'ndLII rou 4odl know what you number It ploau rolorlo tho oonlirmolion e-maillllal l 
nnt 10 )OU 011 M•' a. 2012 lh the evenhhat you Alf'l tocitte your numb•r pluse contact me us.ng th• oontae11nfom1aUo" beW and I 'Mil 
pt\Mat11"1 Nlmber for you· 

Broon C.ggo~ 
N.val PMtQtiCh~"l)tt Stuttent 

No1~ompton Plrw Deportment 
?e c.,..., Oll\e 

Nco!homnlnn, MA AI081>23T~ 

0 !1101: (413)5~1810 
bpGIJQQlJ!'l@f'IOa..-edll 

* 2. Please enter your assigned coded control nllmber In the box: below: 
A•11igned Cod~ CO(Iirol 

Numb,. 
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Bnan Duggan - Delphi Round Three 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Section I • Command Strategies 

3. The second round survey asked you to identify strategfes to get ahead of a surge event. 
The most frequent response to this question was to employ preplanning and rapidly 
activate mutual aid plans. To provide you with some additional coatext 1 I have listed two 
examples of responses that focused on this issue. 

"The key strategy is preplanning aad having a plan in place for the event that occurs so 
infrequently. We often refer to it as the 3rd level of resources and having a plan In place 
and making sure that it is activated in a timely manner i.s critical to the eventual outcome of 
the Incident." 

"Preplannfng for surge events allows you to access additional resources In a coordinated 
and organized manner- this allows you to focus on the situation at hand." 

Reflec ting on the informa.tion above, what could make the existing 2nd (regional) and 3rd 
(state) tier mutual aid plans more effective? 

[ j 
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Brian Duggan - Delphi Round Three 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Section I - Command Strategies 

4 . Please rate the frequency t hat you have utilized the strat egies listed below : 

If you answ er never you c an also c heck t he box on the far right if you would consider 

adopting t his approach in the future. 
If you answered never, 

At All Significant 
check this box if you 

N,_ Seldom Sometimes would consider 
Incidents 

adopting this approach 

in the future 

Assign a UaJson Officer 0 0 0 0 0 
Assign a Safety Otncer 0 0 0 0 0 
Develop a Untficd 0 0 0 0 0 
Command Structure 

utilize Command Staff or 0 0 0 0 0 
addrtiooal Chief Officers 

from the local area 

Appoint a Deputy Incident 0 0 0 0 0 
Commander 

Appoint a Deputy 0 0 0 0 0 
Operations Officer 

Assign personnet to the 0 0 0 0 0 
l ogistics Section 

Assign personnel to the 0 0 0 0 0 
Planning Section 

Assign personnet to the 

Finance Section 
0 0 0 0 0 

Request mOfe resources 0 0 0 0 0 
than the initial assessment 

ind icates 

Break the incide~ into 0 0 0 0 0 
manageable $Cgment$ 

ConstM Hy seek .,.-,dated 0 0 0 0 0 
srlualional awareness 

Confer with experienced 0 0 0 0 0 
colleagues that are not on 

the incident scene 

Construct options (multipl e 0 0 0 0 0 
game plans) 

Integrate non·governmental 0 0 0 0 0 
personnel (e.g local 

experts, private sector 

rcsoun::es) 

Adjust the length of 

operational periods 
0 0 0 0 0 

Automate notification of 0 0 0 0 0 
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Bnan Duggan - Delphi Round Three 
..ra~llmol~rowg)'i yo~r 

<llapl>tcl\<:>!r.\ .. 
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Bnan Duggan - Delphi Round Three 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
s~ction I • Command Strategies 

5. Other than the use of mutual aid plans, the second round Delphi survey s uggested that 
one of the next most important capabilities is the informal response of area Chief Officers. 

The following quotes are taken from round two survey responses. 

"The automatic response of area Chief Officers provide assis tance with scene 

management, safety, and the control of resources from multiple jurisdictions." 

"Mutual aid relationships include the response of Chief Officers to assist with incident 
management functions. This can be Informal, with chiefs responding with their companies 

as part of the mutual aid response, 'I 

How could the value of the informal response of area Chief Officers detailed above be 

strengthened? 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Section II - Operational Concepts 

6 . Please indicat e how frequently you utilize each of the fo llowing m ethod ologies to assist 

you in t he management of surge incidents. 

If you answer nev er you c an a lso check t he box on the far right if you would consider 

adopting t his approach in t he future. 
tf you answered never 

A t All Significant 
check this box if yoo 

N""'' Seldom Sometimes would you consider 
Incidents 

adopting this approach 

in the futur e. 

Expand ICS Structure, 

delegate responsibilities. 
D D D D D 

empower personnel 

utilize an aide D D D D D 
Assign a liaison D D D D D 
Assign a scribe D D D D D 
Assign a communications 

specialist 
D D D D D 

Write down plans, complete 

checklists 
D D D D D 

Break the incident into D D D D D 
manageable segments 

Encourage lhe relationship D D D D D 
based respoose of local 

chief office!'$ - informal 

support 

Implement security at the D D D D D 
command po~ 

Nove the command p0$t 

away from the incident 
D D D D D 

Conduct r egular internal D D D D D 
briefing sessions 

Umit radio traffic to critical 

communication 
D D D D D 

Verify the credibility of 

information 
D D D D D 

Assign a Public Information 

Offoce< (PIO) 
D D D D D 

Conduct press briefings 

away from the command 
D D D D D 

post 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Section Ill • Command Innovation 

7. Round two generated many good ideas on decision aides and I would like your 

feedback on some of these concepts. 

If you were recommending investment in each of these decision aids listed below, what 

priority would you give each of the eight concepts listed below? 

Please select no more than three items for each category. 
Low Pnorlty MldcJio Pno<lly Top l'lforily 

V1deo baaed al!tnal 0 0 0 
rtHrDO! ~~•r•oe ,orone 

ttellcopterl 

Enhanced accouniJblllty 

S'flt~ms lh.tl lnCIIC31& 
0 0 0 

pertOI'!n~ pas•hon an-a 
.,IYJtJon using unsor:s 

AutcmiUe Incident 0 0 0 
Mon.tomont Teefl'l liMT) -Tr~~nlrcJ programs and 0 0 0 ··-V,Goo coof01'en~ 0 0 0 
capobllly"""' upetle!>c<!4 

petSGmll .. <!Jb)id "''""' _ ... 
-Sef\.$01 baMd tnlltt(l( 0 0 0 
monft«tng of tempeutore. 

"'•""' tma;try 

Como.A.o.a•d Ch•~lllu.. 0 0 0 
~d pr~l11n da~ 

ln.temtt access on th• 0 0 0 
•ncid!lf11 \C&ne 

8. Please list any other ideas that you ltave for decision aids that are useful during the 

response to surge events. 

l 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Section Ill -Command Innovation 

9 . During the second round Delphi survey, approximately 45% of respondents indicated 

that the National Incident Management System (NIMS) is not an optimal model for making 

decisions during unpredictable and unfamiliar events. A review of the German Regulation 

DV 1 00 (the German equivalent to Nl MS) identified several potential concepts. Would you 

support modifying NIMS with these practices? 

Develop partnerships 'Ai th 

non traditional 

organizations such as 
private corporations or 
c !I.J)s 

Develop a communications 

and transmission staff 

function 

Develop a personnel a nd 

administration staff function 

Develop an i nformation 

galherilg and assessment 

staff fl.rlction 

Develop computer based 

command checklists 

Nove lhe command post to 

;::~fixed off site f~citity 

Provide less structure iil'ld 

allow more creativity 

Automated response of 

incident support teams 

Development of situational 

analysis teams (dedicated 

persomel that focus on 

gathering and verifiying 

inform ation foc the incit:lent 

commander) 

Development of regional 

support teams 

Yes 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

No 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
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Bnan Duggan - Delphi Round Three 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Section Ill ·Command Innovation 

10. As a reminder, surge events are defined as emergency Incidents that that require 
resources well beyond normal operating capacity. Examples of surge events include; 

accidents involving a large number of patients; the relea&e of significant quantities of 
hazardous materials; incidents involving exponential fire spread; natural disasters and 

terrorism related events. These surge events are rare and of such a magaitude that the 

Incident commander is confronted witb a unique situation that often exceeds his/her 
eKperience and ability to improvise and adapt to changing conditions. 

What creative or innovative ideas do you have to enhance the ability to cope with these 

unfamiliar situations? 
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Bnan Duggan - Delphi Round Three 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Survey Closure 

Thfll[t yoo IOI'c:ompl•llno lhl .. orvor p- My ... rnoJetod thom wlllbovort>blo throo9h "'' H""'olon~S-ntV lliolloi LIO~ry QMotl lrn 
b""n 1'<!\'fewed "~4 app,...d. 

Bl'ian O.ggon 
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APPENDIX D. DELPHI SURVEY DATA 

Note: Page numbers on the Survey Monkey data have random blank 

inserts, which separate data for the purpose of analysis.  

 

Brian Duggan -Delphi Round One ~ Survey Monkey 

1. I agree to participate in this study. I understand that by agreeing to particpate and 

clicking "yes" I do not waive any of my legal rights. 

Yes 

No 

Response 

Percent 

100.0% 

0.0% 

Response 

Count 

30 

answered question 30 

skipped question 

2. Please enter your assigned coded control number in the box below: 

Assigned Coded Control 

Number 

1 of43 

Response Response Response 

Aver.oge Total Count 

4,829.00 144,870 30 

answered question 30 

skipped question 
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3. How many years of fire service experience do you have 

I e-;_~ than 15 y<>ars 

1~19 years Q 

20-24 years c:::::::::J 

25-29 years [:::::J 

3!1-34 years 

35 or mote yeats 

Response Response 
P9rcent Count 

00'11. 0 

33% 

16.7% 5 

16.7% 5 

36.7% 11 

26.7% 8 

answered question 30 

skipped question o 

4. How many years of experi ence as a command officer do you have? 

Response Response 

P9rcent Count 

less than 5 yea rs 0 33'111 

5-9 years E=:J 100% 3 

1!1-14 years 30.0% 9 

15-19 years 26.7'111 a 

20-24 years c:::::::::::::J 13.3% 4 

25 or more years ~ 16.7% 5 

answered question 30 

skipped que~'tlon 0 

2 o' 43 
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6. Working within the incident convnand system, what position do you most frequently fill? 

Please select only one of the following choices 

Response Response 

Percent Count 

Incident Commander 90.0% 27 

Operallons Sectron Chief 0 3.3% 

Safety Officer 0 3.3% 

Plannmg Section Chief 0.0% 0 

LogiStiCS Section Chief 0.0% 0 

Other Command PoSition [please 

list in thD box oolov,? [] 3.3% 

answered quest ion 30 

skipped question 0 

6. What are the signals that a emergency situation is m oving beyond the expected and 

becoming unpredictable, unfamiliar or chaotic? Please list out the factors or signals that 

you have observed or experienced and provide as much information as possible. 

3o'43 

Responsa 

Count 

30 

answered question 30 

skipped q uest ion 0 
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7. ICS often uses benchmarks to determine incident progression or mitigation. As an 
incident unfolds, the situation can become chaotic, what benchmarks tell you that you have 

reached this point? Please list these benchmarks and describe your observations. 

Response 
Count 

29 

answered question 29 

skipped question 

8. Think about your experience responding to a rout ine single family residential structure 
fire. Imagine that the situation is showing signs of becoming non-routine (falling out of the 

ordinary). What are the signals that alert you to this transition. Please provide a response in 
each of the three areas listed below: 

Response Response 

Percent Count 

Flreground Activity 
100.0% 28 

Incident Progression 
100.0% 28 

Personal Decision-making 
100.0% 28 

Other Signals 
67.9% 19 

answered question 28 

skipped question 2 

4of 43 
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9. Pick a situation that you e11perienced where a routine event surged Into a complex or non 

routine situation. What were the signs of this transformation? Please provide a response in 

each ofthe three areas listed below: 

Response Response 
Percent Count 

Emergency Scene ActlVIty 
96.4% 27 

Incident Progression 
96.4% 27 

Personal Decision Making 
96.4% 27 

Other Signals 
64 .3% 18 

answered question 28 

skipped question 2 

10. Thinking about the situation that you utilized in question 9, were there any signals that 

you expected to see that were not present? 

Response Response 

Percent count 

Yes 46.4% 13 

No 53.6% 15 

If Yes. what were the signals that were absent? 
15 

answered question 28 

skipped question 2 

5of 43 
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11. 1fyou answered Yes to Question 10, how did you interpret and react to the absence of 

these expected signals? 

Response 

Count 

13 

answered question 13 

skipped question 17 

12. Do you utilize different decision-making strategies as an incident becomes unfamiliar 

and unpredictable? 

Yes 

No 

Response 

Percent 

72.4'(, 

276% 

II yes !)lease e) plain, If no please indicate Why yoUI dedson·makong strategy remaons constant 

answered question 

skipped question 

6of43 

Response 

Count 

21 

8 

25 

29 
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7 of 43 
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Page 4, Q2. Please enter your assigned coded control number In the box below: 

5600 

2 4950 

3 t.,6(J() 

4 ~50 

5 5200 

6 <lSOO 

7 4350 

8 4250 

9 5400 

10 5050 

11 5100 

12 4400 

13 5350 

14 5250 

15 5500 

16 -<300 

17 4900 

18 ~00 

19 <~750 

20 5300 

21 4770 

22 4500 

23 5150 

24 <l850 

25 4150 

26 4550 

27 5000 

8o•43 

May 21 201210'18 AM 

May 20 2012 7.38 PM 

May 17 20'2 859 AM 

May 15, 2012 810 PM 

May 15, 2012 12:42 PM 

MBY15, 2012 718 AM 

May 14, 20121:52 PM 

May 14. 20121 ·15 PM 

May 14, 201211:44 AM 

May 14, 2012 941 AM 

May 14, 2012 7.40 AM 

May 14, 2012 634 AM 

May 14, 2012 6;23 AM 

MayH 2012611 AM 

May 14, 7012 s·o5 AM 

May 14, 2012 4:54AM 

May 11, 2012 717 AM 

May10 20'28'<16AM 

May 10 20' 2 3:33 AM 

May 9. 2012 121l6 PM 

May 9, 2012 10:43 AM 

May 9, 2012 4:38AM 

May 9, 2012 4:11 AM 

May 8, 2012 6:14 PM 

May 8, 2012 11.07 AM 

May 8, 2012 9:09 AM 

May 8, 2012 8:44 AM 
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Page 4, Q2. Pluse enter your assigned coded control number In the box below: 

26 

29 

30 

4100 

4!450 

May 8 , 2012 7:21 AM 

May 8, 2012 5:54AM 

May 6, 2012 5:06AM 

Page 6, QS. Working within the incident command system, what position do you most frequently fill? Pluse 
select only one of the following choices 

Branch manager or agency represntative May 6, 2012 6 ·16 PM 

9o'43 
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10 of 43 
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Page 7, Q6, What are tile signals tnat a emergency si tuation Is moving beyond the expectl!d and becoming 
unpredictable, unfamiliar or chaotic:? 

P•ase list out the factors or signals that you have observed or experienced and provide as much information as 
possible. 

I. C. unable to manage all the functions and be9in toexpandand delegate roles May 21, 201210:54 AM 
Tl~ signals are- that the demaf1dS upo11 the I C or designated starr are ueoorrrury 
ove!Wilelmed, 

2 1 Lack of situational awareness, 2 . May 20, 2012 7 43 PM 

~ reports from company offirers that they are unable to-accomplish !tlerrtasks due May 17, 2012 9.10 AM 
to unexpected conditions (heavy fire, colla pee, explosion, blocked 'by 
cars/apparatus) reports from company officers tnat clearly indicate failure to 
fo)low SCG's.. This can be no SCBA, improper ,:osition or locatiofl w~hfn a 
structure conOrctrn9 reports. reports do not match 11\Sible condition~ from the 
extenor. (OIC says they have a knock but 1 sUII see fire) 

4 E:rrors by the IC or the recipieot o f instllJclions or requests made of the assigned May 15, 2012 8:20PM 
crew (s). A fast evolving inc1dent where either the IC or involved CO is unable to 
see obvious and apparent evoiVrng conditions, Or, stt~tions where adverse 
condnronsare acllely present and erther or both the IC and CffN/s do not react 
appropriately to an impending hazardous cond~ion 

5 Increased number of reports from ctVilarn or other pubhc safety sourees, May 15, 2012 12:54 PM 
personal obsel\latrons that do not match expecations base don experie)1Ce, 
verbal cues from otheiS1 lack of data or Information, observations that do not 
coincide with. data or(nformation, lack of progress/effectiveness from/of actions 
undeJWay or already taken. 

6 Resource Depletion Insufficient Staffing Unfamiliar or Unusual Occurencesat the May 15, 2012 7.27 AM 
rncident A bulloorng orfacmty acting rna matter tnat 1 have not experienced or 
have not t>een trained in rrustration of responders to eifectlvely control the 
situation. the scene rs uncrollable due to tne location and the ability lo define the 
scenes physloal par&meters 

7 1 Initial resources overwhelmed. 2 Accurate assessment 1nfor!11Eition difficult May 14, 2012 4:01 PM 
to obtain 3 Comrru.micafJons become $trai(1ect a~; eviclenqed by increase<;! 
anxrety or diffiCulty in managing emergency situation. 4. Expected time to 
resolve emergency situation 1s passed. 5 . SOPs ere not being followed. G. 
Commanp Structure becoming less-effective or strained. 7. Safety compromise 
or 1nability to secure or s tabilize scene 

8 , Based on an assessment of fhe siwation being faced, a determination that the May 14, 2012 1:23 PM 
number of resources at the scene, or already en route w111 not be sufficient to 
mana9e the s 1tuation. - Due to the complexity of the incidenl, unable to get real-
l ime updates of actual condltions being raced by responders. - Responders start 
to panic or make mistakes wh11e executing basic and routine I undlons. - Thai pit 
In lbe stomach ("9ut feeling") that the lnc1denlls starting to man<~QB the IC, and 
not the other way aroUnd. 

9 1. ~ck of pefSonnel to fill outassrgnmenls, 2. Unable to fin command roles May 14, 201212:14 PM 
withm ICS. 3.Srtuation does not improve and safety IS compromrsed 

11 of 43 
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Page 7, Q6. What are the Seign a Is that a emergency situation Is moving beyond the expected and becoming 
unpredictable, unfamiliar or chaotic:? 

Pln se list out the factors or signals that you have observed o r experienced and ptovlde as much Information as 
possible. 

10 • Rapidly worsening condition • Inadequate command staff available to handle May 14, 2012 12.00 PM 
neces:;ary ICS posltiOIIS 

11 Some Signals wotAd be that you are expenenctng something that you have not May 14. 2012 7 49 AM 
seen before or those asststing you have not seen, that 1s the first signal 
Add11tona1 stgnals wou'd be thar your normal thought process and actions 
contemplated do not cover the tncident that you are racing In addthon, otner 
factors and concerns that you normally do not deal with ~'led to be addressed 
and that your acting m a timely manner ts criltcal to both the short term success 
and long term success. 

12 The Incident IS oveTWl'lelming to initial first responders upon their arriVal The May 14. 2012 6:54AM 
mcident is escalating much more r(lptdly than the intltal responders can take 
control/mitigation action(s). As the initlal (or even a tater arrlv lnglh•g~,er 
rank/senior) command officer I a.m finding 11 difftcult to get a good handle on the 
m~nitude/extent of the incident. If you don't knCMt exactly what lhe tnCident 
entatls, you can't develop 2n etlectlve plan of acnon to attemJ:t to conttollrl'ltlgate 
" · As the IC numerous reports ;tre betog sent back to you that conltnue to paint a 
ptcture of ah tncldenVsltuation whose magnitude/scope continues to grow 
Frequent reports that resources that have been assigned/deployed are unable to 
complete their assigned mlsstonsltasks. A reallzattoo (1ntang1ble gut reeling) that 
I have never seen this before and that the 1ncidertt has/is movtng our of my 
peiSQnal shere of expere1ence 

13 Avatlable Of1S(;ene resources are overwhelmed and/Or inedequate Unable to Mey 14. 20· 2 6'34 AM 
gel a "Co'T1plete picture·• or the PfOblem- 1.e tact< of 1nformatton as to what 
exactly has happened/IS happentng No dear PfClvre as to l'loiN much worse the 
tnctdent will gel 

14 Tile tnllltaiiC has requested an unusual amount or mutuel aid ror tile u>etdenl May 14, 2012 6:22AM 
based on the nll!al SIZe up. When 'the IC or other personnel on the scene sound 
very exerted or anxttOUs on the radio_ \Nhen the IC ts gett~rg tntdated With a lot or 
1nforrnabon from other units Oh scene or from dlspatoh or pohoe Ulllls \Nhen 
u01ts on scene have lost there ability to remain calm and wrthll1 the command 
structute. there are lirrns when mu~iple untts begin to ytve 1 a<lto me&:;ayeb and 
dtrechon outside or their rote. 

15 In my expenenceat a Command Level posritonwtthtn my department we have Ma~ 14, 2012 5:26AM 
dealt Wtth MANY ' 'Unpredictable, unfamiliar or chaottG" events Most of these 
nave been weather related InclUding; mudSilde, micro l:lursts, bllzz.ard. and 
hurncanes. In each of these events, the tndteators vaned For the blizzards and 
hurncanes-aocurate weather modeling and rorcasttng aiiCMted ror emergency 
preparations that mcluded additional staffing, development of an lAP, planning 
meettngs with other public safety and public utiltty orgamzat1ons and then the 
''Walt and see" appr02ch to me arovat of the weather. ThiS worKed well tor 
plann1ng and Pfeparation but the threshbolds lor becoming "chaotte" were clearly 
tdentiflable when tile request for serVice exceeded the capabilities of the 
planntng and available resources. During our mt..dslide event which occured afler 
a penod of very heavy sustained ra1n-there were no tndi02tors of the potential for 
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Page 7, Q6. What ar" thl! S"ignals ltlat a l!ml!rgency situation is moving t>.yond th• expected and t>.comlng 
unpredlctabll!, unfamiliar or chaotic? 

Pie au l ist out the factors or signals that you have obu""'d or experlencl!d and provide as much Information as 
posslbll!. 

a mudshde Rrst 91 1 call was for car trapped in nslng waters Aller extncatlng 
the doiver from thevetiiCie the fist aonvlng Comonand Olllcei 11'1Yestlgaled Ule 
cause of the ns•ngwater and fotJnd the mudslide threatenong an entore 
neogt borhoad and residents who were still asleep on theor homes unaware of the 
threat. Ounng Hurricare lrene..my oommumty was heavoly ompacted by the flash 
Hooding effect or ristng wate.rs from heavy ra1n across the entire region Being 
located at tne confloence or tllree major riVers an or1g1nat1ng north or my 
community·the baCk up of watecs caused sigmrtcant noadiog and damage to 
many neighborhoods and publtc infrastructure This '11ash flooding" was 
predicted by th& NWS and once it started-the speed and 1ntonsoty overwhelmed 
even the best Planning and modeling. Again-a situabon where the request or 
need tor resources raflldly overtook tne. avatlable resources 

16 Unusual from the start. Situahons l'ihere initial commander has problems getting May 14. 2012 6:05AM 
ICS established or under ii'Jc1dent under some sort of control or lack oi iCS at all 
prior to mr arrival. The laCk of the IC read111Q the signs of the ftre or other 
mctdent ana falling to tnink forward not vosualozmg potenllalincldent needs ahead 
or t1me. Inexperienced IC lleing blindered l!lo the mcident and not taking lhetr 
surroundings 1nto account 

17 Voice modulation Increases cannot assign resource5 qUtck enough Responders May 11. 2012 7 22 AM 
are pamC'<edlose accountability of scene ICS system ts not expanded enougtll 
to maontaon control 

18 Injury or dea.th to one orrnore ~rst responders dunng response oropemltO<'I Mey 10. 2012 9 ·00 AM 
pnase, which req11res taking resources away frorn Olhef tasks, Unexpected need 
to shill from mtenor fire ops to extenor (defensive) mode Two or more 
somullaneous maJOf lflCldents; MuitJpje exposure fires partlcutar1y those caused 
by firebrands on b.Jildtngs away from the pnmary l11e scene 

19 •A not1oeable sense of urgency m the dispatchers votce and fii'SI on scene nrst May 10. 20" 2 4 07 AM 
responders (typically police officers) "A noboeable sense of11gency In the vo~oe 
of the 1n1bal fire ICon scene who can be a JUnror olftcer, senoor firefighter '"a 
actong po54tion. or inexperienced command officer 'long periods of Silence on 
the radio ane1 lrnl1aJ arrival on scene by emergency Jeopcnl.le•s who may be 
try1ng to grasp tne s1ze of the incident before gi\11119 a repon 

20 Are 19 extending to intenorlexterior exposures. The IC os gett1ng 1nnacurate May 9, 2012 12:06 PM 
Updates from his sector chiefs. Time being essential How long has thiS f1re 
been burning? You begn 10 loose your ablloy to malntatn accurate flreflgl'l!er 
accountabilly. 

21 Catastrophic event occucs FFs overly exctted on fireground Command staff gets May 9, 2012 10:52 AM 
vacant stare 1n eyes Your heart tries to jump out of your body and that 
whooshing reeling surges through your body up into your brain A FF Injury (or 
vlorse) on the scene diSrupts thfr fUncltonallty and composure of'FFs 

22 NothaYof'Q resources.to respond to mul~ple calls related to one event Havongto May 9, 2012 4.44 AM 
troa~e lncomtng requests lor seiVice (not normal, usually haVe enou~h resources 
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Page 7, Q6, What are the signals tnat a emergency si tuation Is moving beyond the expectl!d and becomihg 
unpredictable, unfamiliar or chaotic:? 

Please list out the factors or signals that you have observed or experienced and provide as much information as 
possible. 

to get a response to incident may not be a full response but something gets 
disvatct~d) ObseJviJ '9 potenli<ll UJiitleJ 1l10ed incillentlocaltul r.; wt1ile t~pondlng 
to m wor~lng at an Incident. Regular Mutual Aid unavailable. Never seeming to 
catc.h up and get ahead of the Incident 

23 The time frame 1t takes to reach your initial !;<lal or correcting the direction of the May 9, 2012 '4:36AM 
SituaMn. Resources you are g(llen ro operate In a sare and pructerJI 
manner.Hav1ng the ~ght tools and educatton to carry out the task at hand. 
Establishing the rodent Command system on initial response. tnsulf~eant 

people to manage and reach your goai.Beyound your resources at hand and not 
having the knowledge to continue in a -safe prudnet manne.r, like ina rezmat 
situation, oot realizmg tnat you nee<t a Hazmat tech or not realizing to call1or the 
regiooal1eam to help mitigate the situation. Not requestirg suJficent help from 
the initial deployment and not recognizing early in the game that you need 
assistance to oomplete the task. Not having a plan that changes with the 
·Situations given. 

24 Abandoning pre-plan~: Commanders will ad lib oper'ahons forwl)!ch plans exisl, May 8, 2012 6:26 PM 
allowing subordinate pos1bons or sectors to operate Independently; 
Comman(lers Will abandon efforts to coordinate overall operations and Ignore· the 
deVeloprrent of separate operatipns that are not In sync • "analysts paralysis"; 
Commanders w1ll delay making decisions awaiting more and more inforroa.tion 

25 A natural disaster event most frequently comes to mind. I continuously monitor May 8, 2012 11:36 AM 
wee~ther oondltions d.uring seasonal times when there can be nasty storms 
t'Jnnil"lQihrough our area. The sudden tornado or wind shear ca.n quickly over 
whelm forces. EKpenence has taught me when a severe wealh~r system is 
approach1ng to avoid send1ng a normal response ass1gnment to a scene. It's 
Important to monrtor neighbori~ FD's to hear 1f they're el(periencil"lQ .storm 
related calls. If they're lied up ctlas1rt9 storm calls they Will be unavailable for 
mutual aid, As was the case a few yearago we experienced a severe outbreak 
of thunder storms covering a w1de area of tne town I was in at the time. lhe 
co11era.ge area of this town Js 25 square miles of mostly residential names With 
lots of trees to conteno with. The FD operated out of two f1re houses vlrth a 
engine, tanker and light-duty rescue tn each house. In anticipating the level of 
potential damage I held all assignrrents to one response vehicle. That gave me 
SIX vehicle plus a spare eogjoe and myself as response vehicles As 911 calls 
sta(ted to come 1n it was quick 1o realize a normal two eng1ne response was not 
1n anyone's best Inter-est One of the more heavily populated areas was hil 
extre.rnely t:1f a wmd shear. Reports were commg m of mulbple structures With 
multiple trees into (hem. II was chaos that needed order. Rather than to commit 
myself to the mix of responding apparaliJs, I .staged myself as mobil command 
post. I had disp<Jtoh route all calls through the CP. Units were <Jdvised to hold 
off on any self-dispatching_ Like EMS calls were quicKly given a priority and a 
s]ngle compaoy was diSpatched. Life safety 1ssues were g111en a h1g~ priority, 
followed by fire. gas leaks. and trees ln!n houses lt look a bd oi work to get 
ihlngs organlZed because initially dispatch was toning out anything they were 
receiving. This was tr.ustratlng to them due partially to their inability to keep 
responding unrts In order as well as try and answer Phones. Once two more 
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Page 7, Q6, What are tile signals that a emergency si tuation Is moving beyond the expectl!d and becoming 
unpredictable, unfamiliar or chaotic:? 

P•ase list out the factors or signals that you have observed or experienced and provide as much information as 
possible. 

dispatchers were in place we were able to orgalize things. 

26 Multible decis1ons become neccessary to make. Operational staff try to talk May 8, 2012 9:.33 AM 
directly to I C. Need to bring in un~s with sjilicific training. Need td fill out the ICS 
positions 

27 Situation not becoming stabilized sttuahon begins to dictate the May 8, 2012 8.49 AM 
resj!)Onselaotions Needed resouro.es not immediately available 

28 1. In ill<! I call and perception of 911 calltal<er that the emergency requires May 8, 2012 7'27 AM 
additional resources. 2. Repeat calls to 911. 3. Urgency on pollee requests to FD 
to "step on it" 4. Initial siZe up, type of bUiding1 smokecoJor texture and velocity. 
5. Warning of regional emergency planning membe('S suggesting a large storm 
event. 6. Demographic, nursing homes, schOols etc, .. Events tend to escalate 

29 Late Information I.e. dispatCh had the information but never told command. May 8, 2012 6:04AM 
Police arrive witn the Information which can create confusion and chaos Lack of 
resources- without proper resources you may rot l ind out you Have a problem 
until heW resources assess as they arriVe. 

30 To begin with, I suggest we avoid treating any call as "routine". 8xpeot the May 8, 2012 5:38AM 
une;xpected, preparation, preparation. preparation. On a lire scene signals can 
onclude conflicting reports from offic<!rs on Interior conditions, exterior conditions 
that do not corncrde wiih in\erior reports, and a scene that is escalating after we 
have been on scene and WoJking for ten minutes. The tone and piton of my 
officers as they are gillfng me reports can also be an indicator that they too are 
seeing so~thing outSide the rorm. Traditronattactics that are not havrng the 
desired effect on the fire. or the usual alfect. can be a tlp off to an unusual event. 
A sudden Unexpected event, Sl.ich as a roof collapse. thai Immediately changes 
the entire sce11e. When spe!!kong of events other than a fire I have witnessed 
the following clues that tell me things are going south. Increased a(O(iety on the 
part of other non-fire agency members can be obvious. (I find that members 
outside the public -safelY domain get flUstered with change and are less able to 
think on their feet, for the most part.) Arotner serious clue is when a siluatiOn 
11nses for which there is no "responsible' governmental agency avallable. te. 
Calls come 10 for a helicopter, yet no one in the command has !flat ab11ily. 
Another dear sign IS when the inCident Command system begins to fall apart 
due to the participants When situabons be9 n to increase in size and comptel<'ily, 
these are exactly the times when IC is paramount Yet time and again I have 
seen IC mrown oli the w1ndow oecause tnings 90t ·•not" When tnere are 
m\Jitiple tasks rnvoMng differer-4 orgamzattons we MLIST work under one 
Incident Commander. As Incident Commanders we rely on our traimng, 
knowledge and experience. An Incident Commander worth his satt WANTS to be 
in command, and feels he is the best person to run the soene In that position, 
vihen an issue arises tnat he ls totally unfamiliar wiln, and realizing he has the 
most expeoence on scene. that can be unnervrng and a serious siQo 
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Page 7, Q7. ICS often uses benchmarks to determine Incident progression or mitigation. As an Incident unfolds, 
the situation can become chaotic, wflat benchmarks tell you that you have reached this point? 

Please list these benchmarks and describe your observations. 

l11<:1dent 011erwhelmlngtocal resources_ Staff not folowing the SOP's for tne type May 21, 2012 10 54 AM 
ot 1110dnel Incident conbnues to exoond and staff stress levels are rislllQ 

2 tack of accountabt' tty reports that are not ctear Thts can t>e pnystcall'y (gartlled) May 17 2012 9·1 o AM 
or cognlttvely (1 do not understand what the OIC 1S report1ng and do not have a 
pccture ol h•s condtJons act1ons and needs) inadequate number ot resources 
When the on-scene resources are 01/erwhelmed by vtehms or conditions, an 
tncrdent can cecome Chaotic 

3 Arrwal Report based on (CAN) Request for add'l units Water on the lire Enlty May 15, 2012 8:20PM 
made into structure Ma1nta1ning of PAR levels Heavy fire conditions desptle 
aggressive ongotng offensive operations Forward progress of ftre Decrease tn 
fire progression Ventilation Primary a net secondary searches completion 
Estab1shment of Rehab Rotation of Crews Fire under control Ftre out 

4 lncrdent action plan goals that are not aoh1eved in the gtven operational penod May 15, 201212:54 PM 
bUt were considered doable during tile planning stage would be one benc~mark 
Resource avallabUJtY through •ntemat or e)Ctemal sourc•ng, 1n steg•ng or In use 
that does not meet tne need rs another benchmarl< that mlghllnd1cate a chaotic 
srtuauon. Inability to staff and ma1nta1n the necessary compliment 1n ICS 
positions can also be en indicator of how slllble the 11101dent 1s 

6 Scene satety s compromtsed Yrou have more task's !hal need to ne done than May 16, 2012 727 AM 
yoo have reoorces to accoml)lish t11em 11'.-henever you have not completed an 
trnbal serach or survey of the incide11 and t11ere are reports of addttlonal or 
Ul'lknown ftfe safety rssues_ The IC has tnsufficlenl command stl!lff to assist rn the 
decesiOfl making process 

6 1 lnabllny to ga1n cortml of situation 2 Situation delenorates ra{lidty 3 May 14 ?012 4'()1 PM 
Problems Wllh command strucllJre In meeting obled!Ves 4 Difficulty tn 
deterrrtlntng resourcesrequtred and problems With accotXltabllty ol resources 
already commttted. 5. ConfliCt oetween compeitng 1rteresrs 6 lncompatebliltY 
of radio communiCations 

7 - Commoocalton breal(s down wrth funci!Onal ums, and updates are rot May 14, 20 2 123 PM 
answerrng the questions the IC is posmg • The resource needs surpass the 
avarlable resources - Scene management seems to be shpp1ng away 

8 All the same factors as abQve, espectally wl'l~>n no progres,:; IS belflg made and May 14, 2012 12·14 PM 
sarety IS COmprorrtsed 

9 • Loss of span of control • Inadequate resources available on scene to handle May 14, 2012 12:00 PM 
the necessary tasks 

10 I would say that almost every Incident borders on chaotiC. ll ts managing thal May 14, 2012 7 49 AM 
c11aos thal is key. What is ~-ollcetlliny •s wt1e11 Ute "normal" ct~aoa bewmes 
somett1ing other than that, sorhe of those benchmarkS would be: EXhausted all 
local and reg•onal resources. Addibonal assistance WJII need to come from 
further away and will be operating completely all of their "normal' area and that 
may create some opertional iSsUes. Resources that are rormally used or 
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Page 7, Q7. ICS often uses benchmartts to determine Incident progression or mitigation. As an Incident unfolds, 
the situation can become chaotic . what benchmarlts tell you that you have reached this point? 

Please list these benchmarks and describe your observations. 

accessed on a day to day bastS are usU3IIy eaSily obtained '1Mlat1s more 
dlfftcUt IS lhe benchmark that v.e have exceeded these resources and now must 
try to access addttionaJ. speaalu:ed resouroes that we may not be that ramllar 
Vlith Something along the lines of water $hl.ttle resulting from a ma1or break 
couttt create logistical problems for Clepartments that tto rot normallY use that 
lype or resource 

11 An Inability for vanous asslgneOJtteployed resources to complete tnelr May 14. 2012 6:54 AM 
assignments/missions withtn normal accepted lime frames No descernable 
progress oolnc•dent controVmitiganon within several short, normally reasonable 
operational progress periods, I.e: 15 minutes, 30 minutes 60 minutes, etc An 
ongo•ng need to quickly deploy resources that you do not have available to 
ontlcaltncident taskslassignmenls. A belief lhat you Will be play1ng "catch up" ror 
an extendede period of tirre and conve~ely an inability to "get ahead" of the 
incident. 

12 No available resources for asstgnment · having to wait for add It tonal resources to May 14, 2012 6:34 AM 
ernve before accomploshing neede.d tasks No progress being made towards 
mrtigahon goals -"losing the battle." Breakdown of errechve commumcettons -
can'tgetusefol reports, breakdown of radoo protocols (pe~onel yelling onlo 
radios or on person). 

13 When the fire is not behavtng as predicted and 1l 1S goes beyond the currenl May 14, 2012 6'22 AM 
re1;0urces ability to nandle very q~>~ckly \limen pe~nneliOO!'e 1heor control to 
remaon with-on the commar>C! si!UciiJre, soch as radio traffic becomong 
uncootrollal:ie, un4s selfdeplO)Iong or IC losong contactw.th & unol(s) Thl!le os 
also bmes when a lot of mutual atd s called and the command structure has not 
been set up to handle t, thJs is Indicated when tile IC becomes barra9B by 
flll.iual a•d offocers making suggestions on the operalton 

14 ihe most common benchmaiKfOf reacll4ng lhe ''chaotiC" potnton an e;.ent from May 14 2012 5'26 AM 
rrlf expenence ts when the request or need for resources exceeds lhe ava table 
resources Oectstons nave to be made at the Command Level and the tactocal 
level as to wnat mssiOOS we can a net will respoott to antt whtell m ss100s we 
caonot My ooservations of thts one ude the 91 1 center advostng lhat 1equests far 
services are beong stacked up and triaged, and or toss ot utllit•es to key 
tnfrastrocture, and dedarauons of a "local emergency" 

15 Usual fit durong an Incident the IC has short and long term goa.s 1-bwever on the May 14 2012 5:05 AM 
heat of the battle bme can become our worst enemy We use t1me checks to 
keep the IC attuned to the Incident. The IC Will request ltie specifiC length of 
time lobe nobfied (ie every15 mins, etc.) and th.s IS used as a remtnder that you 
oid or did not rnee: your speciffc objectives. Other indtcators are tnat tne 1nctdent 
•s expandong is complexity or ·Si?e and that you have nol gau'led control of it 

16 Communicatlons totally breaKsdowll Accountatlilfty t>reakctowns Strategy MaV11, 2012 722 AM 
changes quic;f(ly and resources re-deployed 

17 When one or more diVosions or ICS aSS(Qnments have become overwhelmed. May 10, 2012 9:00 AM 
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Page 7, Q7. ICS often uses benchmarks to determine Incident progression or mitigation . As an Incident unfold,, 
the situation can become chaotic, what benchmarks tell you that you have reached th is point? 

Please llstthese benchmarks and describe your obs•rvations. 

18 'A break dawn on commumcahon on the radio between sechan I dillls1on leaders May 10. 2012 4:07AM 
Section leadeiS or lnrtial command may be overwhelmed by noise levels, 
complexity of 1nciden~ more than one person giVIng them Information or Updates, 
and tne siZe of the incident distracts the IC or section leadeiS to the point that 
their abllftY to pay attention to the radio is re<:tuced, and therefore good baei.< and 
ronh by other units is not good. •Having to repe~t txlmmands-, or radio 
transmissiOns not be acl<nowle<lged, Dispatchers or comtnuhJcation cenleiS caf\ 
become so noisy with muHlpie radios ahd telephOnes rlnging tnat they are 
qU\cJ<Jy oVeiWheltned. My experience is almost a~Yays wrth a communication 
center with 1 lelecommunicator One dispatcher I call taker will be quickly 
oveiWhelmed with the large lnc1d.ent be9inning to develop, and additional calls 
coming in •Unils on scene being requested pertorm more than 1 ta.sk Officers 
arriVIng on scene at the surge lnc1dent that ace oot practicing ICS properly early 
man Incident may start to give lnd1vldual orders to lncomihg unds. A clearly 
defined IC may have not been defined yet, or a command post may have not 
been established, and senior officers may be freelancing a little pnor to a sen1or 
officer taking comma.nd a.nd forcing people to utilize the ICS system and its 
protocolS; 

1 B Time is against .you. Primary resources are near depletion. Water suppty IS not May 9, 2012 12:06 PM 
ctdequate 

20 Your incident strategy fails due to a catastrQphio:so.ene occurance. Your May 91 2012 10:52 AM 
Command Staff communicates to you that tt.e incident is out of oontrol OR tney 
don't communicate it but you can tell visually or l~tening to the radio Safety 
e~citedly issues ar) evacua~on order when prevtousty there was ne> verbal 
lnd1callon of any problem. Sodden V1olent ventlng of smoke or lire. Srwke 
explosion or backdraft Sudden bu11ding collapse or partial collapse. Deployment 
of RIT. Rehab announces too many FFs are worn out 

21 Loss of ¢llnlrullack or reports ond updates Loss or Lack-of Tt:source track•r1y M~y9, 2012 4.44 AM 
and tasks assigned. 

22 When your initial plan is notworkiog so you change tact1cs and fl)at too is not May9, 2012.4:36 AM 
working. lnsufficant or lack of peope and equipment so you are not able to 
change your plan. 

23 Operations are moving forward, bot supports have not been addressed. May 8, 2012 6:26PM 
"Reasonable" operational periods are passmg wrtnol.t and plan for conbnuallon. 
The "initial attaei.< phase'" has concluded without objectives for the next phase. 

24 For a slfuctural event it's manpower, apparatus and fire control Staffing is a key Ma.y 8, 2012 11'36 AM 
1ssue combined w~h the ability to man appa1alus, I have three people on-duty 
plus myself. For the work•ng fire it's how qUickly a second pieee can get Of\ 
scene with staffing of call back people. In ltsn, this will allow me to make the 
interior attack; seach outtl'le fire, confinement and extinguishment Our policy 
calls for 1 o minute marks at structure fires or complex event The mat1< will let 
me get an1dea of What 1<\nd of progress Is being made and whether to conl!nue 
offensive or go to defenswe mode. I also use the marks to measllle productive 
capacily of persomel. Ten minutes in July with high humidity and teJ1lls tells me 
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Page 7, Q7. ICS oll2n uses benchmartts to determine Incident progression or mitigation. As an Incident unfolds, 
the situation can become chaotic. what benchrmrlts tell you that you have reach•d this point? 

Please list these benchmarks and describe your observations. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

2g 

I need mutual fast Teo mnutes of fore a Hack should begin 1o see flarr.es gettu·g 
under control Ten monutes should show ventilation worlong 

Havmg two or more different type ol opera nons go1ng on at 111e same tome 
Havmg to set up secto• commands to effectovley be able to ru, the command 

Change In taches from offensive to defensove Incident has or will overwhelm 
resources on scene 

1 span ol control. I dovode the building/event mto divosions under ICS W I have 4· 
7 I consider additional ICS resources.. 3 alarms or greater I -1( locattnctdent 
Mana.gement team. If I cannot fill an asstgnment, particularly Safety, I call for 
additional resources. fnituttlon and experience 

T1me vs progress , time can slip away without being prompted of the lime For 
example of resources are lackong at an event lome C<IO slip awa,y and you don't 
rea lite you are beginn•ng to loss the battle becaiJSE! you're so busy then its too 
late and you are alWays playing catch up. 

The most telling os voolatoon of span of control When I have too many people 
repomng to me, and reporting-a mUltitude of ' little' th ngs, I have lost control I 
need to make addtionat command asstgnments. secronng areas, ass(Qntng 
personal to otl1er command posouons s~>Ch as staging, rehab, logistics, water 
supply, etc. tt Is far easier to build up positions early on, and then reduce as the 
need diml!ltshes rather than falflng behind and playing catch-up for the ent~e 
event. 
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Page 8, Q8. Think about your exp;!rience responding to a routine single family residential structure fire. lma,gine 
that the situation Is showing signs of becoming non-routine ! falling 011t ofthe ordinary). What are the s!Jinals that 
a lert you to thk transition. 

Please provide a response in each of the ••. 

2 

3 

5 

6 

F1regmund AcWIIy 

Mayoay call cf)anges focus to the fnefighel's 1ssue 

lack of progress, uncoordinated aclillllltes 

Crews appear to be operating in catch op mode, despite efforts 1n place there 
does not appear to be a sense of urgency as to the chang.ng (evolving) 
cona~1ons 

pei'SOnnel quickly mov1ng among tasks/assignments 

fire 15 expand1ng while patient/victim care 1s be1ng attended to 

Discovery of occupant loss of life during primary o r secondary search. 

Water supply 1s lost or becomes unreliable 

May 21, 20121104 AM 

May 17 2012 917 AM 

Mey15, 2012 8;32 PM 

May 15, 20121 .00 PM 

May 15, 2012 7 :37 AM 

May 14 2012 4;31 PM 

May 14, 2012 1:31PM 

8 No progress ts be1ng made and ICS starts to unral/el. Satety IS be<ng May 141201212;24 PM 
comprom1sed 

9 In the absence or proper CC!11roiJ d lfecllon fire companoes may begon to May 14, 2012 12;14PM 
freelance 

10 Updated repo'ts from crews are rarstng concerns V1sua1 ob6ervatonsof current May 14 2012 8 06 AM 
fire condouons snuations sucn as water supply and access have been reponed 

11 Personal observations upon arrival and a report from a otVtllan May 14 20'2 7.03 AM 

12 Noticable tens1oo 1n radoo reports Mav 14 2012 6:41 AM 

14 Incident Commander May 14 20'2 5:53AM 

15 Ra.p•d lnterventton Team acflvatoon for a doWned fuefoghter, loss of water supply, May 14 2012 5'36 AM 
unable to ven~late safety, delayed response overwhelmmg life safety conocm& 
(so many vicums or rescues that need to be performed) mull!ple calls occur1ng 
Wl'l1te dea11ng w1tl1 the structure fire. 

16 People are overwhelmed and have difficulty making correct deciSions towards May 11, 2012 7 27 AM 
mlllgation that decrease safety or personnel 

17 Flashover or backdralt while 1ntenor crews are worktng May 10, 2012 9 '14 AM 

18 Untls on scene tend to speak very loudly, or "yell" Into their radios as 1f thet May 10, 2012 4:31 AM 
makes people hear il\em better. 

19 mcomplete PAR reports May 9, 2012 12:06 PM 
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Page 8, Q8. Think about your experience responding to a routine single family residential structure fire. lma,gine 
that the situation Is showing signs of becoming non-<Outfne (falling out ofthe ordinary). What are the signals that 
alert you to lt>k transition. 

Please provide a response in each of the .. u 

20 FFs too exCited for tile situa~on more tosel nes or verulrg or calls for search May 9, 2012 10·57 AM 

21 Looks chaotic or ISlCOordtnated, assigned tasks not getltng completed May 9, 2012 5:03 AM 

22 That the ftre JS getting ahead or yo~¥ efforts and os not stopp.ng even alter May 9, ?012 5:00 A\1 
deptoyong more resources on rt: 

23 Cornpanoes operating tndependenuy and not toward a common objectove May 8, 2012 6:32 PM 

24 Ability to gain entry and get to the seat of the fire May 8 2012 11 53 AM 

25 Person trapped instde structure, problem with pnmary water source May 8, 2012 9:40AM 

26 Physocal sogns, smoke texture, color, velocity and behavoor, May 8, 2012 7:32AM 

27 ohaos, things not clicking, murphys taw May 8, 2012 6:17 AM 

28 Conflicting reports, reports not matching the visuals, firefighters not bemg able to May 8, 2012 6:03 AM 
achteve an assigned objectiVe, worsening condibons 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

lnctdent ProgresSion 

The incident continuing to g((m beyond oor pnor expenences 

escalating Inc dent condttoons get worse 

F11e appears to be advancjng despo!e offel'l$ ve operatoom and handline 
1)4acement and advancement 

percnetage of invOlVement iflC(east~ rather than decrea~ng 

fire has extended beond tile in.bat areas after arrl\lat Colapse os ommenan! or 
hasoccured 

Fatlure to have adequate resotrees lnotlatly or delayed m\Aual atd response 

Structural concerns (such as roof or floor collapse) ear1y In an InCident 

Chaos sets tn no progress made 

Fire cond1tions are not omprovi119 

Actual reports are confirming questionable results. Visual obServattons 
confirming previous concerns and~ctors suc11 as issues Wrth water supple and 
accesstbilty have been confumed. 

Limited fire control ooperations while extensive &&arch and rescue opel':!\ lions 
were beirg conducted 

Personnel have uncertainty of what is gotng on 
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May 21, 2012 11'04 AM 

May17, 20129·17 AM 

May 15 20128:32 PM 

May 15 20121 00 PM 

May 15 2012 7 37 AM 

May 14. 2012 4'31 PM 

May 14, 20121 31 PM 

May14, 201212:24 PM 

May 14, 201212;14 PM 

May 14, 2012 806 AM 

May 14, 2012 7 03 AM 

May14 20126 41 AM 
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Page I , QS. Think about your experience responding to a roUtine single family residential structure fire. Imagine 
that the shuatlon Is showing signs of becoming non..-outlne (falling out of the ordlnaryJ. What an the sljjnals that 
alert you to thk transition. 

Please provide a response in ea'h of the •.. 

13 time elapsing and no VIsible impr011111en11n the fireelrtlngUishment May 14, 2012 6:31 AM 

14 large Single family holJSe (8,000 sq II) Fire would not go out May 14, 2012 5:53 AM 

15 Ur>allle to cortarn tne 1\re, el<posures that were threatened become ln'IIOived. May 14, 2012 5-36 AM 

16 Are suppress•on not advancing to extinguish fire May 11, 2012 7.2/AM 

17 Unexplainedlunexpectated delays in water supply availability (especrally in rural May 10. 2012 9 14 AM 
envrronment) 

16 lnrtral command on scene rmmediatelycalling for more help than they normally May 10, 2012 4:31AM 
call for 

19 Structural rnteg11ty compromised May 9 , 2012 12 ·06 PM 

20 Another alarm called for beyond what Is normal May 9, 2012 10:57 AM 

21 Incident Is not responding to the expected outcome of task May 9, 2012 5·03 AM 

22 Taking over more of the structtre !nan 2ntlclpated, beoomrng more then your May 9, 2012 5.00 AM 
resource at the scene can handle 

23 Frre rs knocked down and the same comparres are overhauling May 8, 2012 6:32PM 

24 Reacing smoke condillons for tnickness, pressure, presence of flames 1nslde the May 8 2012 11 :53 AM 
smoke 

25 F1re progressing getting away from suppression teams May 8, 2012 9:46AM 

26 Unable to eJ<1]ngursh mam body off re, fire IS past area or ongrn May 8, 2012 7:32AM 

Z7 2+2 = 5 your normal attack IS not workmg May 8, 2012 6:17AM 

28 The 'roubne" f1re should show signs of improvement wrthln m1nutesofon scene May 8, 2012 6:03AM 
aggressiVe attacks. If it doesn·~ well as the say ng goes, ·here's your s1gn' 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Personal OeciS1on-mak1ng 

The stress and dernancls upon the I C to coordinated all the roles 

nsk based analys1s shows signs that are outs1de the norm 

Ensure crews are actiVely seemg the cues or the changing envlr(lnment In tront 
of them, ~ needed provide verbal prompting via radio commo to keep them 
apprised of changrng conditions 

OJerwhelming amount of lnfolmation l:)elng deliVered •n short time period 

The ICS Is overwhelmed and the IC is actively Involved In operational acliVrty 
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May 17, 2012 9·17 AM 

May 15, 2012 8:32 PM 

May 15, 20121:00 PM 

May 15 2012 7:37AM 
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Page I , Ql. Think about your experience responding to a roUtine single family residential structure fire. lma.glne 
that the situation Is showing signs of becoming non..-outlne (falling out of the ordlnaryJ. What an the signals that 
alert you to thk transition. 

Please provide a response in each of the - · 

6 Roskong a life to save a life stuatfons. May 1 4, 201 2 4:31 PM 

7 Start double-guessong myself May 14, 20' 21 :31 PM 

8 Becomes harder and options are rlJ1ntng out May 14, 2012 1 :z·24 PM 

9 lnforrnallon overt®d, too manyindovoduals reporung to IC. Span of cootrol os May 14, 2012 12 14 PM 
beong lost 

10 Risk and benefot. Pnoritizing the resources on scene to insLore safety and to May 14, 2012 s·oo AM 
f!llllgate 1l!luafion Verbal reports rrom Safety o fficer, other Command personnel 
i311d members involved Tn the ircidenl are crucial at this polnl to allow IJ)e IC to 
rm~ke proper deCisions. Th•s os where all lnformallon needs to be received and 
processed and a timely deciSion made based on facts 

11 RealiZing tne need for a large deployment of lire and EMS resources more May 14, 2012 7:03 AM 
la•geled towa'CJ a commercialfJnstitutjonat opeiallon •ather than a SFO. 

12 Personnel are requesting many actions/ resources to occur. May 14. 2012 6·41 AM 

13 hav•ng a feeling of urgency, May 14 2012 6:31AM 

14 Insure ltlat all uti lilies were sl]u! off, wert to extenor operahons, Increased May 14, 2012 5.53 AM 
amount of "A" foam being apphed from hose lines called addHtonal alarm for 
manpower 

15 Eve1yone has a structure r(e that when in Command nothtng g~ l'l:flt No May 14, 2012 5 36 AM 
fTlalter what ts tried, the fire cont1nues to gain headway and the level of concern 
and frustration grc:JNS. 

16 Seeking additlonal resources on scene tnat are not there May 11, 20'i 2 7'27 AM 

17 Delays on deas10n making because of being oveTWhetmed with requests from May 1 o 2012 9 14 AM 
subordtnates, lack or accurate Jnformatton, or rapidly evolvtog events 

18 Feeling a sense of needng to move more qotckly with a sense of urgency ThiS May 1 0 20'i 2 4:31 AM 
can oea problem 1n my experience because t believe tnat stower more 
oeliberate and wen tnought out steps are much more efrecove 

19 poor comrnumcation witttother sector chiefs May 9, 2012 12·06 PM 

20 Not crisp like usual Odd requests May 9, 2012 1 o 57 AM 

21 Start making poor deas•onsor rapld declslons us1ng pootly basedtacbcs May 9
1
2012 5.03 AM 

22 Becoming oveJWhelmed, unable to reformulate a plan of change May 9, 2012 5:00AM 

23 Fully rea.ct1ve and not ahead o f current operations May 8, 2012 6:32 PM 

24 lack of appropnate progress w1thin a reasonable hrne frame to the Oec•&ion May 8, 2012 11:53 AM 
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Page 8, Q8. Think about your exp;!rience responding to a routine single family residential structure fire. Imagine 
that the situation Is showing signs of becoming non-<Outfne (!\tiling out ofthe ordinary). What are the signals that 
alert you to 11>k transition. 

Please provide a response in each of the .. u 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Operations on all sides and mu!ti floors 

Tnne of day, weather conditions. time of response l1me due to other acll'llthes 
and expenence of crews 

get your head around the bog ptcture. Sometimes rt IS harder than others 

1 am a Ftrm believer •n using ttte "SLEEVES" method of strateg1c dectston mak1ng 
on a flre ground, Size-up/sufficient help, life safety, exposures, entry, vantllabon, 
exlonguish, salvage and over'haul. This W\11 work for every soze lire event. 
However, when I question ~. or through tl ou the wondow, thars e sogn that I am 
getting frustrated with this evert that doesn't seem to be conform.ng to the norm. 
Additfonally, I am hard on myself, and when I begin to question my dec1s1ons, 
doubt enter the e(JJation, and typically tbere is no room ror that at an emergency 
scene. 

Qher S19nal11 

Staff getting stressed, faijgued and tkaing actions beyond SOP's 

May 8, 2012 9:46 AM 

May 8, 2012 7:32AM 

May 8, 2012 6·17 AM 

May 8, 2012 6.03 AM 

May 21, 2012 11 04 AM 

2 gut feeling May17. 2012 9'17 AM 

5 Fire behav1our is abfl0'111al ( drug labs) unusually htgh number o( vtdtmS(group May 15. 2012 7:37 AM 
home) PO on scene Clime scene 

7 Anx1ety level evident in the voices on the radro comm(Jmcations May 14 2012 1:31 PM 

10 Esca at1ng 1oodent and elevated level or comrnu11catoons concerns boih from the May 14 20· 2 8 06 AM 
reports themselves but also from the tone and method they are delr.tered 

12 No clear (or b<eakdown of) command structure May 14, 20'2 6'41 AM 

13 personnel on ;he f.re gound arestartong to have a hlghtened exC11menl level May 14 2012 6'31 AM 

14 Locatooo of oncodent bme ol day, duratoon of lnctdenl May 14, 2012 5:53 AM 

15 Becoming emotionally involved with the lnCiclent, unable to remove errot1on from May 14. 20• 2 5:38AM 
I he objective. 

16 May Day signals, reports of trapped people May 11 2012 7'27 AM 

16 I typically listen to the pollee department rad.o frequency When e nre oncldent os May 1 0, 2012 4:31 AM 
growing, police units on scene will communicate thos back to the dispatcher to 
tell file units to hurry, and to bring more. This will almost always be 1n Indicator 

20 Mayday Safety orders evacuation May 9, 2012 10:57 AM 

21 Concern ratsed by others May 9, 2012 5'03 AM 

22 changes in the event adding more problem lhatwere not seen from the lntltal May 9, 2012 s·oo AM 
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Page I , Ql. Think about your experience responding to a routine single family residential structure fire. Imagine 
that the situation is showing signs of becoming non-routine (falling out of the ordlnaryj. What are the signals that 
alert you to this transition. 

Please provide a response in each of the -· 

attack. poss1ble another Incident 1 e Unknown Hazmat snuabon 

23 Too fOGtJssed on the current p1cture. narrow10g command to too small of a umt or May 8, 2012 6:32PM 
Clela1l 

24 lnabiUty to estai:Jjish a realible water supply accountab1l1ty for lire personnel and May 8, 2012 11 :53 AM 
v1cbms, lack of mutual aid in a timely manner 

25 Need to set up the IC system and fi ll out post11on to manage the problems that May 8, 2012 9:46 AM 
have occured 

26 Outs1de informatJCJrl·rescue, H,AZMAT, etc,.. May 8, 2012 7:32AM 

27 lack or bad communications, poor frequent updates May 8, 2012 6:17 AM 
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Page a, Q9. Pick a ~ituation that you experienced where a routine event ~urged Into a complu or non routine 
~ltuation. What were the ~ign~ of this transformation? 

Please provide a response in each of the three a re as listed below: 

Emergency Scene Ac11Vtly 

TI-e number of patient e)<ceedrng our abolity to transport May 21, 20121104 AM 

2 heavy frre condrttons, report of peoPle trapped, May 17 2012 9 17 /l.M 

3 Multi story ALF wrth a stainless steel chimmney stack rumlng through the center May 15, 2012 8;32 PM 
of the bullidlng. lri!lal call was to a smoke alarm On first amval of units they 
were still functtoning in Fire Alarm mode 

4 situation reports from variotJS areas of incident indicating deterioration of May 15, 2012 1.00 PM 
sitUation 

5 Confusion tn startegres and tactics Offense or DEfense and they are May 15, 2012 7:37 AM 
simultaneosly occurring 

7 Responders start shOuting 10 each other or 011er the radio Mey 14. 2012 1:31 PM 

8 A very targearea of 'the community rs effected ana not enough resources May 14, 2012 12:24 PM 

9 The tncident rnvotved a large area brush fire whrch was d:fficult to manage all the May 14, 2012 12'14 PM 
fe$0Urt:es and evaluate the need fOf additional resources 

10 Frre tn 2 112 story fT1lJib famtly on a summer day Reported basement fire May 14 2012 8:06AM 

11 lntllal untiS arrlvrng on scene havrng diffrculty gettrng even rnrtral tasks comp4eted Ma~ 14 20i 2 7·03 AM 
effectovely or qUICI!Iy 

12 Busy-manydtflerenttasksoccuri~atonce May14-20'26'41 AM 

13 ihe fire was getting beyone the water sOpply capab!l.ty very qt.nckly May 14 2012 6 '31 AM 

14 Burld ng F1re trt Grocer~ store. I was stand1ng across 11-e street from lte May 14, 20" 2 5:53 AM 
bu1ildtng when I notJced a large crack oolhe AID Corner of the bulid1ng 

15 lnctdent Commander of a comr'lllnrty w1de hurricane effort lndudrng evacua~on May 14. 2012 5·36 AM 
of several hous1ng pro,ects, nurs•ng homes, hazmat response and e building fire 
1nc1dentswere broken down mto divisrons wth a Capa1n handling each and my 
role was overseeing the entire effort 

16 Frre rn mulh unrl baloon frame structure May 11. 2012 7:27 AM 

17 Single family hotJSe fire--interior crew on second floor was transrttonrng to May 10, 2012 9 '14 AM 
overhaul when a backdrafl occurred while pullrng ceilings 

18 Pollee department units determning that theyarenol safe In the area, and they May 10, 20124:31 AM 
begin to pull back and set up a perimeter Up to thrs point they typically rush mto 
the rncident until they discover the nazards. then ttey wrillypically ldenhfy ltlat 11 
rs a lire lnc1denl and back off. 
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Page I , Q9. Pick a situation that you experienced where a routine event surged Into a complex or non routine 
situation. What were ltle signs ofthis transformation? 

Please provide a response in each of the three areas listed below: 

19 L.ackofresources May9 2012120E>PM 

20 Can't frnd frre but there IS plenty of smoke May 9 2012 10:57 AM 

21 Too many drfferent scenes May 9, ?012 5:03 A~ 

22 Automatrc Fire Alarm on a comercial bolldrng, mlbal response staling fire 1$ out, May 9, 2012 5:00AM 
arrive at scene to only have tne situation develop raprdly 1nto a Frrst alarm 
asstgnrnerrt 

23 Preplans 1gnored. ad liP response May 8, 2012 6:32PM 

24 MaJor hrg)l-pressure gas main leak. Ruptured line wrth gas company personnel May 8, 2012 11 :53 AM 
rn the trench and detail police nearby. Seal off area at 3 pm on a school day and 
thls was a main aocess road in this part of town. 

25 MCI road race wind storm blew down the~e ten~ and had to set up meke shift May 8, 2012 9:46AM 
centers With minimul staff and equipment. 

26 A reported plane crash. I knew we would have multiple agenoes InvolVed, as May 8, 2012 7;32 AM 
well as large scale communrcation ooncems Multlpple discipline response 

27 F~re attack May 6, 2012 6:17 AM 

28 MaJOI Flood May 8 , 2012 6"03 AM 

l~dentP~s~on 

Lack of progress on contol~ng the mcident, flavrng to tnage and rat ron our 
response 

May 21, 2012 11 04 AM 

2 rrre spread to aqacent structures companies fat led to take proper poa.trons May 11 201 2 9 11 AM 
starrs hao burned out inside 

3 umts were sill looking for the cause of the activiatlon Wtlh no clear thought May 15 2012 8:32 PM 
process of the obllrous!>tarring at 111em. AA asolated nadequately protected 
smoke stack penetratrng through m..rltiple noocs w1th smoke permatrng through 
out the stsucture, yet rot activatres to begm actrve search or ongrn/cause has 
been ln~rated by •mbal OS CO 

4 extended lime of operation without signrficant rmprovement May 15, 2012 1 00 PM 

5 Exposures became involved May 15, 2012 7:37 AM 

7 Safely of personnel becomes comJXomrsed May 14, 2012 1:31 PM 

o More effected area& th&t were impacted by thrs event th~:~t we did not know pnor May 14, 201212:24 PM 

9 Rapadly spreading fire, pushed by hgh wrnds The lire was movrng faster than May 14, 201212:14 PM 
we oould get resources in place to fight it 
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Page I , Q9. Pick a situation that you experienced where a routine event surged Into a complex or non routine 
situation. What were tile signs of this tr.lnsformation? 

Please provide a response in each of the thr"e areas listed below: 

10 On arnval called a wo!11ing fire wrth smoke shOW1ng 2nd alarm sounded 5h0f'tt1 May 14 201 2 8 0~ AM 
tt1ereaner to f~l out alarm ass~gnmer~ Interior attack star tetlb( the 5 mernbert> 
on duty wrth 2 hnes e)ltended Into the basement Addiborel crews ordered to 
provrde a water supply and assrst Ill possible venttlatron Ongrnal crews had frre 
knocked down bot they had concerns about chases and balloon construction 
The fears were accurate in that lire had progressed up through the middle of the 
house. 

1 1 lncrdenl conbnued to grow despite FD efforts Every progress report Indicated no May 14 2012 7:03 AM 
progress and that in faot th3t we were loosrng ground/expenenctng drffloultre$. 

12 Situation escalating - not under c0ntrol May 14. 2012 6.41 AM 

13 moroe and more areas began to burn due to heavy wind conditron and lack of May 14. 2012 6:31 AM 
water supply 

14 Bulllong collapsed almost Immediately after r nottcec:t the crack May 14. 2012 5.53 AM 

15 lncrdenl progression contrnuedto grow atartamazrng rate to nclude huge May 14, 2012 5:36AM 
numbers of state assetts berng dispatched Without being requ~K>ted arid the need 
to handle those as well 

16 Fire spread vertically and horizontallY ahead of firelight May 11 2012 7:27 AM 

17 Event went from "under control" wil!l overhaul rn progress to an add~ tonal alarm May 10. 2012 9:14 AM 

18 Upon amval all workers in a manuracturing racflity l1ad evacuated, and were May 10. 20' 2 4.31 AM 
galllenng to brief the incoming com'l1ander 

19 firefighter safety betng COlT' promised May 9 2012 12'06 PM 

20 vosibie fire at roof! I-.e. roof collaoses 10 11 m111 after arr.va1 or FO May 9 2012 10.57 AM 

21 Calls stacking up May 9, 2012 5:03AM 

22 Routine automatiC ftre alam1, peopte on scene stating that the fire Is out that was May 9, 2012 5:00AM 
rn a kettle to ooty have the fire spread rnlo tne drop ceiling at the bme we 
arnved, realiztng at the lime we t>ad htQh potenbal to losrng the buic:ting 

23 Incident ran away with command and response e>~ceeded the sttuation, May 8, 2012 6:32 PM 
dramattcally 

24 Major leak effectlrg So residences. School was letting out for day as well as May 8, 2012 11:53 AM 
people coming home from work. All wanted aC<less to therr homes. Limited 
manpower. Had to split forces with the CP b!ocki11Q off one. street arid the engine 
company bl0ck1ng off the other side 

25 Triage not enough EMS personnel to treat and transport the vtctums May 8, 2012 9:46 AM 

26 As we progresses. We are not solving the problem Cham or command asking for May 8, 201:17:32 AM 
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Page a, Q9. Pick a situation that you exper ienced where a routine event surged Into a compiex or non routine 
situation. What were tile signs of this transformation? 

Please provide a response in each of the three are as listed below: 

27 

28 

re'30urces 

new onfonnalton of possible victim 

Lrvong on a01 area NOT pror>e to noodong, ttoe 100 year storm took evPI)!One by 
SUfpnse What started out as a typical lain lall qUickly overtook local darns, 
ponds, and rivers. People were trapped 1n homes and compl~te neighborhoods 
Citizens needed sand ba,gs, rescue. medical a ode, and controlled evacuation. A 
take neeeed to oe lowered as quickly as possible and that requored the use ol 
huge pumps that had to be located and mam ed. Manpower was supplied by tt1e 
Ftre, police, and OPVV departments. Additional personnel came from the nat1onal 
guards. FEMA got involved along with M E:MA When I arnlied at the lncldenl 
Command Center everyone was doing the1r own thillQ. Duplication of effort was 
-apparent. Pnorlties were not orgaorzed 

Personal Declslon Mak1ng 

Increasing stress in managing the incident as demands to address the various 
tssues oncreases. 

May 8 , 2012 6:17AM 

May 8, 2012 6:03 A\1 

May21, 201211:04 AM 

2 command posttocation provided poor vrew ofthestn.Jctures May 17, 2012 9 '17 AM 

3 Arnved on scene as first choef officers, obtaoned onfo that an exrsbng hazard still May 15. 2012 8:32 PM 
exs1ted and changed call type to co;-nmerica stn.Jctural fire prompting addihonal 
le'30Urces of 3 engines, I aerial and other staff 

4 numerous recorrnnendatooos from 1ncodent sectors wtthoulthe bt!ntofol or the May 15. 20121 .00 PM 
otners required strong thot.ght p1'0CeSS 

5 A Songfe IOCICient qutcl<i'( becai'T'E' mulbple incidents Wl!hon the IOI!taltnodent May 15, '20' 2 /:37 AM 

7 Sense thiltl a.m'l have a comp'ete picture of what's gorng on May 14 20' 2 1.31 PM 

8 Became cumbersome .vrth lack of command staff to carry out all functiOns May 14, 201212 24 PM 

9 The 1na1>11ity to see !toe biQ p!ctiJre on the begnn1ng of the onctoent made Clectston May 14, 20121214 PM 
makong dimcult \Ne needed adaitional command starr aocund the nc•dentto feed 
rnforrnahon back to the I C. 

10 Addol1onal crews requested, accountabtflty was cntocal along woth an effectiVe May 14, 2012 B·OS AM 
water supply and ladder work. Assignment of addibonal command membe1s 
from other departments was Instrumental In the outcome as we do not have 
sufficient resources available. 

1 1 Be faced wrth decis1ons on whether !toe correct Incident controlltaclical decosoons May 14, 2012 7:03 AM 
will have significant fmancial inlJiicahons to the community (put 500+ people out 
of work at least temporarilY). 

12 Throwing more resoutces at same problem· not stepping back lo reth1nk and May 14. 2012 6:41 AM 
regroup. 
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Page I , Q9. Pic k a situation that you exper ienced where a routine event surged Into a complex or non routine 
situation. What were tile signs ofthis tJansformation? 

Please provide a response in each of lhR three areas listed below: 

13 the neea to continue to call inaddrtional mutual. very qUickly May 14, 20126.31 AM 

14 Attempted to get two crews out from the front of me burdlfng before collapse May 14, 2012 5:53 AM 
One crew was caught n lhe collapse trapping two members under the wall 

15 my personal decrsion making Included keeprng the p11orrties of my communrty May 14, 2012 5·36 AM 
first and assistrng the state assets and nee.ds as second. 

16 Assignment of resources quickly was difficult to malntarn May 11. 2012 7:27AM 

17 Because of"under control" decl6ion, crews were beg1norng to stand down RIT May 10, 2012 9·14 AM 
was not nnrnedi!llely available. 

1 a Persons wrth knowledge of the d.artgers rnvalved ln this haz rrat inoldeot were May 1 o, 2012 4:31 AM 
moving to clear the area 

19 trensrbonrng to defensive fireflghtlng operations May 9 2012 12·06 PM 

20 FFs upon e)<it don1 report to their company May 9, 201210:57 AM 

21 Step baok and loo~ at the whOle situation May 9, 2012 s·o3 AM 

22 Not enough persoMel on initral as!>'gnrnent. reai1Zr11Q the potentral of losing the May 9. 2012 5:00 AM 
burlding, requesting a first atann assignment to help rnitrgate the situation hoprng 
1ttat rt was rot too late 

23 Incident comrnandef a lowed support agencres to overteke objectJIIes May 8, 2012 6:32PM 

24 Neeo to robfy mulbpte agencres lllatrnctuded Highway Oepl, PO Schools and May 8, 201211:53 AM 
School bus comp•my. Abdily to get a nandle on poleotsal people elfe<:ted and ar~~ 
vrcbms as weD an accountability of residents 

25 Actrvated a ambUlance taskforce, set stqag~ng area for ambulances and May 8, 2012 9 46 AM 
assrgned person to track aK VlciUms and where they went 

26 lnutotK>n, collabofatronwrth my staff and mutual aJd staff May a. 2012 7·32 AM 

27 change roucus May 8. 2012 6:17AM 

28 After 5 monutes of hstemng to and watching the shear coaos going on In the EOC May 8, 2012 6:03AM 
I made a deciSion. I told ihe mayor thai I was in change and the pollee chref and 
I would run tl1e operations and everything needed to go through us We asked 
for and recerved maps available personal f1gures, equrpment ava1labrlity, and 
prlontized requests for assistarce. All communications were routed through troe 
EOC, While representatives from FEMA, MEM A, National guard the County 
Sherrrtrs office (the mmates were a great source of manpower), Oty 
water/sewe.r and DPW, national grid, planning and building department were 
present, all decistons wenl through me. I utiliZed my experiences rn dealing wrth 
multiple agencies. large numbecs or subordinates, and setting prrorities, and 
llstenrng to those closest to the problem in rMking my deco&oon&. 
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Page a, Q9. Pick a ~ituation that you exper ienced where a routine event surged Into a complex or non routine 
situation. What were tile signs of this transformation? 

Please provide a response in each of the three areas listed below: 

Oher SIQI'ats 

Plans and resources not effect!VIey resolvong !toe Issue at hand May 21, 20121104 AM 

2 gut feeling, uneasy, dry mouth, May 17 2012 9 17 AM 

3 Crews seemed to have honed in on the rouhne of respondong to thos structure 1:111 Mey 15, 2012 8;32 PM 
a chronic fire alarm acltvation and fell short or expectlons or thtnklng outside the 
tx>x tn seemg rne obvtous. 

5 Insufficient resources. May 15, 2012 7:37 AM 

6 Can't odent[fy any lire so!uat[ons I have experienced that surged onto a complex or May 14. 2012 4:31 PM 
non routme sttuation. 

7 Havmg to take a breath to collect my thoughts and become grounded May 14. 2012 1'31 PM 

10 Heat factor was a major Issue and should have been better addressed In thts May 14, 2012 8:06AM 
tnctdent ACICiitonal resources should nave been rotated m and utiliZed Tne 
stgnal tnat was most the glaring is the heat and constructoon wtlh the tntltal 
knockdown lendong to !he beloef that the stluation was under control 

14 Non at the time. May 14 2012 5·53 AM 

15 every communitY nelghbofing mine was also hugely ompacted thUs ellmnaiong May14 2012 5'36 AM 
the posstbllrty of mutual aio and outside help. 

16 too many tasks to co""'ete ahd not enoogh personnel May 11, 20'> 2 727 AM 

18 InformatiOn from the tC on scene, togelhef WJIIl a sense or urgency ror you to May 1 o. 2012 4:31 AM 
take over thos iflC!dent or set up unified command. not because the IC leets thai 
he has to pass the ircidenl off, bUt that yOVI: level or technocal ability mey exceed 
hts, and the IC wants you to qu cldy JOin him or her 

20 FaoiU<e of ladder co to recognoze danger of lore on roof May 9. 2012 10:57 AM 

22 Stayong on your game even when people stabng that the fore 1$ out af1d II WliS not May 9, 2012 5:00AM 
really out af1d knowing that even the ro~>lloe incidents can lead onto or tranform 
onto a chaotic situation 

23 UnquallfieCllndiviellals were allowed too much Influence on the IC May 8, 2012 6.32 PM 

24 II was January, temp of 15 degrees Very high wonds helped woth dispersing gas May 8, 2012 11:53 AM 
but too dangerous to use water spray. Gas company officials worked at CP 1n 
getting gas shut off to the area and In shutting off power Need tor addrttonal 
manpower tor checki~g homes, multiple safety ollicers needed to mo11tor. 

25 medical persons assigned to event were not enough to be able to treat the May 8, 20129:46 AM 
number of victums. 
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Page a, Q9. Pick a situation that you experienced Where a routine event surged Into a complex or non routine 
situation. What were tile signs of this transformation? 

Please provide a response in each of the three areas listed below: 

26 OutSide information 

27 complacency, Interior crews passive not communicabr,g baste objectives 

:35 of 43 
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Page I , Q10. Thinking about the situation that you utilized In question 9 , were there any signals that you expected 
to see that were nat present? 

The lack or coord1nab0o bEtween tt"e provate and puohc ambvtance respoose1; 
Tne lack of a staQing offier and self dispatching to answer a call, not being 
directed by a control poonl THe dispatcher was amooc1ng the call and the 
repoose1; were multiple units repond1ng. 

May 21, 201211 07 AM 

2 Crews were not engaged 10 proactiVe actov'ittes conststanf w1tll on scene v1sual May 15. 20'12 8"34 PM 
cues that were present, ffglltly smoke charged , bldg, residents sttH 1n plaoe wtlh 
the affected area of bldg, obViOJS potential sou roe or smoke 10 the direct area of 
oonoern. 

3 I answered that I could not tdenbly any non routine srtualtons I have May 14, 2012 4:32PM 
encountered. 

4 E)<pected someone else to have communicated that conditions were becoming May 14, 2012 1:32 PM 
untenable, or they needed more resources 

5 This fire seemed so rou11ne. Ftre in B\C corner first noor already venltng 2" J111e May 14. 2012 6:00 AM 
m through front door. As '300n as the company hot Ore with water, tl wes like an 
explos1on tnslead or darking down. I expected to see steam transfer and smoke 
oolor changes. Instead the ftre grew tn 1ntensrty and the smoke werrt jet black 
almost like a petroleum product had been put on the fire tns!ead of water 

6 All the.stgnals were there and we actually planned for theeverrt weekl! a heed of Mey 14, 2012 5:36AM 
~me Impact of the event grossly exceeded our planning. 

7 No el<tenor Stgns of fi(l! or pressunzed smoke In the anlc space May 10, 2012 9:16AM 

8 In thts oncodent there was a sogmricam ac1d plum One expects a purr> 1o be a May 10, 2012 4:35AM 
green cloud clearly def1ned and obvious In thFS case It was large, dangerous, but 
almost Just seernetllo be normal steam, or a fog or mtsi l1ke cloud It almost 
looked hke a nonml siluatlon 

9 Througl'l our forefoghtlng traintog, our firefigtl!ers were able ro rescue a fallen May 9, 2012 1200 PM 
firefighter prior to RIT activation 

10 E'arloer presence d VIS ble flame, espeaally htgher 1n SJruct•JI'E' May 9 ~012 10·59 AM 

11 When we looked for the eJctentton c:l the fire we realized that we had grea~ May 9, 2012 5:06AM 
la1den vapors in that space and coUld have poss Illy mt ltle entire btJIIdmg and 
most rmportantly lost lives due to building cOllapse Expected to see more sfgns 
of lire spread ons!Ead of lack of fire spread Second quesnon was this was a 
clean butlding how d1d this go unseen? 

12 Large amount ofinjuries May 9, 2012 5:05AM 

13 I've always been taugtlt to bestdisbtJrsegasbya hose stream A 4" feeder was Maya 2012 11'59 AM 
established and several handlines set up Before we began to charge lines the 
gas company rep adVosed us using water could create more problems by 
crea~ng a humidity situatiof\ that could actually driVe tne gas plum down close to 
the ground It was a little unnerving to have reSldenoes within 50' of a major 
bc'eak and no line operating. 

14 Phys<cal sogns; smoke and debc'is, other repons May 8, 2012 7:34AM 
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Page t , Q10. Thinking about tile situation that you utilized in question 9, were there any signals that you expected 
to see tllat were not present? 

15 There ts an expec;ation of irtter10r Ctews to assume VICbms could be presertt May 8, 2012 6:21 AM 
when they do not have lhaltn the back of lhetr mind as they p-ogress condUcltng 
pnmary 6SarC11es if possible 
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Page 9, Q11. If you answ ered Yes to Question 10, how did you Interpret and react to the absence of thHe 
expected signals? 

Createda stal}lng location and radio tnstnle10tnsfor only respond!~ urnt w;ll be 
selected 11( the staggmg occ;der aod fo!Warded to d1spatch to deploy 

May 21, 2012 11 07 A~l 

2 See10 May15, 20'2834PM 

3 That the responders had fl .. nnel Vision, and weren't see1ng the big picture May 14 2012 1:32 PM 

4 I was shocked. llmmed;ately had the crews back out to a safer posrt.;on, had the May 14 2012 6:00 AM 
second engine pull a 2 1 fl' line into position and had the truck compan1es 
perform additional ventilalion This was instinctive 1 believe 1 also thought for a 
moment that we may t>aVe had a contaminated water supply wh1ch was affectl~ 
lhe fires behavior. We had lhe third alarm compames establish a different water 
supply on a different gnc:t 

6 1 accepteo tne recommendation or the Interior ops officer to determine the nre May 1 o, 2012 s·1s AM 
'under control". 

6 I knew that earlier radio reportswere indicabng thatsomcth1ng bad had May 10, 2012 4:35AM 
happened A leak may be occurring and that this c loud may be dangefous 

7 Once this tncidentoccured we realiZed the noor of the structure was May 9 , 2012 12 ·os PM 
cor1prom1sedand were able to take necessary precaut;ons 

8 Operat;ons ordered more ventilabon wh;ch eventually revealed the f;re May 9. 2012 10:59 AM 

9 How did this go ;n seen pfior to tile fJre. lnillally shod<ed very clean bu11d•!ll woth May 9, 2012 5:06AM 
new equipment , did not expect this srt.uatoon In this comrrencal buld;ng 

10 was able to free~ EMS resources to respond on u'!Vesttgatlon type calls May 9, 2012 5:05AM 

11 The gas company representatiVe was my ''subtect-rnalter expert" H feH qute May 8 2012 11.59 AM 
uneasy to not take the steps I wanted to take bull had to trust him and thal his 
experience •n the matter far exoeed.."'d anytht~ I ve ever had 

12 1 felt there was a possibthtywe woud have to apply large human resources to a May8, 2012 7:34AM 
search 

13 Frustrated throughmg more resources at rt whoch rcc;wcs more acoountablrtJY May 8, 2012 6:21 AM 
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Page 10, Q12. Do you utilln differentdtcision-maklng strategies as an incident becomes unfamiliar and 
unpredictable? 

Yes the ~lfacart number of patients was l.f"lpredlctable had to Klentlly the stall May 21, 2012 1110 A~l 
that could malf!lam the con!Tol and understood how the1e rolewotAd lt.n::110n 
Ass~gned pe1$011nel that woUld marge the mcom;ng 1esources and not get 
Involved In other acllvites.The position coordinatiOn estabhshl'da controlled 
response 

2 1 changed from a tactical strategy of atlemplong lo suppress the fire to the May 17 2012 921 AM 
Gtrategic vieN of sell preseNation (protecting rrtJ firefighters from danger) Th1s 
change from offensiVe to defensive felt very different As the nHial olfens1ve 
strategy failed to maKe progress and the 1nC!dent escalated, 1 became nervous 
and scared I remember getting very dry mouthed However, once I ordered the 
defens1ve strategy I lmrned1alely felt relief. 

3 attempt to ensure that the reliance of information is flowing more r~uenlly end May 15, 2012 8:37 PM 
potentially from more that one source. Potent1ally looking towards semor staff 
with greater el<penence to pro111de potentially plllllol updates on scene conditions 

4 I WJII chan9e strategies . If I believe lhal'ttle 1ncedenl IS not echng as I would Mey 15, 2012 7'41 AM 
pred1cl, I step back, use a defensive strategy and reevaluate the s1tuabon. I also 
rely on my other command staff or officers for feedback lo get their perspective 

5 1 wotJd more readly call for muual a1d andotheroutstderesources as the May 14, 2012 4.35 PM 
tncldent became more comple)(. unfamiliar and unp<edictable 

6 Our prtorilfes or life safety, incident stabit1zat1on and property preservatiOn May 14, 2012 1·34 PM 
rema•n C<1,;tant Therefore. tho~e are the louchstQf'leS bt whtch all deCtSinn-
maklng Is conducted. 

7 To be ffiOfe adaptiVe and put more trust in o:herofftcers to help manage the May 14, 2012 1 Z27 PM 
srtuatton 

8 t looK to otherolfaoers to assist tn eva1ua~nganct1nterprenng the 1ncident ~ May 14, 201212:14 PM 
gathering as much tnformanon (getting the bg pocture) as poSSible the command 
team can use thell COllecting expenences to help maKe a bener deCiston. 

9 t believe you have to be consislent and that all ~ncidents W1ther lamhar or May 14 20~ 2 8:08 AM 
Ul"lfaO'llllar shoUld be treated the same Good pract1res for !OU~ne events a!ld 
normal s~uations wtll cany over •n an unfatnhar one and beloeve wllltesult in a 
greater ct>ance of success. The only difference 1s In accessing resources and 
utlllzabon and log1stics of using them that would be d.fferent but should follow 
along under s.milar opertional procedures. 

10 My overall fncicfent priorities are going to remain the same Life sarety lncldenl May 14. 2012 7:09AM 
Stablhlallon and Property Conserval1on What I do IS still try to take rrrt own 
knowledge andexperience base. try to relate Jl to the unfam1har lemtory that I am 
now operating tn and and attempt to e)(pand my decis1on mak1ng process to 
meet the needs of the current lnctdent. 

11 OUting "routine" tn::tdents follow mental now chart of what needs to hapPen neMt May 14 2012 6~46 AM 
and make sure all bases are being ccvered. Once someth1ng unexpected 
'JOcurs start to quickly analyze what Is happantng, wh3t could happen, 
cost/benefit Of achGns, and formulate a plan tor mlhgatton 1nclud1ng bnng1ng 1n 
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Page 10, Q12. Do you utilln differentd.cision-maklng strategies as an incident becomes unfamiliar and 
unpredictable? 

otners ro get tnerr opwionlsuggestiOns 

12 If a sitUation becomes unfamiliar or unprediCtable I utu1I1Ze tile t1elp and support May 14, 20'2 6:33AM 
d mutual Crnefs who l)ave !responded on the request for assiStance 

13 To be honest. I have ro way to really explatn my dec,StOn mak1ng strateg1es 1 May 14 2012 61>4 AM 
thrnl< tttat 25 years of experience have engralned a number of expe(,enoes from 
wh•cn I Ulllize fD handle the sjtuaboo ,., front of me Ftrst and foremost•& to get 
as aoccurate a p1cture of the stlua110n as poss1ble as soon as poss1ble Make 
tnttlal decisions based on that inforrnaUon and modf•Y the plan was we proceed 
I have always believed in moving addit1ona_l companies sooner so that they are 
eva liable lor deployment sooner. Keeping compan1es Intact and hav1ng defined 
mlsstons\roles for them upon deployment IS also tmportaot 

14 Prlonttes were determined based on the greatest need and where the 11m1ted May 14 2012 f>·4o AM 
resources available would have the rncst protound impacl Events within the 
Hurricane that normallY would be significant based on their own merit became 
part of the larger community wide eifort f'or example dunng the he1gN or the 
hurrtcane.my department responded to a well Involved cellar fire '" a s•ngle 
family home. Single engine response w1th one ladder company as back up 
There wasnt anyone else available to respond So while the community was 
hugely Impacted by the hurricane a single family dWelling ftre that would normally 
requtre more resources and person·tel was handled With a srngte eng1ne 
company 

15 The approach to the decision makll\9 ts much more conservatiVe and a mere Mav 11 2012 7:31 AM 
thought out process May confer with olllets more kncwledgabCe lo the sltU3Uon 
anc.l workwrth them in 3n effort to develop a strategy ror uverall rn~lgatiOII ur 
lnctdent. 

16 I call upon additional command rE!$0\Jrces for asSistance and expand the May 10 20' 2 9 18 AM 
!lUmber d personnel aSSigned to the command post. 

17 CaUing for senior stall earty. T!y to slow thrngs doWn, and help people to relax May 10 2012 4 40 AM 
Show a sense or confi<lence to others tD llelp them feel secure, and mat 1he 
SituatiOn os being handed Set up a secondaJY cornmurliCBbon center to taKe !l'le 
load off olthe pnmary PS.AP/dtspalch center Clearly give a sense of "you are In 
command, and tl'tat drrecuons need to be ac~nowledged'' and reQUire sectiOI'I 
leaders to get answers to ouest10ns and repor1 back lo you 

18 We alsways wo(k wtth firefighter saiety be10g !Dp pnonty May 9, 2012 12..1>6 PM 

19 Yes, as an lncldent changes you need to adapt to those Changes wilh possible May 9, 2012 5:13AM 
different decrsion-making stategies. If you rn!lral incident rs a rouune motor 
vehrcle accident to fino upon arnve tttat you haVe mere patient than you can 
hand:e you need to decide how you are going to mlt•gate tne srtuabon and call 
for an MCI, possitAe air transport or ground, trauma center tf you have one rn the 
area. Your dectston makrng skills need to be ctynamamro tn nature, and should 
conllnuely reassess your s~uation and deciSion rnaklng. 

20 I thrnk it is rrnportant to keep reassessing the sttuatron Stepptng back and May 9, 2012 5:06AM 
getting addrttonal input on what is going on. Try1ng to determrne the total scope 
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Page 10, Q12. Do you utilize different decision-making strategies as an Incident becomes unfamiliar and 
unpredictable? 

of wmt IS gor~ on 

21 Because a CO'Isislent lhoughtldecision process allow my energy and focus to be May 8, 2012 6:36PM 
upon the elements of the emergency and o~:~echves and not on IIY!~ to 
rememtler'what 1 forgot to ltllnk abou~ Because Df using a repet~tve process. I 
can best utilize the lessons of past locrdents 

22 Yes, f by to seek out people that have a Speclalty tn tht6 area l brmg them rnto May 8, 201212.0~ PM 
the CP, get their experllse, grve them the situation we're factng and ask for their 
rnput. An incident involVing a suspected meth lab had me usrng this approach 
Meth labs were not that popular in tne area. yet. but the PO officer on soene had 
been to a traini~ class recently I strll remember turnrng to hrm and saying he 
has more understanding of this srtuation then I and that I will look to him in 
helping me make decrsions. 

23 Would look to experts to assistme rn makinf decrsrons May 8. 2012 9·48 AM 

24 I seek assrstance from resources that have expenence rn menagrng problems I May 8, 2012 7 :35 AM 
have not faced or am unfamiliar with. SWAT team events, plane crashes. large 
utrllty tncrdents.etc .. 

25 Try to marntain a riskvs gam approach based on resources available life May 8, 2012 6·23 AM 
hazerd berng !11'St prionty 
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Brian Duggan -Delphi Round Two ~ Survey Monkey 

1. I agree to participate in this study. I understand that by agreeing to particpate and 

clicking "yes" I do not waive any of my legal rights. 

Response Response 

Percent Count 

Yes 100.0% 24 

No 0.0% 

answered question 24 

skipped question 

2. Please enter your assigned coded control number in the box below: 

Assigned Coded Control 

Number 

Response Response Response 

Average Total Count 

4,779.52 100,370 21 

answered question 21 

skipped question 

3. Surge events require more resources than are readily available. When encountering 

surge events such as a Mass Casualty Incident (MCI) what strategies do you em ploy to get 

ahead of the event? 

1 of30 

Response 

Count 

20 

answered question 20 

skipped question 4 
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4. During large events, what regional strategies have been developed in your area to 

compliment the initial response? 

Response 

Count 

20 

answered question 20 

skipped question 4 

5. Often during chaotic events, the first few hours of response lack the required resource 

capability, how do you compensate? 

Response 

Count 

20 

answered question 20 

Skipped question 4 

6. During large, unfamiliar events the level of infonnation directed toward the incident 

commander is often overwhelming. How do you manage and filter this infonnation flow? 

2of30 

Response 

Count 

20 

answered question 20 

skipped question 4 
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7. As a reminder during the first survey, you were asked to identify signals that an event is 

becoming unpredictable;unfamiliar or chaotic. Analysis of the responses to round one 

identified 18 themes by consolidating similar responses. As an example, responses 

including stress on the incident commander, anxiety, confusion, and dry mouth were 

consolidated into the theme of overwhelmed. The following listing s ummarizes the 

response from the group of participants and identifies 18 themes Which are listed from 

highest to lowest in terms of response frequency. Please rate each of the items below in 

terms of how important the signal would be to you in terms of indicating a situation is 

becoming unpredictable or chaotic. 

Not Extremely Rating Response 

Important Important Average count 

L~ck of sufficient information 
00% (0) 

0.0% 15. 8% 21,1% 5.3% 57.9% 
5.05 19 

(situational analysis) (0) (3) (4) {1) (11 ) 

Overwhelmed (anxiety, confusion) 0.0',0 (0) 
5.3% 5.3% 15.8% 52.6% 

21 .1% (4) 4.79 19 
(1) (1) (3) (10) 

Lack o f Progress (Situation 
0,0% 5.6% 5.6% 33.3% 55.6.,. 

escalates, unabJe to compJete 0.0% (0) 5.39 16 
assignments) 

(0) {1) (1) {6) (10) 

Strained commar1d structure (lack 
0,0% 0.0% 23.5% 29.4% 

of struct~re, unable to manage 0.0% (0) 47,1% (8) 5.24 17 

tole.s) 
(0) (0) (4) (5) 

Communications strain/breakdown 
0.0% 5 .6% 22.2% 22.2% 

(interoperability, radlo ·system 0.0% (0) 
(0) (1) (4) 

50.0% (9J 5.17 18 
overload) 

(4) 

Safely Compromise (loss of 
0.0% 0.0% 10.5% 10.5% 78.9% 

accounl'abllity , Mayday, Victim, 0.0% (0) 5.68 19 

Firefighter inJury) 
(0) (OJ (2) (2) (15) 

lnsufficier1t resou rces (loss of span 
0.0% (0) 

0,0% 10.5% 21, 1o/o 42.1% 
26.3% (5) 4.84 19 

ot contro[) (0) (2) (4) (8) 

Command Inundated with 
5.3% 10.5% 

information (external concerns, 
36.~. 31.6% 

0.0% (0) 15.8% (3) 4.42 19 
requests for intormation) 

(1) (2) (7) (6) 

Unfamiliar I unexpected 

occurrences (odd requests, lack ol 

similar experience, reporting 0.0% 10.5% 42.1% 26.3% 
0 0% (0) 21 1% (4) 4,58 19 

volume not matching expectations. (OJ (2J (8) (5) 

reports don't rnatch observations.. 

structural compromise) 
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Tune l!l<pectations exceeded 105'1. (2) 
10.~ 16.3~ 31.8'11. 211"-

00% (0) 3.42 19 
(2) (S) (6) (4) 

Loss olrespondl'f DOillpOSUre 
0.0% (0) 

5.3'!1. 26.3'11. 158'!1. 36.8'4 
15.8'11.(3) 

t~raJysi&, frustrat;on error&) (5) (3) 
4 .32 19 

(1) (7) 

Sense of urgency (intu~iol!, voloe 
O.o% (0) 

211'11. 105'!(, 42.1'!. )58~ 
10 5'11. Q) '384 19 

modulation) (4) (2) (8) (3) 

(llee<l to redePlOY resour~ 
0.~(0) 

15.8% 26.3% 15,8 .. 36.8% :5.3'16 (1) '3.69 f9 
(defensive pOsture) (3) (5) (3) (7) 

Multiple dec1sjon ponil$/prlofitlll• 
0.0% (0) 

5;3% 15.8'!1. 26.3'!1. '36,8% 
15.8% (3) 4.42 19 

(m~lllple opera6onal sotenncidei'IJ;I (1) (3) (5) 17.) 

llolanaQI'd t)y oncodent (roadove o,O'll, 26.3'!1. 15.8% 42.1% nall.ore tlmerges, <~bandon SOPs, or 0 .0% (0) 15.8% (3) ~ 47 1'9 

Preplall$l 
(0) (5) (3) (8) 

Lol.ck of le~JIIlWOik (freetaJtclng) O.!l% (0) 
0,0% 5.3'16 26,3% 47.4% 

211'14> (4) 4.84 19 
(0) (1) (5) (8) 

HJllh tlsk-decisions (risk based 
Q0%(0) 

00% S3'l6 158'11> 62.611 
28,3% (5) 5.00 19 

ar~al'fS{s) (0) (1) (3) (10) 

Complex operadonslstru«<lfe fneed 
O.<W. (0) 

0.0% 263 .. 36.8% 31~ 
53'16 (1) 4.16 19 

to collabofate) (0) (5) (7) (6) 

ant~wered question 19 

skipped que$tlon 5 
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8. From the list above, please utilize your experience to pick the five signals that you feel are n 

Signals and Benchmarks 

Lack or 
Strained 

Lack of Progress 
eommand 

Communic< 
surncient Overwhelmed (Situation strain/break 

Information (anxiety. escalates. 
structure (lack 

(interopera 

(situational confusion) unable to 
ot structure, 

radio syso 

analysis) completo 
unabto to 

overloaJ 
assignments) 

manage roles) 

Most impnrtant signal 105%(2) 53% (1) 158% (3) 105'14 (2) 5,3% (1 

Second most omportant signal 21.1% (4) 5.3% (1) 0.0%(0) 5,3% (1} 15.8% [: 

Th"d most omportant signal 10.5% {2) 15.8% (3) 5.3%(1) 10.5%(2) 5.3% (1 

Fourth most important sognal 00% (0) 0.0% (0) 1:1.8% (3} 15.8% (3) 5.3% (1 

Fifth most Important signal 10.5% (2) 5.3% (1) 10 5% (2) 105'1!. (2) 5.3% (1 

9. Given the previously identified signals that a situation is becoming unpredictable, 
unfamiliar or chaotic, what decision aids would enable improved confidence and 
capabilities in responding to that situation? Decision aids can include tools for infonnation 
gathering, situational analysis, decision-making processes, etc. You can draw on best 
practice experience or think about the time(s) you have said " if only we had ...... " it would 
have helped us." These may be innovations that don't yet exist . Please list your response 
below: 

5o'30 

Response 

Count 

19 

answered question 19 

skipped question 5 
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10.1s the National Incident Management System (NIMS ICS) an optimal model for making 

decisions during unpredictable and unfamiliar events? 

Response Response 
Percent Count 

Yes 57.9% 

No 421% 

Please explain why you selected your respective answer 

dnswercd question 

skipped question 

11. Have you improvised or adapted ICS to become more effective as you have faced the 

challenges of responding to unique incidents? 

11 

8 

19 

19 

5 

Response Response 
Percent Count 

52.6% 10 

No 474'1!. 9 

If you answer&d yes, please explain and provide examples If you answered oo please Indicate Why 
14 

answered question 19 

U lpped question 5 

6 of30 
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Page 4, Q2. Please enter your assigned coded control number In the box below: 

~ 

2 ~ 

3 5100 

4 4900 

5 4450 

6 <l350 

7 4650 

8 5350 

9 5250 

10 4250 

11 5300 

12 4800 

13 5050 

14 4770 

15 ~00 

16 ~00 

17 5<100 

18 G100 

19 ~ 

20 4850 

21 5450 

8or30 

Jun 30, 2012 9:54 AM 

Jun 28, 2012 2·26 PM 

Jun 28, 2012 8:26 AM 

Jun 27, 20121:23 PM 

Jun 27 2012 4:40 AM 

Jun 26, 2012 11 41 A"'l 

Jun 26, 2012 9:02AM 

Juo 26, 2012 8:04 AM 

Jun 26, 2012 5:21 AM 

Jun 26, 2012 4:56AM 

Jun 25, 2012 8.04 AM 

Jun 22. 2012 7:44AM 

Juo 19, 2012 11 25 AM 

Jun 19. 2012 6:03AM 

,lun 18, 2012 1 ·46 PM 

Jun 18.20121248 PM 

Jun 18, 20121218 PM 

Jun18. 2012 6:55 AM 

Jun 16, 2012 2:41 AM 

Jun 15, 2012 3·19 PM 

Jun 15, 2012 12 55 PM 
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Page 5, Q3. Surge events require more resources than are readily available. When encountering surge events 
such as a Mass Casualty Incident (Mel) what strategies do you employ to get ahead of the event? 

Call for help early and delegate respooSibllly. Juo 30 2012 9:59 AM 

2 Perhap& the most irnporlaflt strategy that one can employ In the event ol these Juo 28, 2012 2:53PM 
types or surge events IS to recogmze early on tnat the tflC!derr. ts in raa one one 
lllese large scale lnctdents and ll>t a nomJal one. As such you wlllll>t be 
successful Jf you rnanage (or attempt to manage 11) In the sarne way that you 
would a rnore ''roLtine ioooent. You need to recogntze that the tnodent tn all 
Pfobabihty exceeds not only your resoure<:)s and capoblutres but also your 
previous expenence base as welL In addftton, 1t Is also cntlcalty Important that as 
the IC !hat you attempt to breal< the inetdent ctown tnto manageable segments 
anct really try to get a handle on tne overall rnagnthJde of the event not JUSt as It 
ex1sts now btr. also how it will oontinue to growlexpand In the coming hours, or 
even days (operational penods). Carefully deploying what maybe very see tee 
resources during tne inittal stages or the incident, to where they will do the most 
good (and that may jus! be perlormtng hazard/damage assessments to attempt 
to ctete11'TJne overi;~ll incioenl scope) is also tmportant 01 eotJTSI' part or the tni\•al 
strategy also needs to be to determrne wh!lt addrtional resources you may need 
and l>UI'l1mon them as quickly as possible realizing tl-.at it maybe hOUr» (o• 
longer) before they amve. 

3 The key stra!l'gy iS preplanntng and having a plan •n place for that event that Jun 28
1 
2012 8:31 AM 

occurs so Infrequently. We ofter refer to tt as the 3rd level or resources and 
hav.r-g a plan In place and making sure that they are requested In a timely 
manner IS critical to the eventual outoorne of the tnCldenl 

4 Request more resources than you ttnnkyouw•U need It rs always easier to have Jun 27, 20121'23 PM 
the resources respondng earty than to not reve enough and have delays due to 
response bmes Pre-plamtng otlhZill9 an all-hazards awoac:h ldertlfies 
resources and assets to b6tter assist Wllh in>medtate dep:oyment when needeo 

5 Call for more resources than you th"nk necessary, by the hrne they arnve you wtll Jun 27, 2012 4:49AM 
PfObably need them, and if not you can sned them home Prepare to hd tt hard 
you may have once OllaOC<:) to get thiS event under control, go big or go hOme' 

6 f'\1UWal ard agreements accessing Slate resources Jun 26, 20121212 PM 

7 Command at surge eve11ts oftenllmes requnes one to ma1nla1n constant Jun 26, 2012 9:24AM 
vigllence at sttuauonat awareness and to otllatn a strongoold of ~ndlng 
potenttat el<calatiOl'l of the tncldent. Without this ability 1t can be parttcularty easy 
to lose the locus Q the overall incident and concentrate on the parttculars at 
hand and not on the potential growth or the Incident and get lost In the Immediate 
needs or the incident and oot have sig(nlicant roward thtnking towardS needs 
assesment perattmng to •ncldent escalat•on anct all matters perta1n1ng to same 

8 1 Callbact< pecsonnet according to SOPs 2. Request mutual a1d accordtng to Jun 26, 2012 8:08AM 
SOPs 3 Request regional/stale assets 

9 A key factor tn the handling ot a surge event, 1 believe, 1s the pre-planning tor Jun 26,201:16:21 AM 
such an event Having a plan in place to request pre-determ1ned number or 
ambulance or other specialty resources wnh allow the lnetdent commander to be 
able to focus on !he development of his lAP and not heve to be determ1n1ng who 
should be called. The ne)Ct besl stralegy I thlnlds to make sure that key ICS/ MCI 

10 or 30 
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Page 5, Q3. Surge events require more resources than are readily available. When encountering surge events 
such as a Mass Casualty lncid~nttMCI) What strategies do you employ to get ahead of the event? 

positions are assigned and those individUals know What tt~eir role and 
responl;ib111ty 1s. If the lc has these pos1tions filled and W1lh competent 1ndiVtduals 
who know what their respohSibility Is fhen the IC would have a good head start 
on the event. 

10 Early and consistent utilization of the ICS system. Delegation of responsibiiHies Juo 26, 2012 5:06AM 
to competent responders. Conferring with colleC!QUeS' to confirm my 1ritlal 
Impression, and ensure I'm not misSing anything 

11 1 Rely on pre plans foreventlincident and, or location P/loirltizing resQI.ICes for Jun 22, 2012 7:51 AM 
f~e safety, and possible rescues 

12 lypeof resources an\! availability of said resources are essen\rallo handle the Jun 19, 2012 11 41 AM 
type of situation. In addition, tlme f<lctors have to be worked out, 

13 Address immediate concerns tnen think rapidly about wl1at is needed 30 minutes Jun 19. 2012 6;07 AM 
flom now or 60 m•nl1tes from now. It will take you a (otofhme to get those 
cesou1ces so call for them now. 

14 Initiation ortne MCI Plan Quick triage to estimate number or patients. Identify Juo 18, 2012 1:51 PM 
appropeiate resources to respond to stag1ng. Number of resources should be io 
excess of number 1dehtified to make sure slific1ent resources are available. If 
local area resouroes were unavailable or over extended 1..-se the Flre Mobilization 
Ambulance Task Force Running cards 

15 Vaious types of triage can be employedsuehasSTARTTnage. Jun 18, 2012 12:57 PM 

16 Ma.intaining tight oontcol over the limited resources available is key, A strong Jun 18, 201212 30 PM 
m¢11;lent command ts necessary to mal<e the most of your Jim1ted imhal 
resources. Pre-planning for surge events allows you io access additional 
resollrees m a coordinates/ oroanized manor- allowing you focus on thE! 
situation at hand 

17 throw more resoucces atit, more than may be needed Juo 18, 2012 6:57AM 

1R 1 E1(paro ihe tCS sltucttJretor effective command and control 2 AsSign Triage Jt.Jn 16, 2012 3'31 AM 
Officer select pr)6nty transport and commun•cate with medical staff at event 3. 
Set S!ag•ng Area and assign Staging Officer 4, Ass1gn person to comrnuntcate 
With C Med and track where Amb. took Victims. 5. After assesment actiVate our 
local medical emergency plan for use of both frreand private Amb, 6 Mo1e 
Arnb needed actrvated the f'!re Distric Amb plan. 7. H<lt:l Operations Bring In 
one Amb at a time from Staging into solen to load patients so tharthere would 
ClOt be a bottle neck which could result io a delay. 8. Assigned public information 
officer and ~estgnated place away from inCident for press to come to for Info 

19 Prioritize objectives Divide objectives into, stop expansior,, stabili2e, rEfso)ve Jun 15, 2012 3:25PM 
ldenbfy resources lo excess of whal rs Immediately oblllous. Beg1n thmking about 
ttle potential au ration and how to susl;ltn operations. 

20 Stay Galm. This calms everyone else down, anctfocuson· 1 Summoning the Juo 15, 2012 1!02 PM 
correct level of response based upon conditions. 2. ts~blisl1if19 assignments. 3 
Requesting and securing Tactica.l Channels. 
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Page 5, Q4. During large events, what regional strategies have bun developed In your area to compliment the 
Initial response? 

Our <lepartment has estabiiSI1ed dispatch scenarios ana tasK rorces that have 
the n~sary trainmg ana eqUipment Add1bonally, we have a regonal 
approach that has i<lenllcal eqt.npment and tra1n1ng that maKes for a smoot'l 
trans bon. 

Juo 30 2012 9:59 AM 

2 The state has a robust and very wed coordinated ~re and EMS mutual a1d Jun 28, 2012 2:53PM 
response and coodination system. In addruon, rrost counties have e1ther county 
and/or regional resources available for large scale tnc.dents S'JCh os hazardous 
materials, technical rescue, mass casualty, and tncident support and asststance 
teams, etc. In add1t1on to file county/reg1onaf resources, staiWide resources are 
avatlable tn these disciplines as well, including a USAR team. Due to tne state's 
relat1vely small size, most resources can have at least an advance team tn place 
wi!h1n JUSt a few hours. 

3 We have a very agressiVe County Mu!ual Atd Center that is staffed by l11ghiY Juo 28, 2012 8:31 AM 
ttalned members who take the1r jobs very serious They have all the latest 
runmng cards area and state resources listed and also have access to the 3rd 
level ofass1stance in the Statewide Are Mobilization Plall 

4 We currently have a predeterm ned 1 o Alarm response card for every community Jun 27 2012 1 :23 PM 
1n Fssex Cnunly We also have strategu:ally placed assets suoh as foam trallern. 
MCI response trailers, Haz-Mat response trailers, and a Regional Technical 
re..cue Team lo augment the 1rttial response 

5 My Metro reg1on has a fantashc murual and automabc aid response plan that Is Jun ZJ, 2012 4:49AM 
Ubltzed often. Much paming has taken place before hand lo Ot:Ner art( event 
Vltth manpower and equipme~ as quicl<ly as possible, wHch IS slmpty a call for 
ass1stai'!Ce 

6 task Ioree operatJons MEMA Amencan Red Cross Jun 26 2012 12 12 PM 

7 Automatic a1d closest unit resplnses, inibal alarm ass!Qrmeri ci rnult!ple un•ts Jun 26, 2012 9:24 AM 
and type of units merey baSed on call type as determmed t:1( dispatch or caller 
descr1pt100 Likl!VoiSe, subseqt.e~ unll alarm response based on canr.ed later 
alarms as <letermtned t:1f calf type. Aad1bonatty tne autOmauc response of Chief 
offiCe[$ for ass1stance wJth scene management safety and command and 
control of mu"•tJ~e JUnsdlctional resouf'S(:es 

8 1 Mutual aid agreerrents 2. Reg1oral task forces Jun 26, 2012 8:08AM 

9 Be1ng a town that borders two fire dtstnct and elsa be1ng 10 a different county Jun 26, 2012 6:21 AM 
then rrry ftre d.stnct there is tne benefit of several oploos Both oountles have 
mutual aid response ptans wnrcn would anow for tne callfng In or resources 1o 
oomphment ttte incident. There is atso a ambulance stnke team ptan tnat w111 
ass1st In response There are arso regional pl11ns for specialty 1iems such as MCI 
trailers, Mass Oecon Untts. Foam Trailers, m add"1on to ttte ambulance 11111ke 
teams. 

10 Mutual a1d relahonshlps include the response of Chief Officers tQ ~ss1st with Juo 26, 2012 5:06AM 
mc1dent management !unctions. Tttis can be tnlormal, with chtefs responding 
vlith the1r companies as part of the mutool aid response, up to an 1noluchng more 
formal arrangements such as IMT teams. 
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Page 5, q4, During large events, what regional strategies have been developed in your a rea to compliment the 
Initial response? 

11 We have developed mutual aid plans through the Border Area Mtual Aid group Jun 22. 2012 7;51 AM 
( 40 regtonal towns thai cross the Mass and NH Bordef) Use of the Nh stateWide 
Mutual Aid Plan that uses pre=determinbed strike teams and task forces for 
specific regions In state 

12 Reg1onal strategies as far as resources have been worked Into our response Jun 19, 2012 11 41 AM 
pla-n and ~dditionally mutual aid policies have been set up. 

13 State Mobihzallon Plan. But, yuo alreaoy stQuld have an "alarm card" on hand Jun 19, 2012 6:07 AM 
to gei local resouroes quickly before the s tate plan would kick in. 

14 No identified re~)tonal plan. Once local plan is exhauslectgo to statewide Fire Juo 18, 20121:51 PM 
Mobiliza6on Plan 

15 w e nave both the lire distr!Ot 10 run response cards and lhen ca.n either employ Jun 18, 2012 12.57 PM 
ftre dtstrict strike teams and task forces or achvate the state Mobilization Plan 

16 We have utilized our normal mutual aid partners (10 alarm catd) to fight both Jun 18, 2012 12:30 PM 
structure and forest fires. In addition we have called upon Utslrict Strike Team 
vmer our normal mutual atd has been exhausted 

17 task force response Jun 18, 2012 6:~7 AM 

I 8 1. We have a Ftre Disltricl Amb, plan which would be IJsed as needed to add to Jun 16, 2012 3:37 AM 
our local plan. 2. Use the Ma Fire MobiliZation Plan for Amb. taskiorce. 

19 Reg1onal mutual aid systems Statewide Ore/EMS rnoblhzaljon p(an statewu:Je Juo 15, 2012 3:25PM 
support resources EMACIIEMAC 

20 We have line boX response, as well a.s automattc atd reponses. ille hne boX Jun 15, 2012 1:02PM 
card also lists assets so I can special call spectal equtpment or vehicles just by 
having dispatch reque& it from County ControL We have an indcident 
management team, and we rolilnly stJmmon state lnctdent command vehicle, 
rehab vehicle and decon vehicl~ Red cross is immed1alley notified, along With 
our department chapato, Who can iniitiate a response rrom regional chaplains 
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Page 5, QS. Often during ebaolie events, the first feW hours of r~ponse liek the required resource capabilitY, 
how do you compensate? 

pnoouze. One has to have muiUple game plans •n place and 111 your head 
Thtnlang about what yourommediate needs are as well as Mure capabilities 
dictates the actions one takes. 

Juo 30 2012 9:59 AM 

2 li"Jose nrst few hOurs of such an inadert are rrequenuy de3dlcated to Juo 28, 2012 2:53PM 
mtellogence gatheong and ln fact attempbng to determone the actual (and 
potential) .scope of the incident Sunvnoning and deployu19 locally avaolable 
resources to asstst on what may be only the most hmrted of holding aotoone ts 
Important However. recognizing the .scope and magmtude of the 1nc1dent, 
reahztng tllat rt maybe a very long duration, campaogn type of 1ncoaent af\d not 
at(owong the resources tnat you inRiatly nave avaotabie get bogged down at the 
task level are all lmportanl While It may also be difficult to do lntbalty, especially 
on really large scale i{letdents, setlo'ng up an effect IMS structurelorganozattOn 
and f1tllng key roles With qualified personnel will be critical to eventually 
rn1t1gahng the incident successfully 

3 It •s dttlicutt at the beginning as you try to get a g-asp on the magnitude and Jun 28, 2012 8;31 AM 
reveroty of thesi!Oahon. Having and utiliZir'\Q tra1ned lne1del,t Command 
members and havong a Unified Command ls critical. This IS a key to the success, 
us1ng available command resources and aCIClfllonal staff personnel from other 
departments 1n s1Zif\Q up and constantly evaluatoog the sltuallon will contnbute to 
mri~Qa!lng the incrdent. 

4 As a Fire Officer you must prioritize the response and oommit tt10se resources Juo 27. 20121:23 PM 
and petsonnel to those portiojns of the Incident that rave been 1denllfied as the 
highest and work through the list as the personnel perform tne taci1C1i that will 
begin to address portions of the overall strategy ThiS Situation can be very 
trutraong and tn many •nS'.;;nces you have 10 sllateglze based upon your known 
;!SSel ava1tabllly If there are not eoougl'l fire suppressiOn assets :o oontatn a 
fire to the blocK tts 1n move further awcry ana estabhSh tl'lose resources to make 
a uMed stan<1 The mlit.:uy does lt'os w1h casualhes 1n t>aUie They pre 
determtne based on sL-ategy and resources how many w~l be killed and 
Wounded al'ld they have {ll()(e \"'an enough assets to take tha: situation Into 
QCCOUnl 

6 In my area that would not be typocal If resource11 were a prob4cm I would deploy Jun 27, 2012 4:49 AM 
What I had on order to protect the most people or PfOperty possible Somebmes 
we need to make hard decJStons and n that means dee~ cling that you g111e ~ 
three bUildings to save twelVe than that's what we get paid for Much ltke an 
acc1derrt scene wr.ere the decis1on is to concentrate on tre \llctlm with the leg 
amput11toon and not the one who os pulse less. 

6 Not sure otherthan triage. to ensure appropr1ate apphcahOn of resources Jun 26, 2012 1212 PM 

7 Front load resourcesesfor large/potentially complex events onto the lntlal Jun 26, 2012 9:24AM 
response Call for add I resources ai the first hint of a need for escalation, baaed 
on: call type, complexity, qty of personnel needed to complete task (s) at hand, 
amt of ~me and extent of task, ilnd pnysocal requirements or personnel at hand 
Be ptuclent but utiil~e the thoUft!l towards resQIJrces or; belter to be looking at 
them than walling ror them. 

8 Pnonlze obJectives, only deal with those that we have adequate resources lor - Jun 26, 2012 8:08AM 
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Page 5, 05. Often during ellaotie events, the first few hours of response lack the required resource capabiii~Y, 
how do you compensate? 

safety of responders and civilia1s be111Q the first concern 

9 In most cases the resources that have responded to a chaotJC event are Juo26, 2012 6"21 AM 
stretched 11110 so itS in most cases the local mutual aid aSSistance that helps lo 
compensate \1utual aid Ctllers on alarms responses are a extrerrely Important 
resoU/ce and can nelp to bnng a chaotic event under control ICs should not 
ondetestlmate the need for acldihonal command officeiS 1n these large chaobc 
ellents 

10 Ask for lots or resources at the outset. Il l need lllem. they'll get put to worl< Il l Jun 26, 2012 5:06AM 
don't need then, they can either get placed 10 stag1ng. or demobilized 
Nevertheless, irs Important to request them early, 1n an attempt not to have the 
1ncldent escalate out of control 

11 Ills 1mportant to no[ get ahead of yourself ~ requinng on scene strati and Jun 22, 2012 7:51 AM 
resources to provide more than they are physically capable of providing This 
can qu1ckty deplete tllere stength and stamina or ''Waste" resources. Determining 
thel you Yllli "alone '' for some time requ•res !tie IC to pnoflhze stertegtes end 
lact(cs reserving some resources and plann1ng on the POSSIBLE asrnval of 
additional resources. 

12 We do the best we can as to our capab1hUes Early actlvahon of oulstde Juo 19, 2012 11 41 AM 
resources is priority_ Hav1ng a good game plan along w~h be1ng able to adapt to 
changipg situations and coming up wrth a plan "B" 

13 C,et ahead oithe curve lly rnotdmng what yuo thm1<yo11 w111 need to {)31n control Jun 19, ?017 fi·07 AM 
of the inodent and then rellE!ve all those personnel who are used lo ga1n control 

14 You often are not able to compensate qutokenoiiJh 01 you severty over- Jun 18, 2012 1:51 PM 
compensate 

15 Try to antidpate what types of events can create potential problems for your Jun 18 2012 12 57 PM 
commumy In our case we have in excess of 00 Ita In cross1ngs a dlfY ShoUld a 
dera1 ment occur, we have lne potental to have several h.mdred casualbes 
Have the abtlr.y to knoW ahead of bme Y'here the avatlable resoUices are and 
where they are comcng 1n hom •s paramount One other mponanl p<ooess •s 
hme checks by the diSpatcher This allows you to keep track of I he actual 
lncldent ltme progresSion and bnngs you back 11'10 focus on wi'lell'er or not you 
are meeting your operational goals and obfeCWes. 

16 By developing strategies that focus on the 1nc1dent pnontles; and then .allocating Jun 18, 2012 12 30 PM 
the limned resources to the most pressing of the pnonry One must always keep 
life safety, lnc'uolng mat of the responders as the number one priority 

17 attempt mutual aid from local departments Jun 18, 2012 6:57AM 

18 1_ Estabhoh use of the ICS system for all department to follow 2 Use on duty Jun 16, 2012 3:37 AM 
Pollee, DPW, Utlll~es, and ass•gn tllem to sp1cinc roles 3. Open the Emergency 
Operation Center 4. Use Members of the LEPC With special skills 5 Use the 
recall of all off duty Fire Police Dispatcher and olner Town employees with 
nee<:led skills. 6, Use the 10 alarm mutual aid card to brmg 1n add1tlona 
resources that ca11 be. moved In immediately 
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Page 5, Q5. Oftl!n during chaotic events, the first few hours of response lack the required r•souru capability, 
how do you comP""sate? 

19 See lt3 above, establish object!lles that reduce loss that can be aocomplrshed 
wrthwhatiS on hand a'ld reasonably certa1n of st"!Ort response 

I adjust ti"e operatonal period accordrng to my on scene assets and ensure they 
are well cared for~ a safety officer team In a<ldotton, I teach the phllosoplly of 
calling ear1y 

18 or3o 

Jun 15, 2012 3:25PM 

Jun 15, 20121.02 PM 
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Page 6, Q6. During large, unfamiliar events the level of Information dlreclltd toward tht Incident commander is 
often overwhelming. How do you manage and filter this Information flow? 

I am fortlllate to 11ave an alde. Hos help on the command post IS ommeasurable 
and provides a synergstoc relatJonshlp. Alt~h he IS not a command olf.cer, 
our open lines or oomtnunication alloW him to be a $4!cond $4!1 of eyes and eano 
tn the CP He Shadows my tac sheet as a safety net that enables us to track 
(and not lose) au resources. Addttionally. he mon;tors ana operates o111er radio 
channels so I can focus on the tac cttannel. I don't have to move my atten\10n 
form the scene to com'J1Un•cations for example to caq for help or ma~e updates 

Jun 30 2012 1006 AM 

2 Agatn, I thtnl< thts comes doWn to havong an effective I MS orgamzabon structure Jun 28, 2012 3:00 PM 
tn place, or being developed Hopefully the personnel wt10 answer dorectly to 
you, especoally the operations chief. will filter and pnorinze mucn or the 
mformahon before 1t gets to the I C. II os omportanr that these personnel also 
recognize the ~nitude of the incodent and attempt to adjust their deco~uon 
making process accordingly, not get bogged down w~n mundane details. The IC 
needs to be able to eventually get to a CP wnere he/she can be isola led if 
nec~sary to meet wilh key s taff and/or dec•sion mak<~f15 ~~ ltle lnctoenf 
continues to develop or evolve and as additional resources atTive. Holding 
r~I,Jiar bnefing sessions wtlh command and staff personnel will help tu niter, 
f11<mage and prioritize ihe information as well 

3 By creatong and operatong under a formallncodent Command structure and Jun 28
1 
2012 8:33 AM 

havorg orly key members reportong to the I C. H<lvtog assogned tasks and 
responsibilities makes managing the oneident easier for the IC There has to be a 
filter in place and that is done l>f funnellong t'1e 1nformatoon up to the top ard 
llmrtong deCISions and doscussions tnal can be handled at lower levels or l>f other 
members 

4 I a551gn a Uason to assJSt With the finenng of the lnfomnatton and keep the lace Jun 27, 2012 1 23 PM 
to face from outside ccn\cats to a mcnimum whole I am deVeloP109 a strategy I 
also tJtoiiZe a cneck ~st of benctt rna!l<s and maorr.un a StriCt noerarchy w•thtnthe 
ICS system Delegation of into is very ompo<tant dunng lhe$e events and thOSe 
supporl!ng the IC must be traoned and trusted to utoiiZe the 1nlo obeauled ana filter 
10 the rc as welt 

5 Assign subordinate Cliel Officers as sector com'JI8nders Assign Starr "sector' Jun 27, 2012 4 55 AM 
poSJbons such .., the informatron olfteer As the incident Commander you MUST 
reduce the number ot people reportJng to you to a manageable te\'el rs all 
aboUi tMdent ccnvnand, span 01 control, unity ot command, and diVISIOn ot 
tabor Ths may sound hl<e a simplistic answer but It truty works If you U!Jhze an 
expandong system, and have competent people filling those key posot1ons, you 
woll gwe yourself the greatest opponuntty tor success Flyong by the seat or your 
pants Is a rec•pe for faolure. 

6 Good oocldent mana_gement structure and accountab•llty Jun 26. 2012 12 14 PM 

7 It 1s essential that all personnel uttlize radian commo restraint, every dept has Jun 26, 2012 9:31 AM 
pe11iionnel and over talk on the radio As mentioned tn the question command IS 

often tomes overwhelmed woth commo, most often contaonong non c(otical nor 
warranted 1nfo Personnel must be tramed to foltow <l$1abllshed hnes or commo 
both on routine calls as we1l as emergency calls to avood over tel kong on true 
complex calls. This can be accomplished by oonststantly training 111 this a~e 
relative to the use of ICS and ohannellng comma through tile appropriate 
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Page 6, Q6. During large, unfamiliar ev•nts the level of information d lrect.d toward tht Incident commander is 
often overwllelming. How do you manage and filter this fnformation flow? 

Q(OupldoviSIOn or branch director to aiiOYttlle I ClOPS ro lle able to ITliN!Tl4le !he 
magnr!ude of nfo !hat nelshe must dorectly have to deal With goven !he vast 
potential complexcy and needs of the larger 1nc:idenl Supervi&Of'SillU't also 
garn the rnctte and ab1Lty to manage thE!Ir respedlve areas of responsii:Jellbes and 
personnel wrrnout rtte oonstarrt need for unwanted comrro wlh the IC The 
lhoughlllerng tfyoU( managing ala QtVen tasl</geophaphcallfunction level then 
do so, interact With command when needed or to comform complehon, needs or 
an emergent need, but dont contiunue woth un warranted commo 

8 1 Bu1ldout tCS srrvcture to delegate different areas of responslbrlrty to others 2 Jun 26, 2012 8:09AM 
Wnle down plans and key informatiOn to keep 1t rn rront or you 

9 I rely upon the assistance. of an aid which could be a FF from my own depl, an Jun 26, 2012 6:30AM 
officer from my own dept. or a mutual aid Chiefs. It Is extremely import !hal an lc 
have assistance at the command post ID collect tnformahon. an allow the lc to 
filter lnfor'mation and use what Is necessary to develop the lAP to pass along Ia 
the IC command staff. ltrs Import the the IC establish his command staff 
f'OSitions early on in what is a chaotic and tong term mordent The use of an 
I MAT or a resource such as the Department of frre Services lncrdent support umt 
could asSist the tC rs organizing the informallon now. Many rimes IC's do nor call 
rn these lypes of resources early enough, and a tot of time the rncodent gels way 
ahead of them because of there reluctance or rt may be just the fact !hat they 
needed 111e tap on 111e srcutder or a call !rom the dtsparcher to remond them or 
;.sk 111em 1f they want certain resources. Many bmes me prompt wrll get them to 
call for it. 

10 Pad of paper to wrije things down~ If possible, have an aide to e1ther serve as a Jun 26, 2012 s·o8 AM 
-€Cnbe, or someone to nUC1Qe me and adlllse that a urnt•s calling me on 111e radio 
-if I'Ve luned tt out dUe to tunnel VISIOn 

11 Deterrnne what mformatton Is creditable Ttls mean~> that pnor to the lllCtdent Jun :?2 2012 ;-5; AM 
knowmg your-starr and the other personnel t'lat may respond to the rncident 
(1111Jtuat aid or PO or Town emp4oyees or GOYernme(J( O!llclals) usreo to eacr 
report rndependently Listen to evefy report Learn to be al>le to ' trans4are !he 
rnformatoon provided DeteiTTJine wtet onformabon IS relevant to the 1ncodent and 
then develop an awopnate strafe9y Try and dctefiTIInc If the lnforrro!lon 
provided IS s1mrlar to yo01 expec!ab"ons for this type of inodert If rt rs not 
CO(lSIStert, then you must ask yourself why and try to determrne what InformatiOn 
IS ll1!Sslng before you proceed with commands 

12 Have a good command staff and utilizing a scnbe to capture at11nformabon Life Jun 19 2012 11 44 AM 
safety takes priority and 1s deal; with ~rslforall decls.on maktng 

13 Make sure you can structure a COMMANDPOST wrth sufficient number ofa•des Jun 19, 2012 6 11 AM 
to assrst you OPS, Safety, Rehab, stag)ng, PIO, Medical, Liarsons 
Commumcations wrthin the COMMAND ·Structure to educate those as to the 
organizatton that is established will reduce the stress on ltle COMMANDER as 
the people rn the established roles begin to filter out Whal informatron needs to 
gel 'to COMMAND relalive to ftle infarrnaHon that they use 10 gaon control ol the 
lncodent scene ancl distnbute resources appropnately 

14 By usrng the ICS and creating the Command Staff PosJtrons early 10 the event Jun 16, 20121 :52 PM 
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Page 6, Q6. During large, unfamiliar events the level of Information dlrect.d toward the Incident commander is 
often overwllelming. How do you manage and fitter this Information flow? 

often befiXe ltle real need is realiZed 

15 OUJcl<ly bleak ltle ncident down Hallfng an operatiOns o!ftcer dtrectlyal the Jun 18. 20121257 PM 
~eart {){ the snuation is cntical In additiOn, calltng 1n addwooal resources sooner 
man ater allows for more poslttons wtthin tile ICS sphere to be nneo mus 
reducing the infoonalion overload and allowing tile IC to estabhsh a tacttcal plan 
Additronally, the need for Unified Command must be determtned qolcldy and a 
command post established If not, vaious ageooes can stort to mgratc tn 
dtfferent dtrections thus making the situation less rnanagable. 

16 I try to expand the incident command structure to the level necessal)l to maintam Jun 18. 201212 34 PM 
a span of control of five. This is sometimes very difficult wring the Initial phase 
of end Incident Havtng close working relationships wtth area ohtefs allows fore 
fTlOre rapid expansioli of the command structure. 

17 havtng more people m command breaking down parts of ihe admtn to smaller Jun 18, 2012 6:57 AM 
groups or lnd!Vtduals 

18 Setup ICS IC, Safety,Operations that would be broken down Into man~ble Jun 16, 2012 3:44 AM 
diVIStons ~locations so thatlhe 1rto would flow from the workers to the dlvtston 
and then what was needed to be transfered would be sent to operations and 
then thts person and safely could commumcated wtth IC. Establtsh PIO and stle 
away formIC so this person cart communic~te with Press and g1ve •f'lfo that IC 
has d•rected them to g111e out. questions lorrn press 

19 U!':e NIMS effectiVely to eJfect span of contml I •mrt acces~< to OC>mmllnd iJSe self Jun 15, Xl1::> 3'?9 PM 
dlsctpllne to focus Umlt Inputs (e g. radios) 

20 We have an oft dtJy dispatcher respond to the soene to manage radiO tratf10 I Jun 15, 2012 1.03 PM 
eppo nt a scnbe as well We ercol(Sge lnfiXmat on between groups a11d 
dlvrsoons do not !'lave to always go lnroLgh command uoless I need to know of a 
tactocal change 
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Page I , Q9. Given the previouslY identified signa~ that a situation ~ becoming unpredictable, unfamiliar or 
chaotic , what decision aids would enable improved confidence and capabilities in responding to that situation? 
Decision aids can Inc lude tools for Information gathering, s ituational analysk:, dtclsl_, 

I thtnk the best decision aide IS a robust training IJfOgram Put polenlial arv.l 
current ICs in scenario based trairing oo a regular basis. Having expertnce, 
even stmulated, wll giVe ICs more confidence to face sue11 sttuabons 

Jun~ 20121015AM 

2 AddrtJonaltrallltng for all officers and command personnel tn large scale Incident Jun 28, 2012 3.17 PM 
nanagement operations is imponant To often 1n the ftre servtee we have tne 2 
room hou;e fire, 1 314' line mond set and attempt to apply th06e concepts or 
operations to every Incident They are our delacto benchmark Havtng a 
command staff that can effectively recogmze and apply modtlled decision 
making capabilities to large scale ioodents rs very 1mportant. However. Stnce 
these Incidents occur very infrequently, at most maybe once or twtce 10 a career, 
the only way to prepare is through training and developing the oecesary $1<tlls 
and conOdence through practice on full scale exercises, ReSOUC\!S such as aenal 
recon, If possople, can also be e)<lrernely effective, The Tampa Florida PO puts a 
helocopter in the air that streams live video (and i!;l ;;~vailable for other uses by the 
IC) to the IC on any 2nd alarm or greater fire. 

3 Utilization of benchmark clleck sheets and compvtenza!ton of many safety Jun 27, 2012 1:23PM 
aspects of the tnctdent CIS is a great tool to uhhze for large scale situations and 
evacualions 

4 Current preptans and facility premise tnlotrMiion. Approproate mannong and Juo 27, 2012 5:10AM 
level of competence. 

5 I he only rhoog I can thtnk of woulct be to ensure the avatl~bohty of Olher Jun ?6 ?01? 1 :13? PM 
emergency mana.gers w'rth more experience and tratnong to adVise and asstst 

6 From the onset, t.~ve someone of credtble trust, PfO\IIde lor a true and complell! Jun 26. 2012 9:44AM 
SIZe up, begon to llfOVlde di!eclion for appropnate assrgnments, estababltsh 
command, and ensure that all commo goes thr<li.(Jh the IC to dlsp.~tch establiSh 
goupldiV sUpS to manage and control tasks provided within areas of the srene 
establosh and mamlalfl tCS and abootute tron dad aCGot.rltat:NI•ty Any lime the 
posture of call changes, eg, offensive to defenstve request per lEVels, along With 
any tme oommand ls advised of a safety confirm 

; Toug, to answer- usually what we need is more ltne resources to complete Jun 26 2012 8:22AM 
tasks, and more command personnel to sha'e the work load of analyzing 
tnformatlon and making plans Along with thai we need Information 

8 On sole 1rternet access to pre-pianslnter-ne~ access to resource availability an Jun 26, 2012 6:58AM 
IMAT team early on in the rneident Electrontc aCGountab!MY of personnel 

9 IMT AddltJonal Chief Officers to monitor b1g picture. and alert IC of condrtioos Jun 26, 2012 5 :15AM 
whtch may be missed due to attention to smaller details 

10 Increased and more accU~te l11formatoon from Within and around the Incident Jun 22, 2012 8:12AM 
With Information an experienced command staff or IC can make Informed 
decisions T hus better audio, video or any additional data relatiVe to the scene 
For example are the Interior temperatures Increasing or decreasing . . are FFs 
physically and medtcally maintaining so tt.lt they can continue Without relief and 
rehab. 
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Page a, Q9. Given the previously identified signals that a situation is becoming unpredictable, unfamiliar or 
chaotic , what decision aids would enable improved confidence and capabilities in responding to that situation? 
Decision aids can include tools for Information gathering, situational analysis, declsl_. 

11 lratnlng is the most valuable tool that we have. Havtng a plan along wah good Jun 19 2012 11 59 AM 
SOG s wtU make deahng with Ul'lCOmfortable situat1011s ea<oier 

12 Havtng a sent()( very experienced Chtef officer on scene (Yla lechnotogy 1 e , Jun 19, 2012 7 25 AM 
\ltdeo conferenctng) to grve his analysis and recommendations 

13 Havtng a trusted andtraoned command staff that os supplyong suRocrenl Jun 18, 2012 2:02PM 
Information to mal<e reliable decisions. Many smaller commumltes do not have 
the operational commancr staff io run a large operation. A ready response of an 
lnctdent support management team would be a great help. 

14 1 pen;onally respond best to visual cues sort 1s omportant forme to have vosual Jun 18, 2012 1·12 PM 
mputs when making decisions. 1 recently handled a haz-mat 1ncldent and was 
navlng some diffiCulties Willlllle operational plan 1 was able to have an eng1ne 
company deploy a tt~ermal Imager vlith !ran mit capablliues and once the rece1ver 
(TV) wao set-up we were able to V(e'W all of !he operatoons 111 realtime and the 
command post wt.ch was established as a Un1fied Command was able !o make 
better decis1ons and expedite the safe m1tlgabon of the InCident 

15 Adequate command staff. InCident Management Team Jun 18, 2012 12 44 PM 

16 predetermined response and response practice Juo 18, 2012 7:06AM 

17 Establish the :CS componants qUickly to prevent overload Brtng In help sooner Jun 16, 2012 4:07 AM 
rather than later 

18 Better real-bme inctderrt mapptng to gtvc a vtrlual bird's eye \IICW on a large nat JtJn15, 201:2 3:39PM 
panel like the "l'llndows" laDle" that are 111 some hotel lobbies 

19 Better accourtabJity. We are 1n the stone age We should have technology on Jun 15, 2012 1 12 PM 
our s de and we do not We need to automate 01.1' responses so thai the closest 
asset regardless of julistielonal bourldnes responds ose the 1!906 Use 
techlloloSY of modem Clispatch to do thefr jollS 
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Page a, Q10. Is the National Incident Management System (NIMS ICSI an optimal model for making decisions 
during unpredictable and unfamiliar events? 

NIMS IS rot a deciSton model but an organiZational tool 1 sttll use my lrarres c:J Jun 30 2012 10 15 AM 
reference for deClsions and go on tnsllnd In unfamtllar situations 

2 Us unlimited expandibi rty and the availability or reg~onal. state and even ledera' Jun 28, 2012 3 .17 PM 
01/er!Jead teams to ass~. or even take 011er lncklem. management ma~e It 
approproprite for even the largest a' •nctdeots In add bon tt a !laws for the 
tnclUston of subject matter experts to asstst and/or adllise key decisiOn makers 

3 Tre NIMS system1s a great foundaoonal gu1de but 1 do not thtnk that~ can be Jun 27, 2012 1:23PM 
utilized 1n some situations that become too big too quickly 

4 Whtle I do bel'eve in this model, and would havesatdYES I chOose no only Jun 27, 2012 5 :10AM 
because I feel we are often e?<pected to bhndly follow th1s syslom w1th0ut regard 
to Individual crrcumsl<!nces. I would prefer to ~;ay I !otlpw a "modified" NIMS ICS 
syslem, one 1n whrch the heart and soul are there, but thtngs have been tweaked 
for my part1cular department's needs. 

5 It IS the model with whteh I a.m most farnthar Jun 26, 2012 12 32 PM 

6 Although amendments are no doubr made at local levels the IMS system Jun 26, 2012 9:44 AM 
provtdes lor an organized and systmatic me1110d of establiShing the channelling 
of 1nforma1ton Intel and pr011ides for a uniform method of get11ng that 1nfo out 

7 It g1ves us a tool to use AND everyone si10U1d be famllatr with the same toot. It Juo 26, 2012 8:22AM 
IS not a one-srze f1ta11 now ever as some would teach 11 - 11 hs to be adapled to 
workwrth eacn agencies make-up. 

8 I thtnk the NIMS-ICS provides for the structtXe for commandtevel pas1110ns The Jun 26, 2012 6:58AM 
NIMS-ICs does not directly prov1de for ald1ng 10 malong on scene deoSton It 
prorrlJ{s the IC that they shoUld be developing an lAP and have a command 
~tn.cture 1n place, but I thll'.k It's more of expenence, lrall'llng, and educalton that 
leads toward making good decisions d~ng an t..npredlctable event 

9 It's scalable and deSJ9ned to bUild on the day-to-day operatiOns Jun 26, 2012 5.15 AM 

10 In shorl the CQntroi Qlan irtetdent Wl'en resources are directed'" A oeograpt.c Juo 22, 2012 s ·1:? AM 
or specifiC tactic Without de\p1led explanatiOfiS, when mutual ak:l resources 
understand the tCS then a hogh degree of stress Is relieved from the tc thus 
allowtng the IC to <Xlncenlrate on the strateges 

11 The NIMS ICS gNes us a proper framework to handle all Slluattons big and .lun 19 2012 11 59 AM 
small 

12 NIMS 1s most useful in larger metropolrtan setttngs wnere resources can qu1ckly Jun 19, 2012 7:25AM 
be gathered. In smaller commun111es It may not be possible for resources to 
asliemble quick enough lor COMMAND to establish an appropriate structure to 
deal w1th the chaobc situation. 

13 I thtnk the NJMS )CS 1s a fantastic resource when you have the staff to 1mpOment Jun 181 2012 2 :02PM 
like the Federal AgeflCies. It does have it benefits though. It 1S a standard model 
\hal ts used across the country and is know to many fii'St responders. It could be 
better. 
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Page a, Q10. Is th~ National Incident Management System (NIMS ICS) an optimal mod~l for making decisions 
during unpredictable and unfamiliar events? 

14 Not 1n rrrt optOOn I prefer to UkliZed tile ICS .system that we have develOped Jun 18 2012 1 :12 PM 
Slnce rt •s east to deploy NIMS 1n my oprmol\ 1s not as ftextbte and IS not as 
read•'v used, $0 the familiarity oft he system rrrt create stra1na on an trc:tdent 

15 If properly expanded the ICS should tJe able to suppon any event Jun 18, 2012 12 44 PM 

16 ullelps top break incrdert into smaller fXeceS Jun 18, 2012 7:06AM 

17 Use of the ICS sysstem at wery event iS rmportant The use of thiS system at Jun 16, 2012 4:07AM 
larger anc:l unpree1ictable events is reeded In oroer to nave proper control anc:l 
good flow of Info from lhe bOttom to top and rwersed. 

18 It addresses key factors of organization and human limitat1ons other models Jun 15, 2012 3:39PM 
may be imaginable, but are <10! likely to be truly more effect1ve 

19 II predetermines the point at which you krlow you must expand lhe organization. Jun 15, 2012 1:12PM 
There ts nothing that k•cks you to remind you per se. but if you follow the 
principles of span of control and common sense, the ICS system borng followed 
works well. 
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Page a, Q11. Have you lmprovis~d or adapted ICS to become more effective as you have faced the challenges of 
responding to unique Incidents? 

I have always followed the tCS and make mv sttuauoo rrt lies a good toot to 
organiZe reso:Jrces 

Juo30 2012 1015 AM 

2 In the typocaiiCS the first respondtng otfteer ts command unttl relieved by a Jun 27, 2012 5:10AM 
seotor otrc:er I developed a syslem where ttJe flfst arriVIng olflcer gNes a Ofiet 
report to the responding Chief Officer. That chtef Off•cer determtnes If the 
sttuation needs tmmediate oommand. If so, he asstgns Command to the sentor 
officer on scene or who Will be arriv ng shortry. If tmmediote oommond 1s not 
necessary he allows the on scene officer to go to work (ie. Investigating) and 
assumes command once on scene. 

3 See above Jun 26, 2012 9:44AM 

4 As noted above altho!Jgh ICS rs desrgned to be bUift·out as a si\uat1on unfolds It Jun 26, 2012 8:22AM 
sbll has to be ada-pted to each agencies make-up, A large c1ty department 
responding to a giVen rncident \Viii deptQY resources and build out their ICS 
differently then a small volunteer department responding to the same 1nctdent. 

5 Not sure tf I have never done this but m most cases tl'lere has been some form of Jun 26, 2012 6:58AM 
command structure. 

6 It works pretty well, didn't see the need to adapt 1l We've been ustng rt for over Jun 26, 2012 5:15AM 
;s doz~n years, and it does hejp manage the 1nctdenl 

The systems works as you see Itt. It adapts rtself to your spectllc !'leed Jun 19 201211 59 AM 

B An MCI may requt-e a ''Medical 01f'JCer'' before an OPS chtel 1s establiShed for Jun 19. 2012 7·25 AM 
example 

9 have had to have people assume multiple roles wheo there shOuld have been Jun18, 2012 2:()2 PM 
ldll/lduaiS In each role 

10 ICS 1s a tool WhiCh ts created to expand and aoniJ'aCI as needed We moddy 1t Jun 1 B. 2012 1 :12 PM 
every day to meet the challenges associated wrth vanous tnctdents FOf 
example, we have a<klltion investigative teams to work wAh fire lovest1gabon, we 
mve, l'l'lOd!fied ij for I)Se wfth our dl\'e rescue lt>am, we have u11lt7ed 1t 11unng 
technrcal rescue operations, etc If used properly, tCS can be a valuable asset to 
eny operatoon 

11 somewhat I it can grow with the 1nc1dent bUt if you are Working with poliCe that Ju<1 18, 2012 7:06 AM 
doni use ot than you need to walk through ol slower get1lng then lnvoflied In It 

12 When you have the nee<:! for speciiiZe<:l people thts system allowt> for them to get Jun 16, 2012 4;07 AM 
the task required by IC and they are able to handle ail the Teen aspects 
requrred to preform it without lnterfearance for any one 

13 Tllars cheating as to do so would clearly identify me.. Jun 15, 2012 3;39 PM 

14 Spec1fc examples are establishing unfamiliar groups during a plane crash We Jun 15, 2012 1:12PM 
had a natural resource group thedevloped a synops1s of the land cond1bons for 
a search We have used an "er.vironrnental Group", that ensure tox1ns were 
monitored before going in to waterways 
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Brian Duggan -Delphi Round Three ~ Survey Monkey 

1. I agree to participate in this study. I understand that by agreeing to particpate and 

clicking "yes" I do not waive any of my legal rights. 

Yes 

No 

Response 

Percent 

100.0% 

0.0% 

Response 

Count 

19 

answered question 19 

skipped question 

2. Please enter your assigned coded control number in the box below: 

Assigned Coded Control 

Number 

1 of22 

Response Response Response 

Average Total Count 

4,962.86 104,220 21 

answered question 21 

skipped question 
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3. The second round survey asked you to identify strategies to get ahead of a surge event 

The most frequent response to this quest.ion was to employ preplanning and rapidly 

activate mutual aid plans. To provide you with some additional context, I have listed two 

examples of responses that focused on this issue. "The key strategy is pre planning and 

having a plan in place for the event that occurs so infrequently. We often refer to it as the 

3rd level of resources and having a plan in place and making sure that it is activated in a 

timely manner is critical to the eventual outcome of the incident." " Preplanning for surge 

events allows you to access additional resources in a coordinated and organized manner

this allows you t o focus on the situation at hand." Reftecting on the information above, what 

could make the existing 2nd (regional) and 3rd (state) tier mutual aid plans more effective? 

2of22 

Response 

Count 

21 

onswcrcd question 21 

skipped question 0 
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4. Please rate the frequency that you have utilized the strategies listed below: If you answer 

never you can also check the box on the far right If you would consider adopting this 

approach in the future. 

II you 

answereo 

never. 

check this 

AI All 
boxlfyou 

Never Sometlmas Slgn1ncant 
would Response 

Seldom 
con~ider Count 

Incidents 
adopting 

this 

approach 
l n 111e 

future 

Ass•gn a L1a oson Offl"!'r 19.0% (4) 33.3'4 (7) 19 0% (4) 28.6% (6) 19.0% (4) 21 

Assign a Safety Officer 0.0% (0) 4.8'!4 (1) 9.5'!4 (2) 85.7'.0 (18) 00% (0) 21 

Develop a Uno!1ed Command 
0.0% (0) 4.8'!4 (1) 381% (8) 57.1~ (12) 00% (0) 21 

Str~J~Cture 

Ullllze Command Staff or additional 
5.0% (1) O.O'l!. (O) 

Chief Ott1cers from the ocai area 
300% (6) 65,0',4 (13) 50%(1) 20 

Appotnt a Deputy lnetdenl 
33.3'/1 (7) 33.3 '1. (7) 

Commande< 
95~(2) 100K. (4) 2S8'K. (5) 21 

Appont a Deputy Operations 
33.3'.4 (7) 190% (4) 

Officer 
238% (5) 190% (4) 286'1(, (6) 21 

1\ss.gn pt-ISOMel to lhe logostics 
15.8% (3) 263% (5) 263% (5) 31 .6% (6) 15,8% (3) 19 

Sec.iion 

A55IJIR personnel to the Planning 
211.6% (6) 238% (5) 238% (5) 23.8% (5) 14,3% (3) 21 

Section 

Ass.gn pe1sonnel to the Finance 
38.1% (8) 28.6% (6) 

Section 
1QO% (4) 14.3% (3) 14.3% (3) 21 

Request more resources than U1e 
0 .0% (0) 28.6% (6) 

lnltill assessment indocates 
42.9'.4 (9) 78.0% (131 00% (0) 21 

Bre:ak the incident into man.oga3ble 
4.8% (1) 46'!(, (1) 

segments 
381% (8) 52.4% (11) 4.8% (1) 21 

Constantly ~eek updated srtuational 
0.0% (0) 4.6'lft {1) 

awareneu 
9 5'lft (2) 85,7% (18) 0.0% (0) 21 
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Confer With expertenced colleagues 
19.0% (4) 238% 15) 

that are "ot on the inctdent scene 
38.1% (8) 19.0% (4) 14.3% (3) 21 

Construe~ options (multiple game 
48'16 (1) 286% (6) 

plan 51 
47.6% (10) 190!1. (4) 00%(0) 21 

lnte;rale non-governmental 
person"el (e.g local experts, prrvate 5.0% (1) 45.0% (9) 300% (8) 20.0% (4) 0.0% (0) 20 

seclor resources) 

Ad;ost the length of operational 
14.3% (3) 33.3% (7) 38.1% (8) 14.3% (3) 4 6% (1) 21 

penods 

Automate notification of elapsed 
28.6% (6) 190% (4) 

time th rough your dispatch center 
14.3% (S) sa.w. (B) 23.8% (5) 21 

answered question 21 

skipped question 0 

5. Other than the use of mutual aid plans, the second round Delphi survey suggested that 
one of the next most important capabilities is the informal response of area Chief Officers. 

The following quotes are taken from round two survey responses. " The automatic 

response of area Chief Officers provide assistance with scene management, safety, and 
the control of resources from multiple jurisdictions." " Mutual aid relationships include the 
response of Chief Offtcers to assist with incident management functions. This can be 

informal, with chiefs responding w ith their companies as part of the mutual aid response." 

How could the value of the informal response of area Chief Offtcers detailed above be 

strengthened? 
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Response 

Count 

21 

answered question 21 

Skipped question 0 
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6. Please indicate how frequently you utilize each of the following methodologies to assist 

you in the management of surge ihcidents. If you answer hever you can also check the box 

on the far right if you would consider adopting this approach in the future. 

If you 

answe"'<l 
never 

check this 

AI All 
boxlf you 

Neller Seldom Sometimes Slgnlrlcant 
wou ld you Response 

Incidents 
con:,lder Count 

adopt!~g 

t his 

approach 

In the 

future. 

~xpand ICS Sltueture, delegate 
0.0% (0) 9.5% (2) 95%(2) 81 .0'.0 (17) 00% (0) 21 

relponsobllrue,., empower pe,;onnel 

Utlllle an a1de 4.6% (1) 14.3% t3) 381% (8) 42.9% (9) 0.0% (0) 21 

AsSign a l1aison 0.0% (0) 42.9% (9) 238% (5) 286'1(, (61 4.8% (1) 21 

Ass1gn a scnbe 9.5% (2) 38.1% (8) 286% (6) 238'1(, (51 95%(2) 21 

Asstgn a cornmuntc3tJOns specialist 238% (5) 33.3% (7) 14 3% (3) 28M(, (6) 14 3% (3) 21 

Wrlle d<7Ml ~ans. complete 
4.8% (1) 238% (5) 

Checl<IISIS 
333%(7) 38. 1~ (8) 46% (1) 21 

BrNk the Incident lnro mar~ageable 
O.()q{, (0) 14 3'1(, (3) 42.9% (9) 42.9~ (9) 00% (0) 21 

segments 

Ei\00<1rage the relabonship based 

response of local chief officers - 9.5% (2) 9.5%(2) 33 3% (7) 47.6'k (10) 48% (1) 21 

Informal support 

Implement security at the 
42.9'.4 (9) 14.~% (3) 238% (5) 19.0% (4) 33.3% {7) 21 

command posl 

Move the command 1>0sl away 
9.5% (2) 288% (8) 47.6% (1 0) 14.3% (3) 4.8% (1) 21 

from the mcldent scene 

Condu()f regulannternal briefing 
0.0% (0) 143% (3) 42.9% (9) 42.9% (9) 0.0% (0) 21 

sessions 

Limit radiO traffiC ro Critical 
9.5% (2) 238% (5) 

communrcabon 
33.3% (7) 33.3% (7) 48% (1) 21 
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Ver~y the credibility of mfol'fN!tion 9.5~ (2) 14~ (3) 38.1% (8) 38.1!4 (8) 9.5% (2) 21 

Assogn a r>oblic lnformabon Officer 
0.0%(0) 143% {3) 

(PIOI 
42.9% (9) 42.911 (9) 00% (0) 21 

Conduct press bHelings away from 
9.5if. (2) 9~%(2) 

the command post 
38 1%(8) 42.9% (9) 48% (1) 21 

answered question 21 

sklppoa quastion 0 

7. Round two generated many good ideas on decision aides and I would like your feedback 
on some of these concepts. If you were recommending Investment in each of these 
decision aids listed below, what priority would you give each of the eight concepts listed 
below? Please select no more than1hree items for each category. 

Low Priority Middle Priority Top Priority 
Ratin g Response 

Average Count 

Vodeo based aenat reconnaiSsance 

(dr011e, helicopter) 
70.0% (14) 250% (5) 50%(1) 1.35 20 

Enhanced ae<:OIJntabllity systems 

that ondate personnel positoon and 20.0% (4) 15.0% (3) 65.0% (13) 2 45 20 

elevatton us,ng 5PnSOf$ 

AutomatiC Incident Management 
0.0% {0) 381'llo {8) 

Team (IMT) re5!'0nse 
61 .9% (13) 1 .62 21 

Tramtng programs end exerases 00% {0) 13.8'llo {5) 76.2% (16) 2.76 21 

VIdeo oonferenclng capability with 
experienced personnel or subject 45.0'-' (9) 40.0% (8) 150% (S) 1 70 20 

matter experts 

Sensor based Interior monitoring or 
25.0% (5) 55.0:4 (11) 

temperature. therm;;l imagery 
20.0% (~) 1.95 20 

Computeuzed Checklists and 
9.5% (2) 26.6% (6) 61.9% (13) 2.52 21 

poeplan data 

Internet access on the lncodent 

scene 
150'llo (3) 50.0% (10) 35.0% {7) 2.20 20 

answered question 21 

skipped q uest ion 0 
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8. Please list any other ideas that you have for decision aids that are useful during the 

response to surge events. 

7 of 22 

Response 

Count 

9 

answered question 9 

skipped question 12 
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9. During the second round Delphi survey, approximately 46% of respondents indicated that 

the National Incident Management System (NIMS) is not an optimal model for making 

decisions during unpredictable and unfamiliar events. A review of the German Regulation 
DV 100 (the German equivalent to NIMS) identified several potential concepts. Would you 

support modifying NIMS with these practices? 

Develop partnerships with non 
trad1t10nal organ,za~ons such as 

prlv~e corporations or clubs 

Develop a communlcailons and 
transmission staff function 

Oevelop a personnel and 

administration staff fu nction 

Develop an Information gathering 

and assessment staff function 

Develop oomputer based oommand 

checl<l!Sb 

Move llle oomrnand post to a fixed 

ott s1te facility 

Pr0<1ide less structUre and allow 

more creativity 

Automated respOflse of •ncKJer.s 

o;upport teams 

De\lelopment of situational 

an~lys1s teems (de<hcatod 

personnel that focus on gathenr~g 

and venfwing Information for the 
Incident commander) 

Development of reg1onal support 

teams 

Y•• 

76.2'1. (16) 

55.0'1. (15) 

85.0'4 (17) 

95.2% (20) 

81 .0% (17) 

38.114 (8\ 

2110% (4) 

85.7% (1 8) 

100.0'4 (21) 

100.0~ (21) 

8()(22 

No 
Rating Response 

Average Count 

23.8% (5) 100 21 

5,0% (1) 1 00 20 

15.0% (3) 1.00 20 

4 8% (1) 1.00 21 

19.0% (4) 1.00 21 

,1 .9'1. (U) 1.00 21 

80.0% (16) 100 20 

14 3% (3) 100 21 

0.0% (0) 100 21 

0.0% (0) 1.00 21 

onsworod question 21 

skipped question 0 
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10. As a reminder, surge events are defined as emergency incidents that that require 

resources well beyond normal operating capacity. Examples of surge events include: 

accidents involving a large number of patients; the release of significant quantities of 

hazardous materials; incidents involving exponential fire spread; natural disasters and 

terrorism related events. These surge events are rare and of such a magnitude that the 

incident commander is confronted with a unique situation that often exceeds hislher 

experience and ability to improvise and adapt to changing conditions. What creative or 

innovative ideas do you have to enhance the ability to cope with these unfamiliar 

situations? 

Response 
count 

16 

answered question 16 

skipped question 5 
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Page 4, Q2. Please enter your assigned coded contro l number In the box below: 

5500 

2 4100 

3 4650 

4 5050 

5 4600 

6 4350 

7 5000 

8 5350 

9 5300 

10 5450 

11 5100 

12 .11450 

13 .11800 

14 5600 

15 5150 

16 ~ 

17 .11250 

18 l500 

19 ~50 

20 7400 

21 4770 
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Aug 12 2012 6;02 PM 

Aug 12 2012 6:00 PM 

Aug 12 2012 5 58 PM 

AU$112 2012 5'56 PM 

AU~12 2012S54PM 

Aug 2, 20121 '12 PM 

Aug 1, 2012 5•04 AM 

Jul31, 2012 3:08PM 

JuJ 30, 201210 :37 AM 

Jul30, :2012 9:55 AM 

Jul 30, 2012 8.26 AM 

Jut 30, 2012 6 ·03 AM 

Jul30, 2012 5 45 AM 

.Jul 29, 2012 5.14 PM 

,lui 29, 2012 9'28 AM 

J\J Z7, 2012 6'50 A\1 

Jul26, 201210:28 AM 

Jul23, 201212·57 PM 

Jut23, 201210'16 AM 

Jut 23, 2012 6:53 AM 

Ju123, 2012 5 41 AM 
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Page 5, Q3. The second round survey asked you to identify strategies to get ahead of a surge tvent. The most 
frequent response to this question was to employ pro planning and rapidly activate mutual aid plans. To provide 
you with come additional cont•xt. I ltavo listed two exampl.s of responses tluot focused ••• 

In the surge events that I have participated irH!speaally the known or anbapated Aug 12 2012 6.02 PM 
;;urge events-ore~aonng and revlewong the avaiable mtJual aid {2nd Tier) rs 
very beneflcral. A strong point for considefatlon IS however ,ttet dunng most 
surge events-"'IRMAL mt..tual aid Is almost always ~ed up with tne S~Xge a\lllnt 
on the or commonily as well. Thos is where the 3rd Tier of (state/federal) Mutual 
aid needs to be cons1dered In the Humcane Irene surge event-most of rr1f 
normal mutual aid (based on the radio traffic I was hearing on my Command 
vehiCle) was consumed by responses required wothon their own community At 
leasttnrttally I personally DID NOT call for mutual atd because the remaonder of 
my county was out on calls dealing with the same surge event calls This would 
!lave been a GREAT place for the state level of mutual a•d coordlnatoon to come 
Into pley. Find out how thererrainong depenmenls in stale were hendllng the 
Surge and know where help could come from. lronloally-the Web60C crashed 
on the middle of the hurricane-1tous not allowong our EMD to know what the rest or 
lhP state fooked like 

2 table top pracuce in all courrtys This wlll give departments a better Aug 12, 2012 6:00PM 
understanding of tile proccess as it does not happen enough to be profeclant 

3 Development of automatm predetermined levels of he red repsonses for ooven Aug 12 2012 5 '58 PM 
call types and events, thus avoiding IC overload dunng the most cnhcal and 
stressfull or tomes. ie. during the height of the 11'1Cldent at;ealatlOn By hetVt119 pre-
determined level of subsequent greater alarm responses. the IC can merely 
request the add'J alaffll and know the type, and qty ol resources beong 
summomned Thos can also play a cntical role on the broader request for 
regoonat or statewide request for resources fOf muruclpal. regoonal or statewode 
needs. This would encompass pre-<letermlned actlvabons of task 'orces strokes 
teams etc. 

4 TraHli1Q at the comrn.nity level about t~e resource& that are available and the /Wg 12 2012 5:56PM 
way the system works 

5 An unoerstandong of who has v.hat resources Use of ex1stong written plans that IWg 12 2012 5 54 PM 
are well e~eerased Wlth panners oncreases eftectNeness too 

6 PenodK: reVIew ol preplan for different evenls by allo!lVONed Rea ostocdnlls and Aug 2. 2012 1 19 PM 
training with all enmles identified on preptan. Ensure adequate and compaubie 
radoo communocations capability. 

7 On-9olng and conbnual interagency trainong Aug 1, 2012 5 06 AM 

e Havong them tisteo on •rour oepartment's run card so they are readtly avallatlfe to Juf 31, 2012 3 11 PM 
both ICs and dispatchers This should inclUde necessary contact Information for 
requests 

9 Seeing tool these surge events occurr so mfrequently, table top traon1ng IS a Jut 30, 2012 10;37 AM 
necessity ln prepalil1Q ror the <~ctUC~I reallffe event that frll happen 

10 In order for 2nd and 3rd tier plans to be more effective, there needs to be a plan Jul 30, 2012 9;58 AM 
on place at the local level training plan to revtew them perfo<:hcaiiY ~nd JUSt as 
Important, iderrtifying means to activate plans, such as compuer a1ded dospatch 
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Page 5, Q3. The second round survey asked you to identify strategies to get ahead of a surge t vent. The most 
ffequent response to this question was to employ proplannlng and rapidly activate mutual aid plans. To provide 
you with ~ome additional cont•• t. I ltav• listed two uampl..s of r..sponsts that focused -· 

cues or p;!per resources with updated contact Information 

11 Better commuruca!Jons and also a condensed system where the 3rd 1evel1s Jul30, '2012 9 16 AM 
rnana9ed bV a highly trained ar<J dedrcated communicato~S that handle these 
events more often The prablem is the Infrequency of events and the tum over n 
Cl!spatch cente~S make 11 difficuR to be proficoent Tills 1s true with tne 2nd level of 
dospalctl as well bUt not quite as complicated. 

12 l limHhat tnese plans, While great on paper, are not utlllzec:J onen and therefore Jul 30, 2012 6 '10 AM 
we are not afforded the opportumty to find the flaws We need to erther tra1n in 
the use or these plans more often. or ease the rules in wh1ch we put these plans 
on place and use our regional resources more often. AJ3 an e~ample, of a!l 
lf1Cident occurs at one end of mf community why do we send companies from 
across the City when the neighborlf)J commuMy has two companies closer to 
the inCident? We should cross community I:IOundanes more oil en when II would 
benefit the citiZen 

13 EffectiVeness of mutual aid plans 1sdefined by the awareness of the plan and Jul 30, 2012 5:56AM 
ram111arlty w1th the plan. This isaocompllshed 'r1f hav1ng those persons 
responsible for implementing such plans being mvollled In thelf formatton and 
ceveloprrenl This creates "buy-in" ror all responders Secondly. tra1nlng on the 
plan IS crucial All plans look great on paper Exercosong them pnor to the need to 
use ttlem during an tncide{lt breeds a comfOft level and understanding of the 
pCan Lastly, every opportunity an agency gets to have Its staff meet and tra1n 
with other agenCies bu«ds a oorrofort level that will extend to the actualonadent 
when ano 1f it OOCUIS 

14 Plans are valuable butexcercising the plans would IdentifY thestrenths orthe Jul29, 2012 6 19 PM 
plan and areas for irroprovemert. Tt'e excers1se could range from table top of 
representatJ\Ies from e;ch 39E'OCV or full scale excerclse 

15 If all partJCip;ints get 1111/ollled wrth a table top exerciSe, gomg over the plan, 1n a Jul 29, 2012 9 33 A \4 
rnore reaisttc approach, drill wt.h tre other agel'lCies 3S frequent as posstb'e so 
11\at all are on tne same preplan This w~l allow all ageooes to know each 
agencoes expertose a.nd equopmant and actual tome frame when the of1COmll'lg 
response will get to the onc~enl 

16 One or the major problems with the Infrequency of the major event 1S that we do Jul 27, 2012 6·58 AM 
not practice very often for them As a restJlt when that event should oocur we 
have problems lnsuri!lQ that the proper resource<; are beong deployed and the 
s1mle th1ngs like contact numbers are correct So pract1ng and rev1ewlng plans 
on a reglAar basis is very important From state perspectJVe one Issue that has 
cropped up Is there are oompeting ent1bes t1y1ng to do the same JOb, You have 
the state mobilzation plan wnich includes an EMS component and you have the 
EMS regoons wh1ch nave a plan. These plans dont complomonl each other and 
1n fact ~n cre~te s1gnificnat Issues 1f they are both acttvated s1noe they both 
draw from the same resources although the resources may be requested at 
different t1mes 

17 EKercising the 2nd and 3rd tier mUtU<II aid plans more effeotlve l~s also JUI 26, 2012 10:30 AM 
1mportant to include mid- and lower·levet officers in the exerc1ses A tot or times, 
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Page 5, Q3. The second round survey asked you to identify strategies to get ahead of a surge t vent. The most 
frequent response to this question was to employ pre planning and rapidly activate mutual aid plans. To provide 
you With come additional cont•xt. I ltav• listed two uampl.s of rKponsts that focused -· 

lfs the Chief or Deputy who go to the exerctse. hJwever. when things happen It's 
the sh!ft supeJVisor 'wh:> is in cllarge at the OUI$el, and needs to ha\16 a WO!Iong 
understanding or t11e resooxces ava !able as the 111Gldent raptdy escalates 

16 Revrew and update ol the p4an Many orgaf11ZatJons, WhO are resources of a Jul23, 2012 1 01 P'-4 
p!aoe. change capabilrues. The plan must be updated to renect the changes 
Tl>e plao(s) must ''l1ve·• Tl'>e second step 1s educat1on of 1M plan to both the 
users and the resources of the plan 

19 The Plans at the regional distgrict level need to be rev1ewed on an s1m annual Jul 23, 201210:25 AM 
basis. There needs to be a represenitive ass1gned from e.ach department to ll'le 
t ub comm1nee that is formed at the d1stocl level and all <;t)ould meet and 
updated ~nfo and response capabilities. This should be done by formal meeting 
rather than servey that IS sent around eacn year. At the State level thE!fe needs 
to be a represen1tive from each fire distrlct !halls assigned to the oomm1ttee lor 
State Wia: Response. they need to meet every 4 months so that the state wide 
plen can be upc~<~ted with the c11anges of resources that happen at the r(1e 
Olsrtnct level 

20 The existing plans cotld be made much more robust and ellectrve If there was Jul23, 2012 6·57 AM 
additional traintng and exercises that utilized the plans on place these exerc1ses 
csnd tra1nong sessions could be used to mocil'y the exiStong plan If needed 1111d get 
the personoel onvolved more comfortable w111'J the specofJcs of tl'>e plan and mora 
rmportantf\1 get people to be abte to place a name wrth a f<MJe If roeeded 11 the 
pian IS used in the future 

21 COMMANDERS being thoroug'lly famlloarwl!h these Plans ope..,troos and .Jui 23, 2012 5:43AM 
content. And. practiCing the Plans anl'kJ<IIiy at teasl 
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Page 7, QS. Other than the use of mulllal aid plans, the second round Delphi survey suggested that one of the 
nu t most Important capabiities is the Informal response of area Chief Officers. The following quotes are taken 
from round two surv•y rtspon ses. 

" The automatic response of area Chief Officers pro ••• 

The trllormal response of Chief Officers could be strengthened by defining the 
exl)e(;tations or tnat Chieromrer eothet before the event ur upon tmmeoatety 
arrill111g The prot:iem I have expenenced wth lhls-ts most chtef offiCers are 
perfect for Command and Operations. When the asstgnmenl tS Planntng, 
logtsltcs or Ftnance the strength and confidence tn fulfilling that rote ts not a 
prevalent Anyone assosoiated with an I MAT type team-has that training and I 
nave called for ao I MAT response at most or tne Surge events wttl'lln my 
community In my department we cany field guodes aod tl'le ICS 200 senes 
forms to asstst our choef 6fftcers wrtn (tlltng other roles 

Aug 12 2012 6:02 PM 

2 Havmg prearranged agreements and dispatch that woll call them. Also dfllltng Allg 12, 2012 6:00 PM 
WOUld help 

3 The additiOn of outside agency Chief officers may provide added expertise, Aug 12, 2012 5:59 PM 
6ltuattonal awareness, p(ovided llasion functions wtlh that depts pe(oo~nel 3tlow 
lor first hand knowledge of personnel and equtpment capability being provoded 
from the responding agency. The U\lll;:at1on ol mutual <~ld ch1ets can tlecome a 
cl'rtical lacel of scene mana9ement and overall safety and resource allocattlon. 
task management of goven resources on site. 

4 The response of focal mutual aid Chief Officers worked well 1n the past wtth Aug 12. 2012 5.57 PM 
moderate lllC•dents. For maJor mctdents where you would go past those local 
boundanes, havtng it in the plan IS essential 

5 Butld ng a persorel relationship with colleagues would go a long way to Aug 12 2012 5 54 PM 
strenglhentng the relatoOnshtp. 

6 Ett tdentofytng Oepartmerrts trrtE!fested on utolrztng area Chtef Oftee(S at events Aug 2. 2012 1 28 PM 
and tderMyulQ Chef Off•cers who wouta be willing and able to respond to ltlese 
events W•th or wtthout compeny resoonse 

7 Provide shadowtng opportunities wllh other larger agenoes, !ormattze pial'$ or Aug 1. 2012 5 10 AM 
actovatl()(l>. create posrtion spe<:ific perronnel w1tn alt<>rnaiM< 

8 Move to a more stru.ctured InCident Mall!lgement Team appr011ch Jul31, 2012 314 P\1 

9 Chtefs respoding to mutual aid incidents should attempt to workwrth thetr own Jut 30, 201210:37 AM 
staff after receiving orders from the IC, rather than working wtth other ftre~ghters 
on the scene that a particular chief is notfamlharwlth 

10 Tostren~n lhter response, it needs to be added to the line boxorautomat1c Jul 30, 2012 10:02 AM 
ald response In addition, unltied loodent command SOG's as well as Safety, 
RIT and Rehab SOG's Also, traoning for choefs tn .specific oncfdent management 
functions so they are accustomed 'to betng tn these roles 

11 Make it part of a formal process. Have automatic response from Chtef Officers Jul 30, 2012 9;30 AM 
and have tllem listed on the running cards as resources. 

12 More utilization of them on the scene. Prior planning with those chiefs as to what Jul 30, 2012 615 AM 
dUti!!!> they would be asked to perform 
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Page 7, QS. Other than the use of mutual aid plans, the second round O.lphl survey suggested that one of the 
nut most Important capabi ities is the Informal response of area Chief Officers. The following quotes are taken 
fro m round two -suNey ...-sponses:. 

;•Th• automatic response of area Chief Officers pro ... 

13 In developing diSpatch response requirements, run cards (levels of alarms or 'l1f ..U 30, 2012 6'06 AM 
types o11,.,1de11ts) irtc1W1ng commaoo starr a~ pall ul the addlltonat1esou1ces 
requo'l!d should be consodered. Due to tile fact thai not I!!Very Rre Departmenl or 
N;Jercy can a Ways be relied upon to respond dt.e to the or call volume and.Or 
evailabolily alternatiVe Chief Officer from other Departmerts could be Included. 
The roles and functions of these responding Choef Off1cers should not 
necessamy be pre-<letermlnetl P\Jt could be Ulllize<l as neede<l depending on the 
IOCident. 

14 Make this a formal specific levels of responce that has multiple layers to fill the Jul 29, 2012 6:45PM 
command roles with experienced personnel. 

15 In our town we have this agreement between the choef officers, we utilize this Jul29. 2012 9 42 AM 
through out mutual aid system. It is very important to have a chief officer from 
another area to come an ass1s! this Is done automatfc rn our area, so little 
InCidents we need to get as much knowledge and experience as we can, it worKs 
very well <~nd 1s very valuabfe to our process on large scale Incidents 

16 Have 11 codified With the respective fire distncts In this regard the system ~ then Jul 27, 2012 7 02 AM 
recogno:zed by an personnel and the arroval of the "Support Ch1els" ts not scon as 
unusaJ or quesboned by line personnel during an Incident 

17 Involving Chief Officers from neighboring communities 1n planning meetings Jut 26, 2012 10·35 AM 
beFore the IOCident- so that they're more familiar With 01.11 resources 

18 I believe !he mformal response should becOme more formal It 1S very"thln" at JUI23, 2012 1 06 PM 
the top and 1 have seen mulitple Chief OffiCers be transporte<l to a hosptt.al 
teavong nobo<ly 1n charge! 1 believe tnat communtt1es shoUld have adatuonal 
Ch•els respond on oncldents to augment and sllppOrt command roes 

19 In the regonal mJtual aid plan lhere shluld be a buiHm call for chief oi!ICI!rs as JIA 23. 201210.36 AM 
edd1t!Onal alarms are sounded. By doing this you W01.lld haVe the fiTlfT'I!!<:flate 
respooE<e of chief officers ba~ oo the number of allarms and apparaiU!' 11\al are 
called This would allow for rroch better managmenl of these addthooal 
resources as they arrille 

20 Formallzabon of the currert Informal response would certeonly strengl)1en the Ju123, 2012 7 03 AM 
s•tualion. If you can rely on addl!oonal Ch•ef Off1cers to respond to your scene rt 
woll not only strengtheh the overall management of the onetdent but free up those 
withon the organization tt>al is expenencong the onc1dent lo perform other 
funct1ons. During the ' 'out of the norm" sHuallon many personnel assigned to 
speCific Functions may not appropnately tra1ned to assume that role Most Chief 
Officers $houfd already be trained to assume many of these roles and 1f they are 
not maybe some addatOnal reg10nat train1ng sess1ons should be offered 

21 F1rst of all, make the response FGrmat - not Informal. Then you can oounl on the Jul 23, 2012 5'47 AM 
arnval of Ch1efs you know and are comfortable working w11h. Secondly, lra1n 
togetner Thtrdly, formalize the relationships by structuring IMTs 
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Page t , Ql. Pie au list any other ideas Ill at you have ror decision aids that are useful durl.,g the response to 
surge even1s. 

ICS Forms Field Operat!Ons Gulde-ICS 42Q.1 AUg 12 2012 6 02 PM 

2 lhere is a concem lor high tech not worki~ because of infrequent use Aug 12 2012 6 01 PM 

3 Greater dedsAons aides should be embedded 1010 the orgarnzallonal cu"ure IWg 12 2012 s·ss PM 
such as 1- SOO's thatRovern lhe need of pre-ltre planntng based on contruction 
type. occupancy oazard type, safety concerns to etlher FF. or publiC 2· Hard fast 
ICS, IMT, and FF accountabirny J . Pre determined resource responses based 
on alarm/call type to provode for known level of responses for most types of calls 
bet~ generated. 

4 We have a fire liaison at communications who can look at theGPS layers and Aug 12. 2012 5.55 PM 
advosc of hydrants out o f servoce or other dynam>c 1asues 

5 ACcess to area expertS 1e. If a ftood .sltuatton exists 1 might want to speaK with a Jul 30, 2012 6:27 AM 
Clam eng•neer 

6 IMT 1s such a valuable resource, networking list of other profcsaionaiGaa well as Jul 29, 2012 9;51 AM 
other chief officers, Table Top exercises that are 1n real hme, practice onen In 
real ume and real evolution. 

7 Pocket gutdes are also helpful. Wrtl1 a prolonged Incident, you don't need to Jul 26, 2012 10:38 AM 
worry about running out of battery power on a handheld oev1ce If you hove the 
Info in a pr1nted pocket guide as backup! 

8 When operating wrth in propert1es owned and controled by d•fferentagencJeS JUl23, 2012 10·52 AM 
oontroled by different levels of Goverment it IS cnd1cal to have a one ol you 
peop'e asstgned to there EOC _ and one of there persons aSSigned to the 
oommand certer, so you know what lhey are doing and plan to do before n 
happens 

9 Strengthen re'lab ior crews, .such as tne extensrve rehab area that was JUI 23, 2012 5.53 A\! 
estebliShed ror the Wacester MA collapse and death or 6 FFs in 1999 
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Page 11, Q10. As a remin der, surge events are defined as emergency Incidents that that req uire resources well 
beyond normal opt! rating capacity. Examples of surge events include: accidents Involving a la.rge number of 
patients ; the release of s ignificant quantities of hazardous materials; Incidents Involv ing ••-· 

Honest truth-1 grab a member of ITtf department to be a Ch~ef Aide and d~rect IT'f Aug 12 2012 6:02 PM 
deputy to do tne same lttave found While respond!({! to surge events, there are 
Simply not enough of the IC to go around espec~ally w1th ctoc~.mertatton An 
Aide os invaluable lor a11swenng one of the three cell pflones 111191119 radio tra"•C, 
drlvor~. and rt just goes on and on The person p,cked for Aide rnu& be Willing to 
tackle the tasks at hand. 

2 Requests addt resources early stage secondary hers of subsequent alarms Au_g 12. 2012 5.59 PM 
Wlthm mcldent reach bJt not in ommedlate area. Set up large enough rehab area 
to accomodate the volume of personnel potentially expected to participate In the 
1nctdent, consider the use of on site dispatch functions for these larger surge 
events, le, do not over toad dispatch via radio, have. field response of dosptach 
personnel which can operate from the scene from within a "Mobile Dispatch 
Center" remotely from the scene, Accornphshing lh1s d1mshes tl'le raoo traffic 
on dispatch and allows for near normal operations at the dispatch center, while 
providi119 for quick actions by trained dispatcheffi 

3 Something to keep to tn1od. be nex1ble and adapt to tne srtuatoon So many times Au912. 2012 5:57PM 
thongs go wr.:mg; do not to let it consume you Be creatiVe with safety as the 
upmost 1mporianr.es 

4 I like the odea of computeriZed ched<lists for different events More trarnong and Aug 2, 2012 1:44 PM 
dolts _geared to different events Ensunng revrew of e\le(lts that Oc:cur elsewhere 
and lessons teamed. 

5 I agree wil:h most of ttle Ideas already ptesen!ed I think one of the most Jut 31, 2012 3:25 PM 
important component,. IS lr>erdent Management Teams who are able to bnng 
personnel and resources to help gatn control of scene and resource 
management. 

6 Round table dtscuss10ns wilh the di'ererent emegency agensoes that watt be Jul30, 2012 10 39 AM 
rnvol\led in the surge rnoident should 11 occur 

7 Re-tt11ok ICS tra111rng I teactl a class entitled "Bottom up lncrdenl Corrmancl" Jul30, 20121028 AM 
Starting wrth tne 1nrtiatl report a'ld first due team starts tne process of a 
developong incident scene_ We tend to teach ICS/NIMS from the top down, 
begonning wrth Sect1ons and Section Chef ResponsibltnleS We need the lowest 
ranl<ong perso1 to unc!ffi;tand h::lw to establish command and ga1n control of an 
>OCrdent We also need lo empower our poptJJation and 1ra1n tl'lem In IAtoal 
response to a'l incrdent. Israel, citJZens are trained to mO\Ie people out of harms 
way and to admrrrrster baSic first a>d. I have never mel a pollee chiE!f that uses 
ICS or NIMS. Public Works NEYER uses NIMS These agencies should be held 
accountable for learning and using the system 

8 As Fore Chrefs and Incident Commandets I am at'raod that we are fixed upon Jut 30, 2012 10:00 AM 
tradij1onal training for inctdents that we may be requited to respond to take 
command and control. Our problemsoiVII'l!;J techniques ate based on our tra1n1ng 
1!!nd knowledge of these types of events t bel1eve that we have to educate 
ourselves and try learning to solve problems 111 non-traditional methods. I would 
took to Industries like IT and softwa1e to see how they solve problems 
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Page 11, Q10. As a reminder, surge events are defined as emergency Incidents that that require resources well 
beyond normal opt! rating capacity. Examples of surge events include: accidents Involving a la!ge number of 
patients ; Ill• rel•ase of significant quantities of hazardous materials ; incld•nts Involving U -. 

9 Incident Management T earns and Overhead teams to a5$st wrth maJOf Jul 30, 2012 9 36 AM 
ooodents All Chtel& and lncldent Commanders cannot be proftclem in aU areas 
and espectally 111 the unique sttuations where there IS limited expe1ence and 
exposure UOhzation of spec1ali2ed resources lncll.l!llng management teams early 
on the incident would be a tremendous benefit Havong experoenced personnel 
assostlng at the scene, that have the proper tra1n.ng and would work woth the 
locaiiC would' be a benefrt 

10 1 support your tdea of regional or local area command support teams Slmllar to Jul 29, 2012 5 :51 PM 
the national "Go Teams': 

11 LeadershiP sl\olls trorough tr.lining but not just the fire scrvocc in otllcr fields as Jul 29, '2012 9 :57 AM 
well open your m1nd, develop problem solving skills through traln1ng and role 
ptay1ng, work on communtcatiOn skills through role ptayong and drolls, keeping an 
open m1nd listen to all as much as you can, thl ng out of the box when you need 
too 

12 Not real creative. but we continue to keep strong work1ng relationships woth the Jul ZJ. 2012 711 AM 
reg1o'lal r~re al"ld EMS proVIders. We have a nu1d Mutual Aid program and 
personnel are use to working with ot~oer departrrents As such, I think that 
hav1rg these strong relationships w•ll be invaluable when a laoge scale event 
does occur and the need to mobiiZe large numbers of rE!$0uroes Is called upon 

13 Read as many AAR-IP as I can. listen to audio logs a1 surge even1S whenever Jul 26, 2012 10·42 AM 
I hey become puhlic Look for lessons learnect thai can be pas!>ed along to nur 
personnel WhNe the JOC!defll Is shU fresh in people's minds 

14 Autornabc response b'f IMT and tncidert suppon personref AlAomatoc Ju123, 2012 1·14 P\1 
response b'f neogtoboring Ch•ers Response inct.Jdes experience and •ndMd~Ss 
that know capabohbes and <esources of available respondefs More regoonal 
llaonang events 

15 We need to deveJope a training program that wolJcl use todays state of the are Jut 23, 2012 1100 AM 
technology to enable the IC to be able to command a changirg event and 
creteque hom on what they woo.Ad need to improve on and what went good ThiS 
would traon them how to effectMey react to an even that os chang"ll'lg rat:J~dly All 
Choef Officer shoud be re~lred to recieve thiS tralnlg befor tak1119 command. All 
LJne officers should be required to take this COUI'$9 

16 Each munocopalrty should train annually on a surge event for them Then, the Jul 23, '2012 6 00 AM 
states should condUct such tra1roing for each reg10n so netghbonng communities 
work together Semi-annual training would begin to taKe ltoe mystery out or such 
events ard With tum-over, none the ab1l~1es of new leaders before the BIG ONE 
occurs 
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